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The law is stated as it stood on 31st January 2018. 

INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER 

 

The purpose of this thesis is to deepen the understanding of the relationship 

between the European Union and national parliaments (EU-NP relationship). It 

focuses on the developments that have taken place in this relationship since the 

Lisbon Treaty. The EU-NP relationship has been the subject of significant 

attention in the recent history of European integration, including prior to Lisbon. 

As noted by Kiiver in 2006: 

“Calls for stronger or more active national parliaments abound, and their 

advocates emerge from the most unlikely quarters: Eurosceptics and 

Europhiles, scholars as well as pragmatics, in both Brussels and the 

national capitals, seem for various reasons to have acquired a taste for 

greater national parliamentary involvement in the European Union”1 

In the years since this quote, the prominence of national parliaments in the 

discourse has only increased. Since then: the Lisbon Treaty recognised national 

parliaments and provided them with a number of powers;2 national parliaments 

were the subject of negotiations between the United Kingdom and the Union prior 

to the UK’s referendum on withdrawal from the European Union;3 the Juncker 

Commission appointed a Vice-President with responsibility for “promoting a 

new partnership with national parliaments”;4 a French presidential candidate 

called for a new parliament in the Eurozone partially composed of national 

parliamentarians;5 major pieces of national legislation were passed empowering 

individual parliaments to scrutinise their Council representatives;6 a referendum 

                                                   
1 Kiiver, The National Parliaments in the European Union: A Critical View on EU Constitution Building (Kluwer Law 
International, 2006), p. 1. 
2 Consolidated version of the Treaty on European Union [2012] OJ C326/13; Consolidated version of the Treaty on 
the Functioning of the European Union [2012] OJ 326/47. See Chapter 1.  
3 Decision of the Heads of State or Government, meeting within the European Council concerning a new settlement 
for the United Kingdom within the European Union, EUCO 1/16, 19 Feb. 2016, Annex I, p. 17. 
4 European Commission, Mission Letter to First Vice-President Frans Timmermans, Brussels, 1 November 2014, p. 6.  
5 Hamon, Treaty on the Democratization of the Governance of the Euro Area, 9 March 2017 
http://piketty.pse.ens.fr/files/T-DEM%20-%20Final%20english%20version%209march2017.pdf 
6 See European Union Act (EUA) 2011 (c. 12) of the UK Parliament, and the German Act[s] on Cooperation between 
the Federal Government and the German Bundestag [and the Bundesrat] in Matters concerning the EU, 2009 
amendment (Gesetz über die Zusammenarbeit von Bundesregierung und Deutschem Bundestag in Angelegenheiten 
der Europäischen Union – EUZBBG). 
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in Hungary refused application of Union law on the basis that it must first be 

approved by the Hungarian parliament;7 and finally, national parliaments have 

been used as part of the rationale of domestic courts to review and disapply Union 

law.8 As it stands, this wealth of activity is yet to be captured in the literature on 

national parliaments. This thesis draws together these different developments, 

through a theoretical framework that aims to deepen the understanding of the 

EU-NP relationship. To achieve this, the framework contains three distinct 

elements.  

First, this thesis analyses the EU-NP relationship across different contexts and 

perspectives. The thesis asks whether the treatment of national parliaments differs 

based on the context in which they interact with the Union. It explores the 

different attitudes towards national parliaments displayed by different actors in 

the Union context. This broad analysis allows the thesis to draw insights from 

variations and patterns in the EU-NP relationship across different areas of 

enquiry.  

Second, this thesis establishes a framework of language to describe developments 

in the EU-NP relationship; the four common tensions. It posits that the position 

of national parliaments in the Union is contested, and is best explained as a series 

of tensions common to different interactions between national parliaments and 

the Union. This framework can be used to describe the different contexts and 

perspectives relevant to the EU-NP relationship and develops a nuanced lens 

through which to view the topic. 

Third, the thesis orientates its analysis around the Lisbon Treaty. It asks what the 

position of national parliaments in the Union was prior to the enactment of the 

Lisbon Treaty and analyses the developments that have taken place since. This 

allows the thesis to reflect broadly on the how the Treaty has affected the EU-NP 

relationship across different areas of enquiry using the analytical framework of 

the common tensions. 

                                                   
7 See, “Hungary to have October referendum on EU migrant plan”, 5 July 2016. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-
europe-36711693. 
8 Most recently, Case No. 15/2014 Dansk Industri (DI) acting for Ajos A/S vs. The estate left by A. Chapter 4, sections 2 
and 3 for further details. 
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Each of these aspects of the framework will be explained and illustrated in section 

1 of this Introductory Chapter. This framework intends to deepen the 

understanding of the EU-NP relationship. In doing this, it moves the debate 

beyond the existing literature, which is discussed in section 2 of this Chapter. 

Finally, section 3 offers an overview of the thesis and its key findings. 

1. INTELLECTUAL FRAMEWORK AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

I. STRUCTURE OF CHAPTERS: TWO DIFFERENT CONTEXTS 

FROM TWO DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES 

The first key structural choice made in the thesis is to take a broad approach to 

exploring the EU-NP relationship. First, the thesis explores two different contexts: 

i) the ex ante influence of national parliaments over the Union legislative process 

and ii) the ex post application of Union law to national parliaments. The thesis 

explores both of these contexts from two different perspectives: i) the perspective 

of actors in the European legal order, and ii) the perspective of actors in the 

domestic legal order.  

A. TWO CONTEXTS 

National parliaments interact with Union law in a number of different ways. This 

thesis chooses to focus on two of these contexts. The first is the influence of 

national parliaments over the Union’s legislative process. As this takes place prior 

to the creation of Union secondary legislation, it is described in this thesis as the 

ex ante context. This context is limited to the extent to which national parliaments 

can influence the creation of Union legislation. Thus, it does not include an 

examination of the influence of national parliaments over the creation of Treaty 

law. While not explored fully in this thesis, reference will be made to the new 

rights provided to national parliaments in the area of Treaty amendment. It was 

traditionally the case that national executives negotiated Treaties, with national 

parliaments often only given a formal power of approval.9 Following the Lisbon 

                                                   
9 Weiler, “The Transformation of Europe”, 8 Yale Law J (1991), 2403, 2452. As Weiler described, within “the structure 
of European democracies is such that it is idle to think that governments could not ram most expansive measures 
down willing or unwilling parliamentary throats”. 
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Treaty, national parliaments have a right to take part in the Treaty drafting 

process.10 With this role, it may be possible for national parliaments to shape their 

own destiny in some way in the future. While this offers interesting avenues for 

further research,11 owing to constraints of space, it is not possible to undertake 

that analysis in this thesis. By making this choice, the thesis is able to focus on the 

functioning of the Union, rather than the rare occasions of Treaty amendments. 

The second context is the application of Union law to national parliaments. As 

this concerns the application of already created Union law to national 

parliaments, it is termed the ex post context. This context includes the application 

of both secondary law and Treaty articles to national legislation. The role of 

national parliaments in the transposition of Union Directives will not be covered 

by the thesis,12 as it will focus instead on the judicial application of Union law.  

B. TWO PERSPECTIVES   

This thesis will also divide its analysis into two broad perspectives. The first 

category is European, more specifically, the perspective of actors in the European 

legal order. This includes all European institutions, such as the European 

Commission, the Court of Justice and the European Parliament. It also includes 

the Member States acting collectively, either through a European institution such 

as the Council of the European Union, or in the creation of the Treaties. The 

second perspective considered is that of actors in the domestic legal orders. This 

incorporates the action of judicial and political actors within Member States. This 

includes national governments and courts, as well as the national parliaments 

themselves. 

These broad perspectives will be described as European and domestic, but this is 

not intended to give the impression of a unitary view from either the European or 

                                                   
10 Under Art. 48(3) the Treaty drafting process is initiated with a convention convened by the European Council after 
consulting the European Parliament and the Commission. The convention is “composed of representatives of the 
national Parliaments, of the Heads of State or Government of the Member States, of the European Parliament and of 
the Commission.” The convention adopts a recommendation for the conference of representatives of the governments 
of the Member States. 
11 See, for example, Beck, “The British parliament and the Convention on the Future of Europe”, 30 EL Rev. (2005), 
743. 
12 Dörrenbächer et al, “National Parliaments and Transposition of EU Law: A Matter of Coalition Conflict?”, 53 JCMS 
(2015), 1010; Spungk, “Legislative Transposition of Directives: Exploring the Other Role of National Parliaments in 
the European Union”, 51 JCMS (2013), 298. 
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the domestic legal orders. Naturally, actors within the European legal order will 

often disagree with each other. The domestic perspective incorporates 28 different 

domestic legal orders with different constitutional arrangements. While accepting 

these limits, the thesis will attempt to draw comparison and patterns within the 

two perspectives.  

Each context will be considered from each perspective. For the purposes of the 

thesis, each perspective and context will be written in shorthand. Ex ante influence 

of national parliaments on the Union legislation process and ex post application of 

Union law to national parliaments may be shorthanded to ex ante and ex post. The 

perspectives of actors within the European legal order and actors within the 

domestic legal orders will be shortened to European and domestic. Both the contexts 

will be considered from both perspectives. This approach provides the chapter 

structure of the thesis: 

 European Domestic 

Ex Ante influence of national parliaments 

over the Union legislative process 

Chapter 1 Chapter 3 

Ex post application of Union law to national 

parliaments 

Chapter 2 Chapter 4 

II. STRUCTURE OF ANALYSIS: FOUR COMMON TENSIONS 

The second key structural choice made in this thesis is to posit an analytical 

framework to describe the EU-NP relationship. A series of common tensions in 

the EU-NP relationship is evident in the different areas of enquiry. It is clear that 

the position of national parliaments in all of these areas is contested. The overall 

position of national parliaments could be said to be in tension in four different 

ways. These tensions can be expressed as follows:  

i) To what extent can national parliaments be considered internal or 

external to the Union? This is defined by the extent of rights and 

obligations to which national parliaments are subject under Union law. 
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ii) To what extent is national parliamentary action, or action in relation to 

national parliaments, unilateral or multilateral? This is defined by the 

extent to which these actions are taken, on the one hand, within the 

unilateral framework of an individual Member State, and on the other 

hand, as part of a multilateral framework agreed with other Member 

States or European actors. 

iii) To what extent is the position of national parliaments in relation to the 

Union ordinary or exceptional? This is defined by the extent to which 

national parliaments have a special status in comparison to other 

domestic bodies. 

iv) Finally, to what extent are national parliaments homogeneous or 

heterogeneous actors? This is defined by the extent to which national 

parliaments have similar features to each other, or have significant 

differences between them. 

A. INTERNAL ßà EXTERNAL 

The first common tension is the extent to which national parliaments are internal 

or external to the Union.13 In abstract terms, we could define this as the extent to 

which national parliaments are inside or outside the Union legal order. More 

concretely, we can measure this with reference to the extent of rights and 

obligations to which national parliaments are subject under Union law.  

To understand how the thesis uses the terms internal and external, it is best to use 

comparisons. The archetypal internal institutions are the Union institutions listed 

in Art. 13 of the Treaty on European Union. The institutions listed in that article 

have been created by the Union Treaties. They are part of the Union’s 

“institutional framework” and as such must “aim to promote its values, advance 

its objectives” and “serve its interests”.14 All of the legal rights of Union 

institutions stem from the Treaties, and all of their actions fall within the scope of 

the Treaties. It is possible to debate the extent to which national parliaments are 

                                                   
13 See, on this Besselink, “EU Constitutionalism and National Parliaments: Insiders or Outsiders”, in Jancic (ed.) 
National Parliaments after the Lisbon Treaty and the Euro Crisis (Oxford, OUP, 2017) and “National Parliaments in the 
EU's composite constitution: a plea for a shift in paradigm” in Kiiver National and Regional Parliaments in the European 
Constitutional Order (Groningen, Europa Law Publishing, 2006). 
14 Article 13(2) TEU. 
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internal to the Union, but it is clear that they are not in the same position as Union 

institutions; the archetypal internal institution of the Union legal order. 

We can contrast internal Union institutions with archetypal external institutions. 

This is, of course, the case for any institution that does not have rights and 

obligations under Union law. For example, the United States Congress is a 

legislature which remains entirely external to the Union. While the US Congress 

may interact with the Union and its institutions,15 it does not have any Union law 

rights or obligations. It is thus an archetypal external institution.  

Taking these two dichotomies as a starting point, it is clear that national 

parliaments in the European Union lie somewhere between the position of an 

entirely internal Union institution, and an entirely external institution like the US 

Congress. As with each of the tensions that will be discussed in this thesis, the 

question is one of extent within these comparators. On the one hand, all of the 

legal rights and obligations of Union institutions stem from the Union legal order 

and, on the other hand, none of the legal rights and obligations of the United 

States congress stem from the Union legal order. This sets up the basic hypothesis 

of this tension. For the purposes of this thesis, the greater the imposition of legal 

rights and obligations under Union law, the more internal an institution can be 

considered.  

We can consider why national parliaments are somewhat internal to the Union. 

One of the most important steps in bringing national parliaments within the 

Union legal order is the fact that each Member State has ratified the Treaties of the 

European Union, and within those Member States each parliament has ratified 

those Treaties. This binds national parliaments to a number of legal obligations as 

set out in the Treaty.16 The imposition of these legal obligations as imposed by the 

Treaty is the starting point for the gradual internalisation of national parliaments 

within the Union legal order. Over time, the extent of Union competence has 

extended through further Treaty amendments, secondary legislation, and the 

                                                   
15 The European Union does interact with the US Congress as part of its external relations policy. See, Wellenstein, 
“Twenty-five Years of European Community External Relations”, 16 CMLRev. (1979), 407. 
16 See, for example, Art. 4(3) TEU, para 2: “The Member States shall take any appropriate measure, general or 
particular, to ensure fulfilment of the obligations arising out of the Treaties or resulting from the acts of the institutions 
of the Union”. 
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significant role of the Court of Justice. This has led to more significant obligations 

under Union law, further internalising national parliaments.  

Prior to Lisbon, national parliaments had minimal rights under Union law.17 The 

new provisions at Lisbon strengthen the idea that national parliaments are internal 

to the Union. Article 12 TEU states that “national parliaments contribute actively 

to the good functioning of the Union” and lists a number of rights provided to 

national parliaments to interact with Union law.18 Further Art. 10(2) TEU outlines 

the contribution to the legitimacy of the Union made by national parliaments in 

relation to representatives in the European Council and the Council: 

“Member States are represented in the European Council by their Heads 

of State or Government and in the Council by their governments, 

themselves democratically accountable either to their national 

Parliaments, or to their citizens.” 

As a result of the rights and obligations to which national parliaments are subject, 

it is common in the literature for national parliaments to be conceived of as part 

of an overarching Union legal order. For example, Besselink argues that we 

should conceive of the Union as a “composite constitution”: 

“National parliaments are not isolated at the national level within the 

national system, then, but must be considered part of the larger EU 

constitutional order”19 

This overarching legal order has also been theorised by Pernice as part of his idea 

of Europe’s “multi-level constitution”: 

                                                   
17 See Chapter 1, section 1. 
18 These rights will be discussed in detail in Chapter 1 of this thesis. 
19 Besselink, “The Place of National Parliaments within the European Constitutional Order” in Fasone and Lupo (eds.) 
Interparliamentary Cooperation in the Composite European Constitution (Hart Publishing, 2016). Besselink, “EU 
Constitutionalism and National Parliaments: Insiders or Outsiders” in Jancic (ed.) National Parliaments after the Lisbon 
Treaty and the Euro Crisis (Oxford, OUP, 2017). Besselink, “National Parliaments in the EU’s Composite Constitution: 
A Plea for a Shift in Paradigm” in Kiiver (ed.) National and regional parliaments in the European constitutional order 
(Groningen, Europa Law Publishing, 2006). 
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“a constitution made up of the constitutions of the Member States bound 

together by a complementary constitutional body consisting of the 

European Treaties”20 

Within this multilevel constitution, all national institutions, including national 

parliaments, should be conceptualised as “[Union] authorities”.21 On these 

accounts, national parliaments sit within an overarching constitution, which 

incorporates both the Union and domestic legal orders.22 

We have discussed a number of ways that national parliaments could be 

considered internal to the Union, based on their rights and obligations under 

Union law. However, there are also arguments that suggest national parliaments 

are external to Union law. First, a key difference between national parliaments and 

Union institutions is the origin of those institutions. National parliaments are 

creatures of domestic constitutions. They existed prior to the creation of the Union 

legal order, and would continue to exist in the absence of the Union legal order. 

This is in clear contrast to Union institutions, who owe their existence to the 

Treaties, from which stem all of their rights to act. This is argued by Kiiver: 

“National parliaments are after all not EU institutions, which can be set up, 

re-shaped and abolished. They are pre-existing domestic bodies that are 

rooted in their very own constitutional setting”23 

Related to this is the applicability of Union law to national parliaments. The Union 

is an organisation of attributed powers; it has only those powers provided to it by 

the Treaties. This is expressed in Art. 5(2) as the principle of conferral which states 

that competences not conferred upon the Union in the Treaties remain with the 

Member States. As such, national parliaments do not automatically fall within the 

                                                   
20 Pernice “Multilevel Constitutionalism and the Treaty of Amsterdam: European Constitution-Making Revisited”, 36 
CML Rev. (1999), 703, 707. See also, Pernice “The Role of National Parliaments in the European Union” in Melissas & 
Pernice (eds.) Perspectives of the Nice Treaty and the Intergovernmental Conference in 2004 (Nomos, 2001); Pernice, “The 
Treaty of Lisbon: Multilevel Constitutionalism in Action”, 15 Columbia Journal of Law (2009), 703.  
21 Ibid, Pernice, (1999), 724: The phrase used in the original text is “Community authorities”. 
22 Besselink sets out his vision of a “composite constitution” in contrast to Pernice’s view. Besselink criticises Pernice’s 
“multi-level constitution” because the idea of different levels suggests a separateness of domestic and European legal 
orders and implies hierarchy. See Besselink (2006) op. cit. supra note 19. However, despite these differences, both view 
national parliament as part an overarching European constitution. 
23 Kiiver op. cit. supra note 1, p. 18. 
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scope of Union law and are not automatically bound by Union obligations.24 

Again, this can be contrasted with Union institutions, whose actions always fall 

within the scope of Union law.  

Thus, even though the Lisbon Treaty makes reference to national parliaments in 

a way that no prior Treaty does, the drafting of Art. 12 reveals this tension 

between the internal and external nature of national parliaments. The original 

drafting of this Treaty article stated “national parliaments shall contribute actively 

to the good functioning of the Union”.25 This wording was rejected by both the 

UK government and the House of Lords, who argued that this “imperative 

language” implied obligations for national parliaments. The final draft of the 

Constitution, and ultimately the Lisbon Treaty, removed the word “shall”, 

making it clear that national parliaments were not obliged to contribute to the 

Union according to this Treaty article. This example highlights the internal/external 

tension. The Treaty has attempted to provide national parliaments with new 

rights under Union law, but there may objections to the extent to which national 

parliaments are subject to certain obligations. 

B. MULTILATERAL ßà UNILATERAL 

This is a question of the extent to which national parliaments act according to a 

unilateral framework or a multilateral framework; to what extent can they act alone 

or do they require the agreement of other parties? In this thesis, the ordinary 

meaning of multilateral in international law will be taken, meaning the agreement 

of the governments of different countries.26 Of course, the Union’s structures are 

such that not every decision requires the agreement of each government. Rather, 

the Union has created multilateral frameworks of decision-making and 

enforcement. Such institutions were established through a Treaty system which 

was multilaterally negotiated and agreed to by Member States. 

This Treaty system has, for example, created multilateral institutions in order to 

achieve the Union’s objectives. For example, the European Parliament’s structure 

                                                   
24 See, for example, Dougan, “Judicial Review of Member State Action under the General Principles and the Charter: 
Defining the “Scope of Union Law”, 52 CMLRev. (2015), 1201. 
25 HC 1014 ‘European Union Intergovernmental Conference’, 35th Report 2006-07, paras 69 and 70; HL 180 ‘The EU 
Reform Treaty: Work in Progress’, 35th Report 2006-07. Emphasis added. 
26 For example, see the use of the term in Lowe International Law (Oxford, OUP, 2007), p. 79. 
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is such that it represents the interests of all Union citizens in the creation of 

legislation. This multilateral structure is also evident in enforcement. For example, 

the Court of Justice ensures that decisions taken at the multilateral Union level are 

enforced. 

National parliaments are, by contrast, unilateral institutions. Most parliaments are 

directly elected by the population, with a specific mandate to represent the 

national interest.27 They are able to approve multilateral decisions, for example, 

EU Treaties, but ought only to do this where they believe it is in the national 

interest. 

Given this tension, it is perhaps not surprising that national parliaments lost 

unilateral powers as integration expanded. The purpose of European integration 

was to promote co-operation between its Member States and “was strategically 

meant to remove the very sting of national sovereignty”.28 This 

“deparliamentarisation” was a natural consequence of attempts to subjugate the 

national interest towards common goals. This is evident in the drafting of the 

Treaties, for example, their emphasis on the need to avoid “arbitrary 

discrimination or a disguised restriction on trade between Member States”. 

National parliaments are built to unilaterally defend the national interest, in a way 

that the Council can avoid. The latter, with its focus on consensus and negotiation 

is a different type of forum, one arranged towards the multilateral interest of the 

Union as a whole. 

This tension is heightened as attempts are made to accommodate national 

parliaments into Union decision-making. To what extent is it possible for national 

parliaments to productively engage with the multilateral framework of the Union? 

C. ORDINARY ßà EXCEPTIONAL 

In relation to Union law, to what extent are national parliaments simply ordinary 

bodies, or are they in some way distinct and of special status when acting in 

                                                   
27 National parliaments may represent the national interest as a collective, with individual members representing their 
constituencies 
28 Puntscher Riekmann, “Constitutionalism and representation: European parliamentarism in the Treaty of Lisbon”, 
in Dobner and Loughlin (Eds.) The Twilight of Constitutionalism (OUP, 2017), p. 121. See also Milward The European 
Rescue of the Nation-State (2nd ed, Routledge, 2000). 
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relation to Union law? The comparator for this tension is with other domestic 

bodies. To what extent are national parliaments treated differently from non-

legislative domestic bodies? 

At the European level, national parliaments have traditionally had no special 

status under Union law, and have been treated as ordinary institutions,29 receiving 

the same treatment as non-legislative domestic bodies. This is apparent in the 

application of Union law, where the Court of Justice has outlined an international 

law view of Member States.30 

For example, this is evident in the Union system of state liability, in which the 

Court of Justice determines whether a Member State is liable for damages as a 

result of its breach of Union law. The Court has explicitly stated that no distinction 

will be made in determining the breach. It applies “whatever be the organ of the state 

whose act or omission was responsible”.31 This lack of special status for national 

parliaments is clearly stated by the Court: 

 “[I]n international law a state whose liability for breach of an international 

commitment is in issue will be viewed as a single entity, irrespective of 

whether the breach which gave rise to the damage is attributable to the legislature, 

the judiciary or the executive. This must apply a fortiori in the Community 

legal order since all State authorities, including the legislature, are bound 

in performing their tasks to comply with the rules laid down by 

Community law directly governing the situation of individuals”32 

To some extent, this view could be seen in the Treaties prior to the Lisbon 

amendment. There are a number of references in the Treaties to the obligations of 

“national authorities”, for example, in the obligation to implement Directives 

under Art. 288 TFEU. Prior to the Lisbon Treaty, only vague constructions such 

as this were present, with no explicit mention of “national parliaments”.33 

                                                   
29 The exception to this treatment is the Assembly, which is discussed at length in Chapter 1 section 1.I. 
30 See, Cassese International Law (Oxford, OUP, 2005). 
31 Joined Cases C-46/93 and C-48/93 Brasserie Du Pecheur and Factortame EU:C:1996:79, para 32. Emphasis added. 
32 Ibid., para 34.  
33 Aside from the Protocol attached to the Amsterdam Treaty. See further, infra, Chapter 1. Further, the original 
European Economic Treaty included a role for national parliaments in the Assembly. 
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The Treaty and the Court of Justice’s international law view ultimately led to 

national parliaments being treated as indistinct from all other domestic bodies. 

Thus, the status of national parliaments in this context is the same as that of a 

national regulatory or administrative body. All are bodies to whom the 

obligations apply equally. This extends to the standard of review to which 

Member States are subject. For example, when a Member State measure is found 

to be a prima facie breach of free movement rules, it must justify that measure. The 

Court tends to conduct this review of the national measure within an intensive 

proportionality test.34 This strict test applies equally to all Member State measures 

including legislative measures,35 or non-legislative measures.36 

By contrast to this, in the domestic context, national parliaments are often seen as 

exceptional when compared to non-legislative bodies. Parliaments have been 

described as “the ultimate symbols of national sovereignty”.37 They lie “at the 

heart of any democratic institutional setting” and their absence at the domestic 

level is “considered the most obvious instance of the lack of democracy”.38 More 

broadly, national parliaments speak to the importance of representation of the 

citizens as a defining aspect of any constitutional polity.39 

National parliaments can claim the ability to create laws on behalf of the people, 

more than other non-representative domestic institutions. This contributes to the 

national identity of the state: 

“National laws on matters such as credit, pornography, blasphemy, gun 

control, employment terms, marriage and divorce, abortion, drugs, 

taxation and social security, military service, and so on do much to define 

the nature of a State. They are a significant part of what makes the State, 

and the society within the State, different from its neighbours.”40 

                                                   
34 See, Chapter 2, section 1.II. 
35 See Case 72/83 Campus Oil EU:C:1984:256, in which Irish Fuels (Control of Supplies) Act 1971 was reviewed. 
36 See for example, Case C-320/03 Commission v Austria EU:C:2005:684, Regulation by First Minister of Tyrol, Austria 
was reviewed; Case C-142/05 Aklagaren v Mickelson and Roos EU:C:2009:336, national regulations. 
37 Hefftler et al. (Eds.) The Palgrave Handbook of National Parliaments and the European Union (Palgrave, 2015), p. 6 
38 Puntscher Riekmann, “Constitutionalism and representation: European parliamentarism in the Treaty of Lisbon”, 
in Dobner and Loughlin (Eds.), The Twilight of Constitutionalism (Oxford, 2010) p. 133. 
39 Loughlin The Idea of Public Law (Oxford, OUP, 2003). 
40 Lowe International Law (Oxford, OUP, 2007), p. 7. 
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Related to this idea is the treatment of legislative measures in domestic judicial 

review. Domestic courts often explicitly defer to the choices made by the 

legislature: 

“In many constitutional systems, parliamentary laws enjoy a high degree 

of shielding against the judiciary. Declaring an Act of Parliament void (or 

inapplicable) is either removed from the power of the courts or it is at least 

reserved to a special court”.41 

This suggests that, for many Member States, the exceptional nature of national 

parliaments as compared to non-legislative bodies is built into domestic 

constitutional arrangements. 

Lisbon raises new questions about this tension between the ordinary and 

exceptional position of national parliaments in the Union. As noted, national 

parliaments are included under the “provisions on democratic principles” in 

Article 12 TEU. This could arguably suggest that they now have a special status 

based on their ability to contribute to the Union’s democratic legitimacy. It is clear 

that the Lisbon Treaty raises new questions about the extent to which national 

parliaments are exceptional actors in the Union context. 

For some of the analysis in the substantive chapters of the thesis, the 

ordinariness/exceptionalism tension will be combined with the unilateral/multilateral 

tension. This is seen in the distinction between unilateral exceptionalism and 

multilateral exceptionalism. Unilateral exceptionalism is the special status of national 

parliaments at the domestic level. This is unilateral in the sense that it is justified 

with regard to domestic constitutional arrangements, and is not based on a 

multilateral framework agreed with others. It is exceptional, in the sense that 

national parliaments occupy a special position within these domestic 

constitutional arrangements compared to non-legislative domestic bodies. 

Multilateral exceptionalism is the special status of national parliaments at the Union 

level. This is evident where the Treaty, a multilaterally agreed document, 

                                                   
41 Bast “New Categories of Acts after the Lisbon Reform: Dynamics of Parliamentarization in EU Law, 49 CMLRev. 
(2012) 885, 888. See also De Visser Constitutional Review in Europe: A Comparative Analysis (Bloomsbury, 2014), p. 282: 
“Constitutional judiciaries in Europe take care to emphasize proper deference to legislatures when evaluating the 
constitutionality of statutes”. 
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recognises a special position for national parliaments as compared to non-

legislative bodies. The contrast between multilateral and unilateral exceptionalism 

will be fully explored in Chapters 3 and 4. 

D. HOMOGENOUS ßà HETEROGENEOUS  

The final tension explored in this thesis is the extent to which national parliaments 

can be seen as homogenous or heterogeneous actors. Are national parliaments of the 

same kind or are they diverse in nature? On the one hand, we can group national 

parliaments as part of a single category, noting their common features. On the 

other hand, we can note the significant differences that exist between national 

parliaments. 

Above we discussed the idea of an international law view of Member States, in 

which there is no distinction between different national institutions in the 

application of Union law. This could be said to treat national parliaments in a 

homogenous manner, by treating them, and all national institutions, as equally 

ordinary. As noted above, the Lisbon Treaty could suggest that national 

parliaments ought to be considered as more than ordinary institutions. However, 

the Treaty still sees “national parliaments” as a homogenous bloc; it provides a 

number of rights to the institutions but offers no definition of what constitutes a 

national parliament.  

All national parliaments in the Union are in some sense homogenous. There are 

some core features shared by all parliaments, for example, “all Member States 

have a collective body that is at least partially elected with the specific task of 

transforming bills into laws”.42 The bodies are pluralist, operate on the basis of 

majoritarian rule and each has the power to legislate. 

However, the differences between parliaments are significant. National 

parliaments are “rooted in their own countries’ history and culture” and as such 

the differences between the bodies covered by the term are considerable.43 Beyond 

minimal definitions, “it is hard to find any feature common to all parliaments in 

                                                   
42 Hefftler et al (eds.) op cit. supra note 37, p. 2 
43 Kiiver op. cit. supra note 1, p. 22. 
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Europe”, and the differences between them are “numerous”.44 Parliaments can 

vary in terms of institutional strength, electoral composition, size and structure. 

Thus, despite the Union associating national parliaments with democratic 

legitimacy,45 some parliaments have questionable democratic credentials. For 

examples, parliamentary upper chambers in some Member States are not directly 

elected. Most notably, the United Kingdom’s House of Lords is an entirely 

unelected body, composed in part of government appointees and hereditary 

peers.46 Both the Netherlands and Ireland have partially indirectly elected upper 

chambers.47  

There are also some problems in determining exactly what qualifies as a national 

parliament in the European Union. The Treaties do not specify a list of the national 

parliaments, leaving the potential for problems of definition. Two examples 

illustrate this point, the German Bundesrat and the Belgian Regional parliaments. 

The Bundesrat is made up of executives representing the Länder. Despite this, it is 

classified as a national parliament under the German constitution and exercises 

Treaty-based rights in relation to the Union legislative process.48  

Another example of this ambiguity comes in relation to Belgium, which has strong 

regional devolution and thus its regional legislatures have significant legislative 

competences.49 This is in addition to their bicameral parliamentary system at the 

national level. As a result, Belgium annexed a declaration to the Lisbon Treaty, 

highlighting its unique situation: 

“Belgium wishes to make clear that, in accordance with its constitutional 

law, not only the Chamber of Representatives and Senate of the Federal 

Parliament but also the parliamentary assemblies of the Communities and 

the Regions act, in terms of the competences exercised by the Union, are 

                                                   
44 Hefftler et al (eds.) op cit. supra note 37, pp.2-3 
45 See TITLE II “Provisions on Democratic Principles”, Treaty on European Union. 
46 As a result, there have been repeated attempts to reform the House of Lords to make it more democratic. Thus far, 
there has been no introduction of elections. See, for example, “How democratic is the UK’s House of Lords, and how 
could it be reformed?”, Democratic Audit UK, http://www.democraticaudit.com/2016/02/22/how-democratic-is-
the-uks-house-of-lords-and-how-could-it-be-reformed/. 
47 Under Article 17 Irish Constitution, the Seanad Éireann has 11 members nominated by the Taoiseach. Under Article 
55 of the Dutch constitution the members of the Upper House are chosen by members of the provisional Council. 
48 See Chapter 1 for more detail. 
49 See Hefftler et. al. (eds) op. cit. supra note 37, p. 161. 
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components of the national parliamentary system or chambers of the 

national Parliament.”50 

Thus, whilst having certain common features, national parliaments also have 

many differences. Despite this, the Lisbon Treaty has designated rights to them as 

a homogenous bloc. 

III. LISBON AS A TURNING POINT 

The third and final structural choice of the thesis is to orientate its analysis around 

the Lisbon Treaty. It is particularly useful to reflect on the EU-NP relationship as 

we approach the 10th year of the Lisbon Treaty being in force. This choice was 

made partly because the Lisbon Treaty itself represents a marked change in the 

treatment of national parliaments and representative democracy. It is also because 

the years following the Lisbon Treaty have seen significant developments in the 

Union from the perspective of domestic actors. There is an increasing sense that 

the advancement of integration is no longer taken for granted. This is particularly 

the case following the UK’s vote to withdraw from the European Union and the 

rise of Eurosceptic parties in a number of Member States.51 

On the basis of changes at both the domestic and European level, this thesis 

analyses post-Lisbon developments in the relationship between national 

parliaments and the Union. It is clear that significant changes have taken place 

post-Lisbon and it is the intention of this thesis to explore those changes in the 

different contexts in which national parliaments and the Union interact.  

Each chapter will follow a similar format in the exploration of its area of enquiry. 

It will: i) outline the pre-Lisbon position in the area ii) describe the post-Lisbon 

developments and iii) reflect on how these developments affect the EU-NP 

relationship. Each of these stages will use the analytical framework outlined in 

the introduction. It is the intention of the thesis that the chapters are exploratory, 

rather than normative. Each chapter will consider different views and responses 

to developments in the EU-NP relationship in its area of enquiry. In doing so, each 

chapter will draw on key examples from the breadth of Union law. These 

                                                   
50 Declaration no. 51 by the Kingdom of Belgium on national Parliaments attached to the Treaties. 
51 Editorial, “’True is it that we have seen better days’”, 53 CML Rev. 875. 
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examples are not exhaustive but offer an opportunity to explore the practical 

application of the area of enquiry. 

Lack of normativity is a choice made throughout the substantive chapters of the 

thesis. The main contribution of the thesis is to deepen the understanding of the 

relationship between national parliaments in the Union across different contexts 

and perspectives. Some normative conclusions are offered in the Concluding 

Chapter, using Article 12 TEU, the Lisbon Treaty’s article on national parliaments, 

as a benchmark. 

2. THE CONTEXT OF THE THESIS AND RELEVANT LITERATURE 

The traditional narrative of the position of national parliaments in the Union is a 

description of “deparliamentarisation”;52 a marginalisation of their influence over 

decision-making. More recently this narrative has altered, with support for a 

change in their role in the Union from a wide range of actors. This section 

discusses the history of the relationship between national parliaments and the 

European Union and how this has been covered in the literature. It is divided into 

developments at the European and domestic levels. In describing these relevant 

developments, this section does not intend to offer full explanations, but merely 

to outline them as a precursor to the analysis conducted in the substantive 

chapters of the thesis. 

I. THE LITERATURE ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ROLE 

OF NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS AT THE EUROPEAN LEVEL 

At the European level, the starting point for consideration of the ex ante influence 

of national parliaments over the Union legislative process is the Assembly; the 

institution composed of national parliamentarians included as part of the 

European Economic Community.53 Owing to the lesser importance of this 

institution, compared to the Council and the Commission, less attention was paid 

                                                   
52 See, O'Brennan and Raunio, “Deparliamentarisation and European Integration” in O'Brennan and Raunio (eds.) 
National Parliaments within the Enlarged European Union: From Victims of Integration to Competitive Actors (London: 
Routledge, 2007). 
53 See also, Bebr, ‘The European Coal and Steel Community: A Political and Legal Innovation’, 63 Yale LJ (1953), 1, 38. 
Behr describes the meaningfulness of the Common Assembly as being undercut by ‘lack of supranational 
identification among the Community’s population’ 
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to it in the literature. However, some studies, such as those by Niblock54 and 

Kieffer & Millar55 did analyse its role. This institution was replaced by the directly 

elected parliament in 1979 and there have since been many proposals for national 

parliamentarians to form their own Union legislative chamber.56 This was 

particularly popular with France, who argued for this “third chamber” during the 

negotiations of the Treaty of Amsterdam.57  

Ultimately, national parliaments would be provided with Treaty rights in the 

Lisbon Treaty, but these rights were not part of a new institution for national 

parliamentarians. Instead, national parliaments were given a range of different 

powers, as will be fully discussed in Chapter 1. The most significant power was 

an aggregative mechanism; one that tallies the votes of national parliaments, and 

where a sufficient threshold is reached triggers an effect on the legislative process. 

This power was originally agreed in the Constitutional Treaty for Europe, and has 

been described as an “Early Warning Mechanism”, requiring a response from the 

initiators of the legislative process when triggered.58 There was a significant 

response in the literature to this new power.59 After the Constitutional Treaty 

failed, following its rejection in referenda in France and the Netherlands, the 

provisions relating to national parliaments were salvaged and enacted in the 

Lisbon Treaty.60 The confirmation of the new national parliamentary role in the 

Lisbon Treaty led to a new wave of articles and books.61 

                                                   
54 Niblock The EEC: National parliaments in Community decision-making (Chatham House, 1971). 
55 Kieffer and Millar, “Relations between the European Parliament and the national parliaments”, in Herman and Van 
Schendelen (Eds.) The European Parliament and the National Parliaments (Saxon House, 1979). 
56 See, UK House of Lords Select Committee on European Union, Seventh Report “A Second Parliamentary Chamber 
for Europe: An Unreal Solution to Some Real Problems” (2001) HL 48. 
57 Agostini ‘The role of national parliaments in the future EU’ The International Spectator 36(4) (2001) 29, 35. 
58 Kiiver, “The early-warning system for the principle of subsidiarity: The national parliament as a Conseil d’État for 
Europe”, 36 EL Rev. (2011), 98. 
59 Weatherill ‘Using national parliaments to improve scrutiny of the limits of EU action’ ELRev (2003), 28(6), 909, 911. 
Weatherill, “Competence creep and competence control”, 23YEL (2004), 1–55. 
Cooper, “The watchdogs of subsidiarity: National parliaments and the logic of arguing in the EU”, 44 JCMS (2006), 
283. Cartabia, 'Prospects for National Parliaments in EU Affairs, in Amato, Bribosia and de Witte (eds.), Genesis and 
Destiny of the European Constitution (Bruylant, 2007), p. 1093; Fraga, “After the Convention: The future role of 
national parliaments in the European Union (and the day after…nothing will happen)”, 11 Journal of Legislative Studies 
(2005), 490–507; Wyatt, “Could a “yellow card” for national parliaments strengthen judicial and political policing of 
subsidiarity?”, 2 Croatian Yearbook of European Law and Policy (2006) 1. Kiiver, The National Parliaments in the European 
Union (Kluwer Law International, 2006). Kiiver (ed.) National and regional parliaments in the European constitutional order 
(Groningen, Europa Law Publishing, 2006). 
60 Barrett, “‘The king is dead, long live the king’: The recasting by the Treaty of Lisbon of the provisions of the 
Constitutional Treaty concerning national parliaments”, 33 EL Rev. (2008), 73. 
61 Cygan, “The parliamentarisation of EU decision making? The impact of the Treaty of Lisbon on national 
parliaments”, 36 EL Rev. (2011), 480; Schütze, “Subsidiarity after Lisbon: Reinforcing the safeguards of federalism?”, 
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As parliaments began to exercise their new powers in practice, more comment 

emerged in the literature. This has mainly taken the form of a debate about 

whether the power should be conceived in a narrow62 or broad63 manner. This 

debate remains in the literature, as national parliaments continue to exercise their 

powers.64 Many edited collections also exist, which analyse the response of 

individual national parliaments to their new powers in practice.65 Some have also 

chosen to focus on the potential for cooperation between national parliaments.66 

The ex post application of Union law by the Court of Justice to Member States has 

also been an issue of interest throughout European integration. The process of 

European integration has placed significant obligations on Member States to 

comply with the application of Union law. This literature is much too broad to 

summarise but often focuses on issues of competence, ensuring the correct 

division of power between the Member States and the Union.67 In this context, 

emphasis is placed on the need to limit Union action in accordance with the 

principle of attributed powers.68  

Chapter 2 chooses to explore this issue through the context of the free movement 

rules in the internal market.69 The Union legislature and the Court of Justice have 

interpreted this policy broadly and the literature argues that this has limited the 

ability of Member States to act in a number of areas.70 In particular, the expansion 

                                                   
68 Cambridge Law Journal (2009), 531. Kiiver The Early Warning System for the Principle of Subsidiarity: Constitutional 
Theory and Empirical Reality (Routledge, 2012). Bermann, “The Lisbon Treaty: The Irish ‘no’: National parliaments and 
subsidiarity: An outsider’s view”, 4 EUConst (2008), 459. Kiiver, “The early-warning system for the principle of 
subsidiarity: The national parliament as a Conseil d’État for Europe”, 36 EL Rev. (2011), 98. Barrett (Ed.) National 
Parliaments and the European Union: The Constitutional Challenge for the Oireachtas and Other Member State Legislatures 
(Clarus Press, 2008) 
62 Fabbrini and Granat, “‘Yellow card, but no foul’: The role of the national parliaments under the Subsidiarity 
Protocol and the Commission proposal for an EU regulation on the right to strike”, 50 CML Rev. (2013), 116; Barrett, 
“Monti II: The subsidiarity review process comes of age…Or then again maybe it doesn’t”, 19 Maastricht J. Eur. & 
Comp. L. (2012), 599 
63 Goldoni, “Reconstructing the early warning system on subsidiarity: The case for political judgment”, 39 EL Rev. 
(2014). Others agreed with this broader conception. See: Bartl, “The way we do Europe: Subsidiarity and the 
substantive democratic deficit”, 21 ELJ (2015), 23; Guastaferro ‘Coupling National Identity with Subsidiarity Concerns 
in National Parliaments' Reasoned Opinions’ 21 Maastricht J. Eur. & Comp. L. (2014) 320.  
64 Jancic, “The Game of Cards: National Parliaments in the EU and the Future of the “Early Warning Mechanism” and 
the Political Dialogue” 42 CML Rev. (2015), 939. 
65 Hefftler et al. (Eds.), The Palgrave Handbook of National Parliaments and the European Union (Palgrave, 2015); Cornell 
and Goldoni (Eds.) National and Regional Parliaments in the EU-Legislative Procedure Post-Lisbon (Hart, 2017). 
66 Fasone and Lupo (eds.) op. cit. supra note 19. 
67 Dashwood “The Relationship between the Member States and the European Union/European Community” 41 
CMLRev. (2004), 355; Dashwood, “The Limits of Community Powers”, 21 ELRev. (1996), 113. 
68 See, for example, Weatherill “Competence Creep and Competence Control” 23 YEL (2004), 1;  
69 Barnard The Substantive Law of the EU: The Four Freedoms (OUP, 5th ed, 2016) 
70 See, Tuori European Constitutionalism (Cambridge University Press, 2015). 
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of free movement by the Court of Justice has led to the scope of Union law 

extending to cover many types of national measure.71 Many argue that the strict 

application of the justification test in this area has severely limited Member State 

autonomy.72 Within this discussion, the national parliamentary dimension is 

underexplored. The literature considers Member State autonomy without 

specifically considering the position of the national parliament. It is the intention 

of Chapter 2 to specifically re-consider this issue in light of the Lisbon 

empowerment of national parliaments. 

II. THE LITERATURE ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ROLE 

OF NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS AT THE DOMESTIC LEVEL 

There have also been developments at the domestic level in relation to national 

parliaments throughout the history of European integration. In terms of ex ante 

influence of national parliaments over the Union’s legislative process, there are 

opportunities within the domestic sphere to influence their Council 

representatives. In the early decades of European integration, many national 

parliaments did not exercise this role. This began to change as the Union 

expanded its legislative competences in the 1980s.73 In the aftermath of this, a 

number of books were written analysing the role of national parliaments. Many 

were edited collections, focusing on the growing role of individual national 

parliaments and their attempts to scrutinise their Council representative. Two 

prominent examples are Smith’s National Parliament as Cornerstones of European 

Integration74 and Maurer and Wessels’ National Parliaments on their Ways to 

Europe?75 A number of individual journal articles also offered perspectives from 

                                                   
71 Maduro ”Reforming the Market of the State? Article 30 and the European Constitution: Economic Freedom and 
Political Rights”, 3 ELJ (1997), 55. 
72 See, Barnard “Derogations, Justifications and the Four Freedoms: Is State Interest Really Protected?” in Barnard and 
Odudu (eds.) The Outer Limits of European Union Law (Hart Publishing, 2009), p.273; De Witte, “Sex, Drugs & EU Law: 
The Recognition of Moral and Ethical Diversity in EU Law”, 50 CML Rev. (2013), 1545; Gerards, “Pluralism, Deference 
and the Margin of Appreciation Doctrine”, 17 ELJ (2011), 80; Harbo “Introducing Procedural Proportionality Review 
in European Law”, 30 Leiden Journal of International Law (2017), 25; Newdick, “Citizenship, Free Movement and 
Health Care: Cementing Individual Rights by Corroding Social Solidarity” 43 CML Rev. (2006), 1645. 
73 Norton “National Parliaments in Western Europe” in Smith (ed.) op. cit. supra note 74. 
74 Smith (ed.) National Parliament as Cornerstones of European Integration (Kluwer Law International, 1996). 
75 Maurer and Wessels National Parliaments on their Ways to Europe, Losers or Latecomers? (Nomos, 2001). See also: Tans, 
Zoethout and Peters (eds.) National Parliaments and European Democracy (Europa Law Publishing, 2007). 
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certain Member States, notably Denmark, with its particularly strong system of 

holding Council ministers to account.76 

In recent years, more domestic rights have been provided to national parliaments 

with greater powers of control over Council representatives. This includes the 

UK’s European Union Act 2011, which provides a number of powers to the UK 

parliament.77 Germany’s Bundesverfassungsgericht (BVerfG) in its approval of 

the Lisbon Treaty provided the German parliament with powers of approval over 

the vote of its Council representative in some instances.78 More generally, there 

was much comment on the extent to which a number of different national 

parliaments had control over decisions, particularly aid transfers, in the area of 

Economic Monetary Union.79  

The literature has placed great emphasis on the ex post domestic application of 

Union law. Such literature has tended to focus on significant domestic 

constitutional court cases relating to the Union. In particular, this has focused on 

the extent to which Union law is supreme over national law. Many domestic 

courts offer an interpretation of the principle of supremacy that does not fully 

conform to the Court of Justice’s view.80 

                                                   
76 Damgaard and Sonne Norgaard, “The European Union and Danish parliamentary democracy”, 6 Journal of 
Legislative Studies (2000), 48 
77 Craig, “The European Union Act 2011: Locks, limits and legality”, 48 CML Rev. (2011), 1915; Gordon and Dougan, 
“The United Kingdom’s European Union Act 2011: Who won the bloody war anyway?”, 37 EL Rev. (2012), 3; 
Murkens, “The European Union Act 2011: a failed statute” 3 Tijdschrift Voor Constitutioneel Recht (2012), 396. 
78 Kiiver, “The Lisbon Judgment of the German Constitutional Court: A Court-Ordered Strengthening of the National 
Legislature in the EU”, 16 ELJ (2010), 578; Höing, “With a little help from the Constitutional Court” in Hefftler, et al 
(Eds.), The Palgrave Handbook of National Parliaments and the European Union (Palgrave, 2015); Dyevre “The German 
Federal Constitutional Court and European Judicial Politics” 34 WEP (2011), 346; Beichelt “Recovering Space Lost? 
The German Bundestag’s New Potential in European Politics” 21 German Politics (2012), 143. 
79 See, Jancic, “National Parliaments and EU Fiscal Integration”, 22 ELJ (2016), 225; Moschella, “When Some Are More 
Equal than Others: National Parliaments and Intergovernmental Bailout Negotiations in the Eurozone”, 52 
Government and Opposition (2017), 239; Auel and Höing, “National parliaments and the Eurozone crisis: Taking 
ownership in difficult times”, 38 West European Politics (2015), 375. 
80 The Court of Justice view as outlined in Case C-6/64 Costa v. ENEL EU:C:1964:66 and Case 106/77 Administrazione 
delle Finanze dello Stato ν Simmenthal EU:C:1978:49. This view is not accepted in a number of Member States. For 
example, Poland has outlined a contrary view in, for example, Judgment of 11 May 2005 in Case K 18/04 and 
Judgment of 27 April 2005 in Case P 1/05. See for more detail Chapter 4, section 1.III. 
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The German Constitutional Court has prompted a wealth of literature in relation 

to its most prominent judgments, such as Brunner,81 Lisbon82 and Gauweiler.83 A 

number of other Member States have also made comparable judgments. Many 

domestic courts gave judgments commenting on the legality of the Lisbon Treaty. 

And, since Lisbon, a number of other notable cases have emerged in the United 

Kingdom, Denmark and Slovakia.84 Within this analysis of the ex post application 

of Union law at the domestic level, the national parliamentary dimension is often 

underexplored.85 

III. PLACE OF THE THESIS WITHIN THE LITERATURE 

One of the contributions made in this thesis is the consideration of the EU-NP 

relationship from different contexts and perspectives. It is clear from a review that 

much of the existing literature focuses on the ex ante context of the EU-NP 

relationship, particularly from the European perspective.86 As Cornell and 

Goldoni recently commented, the attention of scholars to national parliaments in 

the European Union appears to be “at its peak”,87 and is mostly focused on the 

European ex ante area of enquiry. This thesis aims to gain insights by comparing 

and contrasting different contexts of the EU-NP relationship, thus building on, 

and adding to, the existing literature. 

The thesis contributes a legal constitutional analysis to the literature. When it comes 

to the position of national parliaments in the European Union, there is a great deal 

of interest in the extent to which national parliaments are able to improve the 

                                                   
81 See, for example: Weiler, “Does Europe Need a Constitution? Demos, Telos and the German Decision”, 1 ELJ (1995), 
219; MacCormick, “The Maastricht-Urteil: Sovereignty Now”, 1 ELJ (1995), 259. 
82 Halberstam and Mollers “The German Constitutional Court Says 'Ja Zu Deutschland!'’”, 10 German Law Journal 
(2009), 1241; Editorial, “Karlsruhe has spoken: “Yes” to the Lisbon Treaty, but ...”, 46 CML Rev. (2009), 1023. 
83 Borger, “Outright Monetary Transactions and the stability mandate of the ECB: Gauweiler”, 53 CMLRev (2016), 
139. 
84 United Kingdom: R (on the application of HS2 Action Alliance Limited) v The Secretary of State for Transport and 
another [2014] UKSC 3; Secretary of State for the Home Department v Pham (formerly known as B2) [2015] UKSC 19. 
Denmark: Case no. 15/2014 Dansk Industri (DI) acting for Ajos A/S vs. The estate left by A. Slovakia: Judgment PL ÚS 
5/12 of 31 January 2012, Slovak Pensions 
85 Slaughter, Stone Sweet and Weiler (eds.) The European Courts and National Courts: Doctrine and Jurisprudence: Doctrine 
and Jurisprudence - Legal Change in Its Social Context (Hart Publishing, 1998). For an exception see, Albi, “Supremacy of 
EC Law in the New Member States Bringing Parliaments into the Equation of ‘Co-operative Constitutionalism’”, 3 
EUConst (2007), 25. 
86 For a book focusing on the ex ante role of national parliaments, from both European and domestic perspectives, see 
Cygan Accountability, Parliamentarism and Transparency in the EU: The Role of National Parliaments (Edward Elgar, 2013) 
87 Goldoni and Cornell (eds.) op. cit. supra note 65, p. 1. 
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democratic legitimacy of the European Union.88 As Cooper notes, political science 

literature has focused on the issue of the legitimacy of national parliaments and 

how their involvement may affect future outcomes.89  

This thesis recognises that this additional legitimacy is a key reason for the 

empowerment of national parliaments by the Union. However, it will not make 

assessments on questions of democracy and legitimacy. Further, the thesis does 

not suggest new ways that national parliamentary interventions could be more 

effective through future reform.90 Instead, the thesis offers an overarching 

constitutional perspective on the EU-NP relationship. 

3. OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS AND KEY FINDINGS 

I. CHAPTER SUMMARY 

CHAPTER 1: THE EX ANTE INFLUENCE OF NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS 

OVER THE UNION LEGISLATIVE PROCESS FROM THE EUROPEAN 

PERSPECTIVE 

Chapter 1 focuses on the perspective of European legal actors with regard to the 

role of national parliaments in the Union legislative process. It begins by outlining 

the pre-Lisbon position of national parliaments in this area, whereby they were 

provided with no direct role to scrutinise the Union’s legislative institutions at the 

European level.  

The Lisbon Treaty changed this state of affairs by internalising national 

parliaments in this area through the provision of legislative rights. These rights 

                                                   
88 See, for example, Cooper, “Bicameral or Tricameral? National Parliaments and Representative Democracy in the 
European Union”, 35 Journal of European Integration (2013), 531; Sprungk, “A new type of representative democracy? 
Reconsidering the role of national parliaments in the European Union”, 35 Journal of European Integration (2013), 551. 
89 See Cooper ‘Is the “Early Warning Mechanism” a Legal or a Political Procedure? Three Questions and a Typology’ 
in Goldoni and Cornell op. cit. supra note 65. For political science approaches, see: Gatterman and Hefftler, “Beyond 
institutional capacity: political motivation and parliamentary behaviour in the “Early Warning Mechanism”, 38 West 
European Politics (2015), 307. Wendler Debating Europe in National Parliaments : Public Justification and Political 
Polarization. (New York, Palgrave Macmillan, 2016). 
90 Hettne, “Reconstructing the EWM?” in Goldoni and Cornell op. cit. supra note 65. For examples of suggestions for 
a senate of national parliamentarians, see Siedentop Democracy in Europe (Penguin, 2001); Van der Schyff and 
Leenknegt, “The Case for a European Senate. A model for the representation of national parliaments in the European 
Union”, 62 Zeitschrift fur offentliches Recht (2007), 237; Dawson and De Witte, “From Balance to Conflict: A New 
Constitution for the EU”, 22 ELJ (2016), 204. For suggestions of future veto power for national parliaments, see 
Chalmers, “Democratic self-government in Europe”, Policy Network Paper (2013); Scharpf, “After the Crash: A 
Perspective on Multilevel European Democracy”, 21 ELJ (2015), 385. 
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are provided within a multilateral framework, requiring a number of national 

parliaments to take action in order to trigger effects on the legislative process. This 

modern development leads to issues concerning the heterogeneous, external and 

exceptional aspects of national parliaments and this chapter explores three 

questions relating to these tensions.  

First, to what extent do the heterogeneous features of national parliaments 

undermine the coherence of their homogenous empowerment? Second, does the 

provision of new legislative rights also require internalisation through the 

placement of duties of sincere cooperation? And finally, in what way does the 

Treaty view national parliaments as exceptional actors in the “Early Warning 

Mechanism”? 

CHAPTER 2: THE EX POST APPLICATION OF UNION LAW TO 

NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS FROM THE EUROPEAN PERSPECTIVE 

Chapter 2 focuses on the ex post application of Union law to national parliaments 

from the perspective of actors in the European legal order. In particular, it focuses 

on the Court of Justice’s application of the Union rules prohibiting barriers to free 

movement. Traditionally, national parliaments have been internalised in this area 

through the application of significant obligations of free movement law. While 

national measures falling within the scope of free movement prohibitions can be 

justified, the Court tends to apply a strict proportionality test for justification. This 

intensive proportionality standard ensures that unilateral national measures do 

not conflict with the multilateral goal of an internal market. This strict test applies 

equally to national legislative and non-legislative measures, thus treating national 

parliaments as ordinary bodies, with no recognition of their distinct features as 

compared to non-legislative bodies. 

The chapter asks whether this traditional position could be challenged by 

developments in the Lisbon Treaty. In particular, the Treaty places emphasis on 

the significance of representative democracy and national parliaments. This 

suggests that national parliaments are exceptional when compared to non-

legislative Member States bodies. On this basis, the chapter asks whether the 

Court of Justice could incorporate this change into the Treaty by treating national 
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parliaments as exceptional actors in the review of legislation for compliance with 

free movement principles. 

The Court of Justice would face difficulties with any attempt to offer a more 

deferential proportionality test for national legislation. If the Court were to defer 

to all national legislation, it could face problems. The heterogeneous features of 

Member States might undermine the coherence of deferring to all national 

parliaments. Instead, the Court could avoid deferring to the form of legislation by 

reviewing the process by which legislation is made to ensure that it is sufficiently 

democratic. However, it may then face problems of intruding into the institutional 

autonomy of Member States and placing obligations in an area which ought to 

remain within the control of Member States and external from Union law duties. 

The Chapter closes by reviewing the case law on Member State justification of 

prima facie free movement breaches. The case law reveals that the Court of Justice 

is willing to defer to national measures in certain sectors, on account of the 

sensitive choices made by Member States. The chapter asks whether this 

recognition of the fact that Member States make sensitive political choices could 

be combined with recognition that national parliaments are the best-placed 

domestic institution to express such values. 

CHAPTER 3: THE EX ANTE INFLUENCE OF NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS 

OVER THE UNION LEGISLATIVE PROCESS FROM THE DOMESTIC 

PERSPECTIVE 

Chapter 3 focuses on the ex ante influence of national parliaments over the Union 

legislative process from the perspective of actors in the domestic legal order. It 

explores the powers of national parliaments to scrutinise their representative in 

decision-making at the Council. Most national parliaments played a limited role 

in this context prior to the enactment of the Lisbon Treaty. One development in 

this area is the Lisbon Treaty’s explicit recognition of the significance of the 

Council representative scrutiny role as underpinning the democratic legitimacy 

of the Council. 

This chapter also explores significant post-Lisbon developments at the domestic 

level. In Germany and the UK, national parliaments have been empowered to 
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control the vote of their Council representative in certain areas based on their 

unilateral exceptionalism; the special status of the parliament according to domestic 

constitutional arrangements. There is debate about the extent to which this 

increased role will threaten the effective functioning of the Union legislative 

process. This chapter considers whether internalizing national parliaments 

through placing legal duties of cooperation would be an appropriate solution. 

CHAPTER 4: THE EX POST APPLICATION OF UNION LAW TO 

NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS FROM THE DOMESTIC PERSPECTIVE 

The final substantive chapter of the thesis explores the ex post application of Union 

law to national parliaments from the perspective of actors in the domestic legal 

order. In this area, the Court of Justice’s principles of decentralized enforcement 

are well established. The basic tenets of these principles have been long accepted 

by all Member States, but some make reservations as to the full applicability of 

Union law. Many of these reservations are based on the unilaterally exceptional 

position of national parliaments; their special status according to domestic 

constitutional arrangements.  

In a number of post-Lisbon developments, some Member States have challenged 

the full application of Union law in practice, based on this unilaterally exceptional 

position of national parliaments. This chapter explores the debate over the 

appropriateness of this type of judicial review, and whether it represents a threat 

to the functioning of the Union legal order. 

II. KEY FINDINGS 

The conclusions of the thesis draw together different areas of enquiry, to discern 

patterns and similarities between different perspectives. Broad conclusions about 

the tendency of actors in both the European and domestic legal orders are offered. 

To close, the thesis argues that the wording of Art. 12 TEU can be used as a guide 

to avoid the problems that arise from the tendencies of European and domestic 

actors. 
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A. THE TENDENCIES OF ACTORS IN THE EUROPEAN AND 

DOMESTIC LEGAL ORDERS 

Overall, it is possible to discern a general tendency amongst actors from the 

European legal order in relation to national parliaments. In both the ex ante and 

ex post contexts, national parliaments have been internalised and multilateralised, 

but it is difficult for European actors to recognise the exceptional nature of national 

parliaments in practice. 

As described in the Chapter summary, internalisation and multilateralization are 

evident in both ex ante and ex post contexts. In the ex ante context, national 

parliaments have been internalised through the provision of rights as part of the 

new multilaterally structured “Early Warning Mechanism” in the Lisbon Treaty. 

In the ex post context, the internalisation of significant obligations from free 

movement rules to support the multilaterally structured internal market has been 

in place for many decades of European integration. Thus, the same phenomenon 

emerges in both contexts, though at different points of time. 

The difficult issue facing European actors is how to incorporate the exceptional 

position of national parliaments as set out in the Lisbon Treaty. In practice, the 

Commission in the ex ante context and the Court of Justice in the ex post context 

do not necessarily reflect the exceptionalism of national parliaments. The 

Commission takes a narrow interpretation of the ex ante role of national 

parliaments in the “Early Warning Mechanism”, ultimately limiting the ability of 

parliaments to influence the Union legislative process. In the ex post context, the 

Court of Justice does not reflect the exceptional nature of parliaments in its review 

of national legislation for compliance with free movement rules.  

As noted earlier, it would be impossible to speak of a common perspective for all 

domestic legal orders, given their vast differences. However, there is a pattern 

evident for some actors in the domestic legal order across the two contexts. The 

tendency of these domestic actors is to protect the unilaterally exceptional position 

of national parliaments; the special status of national parliaments according to 

domestic constitutional arrangements. This is evident in the ex ante context, where 

new powers have been provided to parliaments in the UK and Germany to control 
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the vote of their Council representatives. It is also evident in the ex post context, 

where some Member States justify review of Union law in order to protect the 

unilaterally exceptional position of national parliaments in the domestic 

constitution. 

There is a debate over the extent to which these modern developments in the ex 

ante and ex post contexts offer a threat to the functioning of the Union legislative 

process and the uniform application of Union law, respectively. There is a 

significant distinction in the extent to which the ex ante and ex post contexts can be 

considered external to the Union. While the new powers for national parliaments 

stem from the domestic level, and can thus be considered external rights, they are 

channelled within the Union’s legislative process as set out in the Treaties. As 

such, the power of the national parliament only extends to the vote of a single 

Council representative. By contrast, the ex post context is not channelled within 

Treaty processes in the same way. Review of Union law by domestic courts is 

incompatible with the Court of Justice’s conception of the principle of supremacy. 

When domestic courts conduct this review on the basis of protecting the 

unilaterally exceptional position of parliaments, they do so external to the Union 

legal order, with no conceivable obligations able to control them. This makes the 

actions of actors in the domestic legal order in the ex post context a more significant 

threat to the effectiveness of the Union. 

B. PROBLEMATISING THE TENDENCIES OF ACTORS IN THE 

EUROPEAN AND DOMESTIC LEGAL ORDERS 

The final concluding thoughts of the thesis offer a normative argument about how 

actors in the domestic and European legal orders ought to act in relation to 

national parliaments in the future. This normative argument is anchored in the 

wording of Article 12 TEU on the basis that this binds both European and 

domestic actors. This is not to suggest that this Treaty provision creates direct 

legal obligations, but rather that the wording of the article should inform future 

action. 

PROBLEMS ARISING FROM THE TENDENCIES OF ACTORS IN THE EUROPEAN LEGAL 

ORDER 
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European actors, particularly the Commission and the Court of Justice, have 

arguably failed to appreciate the exceptional position of national parliaments. In 

this vein, they could take instruction from Art. 12 TEU’s signal that national 

parliaments “contribute actively to the good functioning of the Union”. On first 

glance, “good functioning” may be a strange idea to associate with national 

parliaments. Many of the arguments reviewed in this thesis suggest that national 

parliaments could negatively impact on the functioning of both the Union 

legislative process and the effective application of Union law. On this view, the 

empowerment of national parliaments may inhibit the “good functioning of 

Union law”. 

This view can be described as good functioning as the effective pursuit of pre-

determined policy objectives. On this account, national parliaments may hinder the 

ability of the Union to achieve its objectives. In the ex ante context, it is argued that 

too much activity from national parliaments would prevent the pursuit of the 

objectives expressed by the Treaties and the Union legislative institutions. In the 

ex post context, to defer to the choices of national parliaments would impact on 

the functioning of the internal market. Thus, national parliaments in both contexts 

may prevent the effective pursuit of the Union’s policy objectives. On this view, 

it seems paradoxical to associate national parliaments with “good functioning”. 

However, another view is suggested from the wording of the Treaty, due to its 

link between functioning, on the one hand, and both representative democracy 

and national parliaments, on the other.91 It could be argued that a “good 

functioning” Union would allow institutions of national democracy to engage in 

Union decision-making, perhaps re-orientating the pre-established policy 

objectives and choices of Union institutions. By questioning these policy goals, 

national parliaments may help to politicise this decision-making. This would 

ultimately allow them to influence the policy previously only established by 

Union institutions, bringing the Union closer to national parliaments and thus 

national citizens.  

By better reflecting the view of national citizens across Europe, this broader 

approach could contribute to a stable and well-functioning Union. This reading 

                                                   
91 Article 10(1) TEU: “The functioning of the Union shall be founded on representative democracy.” 
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of Article 12 TEU could help to guide the future actions of the Commission and 

the Court of Justice in recognising the exceptional nature of national parliaments 

in the Union context.  

PROBLEMS ARISING FROM THE TENDENCIES OF ACTORS IN THE DOMESTIC LEGAL 

ORDER 

Finally, the conclusion also argues that Article 12 TEU should be used as a 

normative guide for actors in the domestic legal order. This provision was agreed 

by each Member State and its parliaments, and was also approved by a number 

of domestic constitutional courts. In this context, these domestic actors also have 

a responsibility to ensure national parliaments comply with a broad view of the 

relationship between national parliaments and the “good functioning of Union 

law”. 

It is clear that by protecting the unilateral exceptionalism of national parliaments 

according to domestic constitutional arrangements, domestic courts may 

potentially disrupt the uniform application of Union law. Despite this, the thesis 

explores arguments that domestic courts are aware of this issue, and may still 

have valid reasons for conducting such review.  

While it may thus be permissible for domestic courts to conduct this type of 

review, they must do so with the requisite responsibility for their actions. This 

responsibility is reflected in the caution with which many domestic courts 

conduct review of Union law. For example, the BVerfG conducts its review “in a 

manner that is reserved and open towards European law”.92 In its ultra vires 

review of Union law, it states that it will only strike down Union legislation where 

it is “manifest” that the act is outside of transferred competence.93 If a domestic 

court were to disapply Union legislation merely where it disagreed with an 

interpretation of the Court of Justice, this would jeopardise the uniform 

                                                   
92 Case 2 BvR 2661/06 Re Honeywell, judgment of 6 July 2010, para 44. 
93 Ibid., para 46. 
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application of Union law, and the idea that it applies to all Member States 

equally.94  

In this vein, it is important that action taken at the domestic level is conducted 

responsibly, with recognition of the potential impact on the “good functioning” 

of the Union. A failure to regard the uniform application of Union law when 

protecting the unilateral exceptionalism of national parliaments could undermine 

the stability of the Union. In this way national parliaments could undermine the 

“good functioning” of Union law, rather contributing to it. 

This introduction will be followed by the four substantive chapters of the thesis, 

as summarised in this section. The first substantive chapter focuses on the 

influence of national parliaments over the Union legislative process. This is 

analysed from the perspective of actors in the European legal order. It focuses on 

the new legislative powers provided to national parliaments in the Lisbon Treaty, 

and how they unsettle the traditional EU-NP relationship in this area. 

                                                   
94 Ibid., para 42: “If each Member State claimed to be able to decide through their own courts on the validity of legal 
acts of the Union, the primacy of application could be circumvented in practice, and the uniform application of Union 
law would be placed at risk”. 
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CHAPTER 1: THE EX ANTE INFLUENCE OF NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS OVER THE 

UNION LEGISLATIVE PROCESS FROM THE EUROPEAN PERSPECTIVE 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter focuses on the perspective of European legal actors on the role of 

national parliaments in the Union legislative process. It outlines the pre-Lisbon 

position before analysing the developments in the Lisbon Treaty and how they 

affect the common tensions in the relationship between national parliaments in 

the European Union.  

Section 1 outlines the pre-Lisbon position in this area of enquiry. National 

parliaments remained external to Union secondary law making, with no rights to 

directly engage in the process. Section 2 discusses the modern developments in 

the Lisbon Treaty. It analyses how the Treaty attempts to internalise national 

parliaments in this area, through the provision of new legislative rights. These 

rights are provided within a multilateral framework, requiring a number of 

national parliaments to take action in order to trigger effects on the legislative 

process. This modern development leads to issues concerning the heterogeneous, 

external and exceptional aspects of national parliaments, which will be explored in 

sections 3, 4 and 5 respectively. 

Section 3 explores the extent to which the heterogeneous features of national 

parliaments undermine the coherence of their homogenous empowerment. Section 

4 considers the extent of the internalisation of national parliaments by asking 

whether obligations of sincere cooperation accompany their new legislative 

rights. Section 5 asks; in what way does the Treaty view national parliaments as 

exceptional actors in the “Early Warning Mechanism”? 

1. THE PRE-LISBON EXTERNALITY OF NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS TO THE 
UNION LEGISLATIVE PROCESS 

Section 1 considers the pre-Lisbon position of national parliaments in the Union 

legislative process. National parliaments had no Treaty rights to engage directly 

with the Union legislative process and thus remained somewhat external to the 

process of Union decision-making. Questions about providing powers to national 
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parliaments gradually returned to the agenda in response to persistent concerns 

about the “democratic deficit” and the removal of powers from the sphere of 

national democracy. 

I. EXTERNALITY TO THE UNION LEGISLATIVE PROCESS 
 

In the context of the Union, national parliaments have been described as the 

“losers” of integration.1 The clear past narrative is one of 

“deparliamentarisation”.2 At the Union level, through the establishment of the 

supremacy of Union law and through other principles of decentralised 

enforcement, the Court has disapplied national legislation in favour of Union law. 

This loss of power at the domestic level through the application of Union law was 

not accompanied by influence over the creation of Union law. This is arguably 

because the EU as an international system conducts negotiation, not deliberation,3 

leading to greater control by national executives and supranational institutions 

such as the Commission and the Court of Justice. In some sense, this was the 

intention of European integration; the marginalisation of national parliaments 

due to their focus on national interests. As Riekmann argues, the pooling of 

sovereignty at EU level post World War II “was strategically meant to remove the 

very sting of national sovereignty”.4 

An exception to the narrative of deparliamentarisation is the European Assembly. 

Art. 138(3) of the Treaty Establishing the European Economic Community created 

the institution: 

                                                   
1 See Maurer and Wessels (Eds.) National Parliaments on their Ways to Europe. Losers or Latecomers? (Baden-Baden, 
2001). 
2 Cygan, “The parliamentarisation of EU decision making? The impact of the Treaty of Lisbon on national 
parliaments”, 36 EL Rev. (2011), 480. Note, that there is also a narrative of domestic ‘deparliamentarisation which will 
not be covered in this section. As Chryssochoou et al argue, domestic and European deparliamentarisation are 
“interrelated phenomena” which have combined to marginalise parliaments in Europe. See Chryssochoou et al., 
“European democracy, parliamentary decline and the ‘democratic deficit’ of the European Union”, 4 Journal of 
Legislative Studies (1998) 109, 135. 
3 Grimm The Constitution of European Democracy (Oxford University Press, 2017), 168. 
4 Puntscher Riekmann, “Constitutionalism and representation: European parliamentarism in the Treaty of Lisbon”, 
in Dobner and Loughlin (Eds.) The Twilight of Constitutionalism (OUP, 2017), p. 121. 
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“The Assembly shall be composed of delegates whom the Parliaments 

shall be called upon to appoint from among their members in accordance 

with the procedure laid down by each Member State.”5 

However, the influence of this institution was limited; the main legislative power 

in the EEC resided in the Council, with mere consultation powers available to the 

Assembly. This is visible in key policy areas such as the functioning of the 

Common Market6 and Common Agricultural Policy.7 The Assembly had some 

oversight of the Commission, with the potential to force the Commission to 

resign.8 In the formation of the budget, the Assembly had powers to propose 

amendments to the draft budget, but this power was also still limited to 

consultation.9 Art. 138(3) outlined the process by which the parliament would 

become a directly elected body: 

“The Assembly shall draw up proposals for elections by direct universal 

suffrage in accordance with a uniform procedure in all Member States. The 

Council, acting by means of a unanimous vote, shall determine the 

provisions which it shall recommend to Member States for adoption in 

accordance with their respective constitutional rules.” 

The Assembly, now calling itself the “European Parliament”, would eventually 

become directly elected in 1979. After this, the institution would see a steady 

expansion of its legislative powers. As a result of this change, national parliaments 

were external to European level decision-making, lacking any rights to engage 

directly in the Union legislative process. The intention of the direct elections of 

the European Parliament may have been, for some, to replace national 

parliamentarism.10 Thus, its steady expansion of power in the 1980s was 

                                                   
5 Treaty establishing the European Economic Community (EEC), Rome Treaty, 25 March 1957, Art. 138(2) fixed the 
number of delegates that would be awarded to each Country. 
6 Article 100 EEC Treaty. 
7 Article 43(2) EEC Treaty. 
8 Article 144 EEC Treaty. 
9 These powers were extended by the Budgetary Treaties of the European Communities in the 1970s. See Rittberger, 
“’No integration without representation!’ European integration, parliamentary democracy, and two forgotten 
Communities” 13 JEPP (2006), 1211. 
10 See Kiiver The National Parliaments in the European Union: A Critical View on EU Constitution-Building (Kluwer Law 
International, 2006), p. 181. 
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encouraged by the Court of Justice and academia, as a way to alleviate the 

“democratic deficit”.11 

II. PRECURSORS TO THE LISBON TREATY 

However, the turn to European Parliamentarism has arguably not cured the need 

for democracy in the Union. While the arguments cannot be fully discussed here, 

we can usefully outline certain reasons why this may be the case. Grimm 

summarises the problems of European parliamentarism in terms of institutional 

and societal reasons.12 Institutionally, there is a lack of uniform election procedure 

for European elections, meaning that the votes are often based on national 

issues.13 From a societal perspective, some argue that there is a lack of a European 

“demos”. This is the unity necessary to form a sphere of European politics, which 

would allow the European parliament to be truly representative.14 While these 

ideas are fundamentally contested, it is true to say that a belief that European 

parliamentarism has not solved the democratic issues of the Union has led many 

to argue that national parliamentary democracy is still needed, at least as a 

supplement to European parliamentarism.15 This need for alternative sources of 

democracy has led to a turn towards national parliaments.16 Subsequent Treaties 

began to include national parliaments, suggesting their internalisation at the ex ante 

stage. 

Aside from representation in the Assembly, the original EEC Treaty did not 

envisage a direct role for national parliaments. The Treaty of Maastricht is the first 

to mention national parliaments again, in “Declaration No. 13 on the role of 

                                                   
11 See, on this issue: Follesdal and Hix ‘Why There is a Democratic Deficit in the EU: A Response to Majone and 
Moravcsik’ 44 JCMS 3, 533; Moravcsik, “In Defence of the ‘Democratic Deficit’: Reassessing Legitimacy in the 
European Union”, 40 JCMS (2002), 603; Moravcsik, “What Can We Learn from the Collapse of the European 
Constitutional Project?”, 47 Politische Vierteljahresschrift (2006), 219; Sabel and Zeitlin, “Learning from Difference: The 
New Architecture of Experimentalist Governance in the EU”, 14 ELJ (2008), 271; Cohen and Sabel, “Directly-
Deliberative Polyarchy”, 3 ELJ (1997), 313. 
12 Grimm op. cit. supra note 3 
13 Follesdal and Hix op. cit. supra note 11 
14 Cases 2 BvR 2134/92 & 2159/92 Manfred Brunner and Others v The European Union Treaty, judgment of 12 October 
1993. See Weiler, “Does Europe Need a Constitution? Demos, Telos and the German Decision”, 1 ELJ (1995), 219; 
Grimm, “Does Europe Need a Constitution?”, 1 ELJ (1995), 282; Habermas, “Remarks on Dieter Grimm’s ‘Does 
Europe Need a Constitution’”, 1 ELJ (1995), 303; MacCormick, “The Maastricht-Urteil: Sovereignty Now”, 1 ELJ 
(1995), 259. 
15 Kiiver The National Parliaments in the European Union: A Critical View on EU Constitution-Building (Kluwer Law 
International, 2006), p.191. 
16 Ibid. 
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national parliaments in the European Union”.17 The first recognition in primary 

law came in the “Protocol on the role of national parliaments in the European 

Union” attached to the Treaty of Amsterdam.18 Both expressed the need for the 

“greater involvement of national parliaments in the activities of the European 

Union”. The latter concretised the declaration of the former, creating certain 

information rights for parliaments including the forwarding of all Commission 

consultation documents and legislative proposals to national parliaments.19 This 

Protocol also created a six-week time period between a legislative proposal and 

the placing of the proposal on the agenda of the Council in order to allow for 

national parliaments to influence the measure, and recognised the Conference of 

European Affairs Committees and its right to examine legislative proposals and 

address Union institutions.20 

The Treaty of Nice did not offer any further powers for national parliaments. 

However, the “Declaration on the Future of the Union” that closed the Treaty 

called for a deeper wider debate on the future of the European Union involving, 

amongst others, “representatives of national parliaments”.21 Amongst the other 

questions to be addressed in this debate was “the role of national parliaments in 

the European architecture”. This was followed by the Laeken Declaration, which 

established a Convention on the Future of Europe in an attempt to establish a 

“Constitution for European citizens”. Again, the role of national parliaments was 

to be discussed in this area alongside other questions of democracy: 

“Should they be represented in a new institution, alongside the Council and 

the European Parliament? Should they have a role in areas of European action 

in which the European Parliament has no competence? Should they focus on 

the division of competence between Union and Member States, for example 

                                                   
17 Treaty of Maastricht. Official Journal of the European Communities C 325/5; 24 December 2002. “Declaration on 
the role of national parliaments”. See further Declaration No. 14 on the Conference of the Parliaments (Assizes). 
18 Treaty of Amsterdam amending the Treaty on European Union, O.J. 1997, C 340/40, Protocol on the Role of National 
Parliaments. 
19 Arts 1-2, Ibid. 
20 See, Arts 4-7, Ibid. 
21 Treaty of Nice amending the Treaty on European Union, the Treaties establishing the European Communities and 
certain related acts [2001] OJ C080/01 
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through preliminary checking of compliance with the principle of 

subsidiarity?”22 

Ultimately, utilising national parliaments to monitor the principle of subsidiarity 

was the choice of the convention and this would eventually be included in the 

Constitutional Treaty. Despite the failure of this Treaty, the Lisbon Treaty 

salvaged and enacted the provisions relating to national parliaments.23  

2. INTERNALISATION AND MULTILATERALISATION OF THE EX ANTE 
INFLUENCE OF NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS ON UNION LAW 

The Lisbon Treaty internalised the role of national parliaments in the Union 

legislative process through the provision of a number of powers. The most 

significant power is the multilateral “Early Warning Mechanism”, which provides 

a direct role for national parliaments in the Union legislative process.  

I. POST-LISBON POWERS 

Article 12 TEU states that national parliaments “contribute actively to the good 

functioning of the Union”. Alongside this, it lists a number of ways “through” 

which national parliaments contribute to the Union. This is a snapshot, albeit 

incomplete, of the powers provided to national parliaments in the Lisbon Treaty. 

Alongside the powers provided in Protocol No. 2, discussed in the next sub-

section, the Lisbon amendment provides the following powers to national 

parliaments. 

A. INFORMATION AND SCRUTINY RIGHTS 

Under Article 49 TEU, any European state which respects the values of the Union 

may apply to become a member of the Union. This article specifically states, 

“national parliaments shall be notified of this application”. National parliaments 

are also provided with information rights in the “Area of Freedom, Security and 

Justice”. Art. 70 TFEU states the Union’s power to observe and evaluate Member 

State implementation of policies in the area of freedom security and justice, and 

                                                   
22 Presidency Conclusions - European Council Meeting in Laeken (Laeken Declaration), 14-15 Dec. 2001, SN 300/1/01 
REV 1. 
23 Barrett, “‘The king is dead, long live the king’: The recasting by the Treaty of Lisbon of the provisions of the 
Constitutional Treaty concerning national parliaments”, 33 EL Rev. (2008), 73. 
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that “national Parliaments shall be informed of the content and results of the 

evaluation.” Art. 71 TFEU provides that a standing Committee can facilitate the 

coordination of the action of Member States’ competent authorities for which 

“national Parliaments shall be kept informed of the proceedings.” 

The Treaty also provides national parliaments with power to scrutinise the 

activities of Eurojust. Under Art. 85 TFEU, the Regulations determining the 

structure, operation, field of action and tasks must involve the European 

parliament and national parliaments in the evaluation of Eurojust’s activities. 

Similarly, Art. 88 TFEU holds that both the European Parliament and national 

parliamentary scrutiny must be laid down in the Regulation detailing Europol’s 

activities. 

In terms of the legislative process, the rights of national parliaments are fully laid 

down in the Protocol on the Role of National Parliaments. National parliaments 

have a right to: Commission consultation documents, annual legislative policy 

and any other instrument of legislative planning at the same time as the European 

Parliament and the Council (Article 1); draft legislative acts from all institutions 

(Art 2); agendas for and the outcome of meetings of the Council (Art 5); and the 

annual report of the Court of Auditors (Article 7). This applies to each chamber of 

national parliament in bicameral systems (Article 8). 

B. PRIMARY LAW-MAKING POWERS 

The ex ante power of primary law amendment by national parliaments is beyond 

the scope of this thesis, which will instead focus on the system of secondary law-

making. However, this sub-section will briefly outline the post-Lisbon powers of 

national parliaments in this area. 

The Treaty now enshrines a right of involvement for national parliaments in any 

future “ordinary revision procedure” under Art. 48 TEU. In the first place, any 

proposals to amend the Treaties shall be submitted to the European Council and 

the national parliaments shall be notified.24 The convention for examining 

amendments to the Treaties must contain “representatives of the national 

                                                   
24 Art. 48(2) TEU. 
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parliaments”. As noted earlier, this power of Treaty amendment is beyond the 

scope of this thesis, which will instead focus on the system of secondary law-

making. 

National parliaments are also provided with powers in relation to passerelle 

clauses. Art. 48(7) provides a general passerelle clause for the Union, for all 

measures in the TFEU, or Title V of the TEU. Wherever an article provides for the 

Council to act by unanimity, the European Council may adopt a decision 

authorising the Council to act by a qualified majority in the area. Further, under 

paragraph 2, wherever the TFEU provides for a special legislative procedure to 

apply, the European Council may adopt a decision allowing for the introduction 

of the ordinary legislative procedure. An initiative taken on the basis of either 

paragraph is “notified to national parliaments”. If a national parliament makes 

known its opposition within six months, the decision will not be adopted. 

In the area of Judicial Cooperation on Civil Matters, each national parliament is 

provided with a unilateral veto. Under Art. 81(3) TFEU, the Council may adopt a 

decision determining that aspects of family law with cross-border implications 

can be conducted under the ordinary legislative procedure, thus removing the 

Council of Minister’s veto. In this case, the proposal stems from the Commission 

and is notified to national parliaments:  

“If a national Parliament makes known its opposition within six months of 

the date of such notification, the decision shall not be adopted.” 

C. INTER-PARLIAMENTARY COOPERATION 

There have also been developments relating to inter-parliamentary cooperation, 

which is now specifically encouraged in both Article 12(f) TEU, and Article 9 

Protocol No. 1. The latter states:  

“The European Parliament and national Parliaments shall together 

determine the organisation and promotion of effective and regular 

interparliamentary cooperation within the Union.” 

There are now a number of inter-parliamentary committees dealing with specific 

policy. Article 10 of the Protocol No. 1 allows a conference of Parliamentary 
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Committees for the affairs of the Union to submit any contribution it deems 

appropriate for the legislative institutions: 

“That conference shall in addition promote the exchange of information 

and best practice between national Parliaments and the European 

Parliament, including their special committees. It may also organise 

interparliamentary conferences on specific topics, in particular to debate 

matters of common foreign and security policy, including common 

security and defence policy.” 

Thus, sectoral committees in the CFSP and CSDP are specifically encouraged. This 

is also evident in the area of Economic Monetary Union. Art. 13 of the Treaty on 

Stability, Coordination and Governance in the Economic and Monetary Union 

also provides for the creation of an inter-parliamentary committee in that area. 

These inter-parliamentary committees have met on a number of occasions.25 

D. INFORMAL POWERS 

Other powers have emerged for national parliaments outside of specific Treaty 

arrangements: the “political dialogue” and the “Green card”. The first stemmed 

from the Commission of Jose Barroso, which aimed to engage with national 

parliaments.26 In 2006, the Commission announced that it would “transmit all 

new proposals and consultation papers…directly to national parliaments”27 and 

this was later approved by the European Council.28 The power of national 

parliaments to respond to these documents is, unlike the “Early Warning 

Mechanism” not limited to a particular legal principle. There is evidence that the 

dialogue is used by a number of parliaments, particularly where a parliament 

deems its concerns to fall outside the scope of the “Early Warning Mechanism”.29 

                                                   
25 Cooper, “The Interparliamentary Conference on Stability, Economic Coordination and Governance in the Union”, 
and, “The Interparliamentary Conference on Common Foreign and Security Policy: A Quest for Democratic 
Accountability in EU Security Governance” in Fasone and Lupo (eds.) Interparliamentary Cooperation in the Composite 
European Constitution (Hart Publishing, 2016). 
26 European Commission, ‘Annual Report 2005 on the Relations with the National Parliaments’, SEC (2006) 350. 
27 European Commission, ‘A Citizens’ Agenda: Delivering Results for Europe’, COM(2006) 211, p. 9. 
28 Presidency Conclusions, Brussels European Council of 15-16 June 2006, Para. 37. 
29 Jancic “The Portuguese Parliament and EU Affairs: From Inert to Agile Democratic Control” in Hefftler et al. (Eds.), 
The Palgrave Handbook of National Parliaments and the European Union (Palgrave, 2015), p. 385. 
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Another initiative started outside the Treaty is the “green card”, which allows 

national parliaments to collectively propose legislation. National parliaments 

have the opportunity to have a “political dialogue” with the Commission, 

following its receipt of the annual legislative programme.30 However, the “green 

card” more specifically notes the potential to propose new EU legislation. A trial 

green card on the issue of food waste was submitted by the UK House of Lords 

and received the support of 16 chambers of national parliaments in the Union.31 

This informal attempt to influence Commission proposals could signal the 

potential for future powers provided to national parliaments. The Commission 

responded favourably to the initiative and took account of particular points made 

in the “green card”.32 The Commission has since continued to take action in the 

area of food waste.33 

II. THE “EARLY WARNING MECHANISM” 

National parliaments were provided with a direct role in the Union legislative 

process to scrutinise the principle of subsidiarity. This section will first describe 

the development of subsidiarity in the Union and how the Court of Justice offered 

limited enforcement of the principle. In response to this, national parliaments 

were chosen to enforce the principle. The section will then describe the 

mechanism and how national parliaments have used it. 

 

A. THE PRINCIPLE OF SUBSIDIARITY 

Subsidiarity has a long history as an idea. Many have traced the idea as far back 

as Catholic Social philosophy from Pope Pius XI.34 In the context of the Union, the 

principle expresses the idea that decisions should be taken at the lowest possible 

level that they can be achieved effectively. It was introduced in the Union 

following the Single European Act. This Treaty made greater use of Qualified 

                                                   
30 Article 1 Protocol No. 1. 
31 Letter by Lord Boswell to COSAC Chairpersons, “Towards a ‘Green Card’”, 28 Jan. 2015,. 
32 Ibid. 
33 Commission notice – EU guidelines on food donation (OJ 2017/C 361/91) . 
34 Quoted in Komonchak, “Subsidiarity in the Church: The State of the Question”, 48 The Jurist (1988), 298: “It is an 
injustice, a grave evil and a disturbance of the right order, for a larger and higher association to arrogate itself 
functions which can be performed efficiently by smaller and lower societies” 
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Majority Voting,35 to aid the Community in completing the internal market of 

goods, services, capital and persons. The result of this was centralisation of power 

to the European level. The amount of legislation increased as Council members 

lost individual vetoes. Estella notes that in the six years after the passing of the 

Single European Act the Community passed 2,809 measures compared to 3,734 

passed in the previous 30 years.36 

Because of this growth in supranational power, as the next Treaty revision 

approached, formal incorporation of subsidiarity into the text of the Treaty was 

proposed as a way to limit the competence of the Union. In this way, subsidiarity 

became “the word that save[d] Maastricht”.37 It was said to alleviate fears of an 

overbearing Union, increasingly distant from national citizens. 

The preamble to the Maastricht Treaty contains the democratic aspect of 

subsidiarity in aspirational form: 

 “RESOLVED to continue the process of creating an ever closer Union 

among the people of Europe, in which decisions are taken as closely as 

possible to the citizen in accordance with the principle of subsidiarity” 

This description displays the links between the idea of subsidiarity and alleviating 

the democratic deficit by taking decisions closer to citizens. In terms of hard legal 

status, the principle was enshrined in Art. 3b of the Treaty on European Union, as 

a limit on the competence of the Union: 

“In areas which do not fall within its exclusive competence, the 

Community shall take action, in accordance with the principle of 

subsidiarity, only if and in so far as the objectives of the proposed action 

cannot be sufficiently achieved by the Member States and can therefore, by 

                                                   
35 Single European Act [1987] OJ L 169/1, Section II(I) “Internal Market”. 
36 Estella The EU Principle of Subsidiarity and its Critique (Oxford: OUP, 2002) 
37 Cass, “The Word that Saves Maastricht? The Principle of Subsidiarity and the Division of Powers within the 
European Community”, 29 CML Rev. (1992), 1107. The first primary law recognition of the principle came in the 
Single European Act. Art. 130r mandated Community action on the environment and included a provision describing 
subsidiarity, albeit not by name: “The Community shall take action relating to the environment to the extent to which 
the objectives referred to in paragraph I can be attained better at Community level than at the level of the individual 
Member States.” 
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reason of the scale or effects of the proposed action, be better achieved by 

the Community”38 

This sets out a two-stage test. The first test is national insufficiency, whereby 

Member State action cannot sufficiently achieve the objective in question. In 

addition, the second test of comparative efficiency requires that Union action 

must achieve the objective in question better than the Member States could.39  

Subsidiarity is a contested concept, which left room for the Court of Justice in its 

interpretation of the principle.40 As we will see, the Court of Justice chose to 

conduct a narrow subsidiarity review, deferring to the opinion of the legislature. 

This narrow interpretation by the Court would ultimately lead to the creation of 

a mechanism encouraging national parliaments to enforce the principle. 

The Court’s first substantive interpretation came in UK v Council.41 In this case, 

the United Kingdom claimed that a directive harmonising working hours across 

the Union was in breach of conferral. Under the plea of conferral, the UK 

referenced the principle of subsidiarity, arguing that there was insufficient 

demonstration of how “transnational aspects” could not be regulated by Member 

States and no proof that “action at Community level would provide clear benefits 

compared with action at national level.” 42 In dismissing the plea, the Court looked 

to the legal basis and found that the objective of the legislation was “the 

harmonisation of conditions in this area”43. They read this alongside Art. 5(3), 

which states a measure complies with subsidiarity if the “objectives of the 

proposed action” can be better achieved at Community level. From here they took 

                                                   
38 Art. 3b Maastricht Treaty supra.  
39 In 1992, the Council held a summit in Edinburgh in an attempt to substantiate the meaning of subsidiarity. The 
conclusions, which were eventually implemented into primary law through Protocol 30 of the Amsterdam Treaty, 
recognise that subsidiarity is a “dynamic concept”. The legislature must state reasons why the act complies with 
subsidiarity which “must be substantiated by qualitative or, wherever possible, quantitative indicators.” It must also 
consider the “transnational aspects” of the action, whether any “distortions of competition” are present and whether 
the Community action would provide benefits “by reason of its scale or effects”. 
40 Upon its introduction in the Treaty, the literature debated whether the principle ought to be enforced by the Court 
of Justice, particularly given its ambiguous and political nature. As the House of Lords Select Committee on the 
European Communities commented prior to its introduction, “to leave legislation open to annulment or revision by 
the European Court on such subjective grounds would lead to immense confusion and uncertainty in Community 
law.”(Report on Economic and Monetary Union and Political Union. (Session 1989-90 27th Report. (1990) London). The 
European Parliament, by contrast, argued that justiciability was “necessary to guarantee respect in law for the 
principle” (Session 1989-90, 27th Report, “Economic and Monetary Union and Political Union,” pt. 165. 
41 Case C-84/94 UK v. Council (Working Time Directive) EU:C:1996:431. 
42 UK v Council, para 46 quoting “Protocol 30 on the application of Subsidiarity and Proportionality” 
43 Council Directive 93/104/EC concerning certain aspects of the organization of working time. 
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a literal interpretation, essentially asking the question; “where can harmonisation 

be better achieved, at Union or Member State level?” Naturally, there can only be 

one answer to this question, and the Court concluded that the measure did not 

breach subsidiarity. It asked where harmonisation would be better achieved 

rather than whether harmonisation should be taking place at all. 

The deference of the Court is clear in the judicial statement that the subsidiarity 

test is complete once the Council has determined that action is necessary. 

“Once the Council has found it necessary... to harmonise the conditions in 

this area…achievement of that objective through the imposition of 

minimum requirements necessarily presupposes Community wide-

action”44 

While the judgments that followed did not quite defer to the same degree, UK v 

Council “has structured the judicial vision of the principle ever since.”45 For 

example, in Biotechnological Inventions,46 the analysis was not quite as reductive. 

Rather than simply questioning where harmonisation would be better achieved, 

the Court notes that the measure complies with subsidiarity because the objective 

was “preventing or eliminating difference between the legislation and practice of 

various Member States”.47 This test is limited to the idea that simply pointing to a 

benefit of harmonisation is sufficient to pass the Court’s subsidiarity test. The 

same logic is evident in Alliance for Natural Health48 and British American Tobacco49 

in which the Court accepted that the objective of the measure was to “eliminate 

barriers raised by the differences which still exist between Member States’ laws”50. 

This interpretation allows institutions to quickly dismiss the subsidiarity question 

by pointing to a barrier caused by the differences in Member State law.  

The attitude of the Court in these cases is accurately captured by the opinion of 

Advocate General Geelhoed in British American Tobacco. 

                                                   
44 Case C-84/94 Working Time Directive, para 47. 
45 Schütze op. cit. infra note 57, p. 254. 
46 Case C-377/98 Netherlands v. Parliament and Council (Biotechnology Directive) EU:C:2001:523 
47 Ibid, para 32. 
48 Joined Cases C-154/04 and C-155/04 Alliance for Natural Health and Others v. Secretary of State for Health and National 
Assembly for Wales EU:C:2005:449 
49 Case C-491/01 British American Tobacco (Investments) and Imperial Tobacco EU:C:2002:741 
50 Ibid. para 124. 
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“The issue of subsidiarity may, in my view, be easily disposed of. Just as 

in the [Biotechnological Inventions Case], the Court can, without going 

into unduly detailed reasoning, confirm that the principle of subsidiarity 

has not been infringed…the principle of subsidiarity is a dynamic concept 

which leaves the necessary scope to the appraisal of the European 

legislature”.51 

When specifically offered the opportunity to enforce the procedural aspect of 

subsidiarity, the Court adopted a limited interpretation in Germany v Parliament 

and Council.52 In this case, the applicants claimed that the measure did not comply 

with the subsidiarity guidelines and thus the reasoning was insufficient; 

“institutions must give detailed reasons to explain why only the Community, to 

the exclusion of Member States, is empowered to act in the area in question”53. 

There was no mention of subsidiarity in justification of the act but the Court 

stated: “an express reference to the principle cannot be required”.54 The Court 

found sufficient implicit reasoning in the recitals of the act. Thus, the national 

insufficiency was justified with a comment that MS action had not achieved the 

desired result55 and the Court found implied reasoning that the action could be 

better achieved by the Community on the basis that harmonisation was 

“indispensable”.56 

There has been much criticism of the Court’s interpretation of subsidiarity, 

suggesting that it “short-circuited”57 the subsidiarity test. The result was a test 

that gave almost “unlimited permission to act” to the Council.58 Wyatt has argued 

that British American Tobacco “seems designed to minimize any possibility of 

substantive review and create an irrebuttable presumption that the objectives of 

internal market measures can be better achieved at Community level rather than 

                                                   
51 Opinion of Advocate General Geelhoed in British American Tobacco (Investments) and Imperial Tobacco EU:C:2002:476, 
para 285. 
52 Case 233/94 Germany v Parliament and Council EU:C:1997:231. 
53 Ibid., para 23. 
54 Ibid., para 28. 
55 Ibid., para 27. 
56 Ibid., para 26. 
57 Schütze From Dual to Cooperative Federalism: The Changing Structure of European Law (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2009), p. 254 describes Working Time Directive as being based on an “ontological tautology…only the 
Community can harmonise laws in the Community”  
58 Ritzer et al., “How to sharpen a dull sword – the principle of subsidiarity and its control”, 7 German Law Journal 
(2006), 733. 
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national level.”59 However, others have argued that this was simply the most 

appropriate course of action for the Court, given the political nature of the 

principle. Weatherill agreed with the Court’s reluctance: “One can entertain a 

great deal of sympathy for the Court's circumspect reading of the specifically legal 

meaning of subsidiarity”.60 Craig argues that the Court would have to go against 

the opinion of the EU legislature to strike down a measure based on a political 

principle. Indeed, in many cases, the subsidiarity challenge was “opposed by 

other Member States, who argued that the contested EU legislation was consistent 

with the subsidiarity principle”.61 

B. INTERNALISATION AND MULTILATERALISATION OF 
NATIONAL PARLIAMENTARY EX ANTE INFLUENCE: THE 
“EARLY WARNING MECHANISM” 

 

Owing to the Court’s lack of enforcement, new methods of subsidiarity 

enforcement were sought.62 The Draft Treaty establishing a Constitution for 

Europe sought to combine a new role for national parliaments with the 

enforcement of subsidiarity.63 This was carried through to the Lisbon Treaty, 

providing the first direct role in the legislative process for national parliaments 

through the “Early Warning Mechanism”.64 Under this system, each national 

parliament has two votes, which are split between chambers in bicameral systems. 

They cast this vote by submitting a reasoned opinion stating that the draft 

legislation does not comply with the principle of subsidiarity. If a third of total 

votes are cast, the initiator65 of the legislation must review its draft and decide to 

                                                   
59 Wyatt, “Could a “yellow card” for national parliaments strengthen judicial and political policing of subsidiarity?”, 
2 Croatian Yearbook of European Law and Policy (2006) 1, 11. 
60 Weatherill, “Better competence monitoring”, 30 EL Rev. (2005), 23, 39. 
61 Craig, “Subsidiarity: A Political and Legal Analysis”, 50 JCMS (2012), 72, 81. 
62 Note, since these new powers were agreed, the Court offered a somewhat stricter approach to the principle of 
subsidiarity in Case C-s58/08 Vodafone Ltd and Others EU:C:2010:321. 
63 This resulted from two separate Working Groups as part of the Convention on the Future of Europe. Final report 
of Working Group IV on the role of national parliaments, Brussels, 22 October 2002, CONV 353/02 and Final Report 
of Working Group I on the Principle of Subsidiarity, Brussels, 23 September 2002, CONV 286/92.  
64 Protocol No. 2, cited supra note 95. For commentary, see Kiiver The Early Warning System for the Principle of 
Subsidiarity: Constitutional Theory and Empirical Reality (Routledge, 2012); Cooper, “A ‘virtual third chamber’ for the 
European Union? National parliaments after the Treaty of Lisbon”, 35 West European Politics (2012), 441; Cygan, “The 
parliamentarisation of EU decision making? The impact of the Treaty of Lisbon on national parliaments”, 36 EL Rev. 
(2011), 480; Davies, “Subsidiarity: The wrong idea, in the wrong place, at the wrong time”, 43 CML Rev. (2006), 68. 
65 The initiator could be the Commission, another institution or group of Member States from whom the draft 
originated. See Protocol No. 2, Art. 7. 
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maintain, amend or withdraw it, giving reasons for this decision.66 Further, in the 

ordinary legislative procedure, where the votes cast represent half of those 

allocated to national parliaments, the proposal must be reviewed and the 

Commission must justify its decision if it wishes to maintain the proposal. This 

opinion and those of national parliaments are submitted to the “Union’s 

legislators”, who then vote on the compliance of the proposal with subsidiarity.67 

This “Early Warning Mechanism” is supplemented by the possibility for Member 

States to bring actions on behalf of national parliaments, or a chamber thereof, 

against a legislative act on grounds of infringement of the principle of 

subsidiarity.68 

This mechanism internalises national parliaments through the provision of rights 

to engage directly in the Union legislative process. It offers a right of consultation, 

comparable to that provided to the European Parliament in a number of areas in 

the 1980s.69 As with the European Parliament, the rights are Treaty-based and thus 

legally enforceable.70 The structure of the mechanism is multilateral. It requires a 

number of national parliaments to vote in order to trigger effects on the Union 

legislative process. 

The “Early Warning Mechanism” has been assessed by a number of 

commentators. Many have noted the weakness of the powers provided to national 

parliaments. The mechanism has been described as compensating for the loss of 

real powers with mere monitoring.71 Grimm describes the mechanism as 

incapable of offsetting the loss of parliamentary significance and, instead, 

allowing “for participation in decisions made by others”.72 Weatherill has 

described the “Early Warning Mechanism” power as feeble.73 One specific 

                                                   
66 Ibid., Art. 7(2). 
67 Ibid., Art. 7(3): “Before the first reading, if 55% of members of Council or a majority of votes cast in European 
Parliament are of the opinion that the draft does not comply with subsidiarity, the legislative proposal shall not be 
given further consideration.” 
68 Ibid., Art. 8. 
69 The Single European Act 1986 provided rights of consultation to the European Parliament in a number of areas. 
70 Case 138/79 Roquette Freres EU:C:1980:249; Case 817/79 Buyl v Commission EU:C:1992:325; Case C-65/90 Parliament 
v. Council EU:C:1992:325; Joined Cases C-13-16/92, Driessen, EU:C:1993:828; Case C-388/92 Parliament v Council 
EU:C:1994:213. See Bradley, “Maintaining The Balance: The Role Of The Court Of Justice In Defining The Institutional 
Position Of The European Parliament”, 24 CMLRev. (1987), 41. 
71 Cartabia, “Prospects for National Parliaments in EU Affairs”, in Amato, Bribosia and de Witte (eds.) Genesis and 
Destiny of the European Constitution (Bruylant, 2007), p. 1093. 
72 Grimm op. cit. supra note 3, p. 176. 
73 Weatherill, “Using national parliaments to improve scrutiny of the limits of EU action” 28 ELRev (2003), 909, 911. 
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criticism in this regard is the fact that the mechanism only allows for subsidiarity 

review and does not extend to proportionality or conferral. Weatherill describes 

the absence of proportionality as an “error” that limits the “potentially creative 

vigour of ex ante review by national parliaments”.74 Others have been critical of 

this omission as “a major error”.75 Initially, there was also scepticism as to whether 

the thresholds could be reached by national parliaments, particularly given the 6-

week time limit.76 Despite this, to date the threshold has been reached on three 

occasions.  

The threshold was first reached for a Council regulation “On the exercise of the 

right to take collective action within the context of the freedom of establishment 

and the freedom to provide services” (Monti II).77 This proposal aimed to develop 

a legislative framework, based on the Court of Justice’s case law, in the politically 

sensitive area of industrial action.78 In the aftermath of the Court’s case law former 

Commissioner Mario Monti produced a report,79 which ultimately led to the 

proposal and provided its name. In response to the proposal, a sufficient number 

of national parliaments were able to trigger the one third threshold for the first 

time. Three months later, the Commission withdrew the proposal in question, but 

on the basis that it was “unlikely to gather the necessary political support within 

the European Parliament and Council to enable its adoption”.80 It denied the 

effects of the national parliamentary complaints, stating that many had not been 

based on subsidiarity. Despite this, the withdrawal was celebrated by some 

national parliaments as a success. For example, the Latvian Parliament’s press 

release stated, “Saeima halts EU regulation proposal”.81 

                                                   
74 Ibid. 
75 Cooper, “The watchdogs of subsidiarity: National parliaments and the logic of arguing in the EU”, 44 JCMS (2006) 
283, 300: If only subsidiarity is available then Commission could not amend its proposal, it would simply not exercise 
the competence. Subsidiarity is the ‘whether’ according to the Treaty, so this will always be a yes or no. 
76 Ibid., 289: “the very short six-week deadline”. 
77 21 Mar. 2012, COM(2012)130, SWD(2012)63 and SWD(2012)64. 
78 See: Case C-438/05,Viking EU:C:2007:772; Case C-341/05 Laval  EU:C:2007:809. 
79 Monti, A New Strategy for the Single Market, 9 May 2010. 
80Commission decision to withdraw the Proposal for a COUNCIL REGULATION on the exercise of the right to take 
collective action within the context of the freedom of establishment and the freedom to provide services, COM(2012) 
130. For support of this view, see Fabbrini and Granat, “’Yellow card, but no foul’: The role of the national parliaments 
under the Subsidiarity Protocol and the Commission proposal for an EU regulation on the right to strike”, 50 CML 
Rev. (2013), 116. 
81 Latvian Parliament, Press release, 6 June 2012, www.saeima.lv/en/news/saeima-news/19783-saeima-halts-eu-
regulation-proposal. 
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The threshold for Art. 7(2) of the protocol was met for a second time based on a 

Council Regulation “on the establishment of the European Public Prosecutor’s 

Office”.82 The regulation’s stated aim was to protect taxpayer’s money by fighting 

fraud more effectively across the Union. Fourteen national parliaments sent 

reasoned opinions to the Commission with subsidiarity concerns. On this 

occasion, the Commission maintained the proposal but gave a detailed response83 

as to why it felt the draft complied with subsidiarity.84 Despite this detail, many 

national parliaments still expressed unhappiness with the response of the 

Commission. The UK House of Commons described the replies as 

“unsatisfactory”.85 

The third and most recent activation came in relation to an amendment of the 

Posted Workers Directive.86 Due to a rise in the number of posted workers in 

recent years, the Commission proposal sought to improve conditions for posted 

workers to avoid distortion of the single market and ensure a level playing field. 

In terms of the question of subsidiarity, the Commission did not consider it 

necessary to conduct the analysis because the Directive was already established. 

Thus, the Commission offers a single line of explanation: “An amendment to an 

existing Directive can only be achieved by adopting a new Directive”.87 In 

response to the proposal, a number of reasoned opinions were sent to the 

Commission, primarily from Central and Eastern European Member States,88 and 

this was sufficient to reach the threshold. The weak subsidiarity justification was 

a key objection for many reasoned opinions, alongside political concerns of a 

decrease in competitiveness and overregulation and legal issues such as 

                                                   
82 Com(2013) 534. 
83 Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council and the national Parliaments on 
the review of the proposal for a Council Regulation on the establishment of the European Public Prosecutor's Office 
with regard to the principle of subsidiarity, in accordance with Protocol No 2, Com(2013) 851 final. 
84 This has led Fromage to describe the Commission’s response as “an encouraging development” in ‘The Second 
Yellow Card on the EPPO Proposal: An Encouraging Development for Member State Parliaments?’ 35 YEL (2016), 5. 
85 European Scrutiny Committee, HC 219-xiii, 13th Report of Session 2014–15, p. 12. 
86 Proposal for Directive of the European Parliament and the Council amending Directive 96/71/EC of the European 
Parliament and Council, Com (2016) 128. 
87 Ibid, point 2.2. 
88 Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania and Slovakia were the 
countries from Central and Eastern Europe alongside Denmark. See Valentin Kreilinger ‘A yellow card and the 
political damage’ Jacques Delors Institut, Berlin http://www.politico.eu/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Yellow-
Card-Kreilinger-JDI-B-20160720.pdf 
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proportionality, legal basis and conferral.89 The Commission responded with a 

continuation of the proposal stating that it “does not breach the subsidiarity 

principle”.90 Later, in section 5, we will consider the critique of the Commission’s 

approach in this area, and the debate on the appropriate breadth of the “Early 

Warning Mechanism”. 

III. INTERIM CONCLUSIONS 

Lisbon aimed to internalise national parliaments into the Union legislative process 

through the provision of rights to engage directly with the Union’s legislative 

institutions. The key mechanism for national parliamentary involvement, the 

“Early Warning Mechanism”, multilateralises the contribution of national 

parliaments to the legislative process by requiring a number of parliaments to take 

action in order to trigger effects. 

However, this attempt to internalise and multilateralise does unsettle the common 

tensions in the relationship between national parliaments and the European 

Union, and these developments are explored in the remaining sections. Section 3 

explores the extent to which the heterogeneous features of national parliaments 

undermine the coherence of their homogenous empowerment. Section 4 considers 

the extent of the internalisation of national parliaments by asking whether 

obligations of sincere cooperation accompany their new legislative rights. Section 

5 asks to what extent does the Treaty view national parliaments as exceptional 

actors in the “Early Warning Mechanism”. 

3. PROBLEMS OF HETEROGENEITY 

National parliaments differ in a number of ways. Despite this, the Lisbon Treaty 

treats national parliaments as a homogeneous bloc, designating a number of rights 

to “national parliaments". The Treaty provides national parliaments with a 

number of rights, but does not define what is meant by a “national parliament”. 

                                                   
89 For a full analysis, see Jancic “EU Law's Grand Scheme on National Parliaments: The Third Yellow Card on Posted 
Workers and the Way Forward” in Jancic (ed.) National Parliaments after the Lisbon Treaty and the Euro Crisis (OUP, 
2017). 
90 European Commission - Press release ‘Posting of Workers: Commission discusses concerns of national Parliaments’ 
Brussels, 20 July 2016 http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-16-2546_en.htm For more details: Final 
communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council and the national parliaments on the 
proposal for a Directive amending the Posting of Workers Directive, with regard to the principle of subsidiarity, in 
accordance with Protocol No 2, COM(2016) 505 
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This was contrary to the suggestion of some critics who, in response to the original 

draft Constitutional Treaty, argued that national parliaments ought to be defined 

as a “Community concept”.91 This was suggested by Kiiver who argued that the 

Union ought to provide a list of national parliaments. The Lisbon Treaty did not 

offer any clarification as to what a national parliament is in the Union context.  

There are problems in determining exactly what qualifies as a national parliament 

in the European Union. The Treaties do not specify this, leaving the potential for 

problems of definition. For example, the Bundesrat is made up of executives 

representing the Länder. As such, its members occasionally attend meetings of the 

Council instead of federal representatives on issues of their competence.92 Owing 

to this executive nature, the Bundesrat did not send members to the original 

European Assembly prior to 1979. However, they are now provided with a vote 

in the “Early Warning Mechanism”.93 This transfer of the Bundesrat from not 

being classified as a national parliament in relation to the original European 

Economic Community94, but now classified as a parliament in relation to the 

Treaty on European Union95 highlights this tension of heterogeneity. 

The Belgian regional parliaments are also classified as national parliaments 

according to Declaration no. 51.96 This means that Belgium now have more 

parliaments than any other country, with complex mechanisms in place to 

arrange the submission of their votes in the “Early Warning Mechanism”.97 

However, the tensions arising from heterogeneity go beyond this definitional 

question. There are also differences in the composition of parliaments that may 

lead us to question their legitimacy. Further, there are also specific differences in 

                                                   
91 Kiiver op. cit. supra note 10, p. 38. 
92 Agostini ‘The role of national parliaments in the future EU’ The International Spectator 36(4) (2001) 29, 32. 
93 See, Höing, “With a little help from the Constitutional Court” in Hefftler, et al (Eds.) The Palgrave Handbook of 
National Parliaments and the European Union (Palgrave, 2015). 
94 Under Art. 138(3) of the Treaty Establishing the European Economic Community. See Chapter 1 infra. 
95 Protocol No. 2 annexed to the TEU and TFEU on the application of the Principles of Subsidiarity and 
Proportionality, O.J. 2012, C 326/02. 
96 Declaration no. 51 by the Kingdom of Belgium on national Parliaments attached to the TEU and TFEU: “Belgium 
wishes to make clear that, in accordance with its constitutional law, not only the Chamber of Representatives and 
Senate of the Federal Parliament but also the parliamentary assemblies of the Communities and the Regions act, in 
terms of the competences exercised by the Union, as components of the national parliamentary system or chambers 
of the national Parliament.” 
97 See, Vandenburwaene and Popelier, “Belgian Parliaments and the Early Warning System”, in Cornell and Goldoni 
(Eds.), National and Regional Parliaments in the EU-Legislative Procedure Post-Lisbon (Oxford, Hart Publishing, 2017). 
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the ways that national parliaments approach the “Early Warning Mechanism”, 

with some choosing not to engage at all.  

I. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS 

A. INSTITUTIONAL DIFFERENCES 

There are a number of institutional differences between the parliaments of the 

Member States. Many have different compositions, and thus could be considered 

more or less democratic. There are also significant differences in the perception of 

parliaments by their citizens 

Within directly elected chambers, there are differences in the extent of 

representation. As noted earlier, different Member States adopt different voting 

systems, which may more or less proportionately reflect the vote of the citizens. 

For example, the United Kingdom has a first past the post system, which is 

criticised for its failure to represent the electorate. In the 2015 general election, the 

United Kingdom Independence Party achieved 12.6% of the vote, but this only 

resulted in 0.2% of parliamentary seats.98 This has led some to question the 

democratic representation of the UK parliament, given the underrepresentation 

of those 12.6% of citizens.99 By contrast, many other Member States have a system 

of proportional representation which leads to a more reflective seat allocation. 

In addition to concerns over proportional representation, we can also consider the 

position of chambers which cannot be said to be representative of the citizenry. 

The most prominent example is the House of Lords, which is an unelected 

chamber of the UK parliament. This chamber is active in Union affairs, including 

the submission of reasoned opinions on subsidiarity.100 It also aimed to start a 

“green card” initiative allowing national parliaments to propose new legislation, 

as seen in section 2 of this Chapter. The chamber is also well known for its reports 

on European Union matters.101 Despite these contributions, the House of Lords is 

                                                   
98 See, House of Commons Library, “General Election 2017”, Briefing Paper CBP 7186, 28 July 2015. 
99 Cullinane, “First-Past-the-Post means that many constituencies are foregone conclusions, so how much power do 
voters really have?”, Democratic Audit, 6th May 2015 http://www.democraticaudit.com/2015/05/06/first-past-the-
post-means-that-many-constituencies-are-foregone-conclusions-so-how-much-power-do-voters-really-have/ 
100 Smith, “National Parliaments and the European Union – A View from Westminster”, in Jancic (ed.) National 
Parliaments after the Lisbon Treaty and the Euro Crisis (Oxford, OUP, 2017). 
101 Huff and Smith, “Westminster and the European Union”, in Hefftler et al. (Eds.) The Palgrave Handbook of National 
Parliaments and the European Union (Palgrave, 2015), p. 327: “Many peers have significant experience and expertise on 
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not a democratic chamber. Some members, life peers, are appointed by the Queen 

on the advice of the Prime Minister.102 There are roles for the “Lords Spiritual”, a 

number of bishops who sit representing the Church of England.103 There are also 

a number of hereditary peers seated in the House of Lords. While attempts have 

been made to reduce the number of these peers, or abolish them altogether, there 

are still up to 92 in position.104  

The UK House of Lords is not the only chamber in the European Union that is not 

elected by universal suffrages. For example, members of the Dutch Senate are 

elected by the “States-Provincial”, the parliamentary assemblies of the provinces 

of the Netherlands.105 The French Senate is elected by a limited group of 

individuals holding certain official ranks. The Irish Senate also has a varied 

membership. Some of their members are nominated by the Taoiseach. Others are 

elected by graduates of elite Irish universities or elected from certain special 

panels of nominees.106 This means that a number of the votes provided in the 

“Early Warning Mechanism” go to bodies with limited democratic credentials.  

Even among those parliaments that are elected, there are varying degrees of trust 

that exist in these institutions. For example, in Greece, where it has been stated 

that the people have: 

“harboured a view of parliament not as the foremost locus of the 

‘democratic class struggle’, but just an appendage to political power, or as 

just a mistrusted symbolic institution reminiscent of untrustworthy 

political elites”107 

This is borne out by the results of the Eurobarometer survey on the trust that the 

public have in their national parliaments, with Greece’s parliaments only scoring 

                                                   
European matters and the chamber has become renowned as an expert in European affairs, its reports widely read 
and reported” 
102 There is also an independent “House of Lords Appointments Commission” which vets nominations of the Prime 
Minister, as well as recommending individuals as non-party-political life peers. See Bradley and Ewing Constitutional 
and Administrative Law (16th ed, Pearson, 2015) 
103 Ibid., 176-179 
104 Ibid., p. 178, “the House of Lords Act 1999 provides that hereditary peers are no longer entitled to membership of 
the Lords”, but 90 hereditary peers still remain. 
105 Article 55 of the Constitution of Netherlands, “The members of the Upper House shall be chosen by the members 
of the provincial Councils.” 
106 Article 18(4)(1) of the Irish Constitution. 
107 Sotiropoulos, “The Greek parliament and the European Union: a missed opportunity to empower parliament” in 
Hefftler et al (eds.) op cit. supra note101, p. 347. 
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a 9% trust rating from the public.108 Many other countries also received low 

ratings, such as 17% in Bulgaria, 20% in Italy and 33% in the UK. By contrast, a 

number of other countries displayed high levels of trust, beyond the average of 

35%. Hungary’s parliament has a 42% trust rating, with the Swedish parliament 

scoring the highest at 73%.  

B. DIFFERENCES IN APPROACH TO THE “EARLY WARNING 
MECHANISM” 

We also see many differences of approach to the “Early Warning Mechanism”. 

Some national parliaments offer minimal engagement with the system. For 

example, the Slovenian National Council failed to submit a single opinion in the 

first five years the system operated.109 This could be due to a number of reasons. 

For some, institutional knowledge and capacity may be limited, leaving them ill-

equipped to deal with European affairs. For example, the Maltese parliament has 

struggled to meet the task of scrutinising EU action, with negligible involvement 

in the “Early Warning Mechanism”.110 For others, it may be that there is a lack of 

salience of European issues. For example, the pro-EU consensus in Belgium is a 

contributory factor in Belgium’s limited engagement.111 

However, even those countries that engage more fully with European issues may 

choose to do so without using the system outlined in the Lisbon Treaty. Some see 

scrutiny of domestic institutions as their proper role. For example, the Finnish 

Eduskunta is consistently ranked by political scientists as one of the most active 

and influential parliaments in the Union but prefers to focus its efforts on 

influencing its Council member. The Eduskunta has taken a “lukewarm approach” 

to the “Early Warning Mechanism”, expressing concerns that national 

parliaments “might end up spending their scarce resources” on action directed at 

                                                   
108 Standard Eurobarometer 88, “Public Opinion in the European Union”, November 2017 Wave EB88.3, Annex. Result 
based on the question: “I would like to ask you a question about how much trust you have in certain institutions. For 
each of the following institutions, please tell me if you tend to trust it or tend not to trust it. The (NATIONALITY) 
Parliament (%) 
109 Lange, “Slovenian Parliament and EU Affairs: Strong Formal Powers Awaiting Interest and Capacity to be Used”, 
in Hefftler et al (eds.) op cit. supra note101. 
110 Pace, “The Maltese Parliament and EU Affairs: A Slow Awakening to its Responsibilities”, in Hefftler et al (eds.) 
op cit. supra note101, p. 590. 
111 Delreux and Randour, “Belgium: Institutional and Administrative Adaption but Limited Political Interest” in 
Hefftler et al (eds.) op cit. supra note101, p. 164. 
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Union institutions instead of focusing on “genuine government scrutiny”.112 This 

is partly due to their approach to European affairs, which involves strong scrutiny 

of their representatives, but presenting a common view with the government in 

international relations.113 

In this vein, De Wilde has argued that the “opportunity costs” of engaging 

directly with Union institutions may be too significant, reflecting this view of the 

Eduskunta towards the “Early Warning Mechanism”: 

“The EWM presents clear opportunity costs in terms of time and 

manpower that the Commission and the national parliaments now spend 

on reasoned opinions which cannot be spent on other activities. The EWM 

distracts from the scarce parliamentary resources that could have been 

devoted to either controlling the actions of the respective national 

governments in Brussels, or to accounting to citizens for adopted EU 

legislation.”114 

Even those who do engage with the “Early Warning Mechanism” may do so in 

different ways. For example, one significant difference is in the Committee system 

used to scrutinise Union documents. There are different organisational structures; 

some with a central EU committee, while others deal with EU issues through 

sectoral committees. The Swedish Riksdag is an example of the latter approach 

with sectoral committees acting as “the most important players in the quest for 

subsidiarity control”.115 Each committee can submit an opinion based on EU 

legislation that is deemed to fall within its remit. Using this system, Sweden has 

become one of the most active submitters of reasoned opinions across the 

Union.116 By contrast, other parliaments use a centralised system, with reasoned 

opinions submitted by a single European committee. This is the system adopted 

by the Danish Folketing. The system “leads to a remarkable centralization of EU 

                                                   
112 Raunio “The Finnish Eduskunta and the European Union: The Strengths and Weaknesses of a Mandating System” 
in Hefftler et al (eds.) op cit. supra note101, p. 416 
113 Ibid., p. 422 
114 De Wilde, “Why the “Early Warning Mechanism” does not Alleviate the Democratic Deficit”, OPAL Online Paper 
No. 6/2012, 9. 
115 Hegeland, “The Swedish Parliament and EU Affairs: From Reluctant Player to Europeanized Actor” in Hefftler et 
al (eds.) op cit. supra note101, p. 432. 
116 Cornell, “Similar but Different – Comparing the Scrutiny of the Principle of Subsidiarity within the EWM in 
Denmark, Finland and Sweden”, in Goldoni and Cornell (eds.) op. cit. supra note 65. 
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affairs within the EAC” as opposed to the contribution of the parliament as a 

whole.117 As a result, it is not so much the whole of the Danish parliament that 

engages in EU affairs, but rather the 29 members of the European Affairs 

Committee.118  

Another difference that arises from the heterogeneity of national parliaments is 

how this submission of reasoned opinions relates to the government. In some 

countries, the parliament is closely related to the government. For example, in 

Luxembourg, EU scrutiny is conducted in collaboration with government 

ministers. As such, subsidiarity scrutiny is undertaken as “a common enterprise 

between parliament and government”.119 Another example of this comes from 

Finland. As noted earlier, the Finnish parliament and government aim to present 

a common view to external actors. So, while the parliament may influence the 

government position, the idea is to take one line that faces externally from 

Finland. Thus, ultimately “the EWM is applied only when needed to defend the 

Finnish position that has already been put forward in earlier negotiations”.120  

Further, the type of government in place may affect how the “Early Warning 

Mechanism” is exercised. This may be affected by the different voting methods 

outlined above, with proportional representation voting systems more likely to 

lead to coalition governments. This may affect the balance of power between 

government and parliament. So, for example, in Sweden if there is a minority 

government this tends to transfer power towards the Riksdag.121 This is the case in 

Denmark when minority governments are present. The EAC is powerful because 

of: 

                                                   
117 Christensen, “The Danish Folketing and EU Affairs: Is the Danish Model of Parliamentary Scrutiny Still Best 
Practice?” in Hefftler et al (eds.) op cit. supra note101, p. 282 
118 Ibid. 
119 Spreitzer “Luxembourg’s Chamber of Deputies and EU Affairs” in Hefftler et al (eds.) op cit. supra note101, p. 248. 
120 Cornell “Similar but Different-Comparing the Scrutiny of the Principle of Subsidiarity within the EWM in 
Denmark, Finland and Sweden” in Goldoni and Cornell (eds.) op. cit. supra note 65, p. 221. 
121 Hegeland “The Swedish Parliament and EU Affairs: From Reluctant Player to Europeanized Actor” in Hefftler et 
al (eds.) op cit. supra note101, p. 440. 
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“the situation of a minority government in which the government must 

constantly take account of the views of the opposition parties in order to 

ensure a majority”122 

In bicameral systems, it is possible that upper chambers may differ from the ruling 

party of government. This was seen prior to the French elections in 2012, where 

the majority left-wing senate made strategic use of the EWM to oppose the right-

wing government in place.123 More broadly, there are many examples of reasoned 

opinions submitted after that government has voted in favour of a measure, for 

example in Latvia124 and Lithuania.125 

II. HETEROGENEITY AND THE COHERENCE OF 
EMPOWERING NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS 

As discussed in the Introductory Chapter, an increase of democratic legitimacy 

was part of the rationale for empowering national parliaments. However, each 

difference between national parliaments raises a question as to the coherence of 

their initial empowerment. This sub-section will explore the idea that the 

heterogeneous aspects of national parliaments undermine the coherence of their 

empowerment. It will also consider the potential for the Union to define the 

characteristics necessary to be classified as a national parliament under Union 

law.  

A. HETEROGENEITY AS UNDERMINING THE COHERENCE OF 
EMPOWERING NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS 

The question of defining a national parliament raises questions of coherence. The 

classification of the Bundesrat as a parliament despite the fact that it is partly 

executive, clearly in some way contradicts the rationale for empowerment of 

national parliaments. National executives have enjoyed significant influence over 

the Union decision-making process, notably through the Council. Given the fact 

that members of the Bundesrat have attended Council meetings, this calls into 

                                                   
122 Christensen “The Danish Folketing and EU Affairs: Is the Danish Model of Parliamentary Scrutiny Still Best 
Practice?” in Ibid., p. 279. See also, Damgard and Jensen, “Europeanisation of Executive-Legislative Relations: Nordic 
Perspectives” 11 Journal of Legislative Studies (2005), 294;  
123 Thomas and Tacea “The French Parliament and the European Union: ‘Shadow Control’ through the Government 
Majority” in Ibid., p. 183 
124 Ikstens “The Latvian Parliament and EU Affairs: A Passive Player with Strong Formal Powers” in Ibid., p. 559. 
125 Vilpišauskas” Parliamentary Scrutiny of EU Affairs in Lithuania: The Dog That Rarely Barks” in Ibid., p. 572. 
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question whether they are the intended subject of these new national 

parliamentary powers. Further, the empowerment of state legislatures, as in the 

case of Belgium, was not part of the initial rationale on the empowerment of 

national parliaments. National parliaments are said to hold a specific position, as 

the central democratic institution within a Member State.126 If this is the case, then 

the inclusion of State parliaments, as in Belgium, contradicts this rationale.  

Further, even within bodies we accept as parliaments, there are arguably varying 

levels of democratic legitimacy among them. Some, such as the UK’s House of 

Lords, are outright undemocratic, entirely indirectly elected, including a number 

of hereditary peers. A number of upper chambers also cannot claim to represent 

the citizens of Member States given their indirectly elected nature. Finally, even 

within directly elected chambers, we can see differences in the extent of citizen 

representation. All of this suggests that the rationale of improving democratic 

legitimacy is arguably not fulfilled equally by each national parliament. 

Finally, there are also differences of approach to the “Early Warning Mechanism”. 

For example, some parliaments have a small, centralised committee which 

scrutinises legislation and submits reasoned opinions. This is not necessarily the 

democratic ideal posited when we think of the exercise of the power of the 

national parliament. There are also those who do not engage at all. These 

abstaining institutions make it harder for the other national parliaments to reach 

the thresholds set in the Treaty, limiting the effects national parliaments are able 

to make on the legislative process. 

Each of these criticisms ultimately questions the coherence of providing rights to 

“national parliaments”. There is no archetypal parliament that is shared across 

Member States. Instead we find an unequal collection of bodies, exercising their 

power in unequal ways. Any complaints that this might undermine the 

mechanism might only be strengthened by the extension of the system to a “red 

card”.127 Extending this unequal power to the ability to block legislation would 

only increase the problematic incoherencies seen in this section. 

                                                   
126 They have been described as “the ultimate symbols of national sovereignty”. See, Hefftler et al. (Eds.), op. cit. supra 
note 101, p. 6 
127 See Chapter 1, section 4.III, infra. 
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B. HOMOGENEITY ALLOWING FOR THE HETEREOGENEITY OF 
NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS 

This section has discussed the heterogeneity that exists within the concept of 

“national parliaments” in the European Union. The previous sub-section outlined 

an argument that such heterogeneity arguably calls into question the coherence of 

empowering national parliaments. This section will explore the idea of a more 

coherent definition of national parliaments in the European Union. It will 

consider the potential for the Union to define national parliaments based on their 

democratic legitimacy and consider the implications of this. 

Any attempt by the Union to define what a national parliament is based on a list 

of criteria would face significant difficulties and might lead to accusations of the 

Union as being overbearing and straying into issues which ought to remain at the 

national level. In particular, the prospect that the Union might state that a body, 

which is defined as a parliament according to domestic constitutional 

arrangements, does not meet the Union requirements of a parliament would likely 

be problematic.  

The idea that the Union could dictate how national parliaments ought to 

contribute to the Union legislative process has raised problems in the past. As 

discussed in the Introductory Chapter, the original wording of Art. 12 TEU 

contained the phrase “national parliaments shall contribute actively to the good 

functioning of the Union”.128 This implied that national parliaments were obliged 

to contribute to the Union and the word “shall” was ultimately removed due to 

objections to the wording.129 This desire to avoid top-down prescription of a role 

for national parliaments can also be seen in the Working Group on National 

Parliaments in the Convention on the Future of Europe. This group, composed 

mainly of national parliamentarians, rejected prescription of a role for national 

parliaments: “it would not be appropriate to prescribe at European level how the 

scrutiny should be organised.”130 Considering the discomfort that emerged in 

                                                   
128 HC 1014 ‘European Union Intergovernmental Conference’, 35th Report 2006-07, paras 69 and 70; HL 180 ‘The EU 
Reform Treaty: Work in Progress’, 35th Report 2006-07. Emphasis added. 
129 Ibid.  
130 Article 9 of the Final report of Working Group IV on the role of national parliaments, Brussels, 22 October 2002, 
CONV 353/02. Given national parliaments comprised a majority of participants in this group, this could be said to 
reflect “a general unwillingness on behalf of national parliamentarians to be tied by decisions, relating to their own 
activities, taken at the European level”. See Bengston ‘Interparliamentary cooperation within Europe’ in O'Brennan 
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relation to prescribing rights to national parliaments, it seems likely that similar 

opposition would emerge with any attempt to define criteria necessary for the 

classification of a national parliament. 

Another issue would be determining which criteria are necessary for a body to be 

characterised as a national parliament under Union law. Such characterisation 

could stem from the fact that national parliaments were empowered to improve 

the democratic legitimacy of the Union. This is evident in the Laeken Declaration, 

the document which led to the drafting of the Constitutional Treaty, which 

proposed a greater role for national parliaments as part of the “democratic 

legitimacy” of the Union.131 This would eventually lead to the enactment of Art. 

12 TEU, which established a new role for national parliaments and was placed 

within the Union’s “provisions on democratic principles”.  

However, defining national parliaments based on the idea of democracy runs into 

difficult questions of standards. It would be a difficult and controversial exercise. 

Perhaps the House of Lords, as an entirely non-directly elected body, could be 

excluded. But this would lead to further questions. Would this also exclude bodies 

which are partially directly elected? Could it call into the question the legitimacy 

of certain voting systems such as the UK’s first past the post system due to the 

fact that the House of Commons composition does not fully represent the number 

of votes cast?  

Ultimately, the homogenous treatment of national parliaments does lead to some 

incoherence. The reasons for empowering national parliaments may not be 

achieved by giving votes in the EWM to unelected chambers. But the choice to 

treat national parliaments as a homogenous bloc has its benefits. It avoids the 

difficulties outlined above of taking the definitional question to the European 

level. Ultimately, it may have been somewhat inevitable for the Treaty to 

                                                   
and Raunio, “Deparliamentarisation and European Integration” in O'Brennan and Raunio (eds.) National Parliaments 
within the Enlarged European Union: From Victims of Integration to Competitive Actors (London: Routledge, 2007) p. 55. 
131 Presidency Conclusions - European Council Meeting in Laeken (Laeken Declaration), 14-15 Dec. 2001, SN 300/1/01 
REV 1, p. 5. 
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designate national parliaments as a homogenous bloc. In doing so, it allows 

national parliaments to exist and exercise their rights in heterogeneous ways.132 

4. PROBLEMS OF EXTERNALITY: THE APPLICATION OF LEGAL DUTIES TO 
NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS 

This section will explore the extent to which the “Early Warning Mechanism” 

internalises national parliaments in the Union. In doing so, it will compare the 

position of national parliaments to Union institutions. As discussed in the 

Introductory Chapter, Union institutions serve as a point of comparison in 

determining the extent to which national parliaments have been internalised 

within the Union. This section will compare the rights and obligations to which 

Union institutions are subject with the rights and obligations of national 

parliaments. In particular, when Union institutions exercise their legislative 

rights, they are subject to duties of cooperation. Will the rights provided to 

national parliaments in the Lisbon Treaty be subject to the same duties? 

I. APPLYING DUTIES OF SINCERE COOPERATION TO THE 
LEGISLATIVE POWER OF NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS 

This section considers the duty of sincere cooperation and how it applies to Union 

institutions. There is an argument to be made that the logic of applying the duty 

of sincere cooperation to Union institutions should extend to the new legislative 

powers exercised by national parliaments. The rationale of “institutional balance” 

is that legislative rights are accompanied by duties to act in a cooperative manner. 

By extension, the new legislative rights of national parliaments should be subject 

to the same legal duties. This section will first analyse the nature of the obligations 

of Union institutions before considering the applicability of those obligations to 

the actions of national parliaments in the Union legislative process. 

A. THE DUTY OF COOPERATION AND UNION INSTITUTIONS IN 
THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS 

                                                   
132 Hefftler et al (eds.) op cit. supra note101, p. 6. It is “the prerogative of each Member State to decide the role they 
want to play in the ‘European game’ 
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The obligations of the Union institutions in the legislative process were first 

developed by the Court of Justice under the heading of “institutional balance”.133 

This is now enshrined in Article 13(2) TEU and subsequent case law has 

confirmed that this provision “reflects the principle of institutional balance, 

characteristic of the institutional structure of the European Union”.134 The two 

sentences of this article reflect the two aspects of institutional balance that 

emerged in the case law. 

“Each institution shall act within the limits of the powers conferred on it in 

the Treaties, and in conformity with the procedures, conditions and 

objectives set out in them. The institutions shall practise mutual sincere 

cooperation.” 

The first sentence of Article 13(2) is the principle of conferral as applied to the 

Union institutions;135 it emphasises the need for those institutions to comply with 

the rules laid down in the Treaty, both in terms of specific Treaty procedural 

rules136 and in terms of the general Treaty roles assigned to institutions. A recent 

example was in Commission v. Council (Air Transport Agreement)137 where, in 

relation to a mixed international agreement, the Council adopted a solitary 

decision that confirmed both its approval, and the approval of the Member States 

as a collective. Article 218 TFEU, the Treaty article in question, only allowed for 

the Council’s approval, so the combination of both Council and Member State 

                                                   
133 See Case C-70/88 Parliament v. Council (Chernobyl) EU:C:1990:217 and Case C-204/86 Greece v. Council 
EU:C:1988:450. For academic commentary, see Chamon, “The institutional balance, an ill-fated principle of EU law?”, 
21 EPL (2015), 371; Jacqué, “The principle of institutional balance”, 41 CML Rev. (2004), 348; Lenaerts and Verhoeven, 
“Institutional balance as a guarantee for democracy in EU governance” in Joerges and Dehousse (Eds.), Good 
Governance in Europe’s Integrated Market, (OUP, 2001), p. 47; Bieber, “The settlement of institutional conflicts on the 
basis of Article 4 of the EEC Treaty”, 21 CML Rev. (1984), 509. 
134 Case C-409/13 Council v. Commission (Macro-Financial Assistance) EU:C:2015:217, para 72. See also Case C-425/13 
Commission v. Council, EU:C:2015:483 para 69; Case C-73/14 Council v. Commission EU:C:2015:663, para 61. This 
formulation recognises institutional balance as “a principle which requires that each of the institutions must exercise 
its powers with due regard for the powers of the other institutions”, echoing the wording of Case C-70/88 Chernobyl, 
para 22. 
135 See Opinion of A.G. Sharpston in C-660/13 Council v. Commission EU:C:2015:787, para 89, stating that the first 
sentence of Art. 13(2) embodies “the principle of the distribution of powers”. 
136 Note: The focus is on whether the procedure within the Treaty article is complied with. This differs from “legal 
basis” disputes, where the assessment concerns whether the content of legislation matches that permitted in the legal 
basis. See Case C-124/13 Parliament v. Council, EU:C:2015:790 para 40. One exception to this rule is in the case of 
“secondary legal bases”; legislation containing further legal bases for action must be assessed to determine whether 
the grant of power complies with the procedural requirements of the Treaty. See Case C-133/06 Parliament v. Council 
EU:C:2008:257. 
137 Case C-28/12 Commission v. Council EU:C:2015:282. See also Case C-65/90 Parliament v. Council EU:C:1992:325; 
Joined Cases C-317 & 679/13 Parliament v. Council EU:C:2015:223; Case C-658/11 Parliament v. Council (Pirates) 
EU:C:2014:2025. 
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action in a single procedure breached the procedural rules in that Treaty basis. 

The Treaty roles assigned to institutions may also be relevant to this assessment. 

For example, Commission v. Council (Greenhouse Gas Emissions) concerned the 

Council’s ability to lay down negotiating guidelines for the Commission in 

relation to international agreements. The attempt by the Council in these 

guidelines to reserve powers for its committee to “establish negotiating positions” 

was held to breach the Treaty because it would “deny the negotiator [the 

Commission] the power which it is granted in Article 17(1) TEU”.138 This case 

confirms that the Treaty roles of institutions as well as the procedural limits of 

specific Treaty articles are relevant to the first sentence of Article 13(2). 

The second sentence of Article 13(2) expresses the need for institutions to act in a 

cooperative spirit towards each other in the exercise of their legislative power. 

The duties of cooperation found in Article 4(3) TEU originally bound the Member 

States to “facilitate the achievement of the Community’s aims” and “abstain from 

any measure likely to jeopardize the attainment of the objectives of this Treaty”. 

The Court extended these “mutual duties of sincere cooperation” not only to the 

Member States, but also to the “decisions of the [European] Parliament”, which 

must have regard for the Member States.139 Subsequently, the Court held that 

dialogue between institutions “is subject to the same mutual duties of sincere 

cooperation which, as the Court has held, governs relations between the Member 

States and the Community institutions”.140 This appears to make legislative power 

conditional on acting in a cooperative manner in relation to the other legislative 

actors. So, for example, in Parliament v. Council (Generalized Tariff Preferences),141 

the Parliament’s failure to act cooperatively led to the Court denying its right of 

consultation. Similarly, in Council v. Commission (Macro Financial Assistance),142 it 

was held that the Commission’s ability to withdraw a proposal is dependent on the 

cooperativeness of its actions in the lead-up to withdrawal. 

                                                   
138 Case C-425/13 Commission v. Council EU:C:2015:483, paras 7 and 91. 
139 Case C-230/81, Luxembourg v. European Parlaient EU:C:1991:449, para 38. 
140 Case C-204/86 Greece v. Council, para 16. This was later extended from the budgetary procedure to the legislative 
procedure in Case C-65/93 Parliament v. Council EU:C:1995:91.. 
141 Case C-65/93 Parliament v. Council. 
142 Case C-409/13 Macro-Financial Assistance. See Chamon, “Upholding the "Community method": limits to the 
Commission's power to withdraw legislative proposals - Council v Commission (Case C-409/13)”, 40 ELRev. (2015), 
895; Ritleng, “Does the European Court of Justice Take Democracy Seriously? Some Thoughts about the Macro-
Financial Assistance case”, 53 CMLRev (2016), 11. 
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If legislative power is in some sense conditional on cooperation, how does the case 

law define “acting cooperatively” in practice? In Generalized Tariff Preferences, the 

Council requested that a legislative matter be dealt with as a matter of urgency 

and Parliament responded by placing the matter under its procedure in cases of 

urgency. However, the Parliament did not debate the measure in its plenary 

session within the timeline required by the Council. By failing to hold this debate 

at a time when a quick resolution was needed, the Parliament “failed to discharge 

its obligation to cooperate sincerely with the Council.”143 This can be contrasted 

with Macro-Financial Assistance.144 After holding that the Commission had the 

right to withdraw a legislative proposal (first sentence of Art. 13(2) TEU), the 

Court found that the Commission had done so in a sufficiently cooperative 

manner because it sought to “take the concerns of the Parliament and the Council 

into account” and communicated clearly its intention to withdraw.145 Overall, this 

case law suggests some general obligations: to communicate and provide 

information,146 to take into account the concerns of the other institutions and to 

avoid unnecessary delay. 

B. APPLYING THE LOGIC OF INSTITUTIONAL BALANCE TO 
NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS IN THE UNION LEGISLATIVE 
PROCESS 

The logic of Art. 13(2) TEU is that the exercise of legislative rights by Union 

institutions must be accompanied by duties of sincere cooperation. This is 

underpinned by a rationale of ensuring the smooth functioning of the Union 

legislative process. Despite being provided with a new legislative power, it is clear 

that Art. 13(2) TEU does not apply to national parliaments, because they are not 

listed as a Union institution under Art. 13(1) TEU. However, the principles 

underlying Art. 13(2) do apply to the Member States. The duties in Art. 13(2) are 

an extension of what is now the Art. 4(3) TEU duty of sincere cooperation.147 This 

                                                   
143 Case C-65/93 Parliament v. Council para 27. 
144 Case C-409/13 Macro-Financial Assistance. 
145 Ibid., para 102. 
146 See Opinion of A.G. Kokott in Case C-263/14 Parliament v. Council EU:C:2015:729, para 102: Council’s failure to 
immediately inform the Parliament after passing a decision and lack of justification breached the duty of sincere 
cooperation. 
147 See generally, Klamert The principle of loyalty in EU law (Oxford University Press, Oxford 2014); Temple Lang, 
“Development by the Court of Justice of the Duties of Cooperation of National Authorities and Community 
Institutions Under Article 10 EC”, 31 Fordham International Law Journal (2007), 1483. Temple Lang, “Community 
Constitutional Law: Article 5 EEC Treaty”, 27 CML Rev. (1990), 645. 
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principle is also addressed to the Member States, and could apply to the 

application of national parliamentary power. The article states: 

“Pursuant to the principle of sincere cooperation, the Union and the 

Member States shall, in full mutual respect, assist each other in carrying 

out tasks which flow from the Treaties. 

The Member States shall take any appropriate measure, general or 

particular, to ensure fulfilment of the obligations arising out of the Treaties 

or resulting from the acts of the institutions of the Union. 

The Member States shall facilitate the achievement of the Union's tasks and 

refrain from any measure which could jeopardise the attainment of the 

Union's objectives.” 

Prior to the introduction of Art. 13(2), this was the Treaty article that initially 

applied to the exercise of legislative power by Union institutions. The Court held 

that dialogue between institutions “is subject to the same mutual duties of sincere 

cooperation which, as the Court has held, governs relations between the Member 

States and the Community institutions” under Art. 4(3) TEU.148 It is arguable that 

Art. 4(3) TEU could apply to the new legislative power provided to national 

parliaments. The new powers provide a right to engage in a dialogue with Union 

institutions and, as such, could be bound by a duty to enter into this dialogue in 

a cooperative manner. 

It is possible to draw a direct comparison between this legislative power and the 

increase in power of the European Parliament in the 1980s. Successive Treaty 

amendments provided the European Parliament with powers of consultation in 

the legislative process. The Court of Justice ensured that these legal rights of 

consultation were respected. For example, in Roquette Freres,149 the Court ruled 

that the Council simply asking for the opinion of Parliament was insufficient to 

satisfy the requirement of consultation. Failure to consult Parliament resulted in 

                                                   
148 Case C-204/86 Greece v. Council, para 16. This was later extended from the budgetary procedure to the legislative 
procedure in Case C-65/93 Parliament v. Council EU:C:1995:91. 
149 Case 138/79 Roquette Freres EU:C:1980:249. 
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the act being rendered void for failure to fulfil an essential procedural 

requirement.150  

The Court of Justice has since confirmed that the Treaty rights of national 

parliaments are also legally enforceable. The Union legislature must respect the 

procedural rights of national parliaments in order for legislation to be valid. In 

Philip Morris, the Court confirmed its obligation to enforce Protocol No. 2. The 

Court must conduct review of legislation to ensure “compliance with the 

procedural safeguards provided for by that protocol”.151 In this way, the rights of 

national parliaments in the “Early Warning Mechanism” are Treaty-based and 

could be enforced before the Court. On this basis, any national parliament could 

bring an action for annulment via their Member State152 against the legislation in 

question for a breach of an essential procedural requirement under Article 263(2) 

TFEU. 

However, for Union institutions, while the Court of Justice enforces legal rights, 

it also applies duties of cooperation to legislative actions. This can be seen in 

urgent situations such as Generalized Tariff Preferences,153 discussed above. In this 

case, the European Parliament activated its urgency procedure but did not debate 

the proposal in time and thus failed to discharge its obligation to cooperate. 

Similar issues may arise for national parliaments. For example, national 

parliaments are given an eight-week period in the Treaty during which they can 

submit a reasoned opinion.154 Exceptions are possible in cases of urgency; “a ten-

day period shall elapse between the placing of a draft legislative act on the 

provisional agenda for the Council and the adoption of a position”.155 

This issue was potentially at stake in the Slovakia v Council case, concerning a 

Council decision determining refugee quotas.156 The Commission submitted a 

proposal on 9th September 2015 on the basis of Art. 78(3) TFEU, and forwarded 

                                                   
150 Ibid., para 34. 
151 Case C-547/14 Philip Morris EU:C:2016:325 para 217. 
152 Protocol No.2 op. cit. supra, Art. 8. 
153 Case C-65/93 Parliament v. Council. 
154 Protocol No. 1, op. cit. supra note 15, Art. 4: “An eight-week period shall elapse between a draft legislative act being 
made available to national parliament in the official languages of the Union and the date when it is placed on a 
provisional agenda for the Council for its adoption or for adoption of a position under a legislative procedure.” 
155 Ibid., Art. 4. 
156 Council Decision (EU) 2015/1601 of 22 September 2015 establishing provisional measures in the area of 
international protection for the benefit of Italy and Greece. 
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this proposal to national parliaments on 13th September 2015.157 Urgent situations 

require ten days to elapse. In this instance, the decision was passed just 9 days 

later on the 22nd September 2015. Thus, the Council did not satisfy the more 

limited requirement of 10 days. On this basis, Slovakia argued that the decision in 

question breached an essential procedural requirement. National parliaments did 

not have their right to issue an opinion under Articles 6 and 7 of Protocol No. 2. 

This case concerned a crisis scenario in which a Union institution might be 

expected to act cooperatively in order to maintain their legal right. By the same 

notion, such cooperation could be required of national parliaments for the 

maintenance of their Protocol No. 2 rights. 

The issue in the case fell on whether the act in question was legislative or non-

legislative. The rights guaranteed to national parliaments are reserved for 

legislative acts.158 The Court of Justice states the act in question cannot be 

considered a legislative act because no “legislative procedure” is specified in the 

legal basis. Thus, the question of the lack of respect for national parliamentary 

procedural questions could be dismissed in the act because such requirements do 

not apply to non-legislative procedures.159 This leaves the question open for 

future enforcement in this scenario. 

The issue may also arise if national parliaments were to use the “Early Warning 

Mechanism” in a vexatious manner. To use a hypothetical example, a group of 

parliaments such as the meeting of the speakers and presidents of the Visegrad 

countries160 could choose to act together in the “Early Warning Mechanism”. The 

group could choose to automatically cast its votes for all Union legislation 

proposals. This would arguably amount to an abuse of the power provided, one 

which could breach legal duties of cooperation.  

Overall, national parliaments have been provided with legally enforceable rights 

to engage with the Union legislative process. For Union institutions, their power 

is conditional on acting in a co-operative manner. By the same logic, the new 

                                                   
157 Joined Cases C‑643/15 and C‑647/15 Slovakia v Council EU:C:2017:631, para 6. 
158 Protocol No. 2 op. cit. supra. 
159 Joined Cases C-643/15 and C‑647/15 Slovakia v Council, para 193. 
160 Joint Statement; Official Meeting of the Speakers/Presidents of the Visegrad Group Parliaments; Budapest, March 
2, 2018. 
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legislative rights provided to national parliaments could also be accompanied by 

legal duties to exercise the power cooperatively. This could be supported by Art. 

4(3) TEU and the case law of the Court of Justice on institutional balance. The next 

section will consider whether the application of such duties is appropriate, and 

the implications that arise from applying such duties to individual national 

parliaments. 

II. THE “POLITICAL EXCEPTION” TO THE DUTY OF SINCERE 
COOPERATION FOR NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS IN THE 
UNION LEGISLATIVE PROCESS 

This section considers the counter-arguments to application of duties of sincere 

cooperation to national parliaments. The model of obligations that applies to 

Union institutions does not naturally extend to the aggregative power of national 

parliaments. This is because such duties attach to the external architecture of 

Union institutions, which is absent in the case of national parliaments in the 

“Early Warning Mechanism”. The alternative option is to apply duties to 

individual national parliaments, but this also leads to legal and practical 

objections.  

A. APPLYING DUTIES OF SINCERE COOPERATION TO 
INSTITUTIONAL ARCHITECTURE 

Above, we discussed the type of obligations to which Union institutions are 

subject. Another aspect to consider is to what actions do these obligations attach? 

A review of the case law shows that it is the external actions of Union institutions 

that are bound by obligations, rather than their internal deliberations. This can be 

seen in cases relating to the first sentence of Article 13(2) TEU. For example, when 

Parliament has a right of consultation and substantial amendments are made to a 

proposal, re-consultation is required unless those amendments “correspond to the 

wishes of Parliament itself.”161 The “wishes” of Parliament are determined on the 

basis of its collective acts, for example, an “express request” of Parliament.162 

Internal activities, such as “opinions expressed by parliamentary committees”,163 

                                                   
161 Joined Cases C-13-16/92 Driessen EU:C:1993:828, para 16. 
162 Ibid., para 24. 
163 Case C-388/92 Parliament v. Council EU:C:1994:213, para 17. 
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are not relevant in determining the “wishes” of parliament. This line of case law 

clearly looks to the European Parliament as a whole, rather than to its internal 

activities. 

The same applies to the obligation in the second sentence of Article 13(2) TEU. 

Documents produced by institutions are assessed, for example, a letter of the 

Council, a Commission working document or a European Parliament report.164 

The actions of representatives are also imputed to the institution as a whole.165 

This is not to say that the Court will not look into internal activity, only that it will 

not apply obligations to internal actors. So, for example in Generalized Tariff 

Preferences,166 the European Parliament’s failure to debate the urgent Council 

proposal was deemed to be a failure to discharge its obligation. However, the duty 

of cooperation did not fall on the fourteen members of Parliament who requested 

that the debate be adjourned. Rather this is what the “Parliament decided”167 and 

it thus failed to act in a sufficiently cooperative manner as an institution. The 

overall evidence from the case law clearly shows that the Court will focus on the 

institution, not internal actors within it.  

The same model of application cannot apply to the power provided to national 

parliaments. This is because Protocol No. 2 creates an aggregative power. There 

is no institutional architecture on which duties can be imposed, nor is there a 

representative or representative body to which the duties could be applied 

vicariously as we saw in the Art. 13(2) TEU case law. There is only an aggregate 

of individual powers. An alternative option would be to apply duties of sincere 

cooperation to individual national parliaments. The next section will analyse the 

potential for application of these duties to individual national parliaments, 

considering the argument that their actions in the legislative process could benefit 

from a “political exception” to the duties.168 

                                                   
164 Respectively, Case C-65/93, Parliament v. Council, para 24, and Case C-409/13, Macro-Financial Assistance, paras. 
101 and 26. 
165 E.g. the Letter of the Commission President to the President of the Parliament and the President of the Council in 
Case C-409/13, Macro-Financial Assistance. 
166 Case C-65/93, Parliament v. Council. 
167 Ibid., para 26. 
168 See Klamert, The Principle of Loyalty in EU Law op. cit. supra note 147, p. 25 in which Klamert establishes the notion 
of a “political exception”. 
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B. APPLYING DUTIES TO INDIVIDUAL NATIONAL 
PARLIAMENTS 

MEMBER STATES IN THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS AND ARTICLE 4(3) TEU 

Under Article 4(3) TEU, the duty of sincere cooperation applies to the Member 

States. 

“Pursuant to the principle of sincere cooperation, the Union and the 

Member States shall, in full mutual respect, assist each other in carrying 

out tasks which flow from the Treaties. 

 

The Member States shall take any appropriate measure, general or 

particular, to ensure fulfilment of the obligations arising out of the Treaties 

or resulting from the acts of the institutions of the Union. 

 

The Member States shall facilitate the achievement of the Union’s tasks and 

refrain from any measure which could jeopardise the attainment of the 

Union’s objectives” 

Loyalty has had significant effects in the application of Union law. Space 

precludes a full examination of the duties stemming from Article 4(3) TEU, but it 

is clear that they are widespread and detailed.169 One example is the use of the 

duties as the “methodological anchor”170 to underpin the reasoning establishing 

the principle of the supremacy of Union law in Costa. The Court held that EU law 

cannot give deference to domestic law without “jeopardizing the attainment of the 

objectives of the Treaty set out in [Art. 4(3) TEU] and giving rise to 

discrimination”.171 Other principles underpinned by Art. 4(3) TEU, such as 

“indirect effect”172 and “State liability”,173 also support the implementation and 

enforcement of substantive Union norms. 

                                                   
169 Ibid. See also Temple Lang (1990) and (2007) op. cit. supra note 147. 
170 Ibid., p. 72. 
171 Case C-6/64, Costa v. ENEL, EU:C:1964:66, 594, emphasis added. 
172 Case C-14/83 von Colson EU:C:1984:153. See also Case C-54/96 Dorsch Consult EU:C:1997:413. 
173 Joined Cases C-6 & 9/90 Francovich EU:C:1991:428. 
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Could this duty extend to the national parliamentary role in the Union legislative 

process?174 As we saw above, internal action within institutions is not bound by 

duties of cooperation. This includes the negotiations of Member States within 

Council. This exception applies because the actions of individual Council 

members are “purely political”175 and thus ought not to be bound by legal duties. 

In this vein, Temple Lang has stated, “it would be difficult if not impossible to use 

[Article 4(3)] to determine when or how a Member State should vote in the 

Council.”176 

Support for the notion of a “political exception” of this type can be found in 

Portugal and Spain v. Council.177 This was a fisheries case concerning the allocation 

of catch quotas in Greenland waters.178 The quota had been set by a Regulation 

passed before the accession of Portugal and Spain, and was to be decided each 

year by a qualified majority of Council. After their accession, the Member States 

other than Portugal and Spain in Council chose to continue the current share of 

quotas, excluding the newly acceded Member States. Portugal and Spain brought 

a number of claims against the legality of the catch quotas. One of these was based 

on Article 4(3) TEU and labelled as “Community solidarity” by the appellants.179 

The Court rejected the attempt to apply the duty of sincere cooperation to the 

internal workings of Council: 

                                                   
174 On this point, see consider the distinction offered by Schermers and Pearson on the “double role of Member States”, 
as both “insiders” (“On the one hand [Member States] are part of the internal machinery, they are elements of the 
organisation, they act as the Community. They are responsible for the functioning of the Council”) and “outsiders” 
(“On the other hand, they are the opposing party in many of the Community’s activities. The Community’s Directives 
are addressed to them and they have the obligation to transform them into the national legal order”). Schermers and 
Pearson, “Some comments on Article 5 of the EEC Treaty” in Baur, Hopt and Mailänder (Eds.) Festschrift für Ernst 
Steindorff zum 70. Geburtstag am 13. März 1990 (de Gruyter, 1990), pp. 1360-1361. 
175 Klamert¸ op. cit. supra note 147, p. 25. 
176 Temple Lang (2007), op. cit. supra note 147, 1524. This comment came in relation to the UK v. Council cases 
concerning voting rights in the Schengen area: Case C-137/05 United Kingdom v. Council EU:C:2007:805 and Case C-
77/05 United Kingdom v. Council EU:C:2007:803. In these cases, the UK claimed that Art. 4(3) TEU could be used to 
determine when the UK was able to vote in relation to Schengen areas in which they took no part. The Council rejected 
this option as insufficient to protect against potential abuse by the UK, being able to vote in areas they had not opted 
into, and were thus not affected by. Ultimately, the Court did not directly address the issue, but did choose the 
interpretation of the Framework which limited UK involvement. This could perhaps have been partly influenced by 
the recognition that the use of Art. 4(3) in individual cases to determine when the UK ought to vote would be 
politically contentious. 
177 Joined Cases C-63 & C-67/90 Portugal and Spain v. Council EU:C:1992:381. 
178 Council Regulation (EEC) No. 4054/89 of 19 Dec. 1989 allocating, for 1990, Community catch quotas in Greenland 
waters, O.J. 1989, L 389/65. 
179 Joined Cases C-63 & 67/90 Portugal and Spain v. Council, para 51. 
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“The adoption of a legislative measure by the Council cannot constitute 

either a breach of the obligation imposed on the Member States to 

guarantee the application and effectiveness of Community law, the defence 

by each Member State of its interests within the Council manifestly not 

falling within the scope of that obligation, or a breach of the duty of sincere 

cooperation attaching to the Council as an institution.”180 

The way that the Member States defend their interests in the Council is 

“manifestly” not within the scope of their duties to ensure the application and 

effectiveness of Union law.181 The Court thus reinforces the idea of a “political 

exception” to duties of sincere cooperation.182 This is despite the fact that the 

action taken by the Member States could clearly be seen as uncooperative. There 

was a blatant disregard for the interests of Portugal and Spain by the other 

Member States. However, this is a clear example of action that, while 

uncooperative, should arguably not be placed under legal duties of sincere 

cooperation due to its deeply political nature. The case is inseparable from its 

political context. The situation arose as a result of the political negotiations 

preceding the accession of the States where the EEC drove a “hard bargain”183 in 

relation to fisheries resources. When it comes to such negotiation, vigorous and 

uncooperative political tactics should be accepted. Indeed, they should be 

expected within a well-functioning democracy. 

In fact, the defence of national interests in the Council is something actively 

encouraged by the Court. In Westzucker, a case was brought against the 

Commission on the basis that it “yielded to the improper pressures from the 

French and Italian Governments to promote certain interests of those States”.184 

However, the Court held that Member States should “emphasize their interests” 

and that it is the role of the Commission to arbitrate toward the general interest. 

This is “consonant with the very idea of the Community”.185 

                                                   
180 Ibid., para 53. 
181 Ibid. 
182 See Klamert¸ op. cit. supra note 147, p. 25. 
183 Churchill, “Joined Cases C-63/90 and C-67/90 Portuguese Republic and Kingdom of Spain v Council Judgment of 
13 October 1992; Case C-279/89 Commission v United Kingdom Judgment of 17 November 1992 1993 1 CMLR 564; 
Case C-280/89 Commission v Ireland Judgment of 2 December 1992 1993 1 CMLR 273”, 30 CML Rev. (1993), 1259. 
184 Case C-57/72 Westzucker v. Einfuhr und Vorratsstelle Zuker EU:C:1973:30, para 16. 
185 Ibid., para 17. 
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Further, it is necessary to allow arguments of national interest at this stage in the 

process, because once legislation has been passed and the issue is about the 

implementation and enforcement of Union law, those arguments must clearly be 

rejected in the name of its uniform application. For example, the Court has 

rejected the national interest as a reason for failing to apply a Council Regulation, 

because Member States are provided with the opportunity to defend their 

interests through “the Community institutional system”.186 Thus, while national 

interests offer no defence against the application of Union law, this is actively 

encouraged in the creation of that legislation. It is in the “Community institutional 

system” that Member States get the chance to express their national interests in a 

legitimate manner. This contributes to the arguments for a “political exception” 

for the defence of Member State interests in Council. It is those Member States 

who will later have to comply with any legislation passed in Council and this is 

the only forum in which their full and free defence is possible. 

Overall, this case law suggests that the duty of sincere cooperation does not apply 

to a Member State defending its interest as part of the Community institutional 

system. On this basis, it is arguable that it would be inappropriate to apply the 

duty to the actions of individual national parliaments in the Union legislative 

process. This is because such action does not concern the relationship between 

different legislative powers. Rather, it takes place within the exercise of a 

legislative power and concerns how each national parliament chooses to cast its 

vote; the way it defends its national interest. This action can be offered the same 

defence as individual Council members in the Portugal and Spain v Council case. If 

the defence by each Member State of its interest in Council does not fall within 

the duties of cooperation, why would the defence of that interest by each national 

parliament be different? Both Council members and national parliaments submit 

“votes” which, if accumulated, can trigger effects on the legislative process. This 

suggests that individual national parliaments could benefit from the “political 

exception” to duties of sincere cooperation. This argument is strengthened by 

considering the potential “feedback effects” of such action on national 

parliaments. 

                                                   
186 Case C-39/72, Commission v. Italy, EU:C:1973:13. Confirmed in Case C-128/78, Commission v. United Kingdom, 
EU:C:1979:32. 
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THE “FEEDBACK EFFECTS” OF JUDICIAL REVIEW 

The Court applies legal obligations with a “political exception” for intra-

institutional action. It can be argued that it chose this path because any attempt to 

intervene in the internal affairs of institutions would be too political for judicial 

review. By the same notion, it may be inappropriate for the Court to place 

obligations on the actions of individual national parliaments. 

To consider how such judicial review might affect legislative actors, we can look 

to the work of Stone Sweet.187 He has considered the growth of constitutional 

courts with the ability to strike down legislative acts and the subsequent effect 

this may have on the behaviour of legislators. With the courts having the “final 

say” on the constitutionality of norms, legislators are aware that their substantive 

norms must comply with judicial standards of constitutionality. Thus, they 

legislate “in the shadow” of judicial review and this creates certain “feedback 

effects”, impacting upon their future behaviour.188 Overall, Stone Sweet notes a 

general change in the way that legislatures conduct decision-making due to the 

awareness of judicial control. Legislators begin to govern like judges: they “absorb 

the behaviour norms of constitutional adjudication, and the grammar and 

vocabulary of constitutional law”189 in the act of seeking constitutional 

compliance. While it may not be the intention of the courts to alter the behaviour 

of future legislative actors, it is clear that such review will have indirect “feedback 

effects”. 

A focus on the procedure by which legislation is made is likely to create more 

“direct” feedback effects.190 If certain judicial standards are set for procedure, 

                                                   
187 Stone Sweet, Governing with Judges: Constitutional Politics in Europe (OUP, 2000); Stone Sweet, The Judicial 
Construction of Europe (OUP, 2004). Note, it is not necessary to agree with Stone Sweet’s assertion that the Court is a 
constitutional court, simply that it has judicial review powers and can thus create “feedback effects”. 
188 For example, Stone Sweet (2000) ibid., p.79: “auto-limitation”, whereby the legislature sacrifices policy objectives 
for fear that they will be deemed constitutionally non-compliant by the Court. See also, p.84: “corrective revision”; 
where, after legislation is deemed unconstitutional by the Court and it suggests alternative interpretations which 
would satisfy constitutionality, the legislator adjusts the legislation to take judicial concerns into account resulting in 
“court-written statutes”. 
189 Stone Sweet (2000) ibid., p. 203. 
190 Note, in this vein, the trend towards judicial review of what decision-makers considered in terms of policy and 
evidence. This is distinct from inter-institutional disputes, which focus on how the institutions interact with each 
other. See Case C-73/08, Bressol, EU:C:2010:181; Joined Cases C-92 & 93/09, Volkus und Markus Schecke GbR, 
EU:C:2010:662. For a discussion of process review, see generally Lenaerts, “The European Court of Justice and 
Process-Oriented Review”, 31 YEL (2012), 3.; Nic Shuibhne and Maci, “Proving Public Interest: The Grown Impact of 
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legislative actors will proceed with that knowledge in mind. On this basis, we 

could expect direct “feedback effects” from the Article 13(2) TEU case law on the 

actions of institutions. With judicial review in place and the potential for striking 

down action not taken in good faith, institutions are likely to alter their behaviour 

to ensure compliance. In our earlier example, the European Parliament lost its 

right to consultation because of a failure to act cooperatively.191 This incentivises 

them to act in a more cooperative manner in the future, thus benefiting the overall 

effectiveness of the legislative process. 

However, we can speculate as to why the Court may not apply these duties to 

internal actors. The first point to note is that it is unclear how such an intervention 

would take place. Would the obligations apply to the bodies and individuals 

acting within an institution? To whom are they bound to be cooperative? Is it 

towards the other institutions or other actors within their institution? It is difficult 

to imagine any such review taking place. Further, it can be contrasted with inter-

institutional disputes, where the discourse is based on a formal legal document. 

The Treaties have always laid out the legislative process and the rights of each 

participant and applying duties of cooperation can be seen as part of how these 

rights are protected.192 By contrast, the detail of how institutions formulate their 

own decisions is not covered by the Treaty.193 Rather, it is an area of political 

negotiation that may lie beyond the scope of judicial review, and particularly of 

broadly framed requirements of “cooperation”. 

Considering the possible implications of such judicial intervention strengthens 

this argument. Political bodies and actors within institutions would act with an 

awareness that their conduct must comply with certain standards in order to be 

legally valid, placing such action “in the shadow” of judicial review. This would 

be particularly inappropriate for the European Parliament and the Council, whose 

legitimacy is based on their democratic credentials. Council Representatives and 

Members of the European Parliament are elected, or appointed, to represent and 

                                                   
Evidence in Free Movement Case Law”, 50 CML Rev. (2013), 96; Meuwese and Popelier, “Legal Implications of Better 
Regulation: A Special Issue”, 17 EPL (2011), 455. 
191 Case C-65/93 Parliament v. Council. 
192 Case C-70/88 Chernobyl para 22: “Each of the institutions must exercise its powers with due regard for the powers 
of the other institutions.” 
193 It is instead covered by the Rules of Procedure, as drafted by the institutions.  
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defend certain interests.194 Placing judicial obligations of cooperation on their 

actions would limit their ability to fulfil this role. This may be inappropriate in 

areas of deliberation where the vigorous defence of interests is to be expected as 

part of democratic negotiations. Overall, such judicial intervention might 

undermine this democratic basis and thus the legitimacy of those institutions. 

These arguments - about the implications of applying judicial review to internal 

legislative negotiations - also apply to individual national parliaments. This 

question is particularly relevant for duties of sincere cooperation. If national 

parliaments were censured for failing to act in a cooperative manner in the Union 

legislative process, the future actions of all national parliaments would be taken 

in the awareness that their actions may breach those duties. This would affect the 

political autonomy of national parliaments and their ability to defend the national 

interest in the Union legislative process. 

DOES THE AGGREGATIVE POWER RESULT IN A LEGAL ACCOUNTABILITY GAP? THE 

PARTIAL INTERNALISATION OF NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS 

Thus far, this section has shown that the model of obligations, which usually 

applies to the exercise of legislative power in the Union, faces a problem when 

confronted with the new powers of national parliaments. There is no institutional 

architecture to which duties of cooperation can be attached due to the aggregative 

nature of the “Early Warning Mechanism”. The alternative, to bind the “bottom 

up” powers of individual national parliaments through duties of sincere 

cooperation, would breach the rationale behind the “political exception”. 

The response to this development may differ based on one’s view of what the 

relationship between national parliaments and the Union ought to be. The extent 

of obligations to which national parliaments are subject in the exercise of their 

legislative power will impact on the extent to which they can be considered 

internal to the Union. In this instance, the choice of an aggregative power may 

have partially internalised national parliaments by providing them with legislative 

                                                   
194 See Arts. 14(2) and 10(2) TEU. 
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rights, without any clear method of accompanying such rights with 

commensurate obligations.  

One relevant consideration here is the potential effect of this imbalance of legal 

rights and obligations on the Union legislative process. One the one hand, some 

may argue that by allowing national parliaments to act without binding them 

with duties of cooperation, there is a risk that they will act in a way that impedes 

the Union legislative process. For example, national parliaments could use their 

powers in a vexatious manner. Or, as we have seen, urgent situations may require 

a cooperative response. The lack of legal responsibility in such scenarios could 

impact negatively on the functioning of the Union legislative process. On the 

other hand, some may argue that the rights provided to national parliaments are 

so limited that the lack of commensurate obligations will not ultimately result in 

practical problems. There are strict time limits on national parliamentary action, 

particularly in the case of urgent procedures and, ultimately, they only have the 

ability to raise objections to legislation in the current form of the power.  

The final section will explore how this partial internalisation of national 

parliaments could develop through future reform. It will explore two choices, to 

remedy the partial internalisation by institutionalising national parliaments, or to 

preserve the partial internalisation of national parliaments by providing them with 

a “red card” power to block Union legislative proposals. 

III. REMEDYING OR PRESERVING THE PARTIAL 
INTERNALIZATION OF NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS 

This section will consider how future reform of the role of national parliaments in 

the Union legislative process might affect the extent to which duties of sincere 

cooperation apply to their actions. It will consider the potential for national 

parliaments to be represented by an institution at the European level and the 

suggestion for a strengthening of the “Early Warning Mechanism” to include the 

ability for national parliaments to collectively block legislation. 

A. REMEDYING PARITAL INTERNALISATION: 
INSTITUTIONALISING NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS 
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PROPOSALS FOR INSTITUTIONALISING NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS 

The idea of elevating national parliaments into a full legislative chamber of the 

European Union has been proposed throughout the history of integration.195 As 

we have noted, the original EEC Treaty contained an Assembly, following in the 

footsteps of the European Coal and Steel Community.196 Other contemporary 

European integration projects also considered institutionalisation of national 

parliaments. For example, in the European Defence Community, which aimed to 

unite the defence capabilities of the founding Member States of the European 

Communities.197 The Draft European Defence Community proposed: 

“[T]he creation of an Assembly of the European Defence Community 

elected on a democratic basis”198 

In negotiation on the creation of this Assembly, a bicameral parliament of Europe 

was proposed: “consisting of a directly elected People’s Chamber and a Senate 

elected by national parliaments”. The first draft of this proposal would have given 

significant powers to this institution, far greater than those provided to the EEC 

Assembly. Within this, in the negotiations, certain countries ensured that the 

national parliament’s senate would be less powerful than the Council.199 And 

ultimately, the Treaty would fail after rejection by the French Parliament in 1954. 

Since then, there have been many calls to bring back the idea of institutionalising 

national parliaments.200 These have come from both academia201 and the political 

sphere. Notably, in the lead-up to the European Convention on the Future of 

Europe, Germany’s then Foreign Minister Joschka Fischer called for a chamber 

made up of national parliaments. He was vague as to the specificities of the 

                                                   
195 See, UK House of Lords Select Committee on European Union, Seventh Report “A Second Parliamentary Chamber 
for Europe: An Unreal Solution to Some Real Problems” (2001) HL 48. 
196 See Bebr, “The European Coal and Steel Community: A Political and Legal Innovation”, 63 Yale LJ (1953), 1, 38. 
197 Rittberger, “’No integration without representation!’ European integration, parliamentary democracy, and two 
forgotten Communities” 13 JEPP (2006), 1211. 
198 Article 38(1)(a) European Economic Treaty. 
199 Rittberger op. cit. supra note 197. 
200 House of Lords Select Committee on the European Union, “A Second Parliamentary Chamber for Europe: An 
Unreal Solution to Some Real Problems” op. cit. supra note 195. 
201 See: Siedentop Democracy in Europe (Penguin, 2001); Van der Schyff and Leenknegt, “The Case for a European 
Senate. A model for the representation of national parliaments in the European Union”, 62 Zeitschrift fur offentliches 
Recht (2007), 237. 
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proposal.202 However, when this was put to the convention, it was decided that 

the proposal was not desirable. A “large majority of convention members doubted 

the usefulness of creating a new institution” because it might make “the 

institutional architecture of the Union more complex and less visible for citizens” 

and it would “weaken the European Parliament politically”.203 

Most recently, in light of the expansion of power in the area of Economic and 

Monetary Union, there have been increasing calls for a Eurozone Parliament. On 

some accounts, this could include the creation of a new European Senate: 

“The Council, it is suggested, could be transformed into an upper 

legislative house, a sort of European Senate. Each Member State would 

send two representatives of their national parliament and two 

representatives from the government as permanent members of the 

European Senate”204 

This would allow for greater “political contestation”, allowing a stronger link 

between citizens and Union decision-making. Similar ideas have been taken up 

by political actors. In the 2017 French Presidential Election, socialist candidate 

Benoit Hamon proposed a “Treaty on the Democratization of the Governance of 

the Euro Area”. The explanatory statement of this document explains how 

expanses of executive power in the area of EMU have led to an imbalance that 

fails to respect representative democracy. The proposal foresees the creation of a 

Parliamentary Assembly, with agenda setting powers and legislative capacity, 

with the following composition: 

“1. The number of members of the Assembly shall not exceed 400. It shall 

be composed, for the four fifths of its members, of representatives 

designated by national Parliaments in proportion to the groups within 

them and with due regard to political pluralism, in accordance with a 

procedure laid down by each Euro area Member State, and for one fifth of 

its members, of representatives designated by the European Parliament in 

                                                   
202 Fischer ‘From Confederacy to Federation: Thoughts on the Finality of European Integration’ Humboldt University 
(Berlin, 2000). 
203 Note on the Plenary Meeting- Brussels, 6 and 7 June 2002, Convention document 286/02. 
204 Dawson and De Witte, “From Balance to Conflict: A New Constitution for the EU”, 22 ELJ (2016), 204, 217. 
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proportion to the groups within it and with due regard to political 

pluralism, in accordance with a procedure laid down by the European 

Parliament.  

2. The number of members of the Assembly designated within national 

Parliaments shall be fixed in proportion to the population of the Euro area 

Member States. Each national Parliament sends at least one 

representative.” 

This model bears similarity to the Assembly as it existed in the EEC Treaty, 

containing national parliamentarians as representatives.205 While Hamon did not 

succeed in the presidential election, this proposal has sparked some debate in 

Europe as to the feasibility of the arrangements. The eventual winner of the 

election, Emmanuel Macron, has also proposed “a Eurozone parliament which 

would enable the creation of democratic responsibility”.206 While no specific form 

is stated, Macron proposes democratic conventions to determine the content of a 

future Treaty. 

More recently, reform of national parliaments has been less prominent on the 

Union’s agenda. The Commission White Paper on the Future of Europe outlined 

five scenarios for Europe by 2025. Each scenario is outlined only loosely and none 

of them specifically suggest any reform of the position of national parliaments in 

the Union. National parliaments are mentioned as being part of the debate 

intended to follow in the aftermath of publishing the White Paper.207 This was 

followed in Commission President Juncker’s State of the Union speech with a 

statement that national parliaments should be “involved in the work on the future 

of Europe” along with “civil society”.208 This speech also rejected the idea of 

creating a separate Eurozone parliament, stating that the European Parliament is 

the parliament of the Eurozone.209 This was followed by the Economic Monetary 

                                                   
205 The idea of a congress of national parliaments would provide national parliaments with a dual mandate, 
representing both national and European citizens. Kiiver describes such suggestions as going “back to the future”, 
recalling the difficulties of the original national parliamentary assembly. See, Kiiver op. cit. supra note 1, Chapter 5, 
section 3: “The Dual Mandate: Back to the Future”. 
206 “In Athens, Macron outlines ‘roadmap’ for European democratic revival” EURActiv 
http://www.euractiv.com/section/future-eu/news/in-athens-macron-outlines-roadmap-for-european-
democratic-revival/ 
207 Commission, “White Paper on the Future of European and the Way Forward”, COM(2017)2025 of 1 March 2017. 
208 Juncker “State of the Union 2016”, 14 September 2016. See www.ec.europa.eu/commission/state-union-2016_en 
209 Ibid. 
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Union “package” of 6 December, which did not propose the idea of a new 

Eurozone parliament, and instead focused on other institutional reforms such as 

the creation of a “European Minister of Economy and Finance”.210 Overall, it is 

clear that, while recent initiatives have eschewed the institutionalisation of 

national parliaments, it is a recurring theme in the debate over reform of the 

Union. 

IMPLICATIONS OF INSTITUTIONALISING NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS 

To establish an institution of national parliamentarians, would amount to a more 

complete internalisation of the ex ante contribution of national parliaments. In the 

first place, this would rectify the problem of partial internalisation outlined in 

Chapter 1. Such an institution would have an architecture laid out by the Treaty 

to which obligations could attach. Thus, there would be no risk of an imbalance 

of rights and obligations, because the usual rules in Art. 13(2) TEU would be able 

to apply. With obligations more clearly established, there would be less risk in 

providing stronger powers to this institution, comparable to that of the Council 

and the European Parliament. 

However, we can question what this institutionalisation would achieve. The 

obvious suggestion is that this would increase the democratic legitimacy of the 

Union by further politicisation of the Union legislative process. However, we can 

question the legitimacy of this institutionalisation. It is arguable that these 

representatives would not differ significantly from Council representatives. 

Kiiver argues that this solution would not improve democracy because these 

representatives would still feel remote from national citizens.211 

Finally, we can question whether an institutionalised power might itself offer a 

threat to the effective functioning of the Union legislative process. If the chamber 

were to operate with similar veto powers to that held by the Council and the 

European Parliament in the majority of legislative procedures, this could add a 

significant extra layer of complexity to legislative negotiations. Such a “positive 

                                                   
210 Further Steps toward Completing Europe’s Economic and Monetary Union: A Roadmap, COM(2017)821 final. See 
Editorial, “Tinkering with EMU”, 55 CMLRev. (2018), 709. 
211 Kiiver The National Parliaments in the European Union: A Critical View on EU Constitution Building (Kluwer Law 
International, 2006), p. 188. 
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veto” can be contrasted with the “negative veto” that would have been 

implemented as part of the “red card” power, discussed next. Thus, while 

aggregative powers may raise certain problems, they may actually be less 

damaging to the effectiveness of the legislative process if only used for negative 

vetoes.  

B. PRESERVING AND STRENGHENING THE PARTIAL 
INTERNALISATION OF NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS 

“RED CARD” 

The idea of a “red card”, the ability of a collective of national parliaments to block 

the passage of Union legislation, was put forward in the negotiations that 

preceded the UK’s referendum on Union membership.212 The UK Prime Minister 

David Cameron included it in the list of negotiation priorities and it was 

ultimately agreed by all Member States.213 However, as the agreement was 

contingent on the UK voting to remain in the Union in the referendum, this power 

did not come into force. The text of the “red card” read as follows: 

“Where reasoned opinions on the non-compliance of a draft Union 

legislative act with the principle of subsidiarity, sent within 12 weeks from 

the transmission of that draft, represent more than 55 % of the votes 

allocated to the national Parliaments, the Council Presidency will include 

the item on the agenda of the Council for a comprehensive discussion on 

these opinions and on the consequences to be drawn therefrom 

Following such discussion, and while respecting the procedural 

requirements of the Treaties, the representatives of the Member States 

acting in their capacity as members of the Council will discontinue the 

consideration of the draft legislative act in question unless the draft is 

amended to accommodate the concerns expressed in the reasoned 

opinions.  

                                                   
212 Letter of David Cameron to Donald Tusk, 10 Nov. 2015. 
213 Decision of the Heads of State or Government, meeting within the European Council concerning a new settlement 
for the United Kingdom within the European Union, EUCO 1/16, 19 Feb. 2016, Annex I, p. 17. 
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For the purposes of this paragraph, the votes allocated to the national 

Parliaments are calculated in accordance with Article 7(1) of Protocol No 

2. Votes from national Parliaments of Member States not participating in 

the adoption of the legislative act in question are not counted.” 

The choice of the mechanism differs from the “Early Warning Mechanism” in 

three ways; the blocking power, the time limit and the interlocutor. 

The most obvious distinction between this proposal and the “Early Warning 

Mechanism” is the ability for national parliaments to block legislation. If an 

increased threshold of 55% of votes was reached, it would have been expected 

that the “Member States acting in their capacity as members of the Council will 

discontinue the consideration of the draft legislative act in question unless the 

draft is amended to accommodate the concerns expressed in the reasoned 

opinions.” Weatherill has criticised the idea of such a power: 

“veto power vested in national Parliaments would distort the proper 

distribution of power and responsibility in the EU’s complex but 

remarkably successful system of transnational governance by conceding 

too much state control”214 

Others are less sceptical of the idea and argue that the voting threshold ought to 

be lowered. Wyatt notes that the requirement of 55% of votes to block is greater 

than that of a Council blocking minority, with 14 States required to block 

legislation in the Council.215 As it is, the proposals show no regard for population 

sizes. Wyatt proposed that the threshold ought to be “40% of votes allotted to 

national parliaments, or 25% of votes allotted to national parliaments of Member 

States whose population comprises at least 33% of that of the EU”.216  

The time period within which the threshold must be reached was to be extended 

to 12 weeks. At present, given the amount of Union legislation, it is difficult for 

                                                   
214 Weatherill op. cit. supra note 73, 912. 
215 14 States would amount to 28 votes in the “red card” system, which is only 50% of the allocated votes. 
216 Wyatt, “What can the UK reform/renegotiation package really hope to achieve?”, DELI Blog, 20 Nov. 2015. See 
https://delilawblog.wordpress.com/2015/11/20/derrick-wyatt-what-can-the-uk-reformrenegotiation-package-
really-hope-to-achieve/ 
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national parliaments to respond within the limited time frame of 8 weeks.217 An 

extension of this time would have offered more opportunity for national 

parliaments to raise opinions, and to potentially reach the threshold.  

Third, the “red card” was structured to change the interlocutor with national 

parliaments. While the “Early Warning Mechanism” creates a system of dialogue 

between national parliaments and the Commission, the “red card” would have 

altered this dynamic, creating a discourse between national parliaments and the 

Council. As noted above, in a situation where the “red card” was triggered, the 

Council must “discontinue the consideration of the draft legislative act in question 

unless the draft is amended to accommodate the concerns expressed in the 

reasoned opinions”. This would have created a potential for dialogue between 

national parliaments and Council members.218 

IMPLICATIONS OF EXTENDING THE AGGREGATIVE POWER OF NATIONAL 

PARLIAMENTS 

Would the “red card” have created an imbalance of rights and obligations? The 

first question is the extent to which such power would have been legally 

enforceable. The arrangement was political; it was agreed by the Heads of State 

meeting in the European Council and thus taken outside the official legal 

structure of Union decisions. The “red card” aspect of the agreement did not 

specify the further legal entrenchment. This is in contrast to many other aspects 

of the deal. For example, the agreement to alter the Eurozone voting rules was 

supplemented by an agreement to incorporate the negotiation into the Treaties: 

“The substance of this Section will be incorporated into the Treaties at the time of 

their next revision in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Treaties and 

the respective constitutional requirements of the Member States”.219 The “red 

                                                   
217 This is worsened by the tendency of the institutions to come to early agreements. See, Jensen and Martinsen, “Out 
of Time? National Parliaments and Early Decision-Making in the European Union”, 50 Government and Opposition 
(2015), 240. 
218 One potentially limited by the fusion of executive and legislative in certain Member States. Though, see Cornell, 
“The Swedish Riksdag as scrutiniser of the principle of subsidiarity”, 12 EUConst (2016), 294, 296: “It has been argued 
that the low number of reasoned opinions in general could be explained by the practical and political shortcomings 
of the “Early Warning Mechanism”, for example the eight-week time frame and the fact that it is unlikely, so the 
argument goes, that a majority in a national parliament will vote against its party leadership in government. The 
latter argument applies only to majority governments; which is why Sweden might be an interesting case, having 
been run by a centre-right minority government between 2010 and 2014.” 
219 “[A] new settlement for the United Kingdom within the European Union” op. cit. supra note 213. 
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card” agreement appeared to rest on the political will of Council representatives, 

on whom responsibility for the use of the mechanism fell.220 Thus, this agreement 

did not provide a legally enforceable power.  

Even if the text were legally incorporated into the Treaties and thus enforceable 

by the Court of Justice, there would still be issues of enforcement in practice. This 

is due to the political nature of the questions that may arise in interpreting those 

rights. For example, do national parliamentary votes need to be based on 

subsidiarity? What happens if the Council disagrees with their interpretation? 

How would the need for Council to “accommodate the concerns of the national 

parliaments” work in practice? Would a majority of national parliaments have to 

raise the same subsidiarity concern? These questions are political, and the ECJ 

may be unwilling to challenge the conclusion of the Council in any given case.221 

If the “red card” rights were to become legally enforceable, there may be issues of 

legal accountability to consider. The “red card” would strengthen the rights of 

national parliaments in the Union legislative process. At the same time, it would 

follow the same aggregative structure of the “Early Warning Mechanism”. This 

would preserve the partial internalisation of national parliaments by increasing 

their rights, without any clear method by which to apply legal obligations. On the 

one hand, this would have the potential to impede the effectiveness of the Union 

legislative process. The “red card” would amount to a veto right for a collective 

of national parliaments. If this were regularly exercised by a number of 

parliaments it could limit the amount of legislation that the Union is able to make. 

This is exacerbated by the fact that it may not be possible to apply obligations of 

cooperation on the actions of national parliaments. Union institutions are subject 

to requirements to communicate and provide information, to take into account 

the concerns of the other institutions and to avoid unnecessary delay.222 Under 

the aggregative power, it may not be possible to apply such duties to national 

parliaments. This may bestow significant legal power, without commensurate 

                                                   
220 This would create its own issues of legal enforcement, with the rights of national parliaments being enforced as 
against individual Council representatives. This creates issues, with the Court looking into the actions of individual 
actors within institutions. Overall, this can perhaps be seen as a consequence of the political nature of the agreement. 
Any legally entrenched “red card” agreement ought to place obligations on the Union institutions, rather than on its 
individual members. 
221 See section 2.II.A infra for the Court’s reluctance to enforce the political content of the principle of subsidiarity. 
222 See section 4.I infra.  
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legal responsibility in the form of duties. In some sense, this could be said to 

violate the spirit of institutional balance by which all legislative power is 

conditional on acting in a cooperative manner. 

On the other hand, even with the “red card” power strengthening the aggregative 

power of national parliaments, the legal accountability gap outlined may not have 

such negative effects on the Union legislative process. The power is still ultimately 

“negative”, meaning that each legislative proposal does not require the positive 

approval of national parliaments, but rather that a number of them are able to 

prevent the legislative proposal from coming into place if they vote. This power 

is not comparable to the Council and the European Parliament in the ordinary 

legislative procedure. As both of them must positively approve legislation for it 

to come into force. As such, it may not be necessary for parliaments to comply 

with the same duties outlined above because they have a marginal impact on the 

legislative procedure as a whole. Indeed, the threshold of 55% of votes of national 

parliaments is set so high that national parliaments would only engage the 

procedure in a marginal number of cases, if at all. Given the fact that the threshold 

of one third has only been reached on three occasions in the decade since the 

Lisbon Treaty came into force, it is unlikely that the 55% threshold could be 

regularly reached. 

Ultimately, the “red card” power would not give national parliaments 

comparable powers to the key Union institutions, and as such may not create 

significant problems owing to a lack of legal accountability. For such aggregative 

power, it may be sufficient that national parliaments are bound by political 

circumstances. Each must interact with the government of their Member State and 

their actions are subject to public scrutiny. This political accountability and the 

high threshold needed for the mechanism to take effect would likely be sufficient 

to prevent any behaviour likely to impede the smooth functioning of the Union 

legislative process. For some, the legal accountability gap may lead to scepticism 

over the extension of the aggregative power of national parliaments. For others, 

the aggregative format remains an innovative solution that, if properly executed, 

allows each national parliament to influence the legislative process as an 

institution, and as such is superior to the institutionalisation of national 

parliamentarians.  
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5. PROBLEMS OF EXCEPTIONALISM: THE INTERPRETATION OF THE 
NATIONAL PARLIAMENTARY ROLE IN THE UNION LEGISLATIVE PROCESS 

The Lisbon Treaty provides a new role for national parliaments in the Union 

legislative process. This new role suggests that national parliaments are in some 

sense exceptional when compared to other national institutions. This section will 

ask in what way national parliaments could be considered exceptional from a 

European perspective and the extent of this exceptionalism. The first sub-section 

considers limits on the extent to which national parliaments can be considered 

exceptional, and how these limits are managed by the Treaties and the 

Commission. The second sub-section considers whether there is scope for 

recognition of greater exceptionalism of national parliaments in the future. 

I. Limitations On The Exceptionalism Of National Parliaments in 
the “Early Warning Mechanism” 

To begin with, there are natural limits to the extent to which national parliaments 

can be exceptional in the Union. It is possible for national parliaments to be 

considered as the highest democratic institution within domestic constitutional 

arrangements, but at the Union level, national parliaments must comply with the 

multilateral framework of the Treaties. Thus, while the Treaty recognises the 

significance of national parliaments, this is the significance of all national 

parliaments. This does set national parliaments apart from other national 

institutions, but it is not clear the extent to which they could be considered 

exceptional. There is also a question about how the Treaty views national 

parliaments and in what way they are deemed to be exceptional in the Union 

context. In this vein, we can consider the limits that are placed on national 

parliaments in the “Early Warning Mechanism” by the Treaties and by the 

Commission. 

The Treaty provides national parliaments with a role in the Union legislative 

process but limits this role to the scrutiny of Union legislation for compliance with 

the principle of subsidiarity. This choice stems from the drafting of the 

Constitutional Treaty. The Laeken Declaration, which paved the way for the 

Convention on the Future of Europe, suggested a role for national parliaments 

and considered, amongst other options, that it could involve “preliminary 
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checking of compliance with the principle of subsidiarity”.223 This Convention 

established a number of Working Groups, including separate groups for 

subsidiarity and the role of national parliaments. These two groups held joint 

meetings and would ultimately both agree that there should be a role for national 

parliaments to scrutinise Union legislative proposals for compliance with 

subsidiarity.224 There was a suggestion that the role would also include review of 

legislation for compliance with proportionality. The Working Group on national 

parliaments noted that there is “a close link between subsidiarity and 

proportionality” and suggested that this should be “emphasised”,225 but 

ultimately the “Early Warning Mechanism” was limited to subsidiarity.  

In terms of the exceptionalism of national parliaments, their role is limited to testing 

the compliance of Union legislation with legal principles. It could be argued that 

the Treaty does not view national parliaments as being so exceptional as to warrant 

a free voice to express political opinions on Union legislation in the “Early 

Warning Mechanism”. Rather, their role is arguably somewhat instrumental in 

trying to improve compliance of Union legislation with the principle of 

subsidiarity. National parliaments were given this role because it was believed 

they would have an incentive to enforce the principle of subsidiarity, because 

Union legislation limits the ability of national parliaments to legislate on the area 

in question.226 On this view, national parliaments are only exceptional to the extent 

that they might effectively scrutinise the principle of subsidiarity. 

It is arguable that this is the view of the “Early Warning Mechanism” taken by the 

Commission. As discussed above, when national parliaments have reached the 

thresholds to trigger the “Early Warning Mechanism”, the Commission has been 

unwilling to accept their arguments on subsidiarity. The Commission has claimed 

that many of the complaints of national parliaments go beyond the principle of 

                                                   
223 Presidency Conclusions - European Council Meeting in Laeken (Laeken Declaration), 14-15 Dec. 2001, SN 300/1/01 
REV 1. 
224 Final report of Working Group IV on the role of national parliaments, Brussels, 22 October 2002, CONV 353/02, 
para 25. 
225 Ibid., para 22.  
226 See Kiiver The National Parliaments in the European Union: A Critical View on EU Constitution Building (Kluwer Law 
International, 2006).  
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subsidiarity and stray into other legal principles, or more generally into political 

complaints. 

The Commission takes a strict definition of the principle of subsidiarity, stating 

that it does not overlap with other competence principles such as proportionality 

and conferral. The Commission has stated that the procedure outlined in Protocol 

No. 2 is “exclusively focused on the principle of subsidiarity”.227 Other arguments, 

such as those relating to proportionality, are taken into account as part of the 

“political dialogue” and do not form part of the Protocol No. 2 procedure.228  

This view is supported by a number of legal scholars. For example, some were 

critical of the activation by national parliaments in relation to the Monti II 

proposal. Fabbrini and Granat argued that by raising concerns based on 

proportionality and conferral, they “overstepped their mandate”.229 In this vein, 

by withdrawing the proposal, the Commission may have encouraged “further 

misuse of the subsidiarity review”.230 Similarly, the lack of focus on the strict legal 

definition of subsidiarity has led Barrett to comment that such opinions are 

“arguably more properly regarded as the product of failure than a success.”231 

The Commission’s narrow view of subsidiarity is best exemplified by its approach 

to the amendment of the Posted Worker’s Directive.232 It was the Commission’s 

view that, because this was an amendment of already existing legislation, it was 

unnecessary to offer a full subsidiarity justification. Thus, the Commission offered 

a single line of explanation: “An amendment to an existing Directive can only be 

achieved by adopting a new Directive”.233 This lack of justification was objected 

                                                   
227 Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council and the national Parliaments on 
the review of the proposal for a Council Regulation on the establishment of the European Public Prosecutor's Office 
with regard to the principle of subsidiarity, in accordance with Protocol No 2, Com(2013) 851 final, 4. Despite this, 
the Commission claims adopt an “open attitude” towards reasoned opinions because of the difficulty of defining 
subsidiarity. 
228 The Commission does not respond to the arguments relating to subsidiarity explicitly as part of the “Early Warning 
Mechanism”. Rather, the Commission states that arguments relating to other issues “will be duly taken into account 
in the process of negotiating the Proposal and will be addressed in the political dialogue, and namely in the individual 
replies to be sent to the relevant national Parliaments.” Ibid., p.5. 
229 Fabbrini and Grant op. cit. supra note 80, 143. 
230 Ibid., 142. 
231 Barrett, “Monti II: The subsidiarity review process comes of age…Or then again maybe it doesn’t”, 19 MJ (2012) 
599, 600. 
232 Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council and the national parliaments on 
the proposal for a Directive amending the Posting of Workers Directive, with regard to the principle of subsidiarity, 
in accordance with Protocol No. 2, COM(2016)505. 
233 Ibid, point 2.2. 
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to in eight of the reasoned opinions.234 Despite this, the Commission cited 

Germany v Parliament and Council, discussed earlier, to defend its limited 

subsidiarity justification.235 The Commission’s defence of its analysis reveals a 

narrow view of the principle of subsidiarity, whereby the fact that action has been 

taken in a similar area justifies the new action being taken.  

This is part of a broader narrative, in which the Commission believes that it is 

taking responsibility itself for compliance with the principle of subsidiarity. This 

is evident in the Commission’s annual reports on subsidiarity and 

proportionality. The Commission describes how checking for the compliance of 

its initiatives with subsidiarity (and proportionality) is an “integral part” of its 

practices.236 On this basis, it believes that its impact assessments are such that 

legislation, or aspects of legislation, that could be in breach of subsidiarity are 

removed prior to submission of a draft legislative proposal. On this view, national 

parliaments are only a backstop, designed to catch aberrations in which the 

Commission’s own impact assessments fail to catch a breach of subsidiarity. It 

would only be in rare circumstances that the Commission would agree with 

national parliaments that a draft proposal breached subsidiarity. 

To offer a positive interpretation of this, it is arguable that the Commission, under 

the threat of the “Early Warning Mechanism”, has improved its subsidiarity 

practice to such a degree that no legislative proposals are able to be reasonably 

challenged on the basis of subsidiarity. While this would ultimately leave a 

limited role for national parliaments, it would, on one view, have meant that the 

“Early Warning Mechanism” has achieved its purpose.237 For example, Fromage 

has argued that the low frequency of yellow card activation should be taken as a 

sign that the mechanism is working effectively. In order to avoid the activation of 

the “Early Warning Mechanism”, the Commission is strictly respecting 

subsidiarity.238 

                                                   
234 The Bulgarian National Assembly, the Czech Chamber of Deputies, the Czech Senate, the Croatian Parliament, the 
Hungarian National Assembly, the Latvian Saeima, the Polish Sejm, the Romanian Senate and the National Council 
of the Slovak Republic. 
235 COM(2016)505, p. 8. It also points to the Impact Assessment report, where more detailed reasoning was available. 
236 “Annual Report 2016 on Subsidiarity and Proportionality” Brussels, 30 June 2017 COM(2017) 600, p. 2. 
237 Fromage, “The Second Yellow Card on the EPPO Proposal: An Encouraging Development for Member State 
Parliaments?”, 35 YEL (2016), 5. 
238 Ibid., 26. 
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II. THE BREADTH OF THE “EARLY WARNING MECHANISM” 
AND THE EXCEPTIONALISM OF NATIONAL 
PARLIAMENTS 

This sub-section considers whether the “Early Warning Mechanism” could be 

interpreted in a broader fashion. This could recognise that national parliaments 

not only have an instrumental role in enforcing the principle of subsidiarity, but 

that the influence of national parliaments over the Union legislative process could 

be seen as positive in its own right. 

To begin with, we can consider the different possible interpretations of the role of 

national parliaments in the “Early Warning Mechanism”. Cooper has outlined a 

typology of three possible approaches to the principle of subsidiarity as part of 

the mechanism. The first approach is “legal rule following”, which interprets 

subsidiarity as a “quasi-legal rule”.239 On this account, the purpose of the “Early 

Warning Mechanism” is to ensure that the EU legislature complies with the legal 

notion of subsidiarity, narrowly defined to exclude other considerations such as 

conferral and proportionality. The second approach is “political bargaining”, 

which views subsidiarity as having no fixed meaning and that any political 

argument can be subsumed within the principle. The third approach is “policy 

arguing”, which sits somewhere in between the first and second approach. It 

views subsidiarity as overlapping with other legal principles such as conferral 

and proportionality and incorporating arguments of policy effectiveness.240 

However, this approach does not define subsidiarity so widely as to include 

purely political arguments about whether the policy in question is politically 

expedient. 

A. INCORPORATING OTHER LEGAL PRINCIPLES 

The Commission’s approach to subsidiarity is closest to the first category of “legal 

rule following”, defining subsidiarity narrowly so as to exclude any overlap with 

other principles of competence. Thus, it defines subsidiarity as strictly separate 

from the principle of proportionality. In the Commission’s view, subsidiarity 

                                                   
239 Cooper ‘Is the “Early Warning Mechanism” a Legal or a Political Procedure? Three Questions and a Typology’ in 
Cornell and Goldoni National and Regional Parliaments in the EU-Legislative Procedure Post-Lisbon (Hart Publishing, 
2017). 
240 Cornell, “The Swedish Riksdag as scrutiniser of the principle of subsidiarity”, 12 EUConst (2016), 294, 317. 
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poses the question “who should act”? Whereas proportionality, poses the 

question “what should be the form and nature of Union action”?241 

It is arguable that the Commission’s narrow approach is out of line with the Court 

of Justice’s interpretation of subsidiarity. In cases such as Tobacco Advertising and 

British American Tobacco, the Court seems to recognise that there is overlap 

between subsidiarity and other legal principles. In both cases, the Court’s analysis 

of conferral and subsidiarity overlaps. 

In Tobacco Advertising, the Court struck down a Union Directive regulating the 

advertising of tobacco on the basis of a breach of conferral.242 The harmonising 

measure was adopted under Art. 114 Treaty on Functioning of European Union, 

which allows measures to be adopted in order to establish the internal market. The 

problem was that, even by the Commission’s admittance, public health reasons 

“constituted the main, or indeed even the sole objective of the national measures 

being harmonised”.243 Harmonisation on public health grounds was specifically 

prohibited.244 In order to determine whether the measure actually achieved 

internal market objectives, the Court considered whether the differences 

harmonisation was removing were “likely to give rise to barriers”245 that need to 

be eliminated. It is in this analysis that the Court implicitly recognises the overlap 

between subsidiarity and conferral. Its assessment of barrier and obstacle removal 

is the same as that conducted under the umbrella of subsidiarity in the British 

American Tobacco246 and Alliance for Natural Health.247  

This analysis of objectives and obstacles under the conferral heading is confirmed 

to be subsidiarity analysis by later case law. This is most succinctly seen in British 

American Tobacco where, as part of its subsidiarity review, the Court explicitly 

refers back to its conferral analysis, suggesting the two are interchangeable.248 

                                                   
241 See, Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council and the national Parliaments 
on the review of the proposal for a Council Regulation on the establishment of the European Public Prosecutor's 
Office with regard to the principle of subsidiarity, in accordance with Protocol No 2, Com (2013) 851. 
242 Case C-376-98 Germany v. European Parliament and Council of the European Union (Tobacco Advertising Directive) 
EU:C:2000:544 
243 Ibid, para 56. 
244 Art. 129(4) TFEU 
245 Case C-376-98 Tobacco Advertising, para 90. 
246 Case C-491/01 British American Tobacco (Investments) and Imperial Tobacco EU:C:2002:741 
247 Joined Cases C-154/04 and C-155/04 Alliance for Natural Health and Others v. Secretary of State for Health and National 
Assembly for Wales EU:C:2005:449 
248 Case C-491/01 British American Tobacco, para 181 referring back to para 61. 
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This reasoning of the Court of Justice suggests clear overlaps between the 

principles of subsidiarity and conferral. In these judgments, the Court shows that 

the legal definition of subsidiarity cannot be considered in isolation from these 

other principles. This contrasts with the Commission’s narrow view of 

subsidiarity. 

It should be noted that the Court is not necessarily clear on the issue of the 

division between these legal principles. Kumm describes the “confusion and 

uncertainty” in the jurisprudence of the Court as to “how exactly the principle[s] 

of conferred powers, subsidiarity and proportionality fit together in an overall 

conceptual framework”.249 He argues that subsidiarity can be conceptually 

contained within the first prong of a three-pronged proportionality test, focused 

on restricting the range of legitimate purposes that the legislation can pursue.250 

On Kumm’s analysis, the Court’s decision in Tobacco Advertising can be 

conceptualised as enforcement of the principle of proportionality. On this view, 

the Court felt that the Directive was overly broad in its general prohibition on 

advertising products and thus could be seen to fail the test of necessity.251 

Whatever way we conceive of the principles of competence, it is arguable that a 

narrow view that aims to exclude overlap between the principles is difficult to 

justify.  

If the Commission was to accept that subsidiarity overlaps with other key 

principles of competence, this might allow for the broader arguments of national 

parliaments to be considered. However, it would still remain unlikely that the 

Commission would entertain the concerns of national parliaments. The 

Commission believes that it has rigorous assessment of compliance with all legal 

principles. Simply expanding the legal principles to which national parliaments 

can object is unlikely to affect the functioning of the “Early Warning Mechanism”. 

National parliaments would still be instrumentally playing a role of competence 

enforcement, but with a broader range of principles. For as long as the 

Commission maintains its current approach to assessment of competence, 

                                                   
249 Kumm, “Constitutionalising Subsidiarity in Integrated Markets: The Case of Tobacco Regulation in the European 
Union”, 12 ELJ (2006), 503, 505. 
250 Ibid., 524. 
251 Ibid., 521. 
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national parliaments can only play an instrumental role. Their purpose is simply 

to ensure that the Commission complies with the legal principles of competence.  

B. BENEFITS OF POLITICAL ARGUMENTATION 

It is possible that national parliaments could play a broader role in the “Early 

Warning Mechanism”, not only in enforcing principles of competence, but also 

having a more significant political influence on the Union legislative process. 

After all, Article 12 TEU is included as part of the “provisions on democratic 

principles” in the Treaties. This suggests that national parliaments can contribute 

to the democratic legitimacy of the Union. It is arguable that the Commission’s 

strict approach views national parliaments as providers of legal opinions on the 

principles of competence.  

This is not necessarily in line with the Treaties, which arguably did not envisage 

a legal role for national parliaments. If ability to give legal opinions was the 

purpose of the “Early Warning Mechanism”, then the national institution of 

choice in Protocol No. 2 could have been national constitutional courts. Instead, 

national parliaments were chosen, implying that political insight, rather than legal 

opinions, was sought. The Lisbon Treaty chose national parliaments above other 

national institutions, because they are each Member State’s most democratic 

institution.252 It may be possible, within the current framework, for the 

Commission to recognise this choice. It would require a change in attitude, 

allowing national parliaments to raise political points and to respond to them in 

a non-legalistic manner. 

This would arguably comply with a broader reading of the exceptional nature of 

national parliaments. Goldoni argues that the “Early Warning Mechanism” 

should be read broadly, “as part and parcel of a commitment to enhance 

representative democracy within the Union”.253 As we have discussed, Art. 10(2) 

TEU states that “representative democracy” is the foundation of the Union, and 

Art. 4(2) TEU states that respect ought to be accorded to national identity. Goldoni 

                                                   
252 See Introductory chapter, section 1.II.C. 
253 Ibid, 101-102. Referencing Art. 10 and Art. 4(2) TEU 
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argues that the new powers of national parliaments should read in conjunction 

with these articles. 

In Goldoni’s view, national parliaments have “stretched the letter of the EWS” in 

the submission of their opinions,254 but to adopt a narrow, legal definition of 

subsidiarity would be a waste of the time and resources of a political institution. 

In this way, parliaments should be allowed to argue where a measure touches 

upon “national constitutional essentials”, such as protection of national social 

systems.255 Guastaferro also links this idea to the principle of identity in Art. 4(2) 

TEU, arguing that national parliaments could reframe the subsidiarity inquiry 

from a “comparative efficiency test” to a “non-encroachment (upon Member 

States) test”.256 

This could involve recognising that national parliaments can make a political 

contribution as part of this mechanism. Goldoni argues this task is suited to 

national parliaments: “it is up to the most representative national political 

institutions to provide a communicative channel between conflicts in the social 

sphere and the political system.”257 This could bring greater politicisation to the 

Union legislative process. Bartl supports this idea, arguing that national 

parliaments could move “beyond the disciplines imposed by the functionalist 

understanding of subsidiarity”.258 This understanding, according to Bartl leads to 

a non-questioning attitude to the objectives set out by the Commission by the 

Union institutions.  

Overall, the Treaty sends mixed messages as to the exceptional nature of national 

parliaments in the Union. This is because of the dual purpose of the “Early 

Warning Mechanism”. On the one hand, we can view national parliaments’ 

purpose as improving the enforcement of the principle of subsidiarity. The reason 

for their empowerment is the fact that they have a stake in scrutinising legislation 

and thus will effectively police the boundaries of subsidiarity. On the other hand, 

                                                   
254 Goldoni, “The early warning system and the Monti II Regulation: The case for a political interpretation”, 10 
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national parliaments could play a broader role in the Union, one which recognises 

their potential for political contribution to the Union legislative process. This view 

requires a broader reading of the Treaty that sees national parliaments as 

exceptional based on their democratic legitimacy, with the ability to politicise the 

Union legislative process on that basis. 

CONCLUSION 

In the ex ante context, the Lisbon Treaty attempts to internalise national 

parliaments into the Union legal order. It provides them with rights to engage in 

the Union legislative process through a multilateral mechanism. This new role 

leads to certain tensions with the heterogeneous, external and exceptional aspects of 

national parliaments. 

First, the Lisbon Treaty provides legislative rights to all “national parliaments”, 

without defining what a national parliament is or recognising the differences that 

exist between them. On the one hand, this homogenous treatment does not account 

for the many differences that exist between different national parliaments in terms 

of both their institutional composition and their approach to the “Early Warning 

Mechanism”. These heterogeneous features call into question the coherence of the 

collective empowerment of national parliaments. On the other hand, this 

homogeneous treatment may be less problematic than the alternative. For the Union 

to define the characteristics necessary to be classified as a national parliament 

under Union law would be contentious. In this way, the homogenous provision of 

rights to national parliaments allows them to exercise their power in heterogeneous 

ways. 

Second, there is a question about the nature of the obligations to which national 

parliaments are subject in the “Early Warning Mechanism” and thus the extent to 

which they have been internalised within the Union. In particular, it is unclear 

whether duty of sincere cooperation applies to action taken by national 

parliaments in the “Early Warning Mechanism”. On the one hand, legislative 

power in the Union is conditional on Union institutions acting in a cooperative 

manner. By extension, national parliaments in the “Early Warning Mechanism” 

ought to be bound by the same duties. The rationale for this is to ensure that the 
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legislative process functions in an effective manner. On the other hand, it is 

difficult to apply duties of cooperation to the power exercised by national 

parliaments owing to the aggregative nature of the “Early Warning Mechanism”. 

There is no institutional architecture to which such duties attach in the same way 

as Union institutions. The alternative, to apply the duties to individual national 

parliaments, might involve the Court stepping into a politically contentious area 

of review. Overall, this can be seen as a partial internalisation of national 

parliaments into the Union legislative process because of the provision of rights, 

without any clear method to apply commensurate obligations. In future reform, 

the Union has the choice to remedy, maintain or extend this partial internalisation. 

Finally, there is a question of the extent and the nature of the exceptionalism of 

national parliaments following their empowerment at Lisbon. The Lisbon Treaty 

has chosen national parliaments to perform their role in the “Early Warning 

Mechanism”, but the purpose of their role is not entirely clear. On the one hand, 

the purpose of their empowerment could be seen as ensuring enforcement of the 

principle of subsidiarity. On this view, national parliaments were chosen to 

enforce the principle because they have a stake in scrutinising Union legislation 

to ensure that sufficient powers remain at the national level. This view 

corresponds with the Commission’s interpretation of the “Early Warning 

Mechanism”, with its focus on compliance of legislation with a strict legal 

definition of subsidiarity. On the other hand, a broader interpretation of the 

mechanism may be possible, which views the purpose of the mechanism as 

encouraging political engagement with national parliaments. This would conform 

to the idea that the reason national parliaments have been empowered is their 

democratic legitimacy and that this exceptional nature should be harnessed by 

allowing national parliaments to politicise the legislative process. 

This chapter has sought to explore the perspective of the European legal order on 

the post-Lisbon developments in the powers of national parliaments in the Union 

legislative process. It has considered how these developments unsettle the 

common tensions in the relationship between national parliaments in the 

European Union. In doing so, it has highlighted how the “Early Warning 

Mechanism” aimed to internalise national parliaments through the provision of 

legislative rights within a multilateral framework. This development raises 
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interesting questions in relation to the tensions of heterogeneity/homogeneity, 

internality/externality and ordinary/exceptionalism. The next chapter moves on to 

consider the ex post application of Union law to national parliaments from the 

perspective of European actors. It conducts similar analysis, examining the state 

of the common tensions prior to Lisbon before considering how Lisbon raises 

questions that unsettle the status quo. The main focus of the chapter is on the 

approach of the Court of Justice to the application of Union law to national 

legislation. This issue is explored through the case study of the free movement 

rules as part of the Union’s internal market. 
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CHAPTER 2: THE EX POST APPLICATION OF UNION LAW TO NATIONAL 

PARLIAMENTS FROM THE EUROPEAN PERSPECTIVE 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter focuses on the ex post application of Union law to national 

parliaments from the perspective of actors in the European legal order. In 

particular, it focuses on Union rules on free movement, and whether the way that 

law has traditionally applied to national parliaments in this area could change in 

light of the Lisbon Treaty. The chapter explores the idea that the Lisbon Treaty’s 

recognition of representative democracy and national parliaments could lead the 

Court of Justice to change the way it reviews national legislation.  

Section 1 outlines the pre-Lisbon position in the application of free movement 

rules. National parliaments have been internalised through the application of 

significant obligations of free movement law. In particular, the Court has defined 

Treaty prohibitions on barriers to free movement in a broad way so as to capture 

a wide array of national measures. While national measures can be justified when 

they fall within the scope of Union law, in the review of measures the Court has 

tended towards an intensive proportionality test of national measures for 

compliance with free movement rules. This intensive proportionality standard 

ensures that unilateral national measures do not conflict with the multilateral goal 

of an internal market and applies equally to national legislative and non-

legislative measures. This treats national parliaments as ordinary bodies, with no 

recognition of their distinct features as compared to non-legislative bodies. 

Section 2 considers how the traditional position of national parliaments in free 

movement law might be affected by developments in the Lisbon Treaty. In 

particular, the Treaty places emphasis on democracy, and specifically 

representative democracy. It also singles out national parliaments as significant 

institutions in Art. 12 TEU. This could suggest that national parliaments are 

exceptional when compared to non-legislative Member States bodies, perhaps 

owing to their (generally) representative composition. On this basis, the chapter 

asks whether the Court of Justice could incorporate this change in the Treaty by 
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treating national parliaments as exceptional actors in the review of legislation for 

compliance with free movement principles.  

Sections 3 and 4 consider two difficulties that would emerge with any attempt to 

incorporate the exceptional position of national parliaments into the Court of 

Justice’s review of national measures for compliance with free movement law. 

Section 3 considers how blanket deference to all national legislation could face 

problems of heterogeneity. Given that each Member state system is different, this 

may allow some Member States to pass more legislative measures than others, 

allowing them greater regulatory autonomy. This may give them a competitive 

advantage, and undermine the uniformity of the internal market. 

Section 4 considers an alternative method of deference; to conduct a review of the 

process by which legislation is made to ensure that it is sufficiently democratic. 

This would ensure that deference to legislation would be earned through proof 

that the measure is democratically legitimate. This may face problems of 

intruding into the institutional autonomy of Member States. Some may argue this 

places obligations in an area which ought to remain within the control of Member 

States and external to Union legal duties. 

Finally, section 5 explores the case law of the Court of Justice to see if there is 

evidence of deference to Member State choices in some instances. The case law 

reveals that the Court takes a sectoral approach, deferring to Member State 

choices in certain sensitive areas. Through this sectoral deference, the Court 

recognises that Member States may take different approaches based on their 

system of values. It is arguable that this logic could be extended to incorporate 

recognition of the exceptional nature of national parliaments. The Court could 

recognise that the values of a Member States are most legitimately expressed 

through legislation, as compared to non-legislative measures, owing to the 

democratic legitimacy of national parliaments. This would combine the Court’s 

recognition of pluralism in moral and cultural values with the Lisbon Treaty’s 

recognition of the exceptional position of national parliaments. 

1. THE INTERNALISATION AND MULTILATERALISATION OF NATIONAL 
PARLIAMENTS AS ORDINARY BODIES WITHIN THE INTERNAL MARKET 
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Section 1 explores the pre-Lisbon position of national parliaments in the Court’s 

application of the free movement rules. The Court has given broad interpretations 

to the Treaty prohibitions of barriers to free movement. This has resulted in 

significant obligations being placed on all national measures and thus can be said 

to have internalised national parliaments in this area. It is possible for Member 

States to justify measures, but the Court applies a strict standard in this area. This 

strict standard is based on the fact that the unilateral Member State measures need 

to comply with the multilateral market. This intensive standard is applied to both 

legislative and non-legislative Member State measures and thus treats national 

parliaments as ordinary bodies. 

I. THE INTERNALISATION OF NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS IN 
THE INTERNAL MARKET 

In this thesis, the extent to which national parliaments can be considered internal 

to the Union is measured by the extent of rights and obligations to which they are 

subject. The rules on free movement have led to significant obligations being 

applied to the acts of national parliaments. This section will briefly recount how 

free movement law has developed in a way that imposes such significant 

obligations. 

Free movement law forms part of the Union’s internal market. An internal market, 

or common market, has been a key aim of European integration since its inception. 

This aim has been to create a large trading unit without internal barriers to trade. 

Initially, this was the central aim of European integration, with the Treaty 

Establishing the European Economic Community highlighting the establishment 

of a common market as “the aim” of the community.1 This aim was to be achieved 

by abolition of obstacles to free movement, persons, services and capital,2 

alongside the establishment of a customs union and the regulation of competition 

law.3 As the market developed, it was renamed the “internal market”4 and 

                                                   
1 Article 2 EEC Treaty, emphasis added: “It shall be the aim of the Community, by establishing a Common Market 
and progressively approximating the economic policies of Member States, to promote throughout the Community a 
harmonious development of economic activities, a continuous and balanced expansion, an increased stability, an 
accelerated raising of the standard of living and closer relations between its Member States.” 
2 EEC Treaty, Titles I “Free Movement of Goods” and II “The Free Movement of Persons, Services and Capital”.  
3 EEC Treaty, Title I, Chapter 1 “The Customs Union” and part Three, Title I, Chapter 1 “Rules Governing 
Competition”. 
4 Single European Act [1987] OJ L 169/1. 
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remains a central aim of the Union. While the Union’s aims are now broader than 

the initial EEC Treaty, the establishment of an internal market is still among the 

Union’s key aspirations in Art. 3(3) TEU.5 

Internal market law, and specifically free movement law, has placed significant 

obligations on Member States. These obligations stem from both Treaty 

provisions and secondary legislation passed by the Union legislature.6 The Court 

of Justice has often interpreted prohibitions of Member States barriers to free 

movement broadly.7 This can be seen, for example, in relation to Art. 34 TFEU 

which establishes a prohibition on quantitative restrictions in imports and all 

measures having equivalent effect. In the landmark cases of Dassonville8 and Cassis 

de Dijon9, the Court of Justice interpreted Art. 34 TFEU broadly, resulting in a large 

number of Member State measures being found to be prima facie in breach of this 

free movement prohibition 

This definition of Art. 34 TFEU provides an insight into the extent of obligations 

to which Member State measures are subject in the internal market. This is also 

evident in the interpretation of free movement of services in Art. 56 TFEU. The 

Court expanded the Treaty prohibition to include not only freedom to provide but 

also freedom to receive services.10 The definitions are so broad that a large number 

of Member State measures are prima facie breaches of internal market law.  

Overall, the broadly defined prohibitions to free movement place significant 

obligations on Member States. This law applies to national parliaments, whose 

                                                   
5 Reynolds, “Explaining the constitutional drivers behind a perceived judicial preference for free movement over 
fundamental rights”, 53 CMLRev. (2016), 643. 
6 A number of Treaty articles prohibit specific violations of the free movement rules in relation to: customs duties and 
equivalent measures (Arts 28-30 TFEU), quantitative restrictions and equivalent measures (Arts 34-36 TFEU), tax 
provisions (Art 110 TFEU), free movement of workers(Art 45 TFEU), right of establishment(Art 49 TFEU), services 
(Art 56 TFEU) and capital (Art 63 TFEU). Under Art. 26 TFEU, the Union has the ability to adopt measures “adopt 
measures with the aim of establishing or ensuring the functioning of the internal market, in accordance with the 
relevant provisions of the Treaties.” More specific internal market legislative competences are also outlined in the 
TFEU. 
7 As Weatherill comments: “The location of the most vigorous activity in the shaping of the law of the internal market 
is the Court. Over an extended period it has actively developed the law of the internal market in such a way that it is 
impossible to get a true sense of the impact of EU law on national regulatory autonomy without a secure grasp of the 
case law.” Weatherill The Internal Market as a Legal Concept (Oxford University Press, 2017), p. 31. 
8 Case 8/74 Procureur du Roi v Benoît and Gustave Dassonville EU:C:1974:82, para 5 defining measures equivalent to 
quantitative restrictions as: “All trading rules enacted by Member States which are capable of hindering, directly or 
indirectly, actually or potentially, intra-community trade are to be considered as measures having an effect equivalent 
to quantitative restrictions.” 
9 Case 120/78 Cassis De Dijon EU:C:1979:42.  
10 See Joined Cases 282/82 and 26/83, Luisi and Carbone v. Ministero del Tesoro EU:C:1984:35. 
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outputs are tested for compliance with an extensive body of internal market law. 

This can be described as an area in which national parliaments have been 

significantly internalised within the Union legal order through extensive free 

movement obligations. While the scope of internal market rules is defined broadly, 

there is an opportunity for Member States to justify prima facie breaches. The next 

sub-section will discuss the need for such justifications to comply with the 

multilateral market. 

II. THE PROPORTIONALITY TEST AND UNILATERAL 
MEMBER STATE MEASURES IN THE INTERNAL MARKET 

This section outlines how Member States measures which are a prima facie breach 

of the rules prohibiting barriers to free movement can be justified. The Court 

outlines an explicitly intensive standard in the review of such justifications to 

ensure that they do not undermine the prohibitions. This can be contrasted to the 

Court’s treatment of Union measures, in which it applies a deferential standard 

of review. This can be explained by the fact that Union measures are multilateral, 

while Member State measures are unilateral. 

A. DEFERENCE IN PROPORTIONALITY FOR MULTILATERAL 
UNION MEASURES 

The proportionality principle is essential in determining the legality of Union 

measures. The principle, after some antecedents,11 was fully established as a 

ground of review in Internationale Handelgesellschaft.12 It is now enshrined in Art. 

5(4) of the Treaty on European Union, which states that Union action must not 

exceed what is necessary to achieve the objectives of the Treaties. The principle is 

an “analytical structure”13 composed of a three-part test. Firstly, the measure must 

be appropriate in the sense that it is a suitable measure for the objective it is 

intending to achieve. Secondly, the measure must be necessary in the sense that 

the same objective could not have been achieved by less restrictive measures. 

Finally, the measure must be proportionate stricto sensu, or in the narrow sense. 

                                                   
11 Case 8/55 Fédération Charbonnière de Belgique v High Authority EU:C:1956:7, para 3: “In accordance with a generally-
accepted rule of law an indirect reaction by the high authority to illegal action on the part of undertakings must be in 
proportion to the scale of that action”. 
12 Case 11/70 Internationale Handelgesellschaft EU:C:1970:114 
13 Kumm, “Constitutional Rights as Principles: On the Structure and Domain of Constitutional Justice”, 2 International 
Journal of Constitutional Law (2004), 574, 579. 
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This simply means that the measure must achieve a fair balance between the aim 

it pursues and the right it affects.  

Given the wide-ranging nature of proportionality and its potential to review the 

merits of the measure, the Court in establishing the principle ruled that it must be 

applied with deference to the Union legislature. The principle was first 

established in the review of measures in the Common Agricultural Policy. An 

early example can be found in Schroeder v Germany,14 where the Court stated “in 

the present case it is a question of complex economic measures, which for the 

purpose of their efficacy necessarily require a wide discretion”. This focus on 

allowing the legislature to exercise its discretion was developed in Stolting15 

where the Court stated that, regarding the question of proportionality: “The 

Council must be recognized as having a discretionary power …which 

corresponds to the political responsibilities” given to it.16 The need to allow 

discretion for the Council was elaborated upon in Schraeder:17 “the legality of a 

measure adopted in that sphere can be affected only if the measure is manifestly 

inappropriate having regard to the objective which the competent institution 

intends to pursue”.18 Such discretion can also be found in other areas of Union 

law such as the environment,19 transport20 and the internal market.21  

Evident in these cases is the Court’s willingness to defer to the judgment of the 

legislature. The rationale behind this deference is that complex decisions must be 

taken that have to account for political, economic and social choices. The Court 

appears to recognise that the legislature is better placed to make these decisions 

and that it would be illegitimate for the Court to substitute its decision for that of 

                                                   
14 Case 40/72 Schroeder v Germany EU:C:1973:14 
15 Case 138/78 Stolting ECLI:EU:C:1979:46. 
16 Art. 40 and Art. 43 EEC constituted the Treaty bases for the Common Agricultural Policy. 
17 Case 265/87 Schraeder ECLI:EU:C:1989:303 
18 Repeated in Joined Cases C-267 to 285/88 Wuidart and Others EU:C:1989:645, para 16. Case C-331/88 Fedesa and 
Others EU:C:1990:391, para 14; Case C-189/01 Jippes and Others ECLI:EU:C:2001:420, para 80. 
19 Case C-203/12 Billerud EU:C:2013:664, para 35. 
20 Case C-27/00 Omega Air EU:C:2002:161, para 64. 
21 See infra. Note: many significant challenges were made to regulation in the CAP in the 1970s and 1980s, and it may 
be for this reason that the rhetoric of deference emerges in this area. While the internal market would later have many 
of its own examples of such statements from the Court, there were few challenges to the validity of internal market 
measures in these decades. This was because fewer measures were passed that could be challenged, and no Member 
State had been outvoted, and so there was less disgruntled parties willing to bring a challenge. This changed the use 
of Qualified Majority Voting was increased in the Single European Act 1986, and the wealth of internal market 
legislation that followed. 
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the legislature. This has, at times, been explicitly stated by the Court as part of its 

deference formulation. 

 “[T]he Court cannot substitute its own assessment for that of the European 

Union legislature. It could, at most, find fault with its legislative choice 

only if it appeared manifestly incorrect or if the resultant disadvantages 

for certain economic operators were wholly disproportionate to the 

advantages otherwise offered” 22 

Ultimately this deference makes it clear that the Court will rarely rule a measure 

to be incompatible with proportionality and only do so if it is “manifestly 

inappropriate”.23 One aspect of this deference is that the legality of a measure is 

judged based on the knowledge available to the legislature at the time it was 

passed. As described in Schroeder v Germany: “It must be observed that the legality 

of a community act cannot depend on retrospective considerations of its 

efficacy”.24 This was added to in Wuidart and Others “where the Community 

legislature is obliged, in connection with the adoption of rules, to assess their 

future effects, which cannot be accurately foreseen, its assessment is open to 

criticism only if it appears manifestly incorrect in the light of the information available 

to it at the time of the adoption of the rules in question.”25 This lightens the review 

by excluding evidence that may make a breach of proportionality more likely if it 

is not available to the legislature at the time. This principle is evident in many 

other areas of Union law, for example public health,26 common commercial 

policy27 and the environment.28 

Ultimately, it is clear that the Court explicitly defers to the Union legislature. In 

doing so, the Court tends towards a “better placed” rationale based more on 

expertise than on democracy. This is seen in the Court’s statements of deference 

for all institutions whether or not they have democratic representation. Thus, the 

                                                   
22 Case C-203/12 Billerud EU:C:2013:664, para 35. 
23 Note here, the overlap between proportionality and “manifest error” in examination. Proportionality, as such a 
general standard of review overlaps with many other grounds of review. See Case C-189/01 Jippes and Others 
ECLI:EU:C:2001:420 
24 Case 40/72 Schroeder v Germany EU:C:1973:14, para 14. 
25 Joined Cases C-267 to 285/88 Wuidart and Others EU:C:1989:645, para 15. Emphasis added. See also Jippes, para 84; 
Cases C-133/93, C-300/93 and C-362/93 Crispoltoni and Others EU:C:1994:364. 
26 Case C-504/04 Agrarproduktion Staebelow GmbH EU:C:2006:30 
27 Case C-150/94 UK v Council EU:C:1998:547 para 49. 
28 Case C-203/12 Billerud EU:C:2013:664. 
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deference applies equally to Commission measures and to Council and European 

Parliament measures. In Barosum Chabo, a Commission Regulation was deferred 

to on the basis of the complex “political, economic and social choices” to be made 

by the legislature.29 This same standard of deference for all Union measures shows 

that the democratic legitimacy of the procedure is not the reason for deference. 

Rather, it is the idea that political institutions are “better placed” to make 

decisions than judicial institutions.  

While the Court applies proportionality with deference to the choices of the Union 

legislature, the principle is a flexible tool of review, which can be used in a less 

deferential manner.30 The next sub-section discusses the review of Member State 

measures in free movement law. As these measures are unilateral, and may 

impede the effectiveness of the multilateral market, the Court applies an intensive 

standard of review. 

B. THE STANDARD OF REVIEW FOR THE PROPORTIONALITY OF 
UNILATERAL MEMBER STATE MEASURES IN THE INTERNAL 
MARKET 

Where a measure, Union or Member State, is found to be a prima facie breach of a 

Treaty prohibition, it must be justifieds. In contrast to the treatment of the Union 

legislature, an intensive standard of proportionality is used in the review of 

Member State measures for compliance with free movement rules. Member States 

must find a legitimate aim upon which to base their justification of a given 

measure. For example, in the free movement of goods, Article 36 outlines the 

circumstances through which a Member State can justify a measure: 

“The provisions of Articles 34 and 35 shall not preclude prohibitions or 

restrictions on imports, exports or goods in transit justified on grounds of 

public morality, public policy or public security; the protection of health 

and life of humans, animals or plants; the protection of national treasures 

possessing artistic, historic or archaeological value; or the protection of 

industrial and commercial property. Such prohibitions or restrictions shall 

                                                   
29 Case C-213/09 Barosum Chabo EU:C:2010:716, para 18. 
30 Jacobs “Recent Developments in the Principle of Proportionality in EC Law” in Ellis (ed.) The Principle of 
Proportionality in the Laws of European (Hart Publishing, 1999): “the flexibility of proportionality as a tool of judicial 
review…allows for a more or less exacting standard of judicial review”. 
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not, however, constitute a means of arbitrary discrimination or a disguised 

restriction on trade between Member States.” 

This makes it clear that any claim to pursue an aim by a Member State must be 

genuine and must not be a disguised restriction on trade. It also includes a limited 

list of justifications which Member States can claim as a legitimate aim. This 

limited list was expanded to include any legitimate aim in the case of Cassis. As 

the scope of the Treaty prohibition was broadened, so too were the grounds upon 

which Member States were able to justify measures. As long as the measure is 

indistinctly applicable to imported and domestic goods, any “mandatory 

requirement” or “compelling interest” is available31 and thus, previously 

unavailable grounds of justification, such as protection of the environment32 or 

consumer protection,33 were accepted by the Court as legitimate aims in principle. 

Once a legitimate aim is established, the Court determines whether that aim is 

pursued in a proportionate manner. For example, this requirement applies to both 

Union measures and Member State measures which breach the MEQR 

prohibition, but a more intensive standard applies to the latter. We can see this by 

first looking at the cases involving Member State measures. When a prima facie 

breach of Art. 34 is found, the Court stresses that to justify a measure is an 

exception. This is highlighted in Commission v Denmark: Art. 36 TFEU “provides for 

an exception, to be interpreted strictly”.34 This strict interpretation is displayed in 

Campus Oil: 

“Article 36, as an exception to a fundamental principle of the Treaty must 

be interpreted in such a way that its scope is not extended any further than is 

necessary for the protection of the interest which it is intended to secure and 

the measures taken …can therefore be justified only if they are such as to 

                                                   
31 Weatherill argues “compelling interest” is a more appropriate term, op. cit. supra note 7 in Chapter 8: Justification. 
Mandatory requirement is the phrase used in the case law. See, Case 120/78 Cassis De Dijon, para 8: “Obstacles to 
movement within the Community resulting from disparities between the national laws relating to the marketing of 
the products in question must be accepted in so far as those provisions may be recognized as being necessary in order 
to satisfy mandatory requirements relating in particular to the effectiveness of fiscal supervision, the protection of 
public health, the fairness of commercial transactions and the defence of the consumer.”  
32 Case 302/86, Commission v. Denmark EU:C:1988:421. 
33 This was the ground argued for in Cassis de Dijon and accepted as a legitimate ground in principle. See also, Case 
178/84 Commission v. Germany EU:C:1987:126. 
34 Case C-192/01 Commission v Denmark EU:C:2003:492. Emphasis added. 
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serve the interest which that article protects and if they do not restrict intra-

community trade more than is absolutely necessary.”35 

Therefore, where a measure breaches free movement, the burden of proof is on 

the Member State to justify its measure.36 A measure will be deemed 

disproportionate if it fails to amass evidence in support of it.37 Further, unlike the 

Union legislature, which is judged based on the information available at the time 

the measure is passed, Member State are judged on the basis of the information 

available at the time of ruling.38 This means that even if a measure was 

proportionate when a domestic legislature passed it, this may not be enough to 

guarantee its legality. 

It should be made clear at this point that the Court does not always apply an 

intensive standard in the review of Member State measures. The case law on 

justification of free movement prohibitions is varied and features many instances 

where the Court explicitly defers to the choices of Member States. Some of these 

examples will be explored in detail in section 5 of this chapter. However, this does 

not undermine the fact that the general position of the Court is that an intensive 

standard of proportionality is applied in the review of Member States measures 

for compliance with free movement rules. 

The explicitly intensive proportionality standard applies to all Member State 

measures, including legislation. This contrasts with the position in most national 

constitutions, where the legislature holds a privileged position due to its 

democratic legitimacy. As a result, many Member States have courts which defer 

to legislation in judicial review: “Constitutional judiciaries in Europe take care to 

emphasise proper deference to legislatures when evaluating the constitutionality 

                                                   
35 Case 72/83 Campus Oil EU:C:1984:256. 
36 Case C-110/05 Commission v Italy EU:C:2009:66, para 66. Though, this paragraphs stresses that “such a burden 
cannot be so extensive as to require the Member State to prove, positively, that no other conceivable measure could 
enable that objective to be attained under the same conditions”. 
37 Case C-42/02 Lindman EU:C:2003:613, para 25. See also, Case C-147/03 Commission v Austria EU:C:2005:427, para 
63. C-333/14 Scotch Whisky Association and Others EU:C:2015:845. See further, Nic Shuibhne and Maci ‘Proving Public 
Interest: The Grown Impact of Evidence in Free Movement Case Law” Common Market law Review [2013] 965. 
38 Case C-333/14 Scotch Whiskey EU:C:2015:845, para 65: “the review of proportionality of a national measure, such as 
that at issue in the main proceedings, is not to be confined to examining only information, evidence or other material 
available to the national legislature when it adopted that measure. In circumstances such as those of the main 
proceedings, the compatibility of that measure with EU law must be reviewed on the basis of the information, 
evidence or other material available to the national court on the date on which it gives its ruling, under the conditions 
laid down by its national law.” 
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of statutes”.39 By contrast, the Court of Justice does not offer any special deference 

to domestic legislation, treating it with the same intensive standard of review as 

is applied to non-legislative measures.  

This intensity of review can be understood as a “double standard”40 when 

compared with proportionality review applied to Union measures. This can be 

seen in Art. 34 TFEU, which applies to both Member State and Union measures 

as confirmed in Denkavit:  

“The prohibition of quantitative restrictions on exports and of all measures 

having equivalent effect applies, as the Court has repeatedly held, not only 

to national measures but also to measures adopted by the Community 

institutions”.41 

In contrast to Member State measures, when Union measures are in prima facie 

breach of the prohibition, they are offered deference. For example, in asking 

whether a Union legislative measure that fell within the scope of the MEQR 

prohibition could be justified, the Court stated: “It must be recognized that in the 

exercise of the powers conferred on them…the community institutions have a 

discretion”.42 In Alliance for Natural Health,43 the Court makes a full statement of 

the discretion available for Union measures. In this instance, the Community 

legislature justifies the measure on the grounds of public health. The Court states 

that such a ground must be pursued in a necessary and proportionate way and 

goes on to state the “manifestly inappropriate” standard: 

                                                   
39 Bast “New Categories of Acts after the Lisbon Reform: Dynamics of Parliamentarization in EU Law”, 49 CMLRev. 
(2012), 885, 888: “In many constitutional systems, parliamentary laws enjoy a high degree of shielding against the 
judiciary. Declaring an Act of Parliament void (or inapplicable) is either removed from the power of the courts or it 
is at least reserved to a special court”. See also De Visser Constitutional Review in Europe: A Comparative Analysis 
(Bloomsbury, 2014) p. 282: “Constitutional judiciaries in Europe take care to emphasize proper deference to 
legislatures when evaluating the constitutionality of statutes” 
40 See, for example, Jacobs, “The Role of the ECJ in the Protection of the Environment”, 18 JEL (2006), 185: It is 
“generally true” that the Court of Justice subjects “Community measures to a more lenient scrutiny under the 
proportionality principle than that applied to national measures.” See also, Craig EU Administrative Law (2nd, Oxford 
University Press, 2012), 630: “There is suspicion in some quarters that the EU courts have applied the principle more 
intensively to Member State action as compare with the lighter touch review associated with proportionality and 
Union action”. 
41 Case 15/83, Denkavit, EU:C:1984:183, para 15. For other examples, see Case 37/83 REWE-Zentrale v 
Landwirtschaftskammer Rheinland EU:C:1984:89 and Joined cases 80 and 81/77 Société Les Commissionnaires Réunis SARL 
EU:C:1978:87. See also Case C-51/93 Meyhui EU:C:1994:312. 
42 Case 37/83 Landwirtschaftskammer Rheinland, para 20: “it has by no means been shown that the Council…has 
exceeded the limits of its discretionary power.” 
43 Joined Cases C-154/04 and C-155/04 Alliance for Natural Health ECLI:EU:C:2005:449. 
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“the Community legislature must be allowed a broad discretion in an area 

such as that involved in the present case, which entails political, economic 

and social choices on its part, and in which it is called upon to undertake 

complex assessments. Consequently, the legality of a measure adopted in 

that area can be affected only if the measure is manifestly inappropriate 

having regard to the objective which the competent institution is seeking 

to pursue”44 

The rationale behind this form of deference is that complex decisions have to 

account for political, economic and social choices and by implication that political 

institutions will be superior to judicial institutions in this regard. It might be 

questioned why the Court is still deferential to the Union legislature, even after 

the latter has breached a Treaty prohibition. The reason is that the measure is 

taken in the Union interest. The Court does not want to replace its idea of the 

Union interest with that expressed through the multilateral legislative process. 

By contrast, the rationale behind the intensified standard for Member States is that 

they do not necessarily act in the Union interest. Therefore, when they breach, for 

example, Article 34, they may be acting contrary to the Union interest. The Court 

steps in to ensure that the Union interest is not damaged by the measure in 

question. Thus, we can see the underlying rationale behind the “double standard” 

is that Union measures are multilateral and Member State measures are unilateral.45 

In this sense, an intensive proportionality standard may be necessary to ensure 

that the goals of individual Member States do not overcome the Union’s collective 

interest in the single market. 

Despite this rationale, many have expressed concern that the strict test for 

Member States is unduly limiting of Member State autonomy. From the 

perspective of democracy, it has been argued that the national democratic process 

is the vehicle for collective self-expression of morality in a society. De Witte 

                                                   
44 Ibid., para 52. See also, Case C-491/01 British American Tobacco (Investments) and Imperial Tobacco EU:C:2002:741, 
para 123, Case C-84/94 UK v. Council (Working Time Directive) EU:C:1996:431, para 58. The latter two cases concern 
the general proportionality test which tests for the competence of the Union to adopt the measure. However, the same 
statement of general deference can be found. 
45 See, Maduro, “Reformingthe Market of the State? Article 30 and the European Constitution: Economic Freedom 
and Political Rights”, 3 ELJ (1997), 55. Maduro makes this argument in the context of defining whether or not a 
Member State measure falls within the scope of Art. 34 TFEU. 
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stresses the importance of the “political forum” through which key values are 

articulated and negotiated.46 This is particularly relevant because the EU does not 

have the capacity to generate and legitimise a European-wide conception of 

morality. Thus, in this area, we must accept pluralism; “Europe consists of a 

plurality of entities with distinct historical/cultural/societal characters and… the 

institution of law must necessarily reflect the societal context in which it is 

embedded”.47 We ought thus to accept the creation of these norms by the “strong 

democratic institutions on the national level”.48  

III. NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS AS ORDINARY BODIES IN THE 
APPLICATION OF FREE MOVEMENT LAW 

The intensive standard outlined in this section applies equally to legislative and 

non-legislative Member State measures. The Court thus recognises no distinction 

between national parliaments and other domestic institutions. This can be 

contrasted with its treatment of the Union legislature, which offers some 

distinction between legislative and non-legislative measures.  

A. TREATMENT OF THE UNION LEGISLATURE 

The Treaty and the Court offer a distinction between legislative and non-

legislative acts. The Lisbon Treaty offers a definition of what constitutes a 

“legislative act”. Article 289(3) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European 

Union states: “Legal acts adopted by legislative procedure shall constitute 

legislative acts.” Under Art. 289(1), it is stated that the ordinary legislative 

procedure consists of joint adoption by the European Parliament and the Council 

of a regulation, directive or decision on a proposal from the Commission.49 As 

outlined in Article 289(2) TFEU, the remaining “special” legislative procedures 

vary, but always involve the participation of both the Council and the European 

                                                   
46 De Witte, “Sex, Drugs & EU Law: The Recognition of Moral and Ethical Diversity in EU Law”, 50 CML Rev. (2013), 
1545, 1547. 
47 Harbo, “Introducing Procedural Proportionality Review in European Law”, 30 Leiden Journal of International Law 
(2017), 25, 46. 
48 Ibid. 
49 The Ordinary Legislative Procedure is outlined in Art. 294 TFEU. 
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Parliament.50 This suggests a formal definition wherein only acts which pass 

through processes involving these representative institutions are classified as 

legislative.  

This approach differs from the Court of Justice’s case law prior to Lisbon. In pre-

Lisbon case law, the classification of legislation was based not on who made the 

decision, but rather who is affected by the decision. In this way, generally applicable 

measures were considered legislative, while measures applicable to individuals 

were deemed to be administrative.51 

This was evident in the tools of review that the Court made use of pre-Lisbon. For 

example, those individually affected by administrative measures had a “right to 

be heard”. This is a rule that where a person is affected by the decision of a public 

authority, she must be given the opportunity to put forward her views.52 

However, this rule did not apply in relation to the legislative procedure. This was 

confirmed in the case of Atalanta53 which stated that the right to be heard “cannot 

be extended to apply to the context of a Community legislative procedure 

culminating in the enactment of legislation involving a choice of economic policy 

and applying to the generality of the traders concerned.”54 Thus, certain forms of 

review would not apply to measures because they were generally applicable, 

rather than applying to an individual.  

Further, even within tools of review that were applicable to both individually and 

generally applicable measures, the standard of review was more intensive for the 

former. A clear example of this came in the requirement in Art. 296 TFEU: “Legal 

acts shall state the reasons on which they are based and shall refer to any 

proposals, initiatives, recommendations, requests or opinions required by the 

Treaties.” This applied to all legal acts but the Court made it clear that the same 

standard did not apply to all measures. This was evident in Beus, which stated 

“The extent of the requirement laid down by [Art 296] of the Treaty to state the 

                                                   
50 The two most common types are the consultation procedure, in which the European Parliament has the right to be 
consulted on a measure, but not to veto the measure. There is also the consent procedure, wherein the consent of the 
European Parliament is required for the Council to pass a measure.  
51 Schwarze European Administrative Law (Sweet and Maxwell, 2006), p.21. 
52 Case 17/74 Transocean Marine Paint v Commission EU:C:1974:106 
53 Case C-104/97 P Atlanta AG v Commission EU:C:1999:498 
54 Ibid., para 70. Emphasis added. See also, Case T-13/99 Pfizer Animal Health SA v Council EU:T:2002:209, para 487. 
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reasons on which measures are based, depends on the nature of the measure in 

question.”55 A regulation, of general application, needs only to describe “the 

general situation which led to its adoption” and the “general objectives which it 

is intended to achieve.”56 By contrast, a more specific administrative measure was 

held to a more exacting standard as in Germany v Commission.57 This case 

concerned a Commission decision which specifically affected Germany and the 

Court described Art. 296 TFEU as seeking “to give an opportunity to the parties 

of defending their rights, to the Court of exercising its supervisory functions and 

to Member States and to all interested nationals of ascertaining the circumstances 

in which the commission has applied the Treaty”. This was clearly a much more 

severe standard for the individually affecting measure, compared to the one that 

is generally applicable. 

By contrast, on the issues of who takes the decision, the Court of Justice was 

traditionally satisfied that any measure by a legislative institution could be 

considered legislative, even if it did not involve a democratically representative 

institution. Thus, Commission measures tended to be treated in the same way as 

Council and European Parliament measures. For example, in National Farmers’ 

Union,58 the challenged measure was a Commission Decision. Despite this, the 

Court offered the same phrasing of deference given to measures of the Council 

and European Parliament in the CAP; noting that the “Community legislature has 

a discretionary power” corresponding to its “political responsibilities” in the 

area.59 Here, the “Community legislature” is simply a term which denotes any 

measures made by one of the Union’s legislative institutions. 

This broad use of the term “legislature” has changed in light of the Lisbon 

definition of a legislative act. However, this has not altered some aspects of the 

Court’s treatment of Commission measures in practice. Despite this definition, the 

Court has continued to apply the same deference to non-legislative acts. So, for 

example, in Etimine60, the Court did not refer to Commission measures as being 

                                                   
55 Case 5/67 Beus EU:C:1968:13, emphasis added. 
56 Ibid. 
57 Case 24/62 Germany v Commission EU:C:1963:14 
58 C-157/96 National Farmers’ Union EU:C:1998:191.  
59 Ibid., para 61.  
60 Case C-15/10 Etimine SA EU:C:2011:504, para 125. 
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made by the “legislature”, as it had done in the past. However, it still offered it 

the same standard of review that it had done earlier, deferring to the “broad 

discretion” which must be applied in this area. This shows that there is no 

distinction between representative institutions, such as the Council and European 

Parliament, and non-representative institutions, such as the Commission, in the 

standard of review.61  

Overall, while it is not always coherent, it is clear that the Court and Treaty offer 

a distinction between legislative and non-legislative Union norms. By contrast the 

Court approaches national measures with an international law view, not offering 

that distinction between legislative and non-legislative measures. 

B. NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS AS ORDINARY BODIES IN UNION 

As discussed in detail in the Introductory Chapter, national parliaments are, in 

some sense, exceptional bodies when compared to other domestic institutions. This 

is clear in the domestic context. While their significance has, generally speaking, 

diminished throughout the 20th century due to the growth of executive power and 

Constitutional Courts,62 national parliaments still hold a significant place in many 

Member States.63 The most prominent of these is in the United Kingdom, where 

the Westminster parliament still retains “legislative supremacy”. Its acts are the 

highest form of law and cannot be struck down by domestic courts.64 But even in 

States with powerful constitutional courts, national parliaments are still protected 

as essential to democracy.65 How does this special domestic status of national 

parliaments translate to the European level? 

In the application of Union law, the traditional position is that national 

parliaments are not offered any special status. The Court of Justice has had 

recourse to the international law view, which sees the legislature as indistinct 

from the Member State. Thus, it is clear that the primacy of Union law would not 

                                                   
61 This can be said to have been re-enforced by Case C-62/14 Gauweiler and Others EU:C:2015:400, which conducts a 
deferential standard of review to the decision of the Governing Council of the European Central Bank.  
62 Stone Sweet, “Constitutional Courts and Parliamentary Democracy”, 25 West European Politics (2002), 77. 
63 Note the importance of national parliaments in German Constitutional Court judgments. For example, Cases 2 BvE 
2/08 et al. Ratification of the Treaty of Lisbon, judgment of 30 June 2009. See further, Kiiver, “The Lisbon Judgment of 
the German Constitutional Court: A Court-Ordered Strengthening of the National Legislature in the EU”, 16 ELJ 
(2010), 578. This issue is explored further in Chapter 4. 
64 Gordon Parliamentary Sovereignty in the UK Constitution: Process, Politics and Democracy (Hart Publishing, 2015). 
65 See Chapter 4 of this thesis. 
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be sacrificed to allow Member States to retain any special status for domestic 

legislatures. It is the duty of national courts to disapply legislation even where 

they are not entitled to do so under their own constitutional system.  

Thus, in Italy where only the Corte Costituzionale had jurisdiction to disapply 

legislation, it was held that even a low-level tribunal was required to disapply a 

legislative norm where it conflicted with EU law.66 Further, in the UK where 

legislation cannot be subject to judicial review, Ex Parte Factortame confirmed that 

UK courts must disapply incompatible UK legislation.67 Domestic practices that 

inhibit the decentralised enforcement of Union law due to the special position of 

national parliaments are thus disapplied.  

When faced explicitly with the question of whether EU law applies equally to 

legislative measures and non-legislative measures, the Court has espoused an 

“international law” view of Member States: 

“[I]n international law a state whose liability for breach of an international 

commitment is in issue will be viewed as a single entity, irrespective of 

whether the breach which gave rise to the damage is attributable to the legislature, 

the judiciary or the executive. This must apply a fortiori in the Community 

legal order since all State authorities, including the legislature, are bound 

in performing their tasks to comply with the rules laid down by 

Community law directly governing the situation of individuals”68 

This comment came in relation to the question of whether national parliaments 

could be subject to the principle of state liability. Established in Francovich,69 the 

principle holds that states may be liable to pay compensation for breaches of 

Union law. The Court confirmed that this applies “whatever be the organ of the state 

whose act or omission was responsible for the breach”.70 

                                                   
66 Case 106/77 Administrazione delle Finanze dello Stato ν Simmenthal EU:C:1978:49 
67 Case C-213/89 Ex Parte Factortame EU:C:1990:257 
68 Joined Cases C-46/93 and C-48/93 Brasserie Du Pecheur and Factortame EU:C:1996:79, para 34.  
69 Joined Cases C-6/90 and C-9/90, Francovich, EU:C:1991:428. Emphasis added. 
70 Joined Cases C-46/93 and C-48/93 Brasserie Du Pecheur and Factortame, para 32. Emphasis added. 
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This suggests that no regard will be paid to who passes the measure. This lack of 

distinction between administrators and legislators has been taken to its logical 

conclusion by Advocate General Tesauro in Brasserie Du Pecheur: 

“liability for acts or omissions of the legislature is not conceptually very 

remote or different from responsibility of the administrative authorities for 

legislative activity, which is upheld more or less everywhere today 

without difficulty.” 71 

As institutions, national legislatures are not exempt from the application of EU 

rules and must comply with them as do all other domestic institutions. This 

establishes the view of national parliaments as ordinary bodies in the free 

movement context. This means the same (generally) intensive standard of 

proportionality applies equally to legislative and non-legislative measures. 

 

2. BETWEEN EXCEPTIONAL AND ORDINARY: BALANCING THE POSITION OF 
NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS IN THE INTERNAL MARKET 

I. DEMOCRACY AND NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS IN THE 
TREATIES 

The Introductory Chapter defined the ordinariness/exceptionalism tension as the 

extent to which national parliaments are distinct from other Member States 

bodies. The previous sub-section outlines the position that national parliaments 

are not seen as distinctive from other Member States bodies in the application of 

free movement law and are thus deemed ordinary. This is well-established in the 

case law of the Court of Justice. This chapter asks whether the Court’s view of 

national parliaments as ordinary bodies could change in light of the Lisbon Treaty. 

In the first instance, it is clear that the Treaty does not explicitly instruct the Court 

to change the way that Union law applies to national parliaments. The Treaty 

provisions on the internal market, or in other substantive areas, do not direct the 

Court to treat national legislative measures differently to non-legislative 

                                                   
71 Opinion of A.G. Tesauro in Joined Cases C-46/93 and C-48/93 Brasserie Du Pecheur and Factortame EU:C:1996:79, 
para 37. 
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measures. However, the Treaty does make changes in its recognition of national 

parliaments and representative democracy. This is clear through a textual 

comparison to previous Treaties. 

The Treaty establishing the European Economic Community did not mention the 

principle of democracy. The first mention in a Treaty text came in the preamble of 

the Single European Act 1986. This stated that the Member States should “work 

together to promote democracy on the basis of fundamental rights”. It also linked 

democracy to the European Parliament, which was growing in prominence at the 

time, with a reference to “the democratic peoples of Europe, for whom the 

European Parliament, elected by universal suffrage, is an indispensable means of 

expression”.72 The Maastricht Treaty contained further references to democracy 

in its preamble, and also included the principle in the main text of the Treaty. This 

came in Article F: “The Union shall respect the national identities of its Member 

States, whose systems of government are founded on the principles of 

democracy.”73 It is notable that this reference is to the Member States being 

democratic, rather than the Union itself. The Amsterdam Treaty offered no 

additional mentions of the principle of democracy, whereas the Nice Treaty 

included the principle as part of economic, financial and technical cooperation 

with third countries.74 

The Lisbon Treaty places much greater emphasis on democracy than previous 

European Treaties. Article 2 TEU now states that democracy is one of the values 

upon which the Union is founded. This is the first statement in a main Treaty text 

that the Union is founded on democracy. Previously, Maastricht had stated that 

only the Member States were founded on the principle of democracy. Article F of 

the Maastricht Treaty was replaced by Art. 4(2) TEU which states: “The Union 

shall respect the equality of Member States before the Treaties as well as their 

national identities, inherent in their fundamental structures, political and 

                                                   
72 There was also reference to a need to “display the principles of democracy and compliance with the law and with 
human rights to which they are attached” as part of a contribution to international peace and security. Preamble, 
Single European Act [1987] OJ L 169/1. 
73 There was also reference in Article J.1 for the need for the common foreign and security policy “to develop and 
consolidate democracy and the rule of law”. 
74 Treaty of Nice amending the Treaty on European Union, the Treaties establishing the European Communities and 
certain related acts [2001] OJ C080/01: Art. 191a “Community policy in this area shall contribute to the general 
objective of developing and consolidating democracy and the rule of law, and to the objective of respecting human 
rights and fundamental freedoms.” 
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constitutional, inclusive of regional and local self-government...” In contrast to the 

Maastricht version, the principle of democracy is absent from this text. However, 

it does express the need to respect the political and constitutional structures of 

Member States, which invariably protect democracy amongst other principles. 

Title II of the TEU features a set of “provisions on democratic principles”. This 

title includes Article 9 which establishes the equality of all EU citizens before the 

Treaties. It also includes Article 11 which focuses on the transparency of Union 

institutions and the ability of the public to engage with them. This includes Art. 

11(4) which establishes the European Citizen’s Initiative, whereby one million 

citizens may invite the Commission to submit a legislative proposal.75  

Most significantly for this thesis, the “provisions on democratic principles” also 

place significant emphasis on representative democracy and national 

parliaments. Art. 10(1) TEU states: “The functioning of the Union shall be founded 

on representative democracy.” This includes direct representation at the 

European Parliament as well as representation in the European Council and in the 

Council. For the latter, it is explicitly stated that such representatives are 

“democratically accountable either to their national Parliaments, or to their 

citizens.” This explicitly links the legitimacy of Council and European Council 

decision-making to the democratic accountability of national parliaments. Art. 10 

expresses a clear statement, not found in Treaty law prior to the Lisbon 

amendment, that representative democracy is an important principle in the 

Union. Also within the “provisions on democratic principles” is the Treaty article 

dedicated to national parliaments. Article 12 TEU states: “National parliaments 

contribute actively to the good functioning of the Union”. 

On a literal reading, Arts 10 and 12 TEU reference the creation of Union law, 

rather than its application. This is the case for Art. 10 which discusses how 

representative democracy is expressed in the European Parliament and the 

Council. It is also the case for Art. 12 TEU, which lists a number of powers related 

to scrutiny of Union institutions and law-making. However, the references to 

national parliaments and representative democracy could also be seen as part of 

                                                   
75 Regulation 211/2011 of the European Parliament and of the Council on the Citizen’s Initiative O.J. 2011, L 65/1. 
See, Dougan, “What are we to Make of the Citizen’s Initiative, 48 CMLRev. (2011), 1807. 
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a larger picture expressed by the Lisbon Treaty. The Treaty makes it clear, in 

contrast to previous Treaty amendments, that the Union is explicitly founded on 

democracy amongst other values.  

II. THE COURT OF JUSTICE AND DEMOCRACY IN THE 
INTERNAL MARKET 

It is clear that the Lisbon Treaty represents a textual shift towards the principle of 

democracy in the Union. This section will consider the extent to which the Court 

of Justice might reflect this change. Prior to Lisbon, the Court has placed limited 

emphasis on democracy in its case law.76 This is evident in its free movement case 

law, in the review of both Union and Member State measures.  

For Union measures, the Court has traditionally deferred to the choices of the 

Union legislature. However, as discussed in section 1, this deference is not based 

on the superior democratic legitimacy of the legislature. Rather, the language of 

the Court suggests that the legislature is better placed than the Court to make 

“political, economic and social choices”.77 This appears to express the idea that 

leaving these decisions to the legislature will result in “better” outcomes rather 

than “more democratic” outcomes”. 

This can be contrasted with the way that some domestic courts defer to domestic 

legislation. Deference to domestic legislation is specifically linked to the idea of 

democracy. At its peak, this results in the doctrine of parliamentary sovereignty, 

whereby legislation cannot be reviewed. This is the case in the United Kingdom, 

where the justification is explicitly based on democracy: courts should “defer, on 

democratic grounds, to the considered opinion of the elected body as to where the 

balance is to be struck between the rights of the individual and the needs of 

society.”78 The same rationale can be found in many other European constitutions, 

albeit to justify deference in, instead of a prohibition of, judicial review. For 

example, in Spain, the highest Court has stated that legislation “is the emanation 

of the popular will” and as such can only be annulled when required “by very 

                                                   
76 See Ritleng, “Does the European Court of Justice Take Democracy Seriously? Some Thoughts about the Macro-
Financial Assistance case”, 53 CMLRev (2016), 11. 
77 Joined Cases C-154/04 and C-155/04 Alliance for Natural Health, para 52. 
78 Lord Hope in Regina v. Director of Public Prosecutions Ex Parte Kebeline and Others [2000] 2 A.C. 326, 381. 
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serious and well-founded reasons”79. Similarly, Belgium’s constitutional Court 

directly references the fact that the legislative assemblies are “democratically 

elected”80 and, as such, the Court does not have a comparable power. These 

statements suggest that the Court will defer to the national legislature because it 

produces “more democratic” outcomes. 

The Court of Justice does not treat domestic legislation in the same way as these 

domestic courts. Instead, the Court places a strict standard on the unilateral 

measures of Member States. This ensures that the multilateral market remains 

effective by removing unjustified national barriers to trade. However, the Treaty 

of Lisbon could lead the Court to reconsider its review of national parliamentary 

norms. The Treaty now makes it more difficult to apply an international law view 

in the application of Union law. It explicitly states that national parliaments 

“contribute actively to the good functioning of Union law”. This marks national 

parliaments out as exceptional compared to other national institutions, who do not 

receive the same recognition in the Treaty. 

The question is, in what way are national parliaments exceptional, and should this 

change the way the Court treats them? As discussed in this section, it appears to 

be the democratic nature of national parliaments that explains their exceptional 

treatment in the Treaties. Article 10 TEU also explicitly states that the functioning 

of the Union is “founded on representative democracy” In light of this, the 

remainder of this chapter will consider whether the Court of Justice can 

incorporate the Treaty’s view of national parliaments as exceptional actors when 

reviewing national legislation for compliance with the internal market. 

The next two sections consider two technical problems with potential deference 

to national legislation. If the Court was to defer to national legislation, on the basis 

of its democratic legitimacy, it would have two options to do this. It could either 

presume that national legislation is democratic (and thus exceptional), or test that 

national legislation in order to ensure it is democratic (and thus exceptional). The 

first of these options faces issues relating to the heterogeneous aspects of national 

                                                   
79 Sentencia 17/1981 of 1 June 1981, Spanish Tribunal Constitucional. 
80 Belgian Court constiutionelle, Judgment no 10/2001 of 7 February 2001. 
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parliaments. The second option faces issues relating to the extent to which 

national parliaments ought to be internalised within the Union. 

3. PROBLEMS OF HETEROGENEITY: DEFERENCE TO DEMOCRATIC FORM 

Perhaps the starting point for offering greater deference to legislation would be 

to defer to it as a form. The Court could recognise the superior democratic 

legitimacy of legislation and conduct a more deferential test when reviewing it. 

However, this section highlights the potential issue of heterogeneity if this choice 

were made. Given that each Member state system is different, this may allow 

some Member States to pass more legislative measures than others, giving them 

greater regulatory autonomy. This may give them a competitive advantage in the 

market, and leave Member States in an unequal position. 

Deferring to the form of legislation is a common method of judicial review. This is 

evident in many Member States. Review of legislation is restricted, in some cases 

only to a constitutional court. When review is undertaken, constitutional courts 

“take care to emphasize proper deference to legislatures”.81 This was discussed in 

the previous section, which highlighted examples of domestic courts deferring to 

legislation explicitly on the basis of democracy. 

However, in the context of the multilateral market, the heterogeneous aspects of 

national parliaments may lead to certain problems. One of the most significant is 

the administrative heterogeneity that exists between different Member States. Policy 

areas are not necessarily regulated by the same actors in different States. Thus, a 

measure which is passed through legislation in one State may be passed by an 

executive instrument in another State and a regulatory act in another still.  

The Union’s traditional response to this is to take an international law view. This 

was outlined above: 

“[I]n international law a state whose liability for breach of an international 

commitment is in issue will be viewed as a single entity, irrespective of 

                                                   
81 De Visser Constitutional Review in Europe: A Comparative Analysis (Bloomsbury, 2014), p. 282: 
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whether the breach which gave rise to the damage is attributable to the 

legislature, the judiciary or the executive.”82 

In the assessment of breaches of obligation, the Court assesses a State as a whole. 

This approach is also seen in the Treaty. For example, many obligations need to 

be fulfilled by “national authorities”. The most prominent of these is the 

implementation of Directives under Art. 288 TFEU: 

“A directive shall be binding, as to the result to be achieved, upon each 

Member State to which it is addressed, but shall leave to the national 

authorities the choice of form and methods.”83 

This blanket application allows the Union to avoid questions of administrative 

heterogeneity, and simply expects an outcome to be achieved by the Member States 

as a whole.84 In the context of the internal market, the equal treatment of national 

measures means that no problems of administrative heterogeneity arise. By offering 

the same standard of review to each measure, and thus ignoring which institution 

passed it, differences between Member States do not affect the standard of review.  

Deferring to legislative measures in the internal market would lead to problems 

related to administrative heterogeneity. An identical substantive law could be 

passed in two different Member States, but the legislative measure may remain in 

place and the non-legislative measure may be found incompatible due to the 

different standards of review. This different treatment could lead to inequalities 

between different Member States, depending on their institutional differences. In 

some Member States, it may be possible to pass more legislation than in others. 

This could be exacerbated by the systemic differences that we have highlighted in 

previous chapters. For example, systems with unicameral parliaments may find 

it easier to pass legislation than bicameral systems. Or, electoral systems that tend 

towards majority governments, rather than minority governments, may lead to 

                                                   
82 Joined Cases C-46/93 and C-48/93 Brasserie Du Pecheur and Factortame EU:C:1996:79, para 34.  
83 Ibid., emphasis added 
84 This approach is also evident in a series of Court of Justice cases on the responsibilities of legislatures for failing to 
comply with Union law. For example Case 77/69 Commission ν Belgium EU:C:1970:34, para 15: “The obligations arising 
from Article 95 of the Treaty devolve upon States as such and the liability of a Member State under Article 169 arises 
whatever the agency of the State whose action or inaction is the cause of the failure to fulfil its obligations, even in the 
case of a constitutionally independent institution.” See also: Case 8/70 Commission ν Italy EU:C:1970:94; Case 52/75 
Commission ν Italy EU:C:1976:29. 
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more legislation being passed. Overall, it may be easier to pass legislation 

depending on the institutional strength of parliament in relation to the 

government.  

These systemic differences could lead to greater regulatory autonomy for those 

Member States whose governance systems allow for easier passage of legislation. 

These Member States could take advantage of the disapplication of rules in other 

States to allow for free movement of goods from their territory. At the same time, 

they may be able to impose higher standards on issues such as environmental and 

social policy compared to other States. 

Deference to all legislation would come with a certain irony. Member States with 

weaker parliaments may be able to pass more legislative measures, taking 

advantage of the presumption of democratic legitimacy. However, a strong 

parliament, holding the executive to account, is part of the democratic legitimacy 

of the legislative process.85 Ironically, Member States with arguably less 

democratic systems may be the ones able to take advantage of the greater 

regulatory autonomy that comes with deference to legislation. 

Indeed, an irrebuttable presumption that national legislation is democratically 

legitimate could even lead to abuse of the system. Offering greater deference to 

legislative norms would create an incentive to pass legislation in order to have a 

greater likelihood of compatibility with rules of free movement. This could 

potentially create an incentive to abuse the system, with Member States aiming to 

pass measures through the legislative process without full accountability 

exercised by the parliament. This would clearly not be possible in all Member 

States, but the incentive is problematic. For example, in Hungary the current 

government has a two-thirds majority of seats. This may limit the traditional 

government–opposition dynamic that characterises parliamentary systems. This 

involves the opposition holding the government to account for decisions and 

ultimately being able to replace the government if the voters choose to do this in 

                                                   
85 See, for example, Oliver Government in the United Kingdom: The Search for Accountability, Effectiveness and 
Citizenship (Open University Press, 1991), 28 
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an election. With such a large majority in the Hungarian parliament, such 

accountability is inherently limited. 86 

Overall, this heterogeneity suggests a problem with blanket deference to national 

legislation. The problem outlined is the presumption of democratic legitimacy. 

The incentives created by blanket deference to form potentially undermine the 

rationale for that deference. One alternative to correct this is to instead review the 

democratic process. This would involve, not the presumption of democratic 

legitimacy, but the need to test the democratic legitimacy of measures in order for 

them to be deferred to. However, this alternative raises questions over the 

boundaries of judicial review, and whether interrogating legislative procedures 

would step into an area which ought to remain external to Union legal duties. 

4. PROBLEMS OF EXTERNALITY: REVIEW OF THE DEMOCRATIC PROCESS 

Is it possible for the Court of Justice to ensure that national parliaments are 

sufficiently democratic through review of the democratic process? This may cure 

some of the heterogeneity problems outlined in the previous section. However, this 

section describes the problems of reviewing the domestic procedures of national 

parliaments. This may place obligation in an area which arguably ought to remain 

external to Union legal duties. 

Before beginning this section, it is necessary to point out that process review is a 

varied concept. In particular, there is extensive literature on the extent to which 

the Court of Justice reviews the process by which Union legislation is made.87 

There is also a significant amount of case law on testing administrative measures for 

                                                   
86 See Dojcsak “Constitutional Change through Euro Crisis Law: A Multi-level Legal Analysis of Economic and 
Monetary Union”, Hungarian report (http://eurocrisislaw.eui.eu/hungary), on the limited impact of debates on 
decisions made in the Eurozone crisis: “in most of the cases where parliamentary debates are quoted, the Government 
has a two-third majority of the seats in the Parliament. In these cases there was no need of compromise between the 
governmental and opposition parties, not even in those cases, in which the European legislation had to be 
implemented by an act voted with the two-third majority of the MPs. Therefore these debates had no effect on the 
final decisions in most cases.” 
87 See generally Lenaerts, “The European Court of Justice and Process-Oriented Review”, 31 YEL (2012), 3.; Meuwese 
and Popelier, “Legal Implications of Better Regulation: A Special Issue”, 17 EPL (2011), 455; Popelier, “Preliminary 
Comments on the Role of Courts as Regulatory Watchdogs”, 6 Legisprudence (2012), 257; Alemanno, “Emergence of 
the Evidence-Based Judicial Reflex: A Response to Bar-Siman-Tov's Semiprocedural Review”, 1 Theory and Practice 
of Legislation (2013), 327; Alemanno, “A Meeting of Minds on Impact Assessment”, 17 European Public Law (2011), 
485.; Popelier, “Governance and Better Regulation: Dealing with the Legitimacy Paradox”, 17 European Public Law 
(2011), 555.; Mak, “Judicial Review of Regulatory Instruments: The Least Imperfect Alternative?”, 6 Legisprudence 
(2012), 301; Shapiro, “The Giving Reasons Requirement” in Shapiro and Stone Sweet (eds.) On Law, Politics and 
Judicialization (OUP, 2002).  
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compliance with free movement rules.88 This chapter, however, specifically 

explores the idea of using process review in the assessment of national legislative 

measures for compliance with free movement rules. 

I. TESTING EXCEPTIONALISM: REVIEW OF DEMOCRATIC 
PROCESS 

The process by which legislation is made could form part of the Court’s review of 

national measures for compliance with free movement law. Legislation could be 

reviewed to ensure that it is sufficiently democratic and thus deserving of 

deference. This type of review has been suggested in the literature. Gerards 

suggests this form of review on the basis that “doubts may exist as to the actual 

democratic legitimacy of legislatures”.89 We cannot rely on the “quality and 

legitimacy of democratic decision-making” and as such “judicial control” is 

valuable.90 How might we conduct this form of review? Gerards leans on the 

theory of John Hart Ely in his book Democracy and Distrust, which was developed 

in the context of the US Supreme Court.91 This involves review of the legislative 

process to see if “problematic flaws” may exist, which, if found, provide a “reason 

for intensive judicial review.”92 Ultimately: 

“the general approach to be taken by the EU courts could be the 

application of a marginal test. Only if there is objective reason to suspect 

that the decision-making process was taunted by essential flaws and 

defects, the test may be intensified to strict scrutiny.”93 

A detailed account of a form of review of democratic process is also offered by 

Harbo. He suggests that, as part of examining the reasons for a decision, the Court 

                                                   
88 Spaventa, “Leaving Keck behind? The free movement of goods after the rulings in Commission v Italy and 
Mickelson and Roos”, 34 ELRev. [2009], 914 Barnard points to cases such as Case 124/81 Commission v UK (UHT) 
EU:C:1983:30 and Case 272/80 Biologische Producten EU:C:1981:312 as suggestive of an “increasing emphasis on “good 
governance” in the states’ approach to the question of proportionality” in The Substantive Law of the EU: The Four 
Freedoms (5th ed, OUP, 2016), p. 191. 
89 Gerards, “Pluralism, Deference and the Margin of Appreciation Doctrine”, 17 ELJ (2011), 80, 118. 
90 Ibid., 118. 
91 Ely Democracy and Distrust (Harvard University Press, 1980). See also, Ely, “Toward a Representation-reinforcing 
Mode of Judicial Review” 37 Maryland Law Review [1978], 451. 
92 Gerards op. cit. supra note 89, 118 
93 Ibid., 119. 
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should conduct an in-depth review of the deliberation prior to the passing of a 

legislative act. This should include: 

“[A]n examination of the debate which has taken place in the national 

assembly…reading the minutes from the debate or the more extensive 

travail preparatoire to the measure, etc. What the court should be 

searching for is, among other things, proof of participation by 

representatives in the decision-making process. This has to do not only 

with physical presence, but also active participation in the deliberation. 

The underlying premise is that the number of views reflected in the debate 

increases proportionately with the number of representatives taking an 

active part. Furthermore, the court must look for proof of the building of 

consensuses rather than compromises. It has to detect evidence of 

interaction between the parties in the sense that they listen and actively 

respond to each other’s views in the search for the ‘better argument’.”94  

Harbo and Gerards both link this type of review to that conducted by the 

European Court of Human Rights. One example offered is the case of Hirst, a case 

concerning the UK’s limitation on the voting rights of prisoners.95 The 

complainant argued that this rule resulted in his disenfranchisement, and that this 

breached his rights under Article 3 of Protocol No. 1 of the European Convention 

of Human Rights, which provides:  

“The High Contracting Parties undertake to hold free elections at 

reasonable intervals by secret ballot, under conditions which will ensure 

the free expression of the opinion of the people in the choice of the 

legislature.” 

                                                   
94 Harbo, “Introducing Procedural Proportionality Review in European Law”, 30 Leiden Journal of International Law 
(2017), 25, 36. 
95 Hirst v United Kingdom (74025/01) (2006) 42 EHRR. 41, para 79. For comment, Briant, “Dialogue, Diplomacy and 
Defiance: Prisoner’s Voting Rights at Home and in Strasbourg” EHRLR (2011), 243; Nicol, “Legitimacy of the 
Commons Debate on Prisoner Voting”, Public Law (2011), 681. Procedural considerations have been used in a 
number of ECtHR cases. See: VgT v Switzerland (32772/02) (2001) 34 EHRR 159; TV Vest v Norway (21132/05) (2009) 
48 EHRR 51; ADI v the UK (48876/08) (2013) 57 EHRR 21; Smith and Grady v the UK (33985/96 and 33986/96) (2000) 
29 EHRR 549; Kiyutin v Russia (2700/10) (2011) 53 EHRR 26. See further Popelier and Heyning, “Procedural 
Rationality: Giving Teeth to the Proportionality Analysis” 9 EUConst (2013), 230. 
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In determining whether this measure was proportionate to its aim of punishing 

the prisoner, the Court placed emphasis on aspects of the legislative process. The 

Court stated: “there is no evidence that Parliament has ever sought to weigh the 

competing interests or to assess the proportionality of a blanket ban on the right 

of a convicted prisoner to vote”. This failure of consideration contributed to a 

failure to justify the measure, ultimately leading to a finding of incompatibility: 

“it cannot be said that there was any substantive debate by members of the 

legislature on the continued justification in light of modern-day penal 

policy and of current human rights standards for maintaining such a 

general restriction on the right of prisoners to vote.”96 

The next section considers whether this type of process review is evident in the 

internal market case law. 

II. REVIEW OF THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS IN THE 
INTERNAL MARKET 

Process review is an inherently ambiguous practice. We can note its potential to 

collapse into substantive review. As a critic of the procedural theory of John Hart 

Ely argued: 

“The process theme by itself determines almost nothing unless its 

presuppositions are specified, and its content supplemented, by a full 

theory of substantive rights and values”97 

Further, there are a number of different ways to review the legislative process. In 

the previous sub-sections, we saw theories of process review intended to test the 

democratic legitimacy of national measures. However, this type of review is not 

evident in the case law. Rather, two main types of review can be discerned i) 

“good faith”: review to determine whether the Member State is genuinely 

                                                   
96 Hirst v United Kingdom (74025/01), para 79 
97 Tribe, “The Puzzling Persistence of Process-Based Constitutional Theories”, 89 The Yale Law Journal (1980), 1063, 
1064. See also Tushnet, “Darkness on the Edge of Town: The Contributions of John Hart Ely to Constitutional Theory'” 
89 The Yale Law Journal (1980), 1037. Koffler, “Constitutional Catarrh: Democracy and Distrust, by John Hart Ely” 1 
Pace L. Rev. (1981), 403; Dworkin, “The Forum of Principle”, 56 NYULRev. (1981), 469; Chander, “Globalization and 
Distrust”, 114 Yale Law Journal (2005), 1193; Barber and Fleming Constitutional Interpretation: The Basic Questions 
(OUP, 2007); Linde, “Due Process of Lawmaking”, 55 NebLRev. (1975), 197. 
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pursuing the objective it claims to pursue and ii) sufficiency of consideration: 

review to determine whether the legislature has considered sufficient materials in 

passing a measure. Both types raise issues of institutional autonomy due to their 

intrusion in to the Member State legislative process. 

A. “GOOD FAITH” REVIEW 

“Good faith” review - to determine whether the Member State is genuinely 

pursuing the objective it claims to pursue - is evident in certain cases on the issue 

of posted workers. For example, in Finalarte, a fund was set up in Germany that 

required contributions from employers with posted workers. These rules 

conflicted with the Treaty prohibition on the free movement of services by placing 

an extra economic burden on such employers.98 In the question of whether the 

measure could be justified, the Court stated: 

“[T]he intention of the legislature, to be gathered from the political debates 

preceding the adoption of a law or from the statement of the grounds on 

which it was adopted, may be an indication of the aim of that law”99  

The Court makes it clear that this will not be “conclusive” and that the measure 

must be reviewed objectively. But the significance of pre-legislative 

considerations is clear, and it was also highlighted in another case on Posted 

Workers. In Portugaia Construções Ld.,100 the Court stated that pre-legislative 

statements of intention may “constitute an indication as to the objective pursued 

by the legislation”.101 The Court assesses whether the legislature is genuinely 

pursuing the aim it is claiming to pursue by reviewing the legislative process. 

In Commission v Poland (GMOs)102, Poland aimed to justify a measure banning 

genetically modified organisms on ethical and moral grounds. However, in their 

attempts to justify this, the Court found that Poland had not genuinely based its 

                                                   
98 Art. 56 Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union and Directive 96/71/EC of the European Parliament and 
of the Council of 16 December 1996 concerning the posting of workers in the framework of the provision of services 
(OJ 1997 L 18 1) 
99 Joined cases C-49/98, C-50/98, C-52/98 to C-54/98 and C-68/98 to C-71/98 Finalarte and Others EU:C:2001:564, para 
40. 
100 Case C-164/99 Portugaia Construções Ld. EU:C:2002:40 
101 Ibid, para 30. 
102 Case C-165/08 Commission v. Poland (Genetically modified organisms) EU:C:2009:473. 
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considerations on this ground. In this sense, Poland failed to prove its legislative 

intent was not protectionist.  

“In the present case, it is sufficient to hold that the Republic of Poland, 

upon which the burden of proof lies in such a case, has failed, in any event, 

to establish that the true purpose of the contested national provisions was 

in fact to pursue the religious and ethical objectives relied upon, which for 

the Commission is a matter of doubt.”103 

This focus on the pre-legislative phase to determine the intent of a measure can 

also be found in aspects of the case law on gambling. In Gambelli,104 the Court 

wanted to review the general policy of Italy to determine whether its rules 

restricting betting genuinely pursued the aim of reducing criminality and fraud. 

The assessment referenced preparatory papers for the legislation to show that 

Italy was “pursuing a policy of substantially expanding betting and gaming at 

national level with a view to obtaining funds”.105 This implied that the policy 

might not be pursuing the aim that Italy claimed and was instead focused on 

raising revenue. The judgment was left to the national court, but we can see 

another example here of the pre-legislative phase being used to determine that 

measures may not have been made in good faith.  

B. SUFFICIENCY OF CONSIDERATION 

Another type of review commonly used by the Court determines whether the 

legislature has sufficiently considered relevant materials during the legislative 

process. Generally speaking, there is a trend towards the demand for evidence, 

which has been described as an “empirical turn” in the case law.106 For example, 

Lindman involved tax arrangements in Finland that favoured the Finnish lottery 

system over foreign lotteries through preferential taxation. Finland claimed this 

discrimination was justified on the basis that, by directing consumers towards its 

lottery, there were benefits such as protection against wrongdoing and fraud and 

                                                   
103 Ibid., para 52. 
104 Case C-243/01 Gambelli and Others EU:C:2003:597. 
105 Ibid, para 68. 
106 See Alemanno, “Balancing Free Movement and Public Health: The Case of Minimum Unit Pricing of Alcohol in 
Scotch Whisky”, 53 CMLRev. (2016), 1037, 1038. See also, Nic Shuibhne and Maci, “Proving Public Interest: The 
Grown Impact of Evidence in Free Movement Case Law”, 50 CML Rev. (2013), 96. 
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a reduction in social damage.107 The Court in principle suggested that this could 

be accepted as a defence, but noted that the “justification must be accompanied 

by an analysis of the appropriateness and proportionality of the restrictive 

measure”.108 The Court noted that there was “no statistical or other evidence” 

which proved the link between the risks and participation in lotteries organised 

in other Member States. The analysis ends here, with the lack of evidence 

provided by the Member State sufficient to show that the measure is not 

proportionate.  

Strong statements in relation to evidence were also made in Bressol.109 This case 

involved attempts by the French Community of Belgium to limit the number of 

medical students travelling to study from France on the basis that they would 

later leave the territory to find work elsewhere. This was cited as a risk to public 

health because there would be an insufficient number of doctors available in the 

area. This matter was to be assessed by the national court but guidance was 

offered by the Court of Justice. The claim has to be justified on the basis of an 

“objective, detailed analysis, supported by figures…capable of demonstrating, 

with solid and consistent data, that there are genuine risks to public health.”110  

A key question is whether this requires evidence to have been considered during 

the legislative process. Is there any evidence of the Court undertaking this level 

of analysis? The question of whether the requirement of evidence established in 

Lindman required proof of studies prior to the adoption of measures was asked in 

Stoβ.111 The Court explicitly rejected the idea that there could be no justification 

“solely on the ground that that Member State is not able to produce studies serving 

as the basis for the adoption of the legislation at issue.”112 Indeed in Scotch Whisky, 

the Court seems to suggest the opposite. In that case, it was determined that it 

was not only evidence available to the Member State at the time the measure was 

                                                   
107 Case C-42/02 Lindman EU:C:2003:613, para 23, Finland also argues it is justified by “the financing of activities in 
the public interest and ensuring legal certainty”. Norway adds that it will help to reduce gambling addiction. 
108 Ibid, para 25.  
109 Case C-73/08 Bressol EU:C:2010:181. 
110 Ibid, para 71 
111 Joined Cases C-316/07, C-358/07 to C-360/07, C-409/07 and C-410/07 Stoβ and Others EU:C:2010:504. 
112 Ibid., para 72. Emphasis added. 
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passed that could be considered by the Court, but all information available at the 

date of the ruling.113 

Despite these indications, the Court has, on occasion, appeared to place 

requirements more directly on the decision-making process. For example, 

Advocate General Sharpston giving the opinion in Bressol phrased her analysis in 

terms of the legislative process. The opinion extensively considers the travaux 

perparatoires of the Decree and states some of the evidence “was introduced on the 

basis of rather patchy information”. Further: 

“[t]he specific material that would lead a prudent legislator legitimately to 

conclude that a specific burgeoning problem needed to be nipped in the 

bud…was simply not to hand and/or not examined when the decree was 

enacted”114 

In fact, the Court may combine this with “good faith” review in order to find 

insufficient evidence of a genuine pursuit of the objective in question. For example, 

the case of Commission v United Kingdom (Newcastle Disease)115 concerned British 

government restrictions on the import of poultry products from mainland Europe 

following the outbreak of a highly infectious viral disease affecting chicken and 

turkeys. Reasons counting against the UK in the proportionality assessment 

included its failure to inform the Commission of the measure and insufficient 

evidence of pre-legislative consideration. By way of comparison, the Court looked 

at an earlier ban adopted by Great Britain that was “thoroughly prepared by an 

elaborate report of a committee of experts, by various studies and by prolonged 

discussion among veterinary experts”.116 The standards of the measure in 

question were not comparable and thus the Court concluded that it “did not form 

part of a seriously considered health policy”. Ultimately, in reviewing the 

procedure the Court here seemed to find that the measure, due to its lack of 

scientific base, was in fact protectionist. Thus, we can see that a lack of 

consideration could be used as evidence that the Member State has discriminatory 

                                                   
113 Case C-333/14 Scotch Whiskey EU:C:2015:845, para 65. 
114 Opinion of A.G. Sharpston in Case C-73/08 Bressol EU:C:2009:396, para 103. 
115 Case 40/82 Commission v United Kingdom (Newcastle Disease) EU:C:1984:33. 
116 Ibid., para 38. 
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intentions and not an objectively good reason for the act. The fact that the measure 

is insufficiently evidenced suggests a discriminatory choice by the Member State.  

This brief account of the case law reveals that there is no evidence of review of 

process to ensure its democratic legitimacy. However, the Court has shown that 

it may review the legislative process for other reasons. It is not at all clear that this 

will result in a less intensive standard of review. In the next sub-section, we will 

consider whether the Court could adopt review to specifically test for the 

democratic legitimacy of the legislative process. 

III. REVIEW OF THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS FOR 
DEMOCRATIC LEGITIMACY 

A. PROCESS REVIEW IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
ASSESSMENT DIRECTIVE 

The above section highlighted the Court’s lack of focus on democratic legitimacy 

when conducting process review of national legislation for compliance with free 

movement rules. This is not surprising, given the fact that democracy does not 

form part of the rationale when the Court conducts substantive review. However, 

the Court has conducted review to determine whether legislation is sufficiently 

democratic in a different context. This comes in relation to the Environmental 

Impact Assessment Directive.117 This sub-section will analyse the way that process 

review is conducted in this area to consider whether it could be applied in the 

area of free movement. 

The case law interpreting this Directive has led to clear judicial focus on the 

legislative processes of Member States. This development was initially surprising 

as the EIA Directive appears to include an exception to the application of the 

Directive for legislative acts. As we will see, the Court’s interpretation of this 

Directive severely narrowed the extent to which legislative acts may be exempt. 

The ultimate result of this has been a re-writing of the provision in the latest 

                                                   
117 Council Directive 97/11/EC of 3 March 1997 amending Directive 85/337/EEC on the assessment of the effects of 
certain public and private projects on the environment (OJ 1997 L 073/5). This is the version on which many of the 
interpretations discussed in this section are based. The most recent version of the Directive is discussed at the end of 
the section. 
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amendment, confirming that a power to review the domestic legislative process 

exists in the Directive. 

The intention of the EIA Directive is to ensure that major projects, which may 

affect the environment, undergo an impact assessment before they are approved. 

In the initial Directive, Art. 1(4) stated the legislative exception as follows:  

“This Directive shall not apply to projects the details of which are adopted 

by a specific act of national legislation, since the objectives of this directive, 

including that of supplying information, are achieved through the 

legislative process.” 

The first cases to deal with this provision, WWF118 and Linster,119 interpreted the 

legislative exception narrowly by focusing on the information available to the 

legislature.  

This began with WWF,120 which concerned a project to transform an airfield into 

a commercial airport. The plan for the restructuring of this airport was passed in 

a regional legislative act: Law No. 3 of the Autonomous Province of Bolzano. The 

Court established that this project did not undergo a sufficient environmental 

impact assessment. The question was whether the legislative exception applied 

because the project’s plan was passed through a legislative act, but it received 

development consent under a later procedure. The Court opened their 

interpretation of Art. 1(4) by stating that it contains two conditions: i) the details 

of the project are to be adopted by a specific legislative act, and ii) The objectives 

of the Directive, including that of supply information must be achieved through 

the legislative process. From this opening line, the Court has changed the idea 

that the legislative process automatically achieves the objectives of the Directive, 

to the idea that the Court needs to test whether the legislative process does in fact 

achieve those objectives.121 The Court focuses on the information that is available 

to the legislature when it grants its consent for a project. 122 The Court reasons that, 

                                                   
118 C-435/97 WWF and Others EU:C:1999:418. 
119 C-287/98, Linster, EU:C:2000:468. 
120 C-435/97, WWF and Others. 
121 Ibid., para 58, the Court places great emphasis on the need for the legislative act to grant “development consent”. 
122 This is arguably through some questionable interpretive logic. Most notably, at para 58, there is the linking of Art. 
1(5) with the need to grant “development consent” for legislatures. This is backed up merely by the idea that 
“development consent” is defined in Art. 1(2), and “legislative act” is not. This logical non-sequitur is used to 
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in order to comply with the objectives of the Directive, the legislative act must 

“include the elements of the specific project which may be relevant to the 

assessment of its impact on the environment”.123 Thus, the fact that the study was 

carried out after legislative approval had been given meant that Art. 1(4) could 

not apply.124  

This focus on the information available to the legislature was confirmed in the 

case of Linster.125 The case concerned the building of a motorway link which had 

been approved by the Luxembourg Parliament after some debate. This legislative 

act approved construction but did not lay down its route. It did, however, 

recommend that a specific route be adopted, and the government complied with 

Parliament’s wishes. The Court’s interpretation opens with the statement that 

Article 1(4) must be interpreted restrictively because it is an exception to the 

Directive’s field of application.126 According to its reasoning, the “fundamental 

objective” of the Directive is to subject projects likely to have significant effects on 

the environment to an assessment and this includes the need for that assessment 

to be made on the basis of appropriate information.127 From here, the Court 

concludes: 

“[I]t is only where the legislature has available to it information equivalent 

to that which would be submitted to the competent authority in an 

ordinary procedure for authorising a project that the objectives of the 

Directive may be regarded as having been achieved through the legislative 

process.” 

What standard of information will suffice? The Court states that the information 

must be such that the legislative acts’ “very wording must demonstrate that the 

objectives of the Directive have been achieved with regard to the project in 

question.”128 The Court gives guidance as to what information is required: 

                                                   
underpin the analysis but it does not seem wholly necessary. Greater reliance could simply have been placed on the 
wording of the exception and the importance of “information” in order to achieve the objective’s Directives. 
123 Ibid, para 60. 
124 Ibid, paras 61, 62. 
125 C-287/98 Linster EU:C:2000:468. 
126 Ibid, para 49  
127 Ibid., the Court cites the sixth preamble to the Directive, para 53. 
128 Ibid, para 56. 
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“In certain specific circumstances, it is possible for the objectives of the 

Directive to have been met where the route of a planned motorway has not 

been laid down in the legislative act, for example where several alternative 

routes were studied in detail, on the basis of information supplied by the 

developer and possibly supplemented by the authorities and members of 

the public liable to be concerned by the project, and those alternatives were 

recognised by the legislature as having an equivalent environmental 

impact.” 

This appears to set a high threshold for passing the test, but the decision is 

ultimately left to the national court. However, the fact that requirements of 

information included studies and public participation, calls into question the 

distinction between the requirements of an administrative body and those of a 

legislative body. These rulings limited the strength of the legislative exception by 

focusing on the need for the legislature to have significant information in order to 

satisfy the objectives of the act. 

The next cases went further, focusing on the quality of the legislative process. This 

extension was made in the case of Boxus129 which was followed in Solvay130 and 

Nomarchiaki.131 This extension owes its intellectual lineage to the opinion of 

Advocate General Sharpston in Boxus.132 Taking stock of the previous case law, 

her analysis recognises that to require legislative acts to achieve the objectives of 

the Directive in order to satisfy the exception might involve an element of 

“judicial activism”133. However, this is the interpretation she adopts and, in doing 

so, she goes further than the strong requirement for information found in WWF 

and Linster. AG Sharpston suggests that Article 1(4) can only be satisfied “where 

the legislative process functions normally and correctly”.134 The previous cases 

suggest the legislative process was inadequate due to the lack of relevant 

information. This is taken further through the idea that the Court might consider 

whether “the appropriate procedure” was respected to determine whether the 

                                                   
129 Joined Cases C-128/09, C-129/09, C-130/09, C-131/09, C-134/09 and C-135/09 Boxus EU:C:2011:667 
130 C-182/10 Solvay and Others, EU:C:2012:82  
131 C-43/10 Nomarchiaki Aftodioikisi Aitoloakarnanias and Others EU:C:2012:560 
132 Opinion of A.G. Sharpston in Joined Cases C-128/09, C-129/09, C-130/09, C-131/09, C-134/09 and C-135/09 Boxus 
EU:C:2011:319 
133 Ibid., para 59. 
134 Ibid., para 79. Emphasis added. 
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members of the legislature were “able to properly to examine and debate the proposed 

project”.135 

The main judgment in the case contained the same extension. As well as 

information, the Court holds that the quality of process must also be assessed: 

“a legislative act which does no more than simply ‘ratify’ a pre-existing 

administrative act, by merely referring to overriding reasons in the general 

interest without a substantive legislative process which enabling those 

conditions to be fulfilled having first been commenced, cannot be regarded 

as a specific legislative act for the purposes of that provision and is 

therefore not sufficient to exclude a project from the ambit of Directive 

85/337”136 

The reasoning of AG Sharpston seeps through in the requirement that there ought 

to be a “substantive legislative process” in order to achieve the objectives of the 

Directive. 

“It is for the national court to determine whether those conditions have 

been satisfied. For that purpose, it must take account both of the content of 

the legislative act adopted and of the entire legislative process which led 

to its adoption, in particular the preparatory documents and 

parliamentary debates.”137 

As AG Sharpston notes, this is enough to make the exception “virtually 

meaningless”.138 This interpretation was followed word for word in Nomarchiaki 

and Solvay. This “reading out” of the exception has since been confirmed by the 

latest amendment to the Directive. Earlier amendments made no changes to the 

exception in question.139 However, the most recent amendment140 reshapes the 

exception to its limited interpretation by the Court:  

                                                   
135 Ibid., para 84, Emphasis added. 
136 Joined Cases C-128/09, C-129/09, C-130/09, C-131/09, C-134/09 and C-135/09 Boxus, para 48. 
137 Ibid., para 47. 
138 Opinion of A.G. Sharpston in Joined Cases C-128/09, C-129/09, C-130/09, C-131/09, C-134/09 and C-135/09 
Boxus, para 62. 
139 Directive 2003/35/EC (OJ 2003 L 156/17); Directive 2009/31/EC (OJ 2009 L 140/114); Directive 2011/92/EU (OJ 
2012 L 26/1). 
140 Directive 2014/52/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 April 2014 amending Directive 
2011/92/EU on the assessment of the effects of certain public and private projects on the environment Text with EEA 
relevance (OJ 2014 L 124/1). 
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“Without prejudice to Article 7, in cases where a project is adopted by a 

specific act of national legislation, Member States may exempt that project 

from the provisions relating to public consultation laid down in this 

Directive, provided the objectives of this Directive are met.”141 

While the original wording of this section implied that legislative acts would be 

presumed to fall within the exception, the new version suggests that there must 

be proof that legislative acts meet the objectives of the Directive. This follows the 

logic of the Court’s interpretation, which mandates review of the legislative 

process in order to satisfy the requirements of the Directive.  

The review conducted in this directive could be used in the review of Member 

State measures for compliance with free movement rules. It bears a similarity to 

the review advocated by Harbo and Gerards as discussed in section 4.I. This 

review could be used to ensure that the legislative process is functioning 

“normally and correctly”.142 Measures could be reviewed in a deferential manner, 

once it has been proved that they have been passed through a “substantive 

legislative process.143 This would limit the problem of heterogeneity, whereby the 

presumption of democratic legitimacy could undermine that rationale for 

deference. 

B. APPROPRIATENESS OF TESTING THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS 
FOR DEMOCRATIC LEGITIMACY 

It would be possible for the Court to undertake this type of review in the context 

of free movement rules. However, there are questions about the appropriateness 

of this form of review. Such scrutiny of domestic arrangements impacts on the 

institutional autonomy of Member States. As Bar-Siman-Tov notes, “the idea that 

courts will determine the validity of legislation based on the adequacy of 

lawmaking procedures is highly controversial”.144  

                                                   
141 Emphasis added. Note, this provision now also contains a notification requirement: “Member States shall inform 
the Commission of any application of the exemption referred to in the first subparagraph every two years from 16 
May 2017”.  
142 Opinion of A.G. Sharpston in Joined Cases C-128/09, C-129/09, C-130/09, C-131/09, C-134/09 and C-135/09 
Boxus, para 79.  
143 Joined Cases C-128/09, C-129/09, C-130/09, C-131/09, C-134/09 and C-135/09 Boxus, para 48. 
144 Bar-Siman-Tov, “The Puzzling Resistance to Judicial Review of the Legislative Process”, 91 Boston University Law 
Review (2011), 1915, 1918. See, for the extent to which the Court is willing to review the procedure of Member States, 
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In the first place, we might question the expertise of the courts in relation to 

legislative procedure. Are judges really well placed to ensure that the legislative 

process is conducted properly? To what extent are they aware of how such matters 

work? As Posner notes, judges have expertise in some aspects of procedure, at the 

“level of trials and hearings”, but we can doubt the extent to which judges have 

knowledge of the “design of political institutions”.145 

Following on from this, we might question whether their interventions may have 

unintended consequences. Is it desirable for the courts to step into the legislative 

process to set certain legal standards? This applies to all forms of process review 

that concern the legislative process. It can be questioned whether the democratic 

nature of the process might be impinged by legal obligations. Here we may 

consider the effects of judicial review.146 As discussed in Chapter 1, it has been 

shown that even substantive judicial review will have “feedback effects” on the 

legislative process. Legislators act “in the shadow” of judicial review, and this will 

impact upon their future behaviour.147 While it may not be the intention of the 

courts to alter the behaviour of future legislative actors, it is clear that such review 

will have indirect “feedback effects”. If we extend this to process review, placing 

specific requirements on the legislative process is likely to create more “direct” 

feedback effects. To assess the quality of the domestic process may be 

inappropriate in relation to national parliaments. The aim to create an awareness 

amongst national legislators that their procedural actions are subject to review 

would further place them “in the shadow” of the Court of Justice. This would be 

a further constraint, limiting their autonomy. 

To explore how these problems may emerge in practice, we can consider some 

other examples outside the free movement context. For example, the UK Supreme 

                                                   
the Data Protection Directive (95/46/EC (OJ 1995 L281/31)); Case C-288/12 Commission v Hungary EU:C:2014:237; 
Case C-518/07 Commission v Germany EU:C:2010:125; Case C-614/10 Commission v Austria EU:C:2012:631; Case C-
362/14 Schrems EU:C:2015:650. See further, Zemanek, “Case C-518/07, European Commission v. Federal Republic of 
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1755; Balthasar, “‘Complete Independence’ of National Data Protection Supervisory Authorities – Second Try: 
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Regard to its Previous Judgment of 9 March 2010, C-518/07 (European Commission v. Germany)”, 9 Utrecht Law 
Review (2013), 26. 
145 Posner, “Democracy and Distrust Revisited”, 77 Virginia Law Review (1991), 641, 650. 
146 Stone Sweet Governing with Judges: Constitutional Politics in Europe (OUP, 2000); Stone Sweet The Judicial Construction 
of Europe (OUP, 2004). 
147 Ibid., Stone Sweet (2000), p.202. 
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Court case of High Speed II which concerned the EIA Directive. In this case, the 

appellants brought an action against a decision of the UK government to adopt a 

new high speed railway system. They argued that the exception in Art. 1(4) of the 

act would not be satisfied because the legislative process was not conducted in a 

sufficiently democratic way. In particular, the appellants argued that the 

government’s whip system would prevent the free democratic expression of 

individual members of parliaments. It was also argued that the government had 

made the economic decision to go ahead with the bill and its passage through 

parliament was a mere formality. 

The leading judgment in the case rejected the idea that it was appropriate for the 

Court to scrutinise the democratic quality of the legislative process. The judgment 

stated that it was “inappropriate for the court to supervise the internal 

proceedings of the national legislature”.148 That judgment gives a limited reading 

of the Directive, only allowing for the review of the legislature’s ability to make 

the decision through having sufficient materials. In doing so, the Court essentially 

refuses to assess whether parliament is conducting a "substantive legislative 

process”, and thus it chooses not to assess the quality of the debate. Stronger 

words were reserved for the joint opinion of Lords Neuberger and Mance, which 

stated that the reading of the act offered by the appellants “amounts to 

challenging the whole legitimacy of Parliamentary democracy as it presently 

operates”.149 

Ultimately, the High Speed II case suggests that placing obligations on national 

legislative processes is arguably inappropriate. In fact, to place judicial standards 

on the way that political actors must behave may in fact undermine democracy, 

rather than ensuring that it is present. It is arguable that political actors ought to 

be free to represent their political parties and the electorate and that judicially 

imposed standards may hinder, rather than encourage this. Thus, on this view, 

the process by which national legislation is made should remain external to the 

Union procedural legal duties. 

                                                   
148 R (on the application of HS2 Action Alliance Limited) v The Secretary of State for Transport and another [2014] UKSC3, 
para 110. See further, Chapter 4. 
149 Ibid., para 210. 
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5. THE RATIONALE OF DEFERENCE IN THE COURT OF JUSTICE’S 
REASONING AND THE EXCEPTIONAL POSITION OF NATIONAL 
PARLIAMENTS 

This section explores the case law in which the Court of Justice offers a deferential 

approach in the review of Member State measures for compliance with free 

movement rules in certain sectors. Such deference is offered on the basis that each 

Member State is best placed to decide for itself on certain moral and cultural 

questions. This section asks whether this reasoning could be combined with the 

Treaty of Lisbon’s textual shift towards greater recognition of representative 

democracy and national parliaments. This could result in the Court deferring 

specifically to national legislation on the basis that national parliaments are the 

most democratically legitimate national actors and thus best placed to express a 

Member State’s moral and cultural values. 

I. THE COURT OF JUSTICE’S SECTORAL APPROACH TO 
DEFERENCE  

An intensive standard of review for Member State measures in the internal market 

is not applied universally by the Court. It has, on occasion, offered a light-touch 

proportionality test, similar to its review of Union measures. This is based on 

deference in areas where specific features of Member States mean a lighter 

standard is more appropriate. 

One area where the Court often defers to Member States is in relation to domestic 

laws on gambling. For example, Schindler150 concerned UK legislation prohibiting 

the importation of adverts and tickets for a lottery in Germany. This was found to 

be a restriction on the free movement of services and so needed to be justified on 

the basis of proportionality. In discussing this justification, the Court makes it 

clear that gambling is an area involving certain special factors. Notably, there are 

some moral and cultural objections to the practice and potentially damaging 

consequences for individuals and society at large.151 On this basis, the Court states 

that Member States ought to have discretion to regulate the practice as they wish: 

                                                   
150 Case C-275/92 Her Majesty’s Customs and Excise v. Schindler EU:C:1994:119. There is a wealth of cases on gambling 
in the internal market.  
151 Ibid., para 60. The risk of crime and fraud is also mentioned here is a special consideration. 
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“Those particular factors justify national authorities having a sufficient 

degree of latitude to determine what is required to protect the players and, 

more generally, in the light of the specific social and cultural features of each 

Member State, to maintain order in society, as regards the manner in which 

lotteries are operated, the size of the stakes, and the allocation of the profits 

they yield. In those circumstances, it is for them to assess not only whether it 

is necessary to restrict the activities of lotteries but also whether they should be 

prohibited, provided that those restrictions are not discriminatory.”152 

Thus, in this case, the normal proportionality analysis was suspended. Instead, a 

clear discretion was left to the Member States to take their own decisions. This 

deference to the general policies is present in many other gambling cases.153  

Another area where the Court offers explicit deference to the choices of Member 

States is public health. The Court has stated that “the health and life of humans 

rank foremost among the assets or interests protected by [Article 36 TFEU] and it 

is for the Member States, within the limits imposed by the Treaty, to decide what 

degree of protection they wish to assure.”154 This is a clearly deferential standard, 

which suggests that individual Member States are, within reason, able to choose 

the standard of protection they wish to afford to public health. 

An essential aspect of the deference displayed in these areas is the respect for the 

differences that exist between Member States. This can be seen in older cases, such 

as Henn and Darby, which concerned a ban on the sale of sex dolls in the UK. Public 

morality was used as the grounds for the justification and the Court stated: “it is 

for each Member State to determine in accordance with its own scale of values 

and in the form selected by it the requirements of public morality in its 

                                                   
152 Ibid., para 61. Emphasis added. 
153 See, for example, Case C-124/97 Laara EU:C:1999:435; Case C-67/98 Verona and Zanetti EU:C:1999:514; Joined Cases 
C-338/04, C-359/04 and C-360/04 Placanica and Others EU:C:2007:133; Case C-258/08 Ladbrokes Betting EU:C:2010:308; 
Joined Cases C-316/07, C-358/07 to C-360/07, C-409/07 and C-410/07 Stoβ and Others EU:C:2010:504. For comment, 
Van den Bogaert and Cuyvers, “Money for nothing: The case law of the EU Court of Justice on the regulation of 
gambling”, 48 CMLRev. (2011), 1206; Mathisen, “Consistency and coherence as conditions for justification of Member 
State measures restricting free movement”, 47 CMLRev. (2010), 1021; 
154 Case C-322/01 Deutscher Apothekerverband eV EU:C:2003:664. Case 42/82 Commission v France EU:C:1983:88; Case 
174/82 Sandoz EU:C:1983:213; Case C-192/01 Commission v Denmark EU:C:2003:492; Case C-95/01 Greenham and Abel 
EU:C:2004:71; Case C-24/00 Commission v France EU:C:2004:70; Case C-88/07 Commission v Spain EU:C:2009:123; Case 
C-219/07 Nationale Road EU:C:2008:353. For comment, see Jarvis, “Cases C-24/00, Commission v. France, C-95/01 
Greenham and Abel and C-270/02 Commission v. Italy, judgments of the Court of Justice of 5 February 2004. Sixth 
and Third Chambers”, 41 CMLRev. (2004), 1395. 
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territory”.155 The Court satisfied itself that if such a measure applies equally to the 

sale of sex dolls in the UK,156 then the Member State is free to protect that moral 

choice.  

This reference to the differing scale of values in different States is evident in more 

recent case law as well. For example, Liga Portuguesa and Bwin157 concerned an 

attempt by Bwin to sponsor the Portuguese football league, even though games 

of chance are prohibited in Portugal unless granted a licence. The Portuguese 

gambling authority responded by fining both Bwin and Liga Portuguesa, and this 

was deemed to be contradictory to the freedom to provide services. However, 

once again, the justification takes on a deferential tone to the Member States. The 

Court states: 

“[T]he legislation on games of chance is one of the areas in which there are 

significant moral, religious and cultural differences between the Member States. 

In the absence of Community harmonisation in the field, it is for each 

Member State to determine in those areas, in accordance with its own scale 

of values, what is required in order to ensure that the interests in question 

are protected.” 

This acceptance of moral, cultural or ethical differences is not specific to the case 

law on gambling and public morality. An acceptance of different views across 

Member States is also established in other cases, such as Omega, which concerned 

German rules banning a “laserdome” game due to its simulation of homicide and 

trivialisation of violence. This was a breach of freedom to provide services, but 

the Court held that Germany could justify its measure on the grounds that it 

breached human dignity. The Court notes that the laserdome game was legal in 

many other States, but Germany banned it due to its specific historical factors. 158 

In relation to this, the Court stated: 

“[T]he specific circumstances which may justify recourse to the concept of 

public policy may vary from one country to another and from one era to 

                                                   
155 Case 34/79 Henn and Darby EU:C:1979:295. 
156 Ibid. Something that the Court are satisfied to find despite some discrepancy, para 21. Where the treatment is 
different, as in Case 121/85 Conegate EU:C:1986:114, the measure will be deemed discriminatory. 
157 Case C-42/07 Liga Portuguesa and Bwin EU:C:2009:519, para 15. 
158 Case C-36/02 Omega EU:C:2004:614. 
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another. The competent national authorities must therefore be allowed a 

margin of discretion within the limits imposed by the Treaty”159 

Here, the Court seems to suggest a margin of discretion for factors that are 

particular to a Member State.160  

The same variation is allowed in Sayn Wittgenstein.161 This case concerned 

Austrian rules on the abolition of names containing nobility. This measure, which 

required the applicant to change her name, was found to breach Art. 21 TFEU on 

the right to move freely between Member States. However, the measure was 

accepted because of Austria’s particular constitutional history and the 

significance of the abolition of nobility to national identity. The Court explicitly 

acknowledges the effect of Art. 4(2) TEU before conducting a light-touch 

proportionality test, stating that the Austrian authorities do not appear to have 

gone further than is necessary, without a detailed analysis of this aspect of 

proportionality. As Besselink notes, the Court did not do what it usually does in 

cases involving restrictions to free movement: “It did not query whether there 

were alternative ways of protecting the legitimate aim of equality which might be 

less restrictive”. 162 In practice, this review is similar to the “manifestly 

inappropriate” test which applies to Union measures.  

Such cases could be summed up as offering a sectoral approach to deference to 

Member States in the context of the internal market. Some have argued that such 

deference is necessary in certain sensitive areas. Broadly, there are three 

overlapping categories suggested in the literature: moral and ethical, cultural and 

historical and redistributive. Many argue that moral and ethical decisions ought 

to be shown deference. For example, De Witte argues that “morally and ethically 

contentious goods”163 concern an individual’s sense of self and so ought to be 

accorded greater deference. This raises the argument that such matters should be 

                                                   
159 Ibid, para 31.  
160 For example, C-244/06 Dynamic Medien EU:C:2008:85. The Court allowed a defence based on the protection of 
young people noting that though this may vary between Member States on the basis of “moral and cultural views”, 
it can still be accepted as a justification, para 44. See also, Case C-213/07 Michanki EU:C:2008:731; Case C-222/04 
UTECA EU:C:2006:8. 
161 Case C-208/09 Sayn Wittgenstein EU:C:2010:806 
162 Besselink, “Case C-208/09, Ilonka Sayn-Wittgenstein v. Landeshauptmann von Wien” 49 CMLRev. (2012), 671, 
683. See also, Besselink, “National and Constitutional Identity Before and after Lisbon”, 66 Utrecht Law Review (2010), 
36.  
163 De Witte op. cit. supra note 46, 1566. 
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decided through democratic contestation, which cannot be provided at the 

European level.164 Another set of cases which are deemed to warrant deference 

are those “concerned with deeply embedded values of historical/cultural and 

societal nature”.165 The final category and one that may be more controversial due 

to its potential breadth, is the need for deference in relation to redistributive 

matters. It is arguable that redistributive matters require complex assessments to 

be made which are best decided at the national level.166 So, for example, Harbo 

argues that measures relating to “important elements of respective Member 

States’ welfare regimes” ought to be among those in which a lighter standard is 

applied.167 A more specific argument for deference in this area comes from the 

fact that the Court in individual cases may damage the communal ethic expressed 

through the national decision in favour of protection of the individual.168 

The definition of which sectors ought to result in deference is a matter that will 

inevitably lead to different views. Further, the definition of whether a measure 

falls within a given sector must inevitably be decided on a case-by-case basis. A 

more complete discussion and typology of sectors in the Court’s case law is 

necessary and is owed further research.169 For the purposes of this thesis, it is 

sufficient to say that the Court explicitly offers different standards of review 

dependent on the subject-matter of the legislation. The next section will ask 

whether this type of review could also take into account the distinction between 

legislative and non-legislative measures, based on the exceptional nature of 

national parliaments.  

II. INCORPORATING THE EXCEPTIONAL POSITION OF 
NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS INTO SECTORAL DEFERENCE 

                                                   
164 See Gerards, “Pluralism, Deference and the Margin of Appreciation Doctrine”, 17 ELJ (2011), 80, 118: “good reason 
to show deference… if a case concerns moral or ethical issues on which the opinions within the various states may 
reasonably differ.”  
165 Harbo, “Introducing Procedural Proportionality Review in European Law”, 30 Leiden Journal of International Law 
(2017), 25, 37. See also De Witte op. cit. supra note 46, 1568, where he supports deference for “redistributive or cultural” 
matters. 
166 Gerards op. cit. supra note 164, 117. 
167 Harbo op. cit. supra note 165, 41, citing cases Case C-341/05 Laval un Partneri, EU:C:2007:809 and Case C-308/14 
Commission v. UK EU:C:2016:436. 
168 Newdick, “Citizenship, Free Movement and Health Care: Cementing Individual Rights by Corroding Social 
Solidarity” 43 CML Rev. (2006), 1645. See also De Witte op. cit. supra note 46, 1570 on the “communitarian blindspot” 
in this area. 
169 Nic Shuibhne and Maci, “Proving Public Interest: The Grown Impact of Evidence in Free Movement Case Law”, 
50 CML Rev. (2013), 96;  
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The cases in the previous section show that it is possible for the Court to defer to 

national measures as part of review for compliance with free movement rules. 

Part of this rationale is a clear acceptance that differences will exist between 

Member States, particularly on moral and cultural issues. In these instances, the 

Court expresses the view that each Member State is “best placed” to decide on 

these issues. It is arguable that this rationale is not based on the quality of the 

decision by the national legislature, but rather on the legitimacy of that decision. 

For example, in Omega, the Court deferred to the decision on the basis that it was 

“in accordance with the conception prevailing in public opinion”.170 This suggests 

that deference is owed to the subjective choice of the Member State. A similar 

rationale is evident in the Court’s statements that some decisions must be made 

by a Member State “in accordance with its own scale of values”.171 This takes as a 

starting point that there will be different positions in each Member State and each 

is the best to decide based on its own moral and cultural values. 

It is not difficult to extend the logic of the Court’s deference in these cases to the 

principle of democracy. In the literature, those advocating for deference to moral 

and cultural values often do so based on a rationale of democracy. For example, 

De Witte argues that each Member State has a legitimate political forum through 

which important social values are articulated and negotiated.172 Such values 

reflect the individual and the society’s sense of self and the norms that are 

generated should not be subject to a cost-benefit analysis. On this basis, it is proper 

to defer to the moral and cultural choices made by Member States. 

As it stands, the deference in the Court’s case law so far does not reference the 

principle of democracy. When the Court has explicitly deferred to the ability of 

Member States to choose their own moral and cultural values, the Court address 

these statements to all “national authorities”, including non-legislative bodies, 

seemingly treating them all as equal. This preserves the international law view, in 

treating all Member State bodies the same way. There is no sense of differentiation 

based on the type of measure. For example, in Omega, the authority in question 

                                                   
170 Case C-36/02 Omega EU:C:2004:614, para 32. 
171 Case C-42/07 Liga Portuguesa and Bwin EU:C:2009:519, para 15. 
172 De Witte op. cit. supra note 46, 1547. 
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was the police authority of the German city of Bonn. The Court stated that the 

decision of the authority was taken “in accordance with the conception prevailing 

in public opinion” and in line with the protection of human dignity in the German 

constitution.173 This is perhaps a less coherent approach than deferring based on 

the source of the measure and its legitimacy.  

A more coherent approach might be to combine the Court’s recognition that 

different Member States can express different moral and cultural values, with the 

Treaty’s recognition of the principle of democracy through the Lisbon 

amendment. The value of representative democracy and national parliaments 

could be reflected in the Court’s reasoning. On this basis, it is arguable that 

national parliaments are the most legitimate forum through which national public 

opinion can be expressed. The Treaty could support a shift towards recognising 

that the norms of national parliaments are exceptional when compared to non-

legislative norms of Member States. This would take the idea that the functioning 

of the Union “is founded on representative democracy” and extend it to the 

Court’s reasoning in the review of national legislative measures in the internal 

market. 

The approach outlined above would be subject to the criticisms of deferring to 

national legislation in sections 3 and 4. In particular, the outlined approach would 

involve deference to the form of legislation in the given sectors. The criticisms 

outlined in those sections remain valid, but there are counter-arguments to 

suggest that sectoral deference to national parliaments is an option for the Court 

of Justice.  

One issue outlined in section 3 concerned the potential for inequalities to develop 

between Member States. The same measure could be passed by two different 

Member States, with one found incompatible because of the different source of 

the measure. This could lead to a lack of uniformity across the internal market. 

However, as we have seen, the possibility of different Member States being 

allowed to take different decisions within the structure of the internal market is 

already evident in the Court’s case law. It appears possible for two Member State 

to pass identical piece of legislation, but for one to be justified on the basis that it 

                                                   
173 Case C-36/02 Omega, para 32. 
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accords with the moral or cultural choices of one of the Member States. In this 

sense, absolute uniformity is not expected by the internal market. It is by the same 

logic that deference to national parliaments could take place. As argued above, 

the democratic legitimacy of a decision may be a good reason to regard it as valid, 

even at the expense of some uniformity within the internal market.  

Another problem outlined is the potential for further deference to Member State 

measures to be abused. This is partially addressed by the fact that the deference 

is only offered in certain sectors, and so any attempt at abuse would be limited in 

that sense. Perhaps the best way to address abuse would be through a review of 

the legislative process to ensure that no abuse of the system is taking place. This 

has the potential to suffer from the same criticism discussed in section 4; it would 

in fact be unduly limiting of Member State autonomy. However, if narrowly 

defined as only being used to prevent abuse of the system, it is possible that this 

could solve the problem without raising new problems that arise with process 

review. 

CONCLUSION 

This chapter has explored how the Lisbon Treaty may affect the ex post application 

of Union law to national parliaments from the perspective of actors in the 

European legal order. To interrogate this idea, the chapter focused on the law of 

free movement. In this area, the Court has i) placed significant obligations on 

national parliaments through a broad definition of the scope of the Treaty 

prohibition on barriers to free movement (internalisation) ii) applied (generally) a 

strict proportionality test against Member States claiming that their unilateral 

measures are in compliance with the Treaty (multilateralised) iii) treated legislative 

measures as indistinct from non-legislative measures and thus disregarding the 

exceptional features of national parliaments (ordinary).  

The Lisbon Treaty challenges this traditional treatment of national parliaments in 

relation to free movement law. Most notably, the Treaty’s recognition of the 

significance of representative democracy and national parliaments represents a 

textual shift compared to previous Treaties. This could call into question the 

Court’s treatment of national parliaments as ordinary actors in the application of 
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free movement law. It is arguable that greater deference could be accorded to the 

exceptional nature of national parliaments in the Court’s future reasoning in this 

area.  

Certain problems may arise if deference was offered to national legislation in the 

application of free movement law. One potential approach is for deference to be 

offered to national legislation as a form. Thus, deference could be shown to all 

national legislation, perhaps in the same way as it is offered to Union legislation. 

Aside from the potential damage to the multilateral nature of the market, there is 

a more specific problem with this approach. Is it possible to treat all national 

legislation in this way, given the heterogeneity of national parliaments? For 

example, different countries may be able to pass differing amounts of legislation. 

This may put some countries at a structural advantage, if they are able to pursue 

regulatory goals more easily than other States. Such structural imbalances may 

undermine the equality of Member States within the internal market in practice. 

Further, this could potentially be open to abuse. Those Member States with strong 

governments could force many measures through parliament if the executive 

were in a strong position. This would be an abuse of the system, which could not 

be caught by blanket deference to national legislation. 

An alternative solution, which may prevent some of the above problems, is to 

review the legislative process to ensure that it is genuinely democratic. This could 

prevent abuses, and ensure that deference is only offered on the basis of the 

democratic legitimacy of the norm in question. However, this approach also leads 

to practical problems. Any review of process may go too far into the institutional 

autonomy of Member States and may place obligations in an area that some 

would argue ought to remain external to the Union. 

Despite these concerns, it may be possible to incorporate the exceptional position 

of national parliaments into the application of free movement law. In fact, there is 

a series of case law in which the Court of Justice defers to Member States in certain 

sensitive areas. This deferential approach in certain sectors is based on the idea 

that Member States may make different moral and cultural choices. The logic of 

this reasoning could be combined with the Lisbon Treaty’s textual shift towards 

the principle of democracy, to recognise the exceptional position of national 
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parliaments in this review. If the Court tends to defer to the moral and cultural 

choices of Member States, it could recognise that national parliaments, as 

representative institutions, are the most democratically legitimate forum through 

which to express such values. This approach would not eliminate the concerns 

about the heterogeneity of national parliaments and the potential to undermine the 

uniformity of the market through deference to legislation. It would, however, 

allow the Court to incorporate the exceptional position of national parliaments in 

a way that conforms to its current reasoning in the application of free movement 

law. 
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CHAPTER 3: THE EX ANTE INFLUENCE OF NATIONAL 

PARLIAMENTS OVER THE UNION LEGISLATIVE PROCESS 

FROM THE DOMESTIC PERSPECTIVE 

The first two chapters of this thesis have focused on the perspective of actors in 

the European legal order in both the ex ante and ex post contexts. The final two 

substantive chapters of the thesis will now focus on the perspective of actors in 

the domestic legal order. This naturally involves a much broader range of 

executive, parliamentary and judicial actors in different Member States. It will 

focus on how some of these different actors perceive the relationship between 

national parliaments and the European Union in both the ex ante and ex post 

context.  

It should be noted that the actions of actors in the European legal order will be 

discussed at times in both Chapters 3 and 4. However, the key developments in 

these two “domestic” chapters stem from actors in the domestic context. In 

Chapter 3, the potential involvement of the Court of Justice is raised as a response 

to the post-Lisbon developments at the domestic level. In Chapter 4, the Court of 

Justice’s case law is discussed at the outset, and domestic actions are seen as a 

response. Similarly, developments in the Lisbon Treaty in relation to the areas in 

question are also discussed. However, for both chapters, the central focus is the 

choices made by domestic actors, and in particular their post-Lisbon actions.  

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter focuses on the ex ante influence of national parliaments on the Union 

legislative process from the perspective of actors in the domestic legal order. It 

explores the powers of national parliaments to scrutinise their representative in 

Council decision-making. Traditionally, national parliaments have played a 

limited role in this context, but there have been post-Lisbon developments in this 

area which are explored in this chapter.  

Section 1 explores the pre-Lisbon position in the Council representative scrutiny 

role of national parliaments. Most national parliaments exercised a limited role in 

this context, particularly in the early stages of European integration. An increase 
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in activity can be perceived after the Single European Act, with many national 

parliaments establishing institutional architecture in response to increased 

legislative activity at the European level. This was accompanied by an increase in 

information rights in the Maastricht and Amsterdam Treaties.  

Section 2 considers the Lisbon Treaty’s impact on the Council representative 

scrutiny role of national parliaments. Alongside increased information rights, the 

Treaty recognises the increased democratic legitimacy of the Council resulting 

from the scrutiny of national parliaments. This development could be described 

as recognition of the multilateral exceptionalism of national parliaments by the 

Treaties. This appears to view all national parliaments in the Union as 

democratically legitimate and able to increase the legitimacy of the Council by 

scrutinizing it. 

Section 3 explores a number of modern domestic developments in the Council 

representative scrutiny role of national parliaments. Some national parliaments 

have gained strong domestic powers based on unilateral exceptionalism; the special 

status afforded to them through domestic constitutional arrangements. This 

section focuses on three case studies; the German Acts on Cooperation between 

the Federal Government and the German Bundestag and the Bundesrat in Matters 

Concerning the EU, the United Kingdom’s European Union Act 2011 and the new 

powers of a number of parliaments in relation to Economic and Monetary Union. 

Section 4 considers the effect of these recent assertions of the unilateral 

exceptionalism of national parliaments on the Union legislative process. On the one 

hand, greater national parliamentary action may slow down the legislative 

process and thus offer a threat to its effective functioning. This threat could be 

solved by internalising the Council representative scrutiny role through the 

application of legal obligations. The Court of Justice could hold the examples 

discussed in section 3 to be in breach of duties of sincere cooperation, to ensure 

no negative impacts on the Union legislative process.  

On the other hand, there is limited legal support for bringing this action within 

the scope of Union law. It is also arguable that this action of national parliaments 

will not have a significant effect on the legislative process, owing to the fact that 

it can only influence the vote of an individual Council member. The Council’s 
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procedure is multilateral and internal to the Union, and thus contains the effects 

that national parliaments are able to have on the process. Further, it is arguable 

that national parliamentary action should be encouraged to further legitimise the 

process of the Council. 

1. PRE-LISBON POSITION OF NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS IN 

THE SCRUTINY OF COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVES 

Prior to Lisbon, most national parliaments did not significantly exercise their 

Council representative scrutiny role. Many parliaments increased activity in the 

aftermath of the Single European Act and the subsequent increase in Union 

legislation. This was accompanied by greater information rights in the Maastricht 

and Amsterdam Treaties. 

I. THE LIMITED EXERCISE OF NATIONAL 

PARLIAMENTARY SCRUTINY OF COUNCIL 

REPRESENTATIVES PRE-LISBON 

In the Union legislative process, a representative of a Member State sitting in the 

Council is accountable to his or her national parliament. This is based on the 

principle of ministerial accountability,1 whereby national parliaments scrutinise 

the power of the national executives and hold them to account.2 The principle is, 

subject to exceptions, common to national parliaments in the European Union.3 It 

holds that ministers can be called to account and held responsible for their 

conduct and, ultimately, that ministers must resign if a vote of no confidence is 

passed in parliament. Many view this relationship in terms of agency theory. 

National parliaments are the principal, because of their election by the citizens, 

                                                   
1 Also referred to as ministerial responsibility: See Tans, Zoethout and Peters (eds.) National Parliaments and European 
Democracy (Europa Law Publishing, 2007). 
2 Tans, “Conclusion: National parliaments and the European Union; coping with the limits of democracy” in ibid. 
3 This does not apply to all national parliaments but the vast majority of those of the Member States. See ibid., p. 229: 
“All of the scrutiny systems that have been analysed in this volume depend, in one way or another, on the 
constitutional principle of ministerial responsibility.” See also Hefftler et al. (Eds.), The Palgrave Handbook of National 
Parliaments and the European Union (Palgrave, 2015), which confirms that 25 of 28 Member States rely on the 
parliamentary scrutiny of Council ministers, albeit to varying degrees. 
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and they must be able to retain some control over their agents, the Council 

representatives.4 

In the first phase of European integration, prior to the Single European Act, 

national parliaments played a limited role in Union law-making.5 As public 

support for Europe was strong, parliaments were content to let supranational 

bodies and national executives take decisions.6 In this way, “[m]any national 

parliaments did not initially recognise the need to play a part in the governing 

process of the Community.”7 Overall, the interest and involvement of national 

parliaments in the scrutiny of their Council representatives was “minimal”.8 

Some exceptions to this rule stem from the Member States that joined in 1973; 

Ireland, Denmark and the United Kingdom. Ireland established a parliamentary 

committee, but owing to the high level of support for European membership, it 

played a merely formal role.9 More serious scrutiny regimes were set up in the 

United Kingdom, and most notably Denmark.  

In the United Kingdom, both the House of Commons and the House of Lords set 

up European Scrutiny Committees. The government had certain responsibilities 

of provision of information to the houses of parliament. The House of Commons 

“Select Committee on European integration” considered draft proposals by the 

Commission. The House of Lords also developed a Select Committee, noted for 

producing reports on matters of integration. Pre-legislative scrutiny of Union 

materials by the Committees was aided by the “scrutiny reserve”,10 whereby 

Council ministers were expected not to give assent to the measures where one of 

the select committees had recommended that a measure should be debated and it 

had not yet been debated. However, this was mitigated by the possibility of 

                                                   
4 See Lindseth Power and Legitimacy: Reconciling Europe and the Nation-State (OUP, 2011); Smith (Ed.), National 
Parliaments as Cornerstones of European Integration (Kluwer Law International, 1996). 
5 Norton, “National Parliaments in Western Europe” in Smith (ed.) ibid. 
6 See Maurer and Wessels (Eds.) National Parliaments on their Ways to Europe. Losers or Latecomers? (Baden-Baden, 2001). 
7 Harlow Accountability in the European Union (OUP, 2002), p. 81. 
8 Norton, “National Parliaments in Western Europe” in Smith (ed.) op cit. supra note 4, p. 23. 
9 O’Halpin, “Irish Parliamentary Culture and the European Union: Formalities to be Observed”, 1 The Journal of 
Legislative Studies (1995), 124. 
10 Munro ‘The UK Parliament and EU Institutions - Partners or Rivals?’ in Smith (ed.) op. cit. supra note 4, p. 94 
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“special reasons” to give assent despite the reserve, which was interpreted 

widely.11 

Stronger formal powers were reserved to Denmark. Since Denmark’s accession, 

the Folketing has enforced the ministerial responsibility of its Council 

representative through a mandate system. The EU Committee approves a 

mandate which binds the Council representative in her negotiations. This is 

ultimately supported by the ability of the Danish Parliament to remove ministers 

through a vote of no confidence.12 Denmark is the clearest exception to this 

traditional limited role of national parliaments. Its strong system of scrutiny led 

some to argue that for Denmark there was “no democratic deficit in the 

relationship with the EU”.13 

A turning point for other national parliaments came after the Single European Act 

(SEA). As discussed in Chapter 1, the SEA saw an expansion of legislation. This 

was based on the introduction of more majority voting. Prior to the SEA, through 

the Luxembourg accord each Member State essentially had a veto over proposed 

Union legislation.14 The Single European Act would introduce qualified majority 

voting in a number of new areas, ultimately leading to the end of the Luxembourg 

accord in practice. With qualified majority voting in much greater use, this led to 

“an eruption of significant proportions” in terms of Union legislation.15 Estella 

notes that in the six years after the passing of the Single European Act the 

Community passed 2,809 measures compared to 3,734 passed in the previous 

thirty years.16 Harlow describes this as a “startling transfer of competences to the 

EU”.17 The period ensured that the reach of Union institutions “extended into 

sectors that were previously the exclusive domain of national governments”.18  

                                                   
11 Ibid. 
12 Damgaard and Sonne Norgaard, “The European Union and Danish parliamentary democracy”, 6 Journal of 
Legislative Studies (2000), 48. The Dutch Parliament exerted similar powers over ministers in the field of justice and 
home affairs; this was abolished together with the approval of the Lisbon Treaty. See Besselink, “The Netherlands”, 
in Besselink et al. (Eds.), Constitutional Law of 28 EU Member States (Kluwer Law International, 2014). 
13 Jensen ‘Prior Parliamentary Consent to Danish EU Policies’ in Smith (ed.) op. cit. supra note 4, 48. 
14 See Weiler, “The Transformation of Europe”, 8 Yale Law J (1991), 2403, 2423. 
15 Ibid., 2455. 
16 Estella The EU Principle of Subsidiarity and Its Critique (Oxford University Press, 2002) 
17 Harlow op cit. supra note 7, p. 88. 
18 Norton ‘National Parliaments in Western Europe’ in Smith (ed.) op. cit. supra note 4, p. 23. 
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The shift caused by the SEA led to “a marked change in the stance of most national 

parliaments”. Norton describes the “notable institutional change”19 within 

national parliaments that resulted. By the 1990s, all Member States had at least 

one committee dealing with European affairs.20 As more countries joined the 

Union, certain parliaments of new Member States emerged with stronger 

powers, notably Finland and Sweden, with their strong parliamentary 

systems21 and the Austrian parliament with strong formal powers.22 

Improvements in national parliamentary infrastructure increased their 

involvement in the Union legislative process. 

II. TREATY-LEVEL INVOLVEMENT IN NATIONAL 

PARLIAMENTARY SCRUTINY OF COUNCIL 

REPRESENTATIVES 

National parliamentary scrutiny of Council Representatives is generally 

considered to be a matter determined at the national level. As discussed in 

Chapter 1, the Treaty founding the European Economic Community mentions 

national parliaments only in relation to the creation of an Assembly at the 

European level. This institution was composed of representatives of national 

parliaments and had certain powers of consultation.23 It was eventually replaced 

by a directly elected European Parliament. Thus, the original Treaty did not pass 

comment on the ability of national parliaments to scrutinise Council 

representatives.  

The next Treaty text to include national parliaments was the Maastricht Treaty 

which actively encouraged “greater involvement of national parliaments in the 

activities of the European Union” in a declaration attached to the Treaty.24 The 

Declaration stated “the governments of the Member States will ensure, inter alia, 

that national parliaments receive Commission proposals for legislation in good 

                                                   
19 Ibid, p. 23. 
20 Ibid, p. 25. 
21 For a recent exposition of the power of Scandinavian parliaments, see Cornell, “Similar but Different-Comparing 
the Scrutiny of the Principle of Subsidiarity within the EWM in Denmark, Finland and Sweden” in Cornell and 
Goldoni (Eds.), National and Regional Parliaments in the EU-Legislative Procedure Post-Lisbon (Hart Publishing, 2017). 
22 See, for example, Pollak, “Influencing EU Politics? The Case of the Austrian Parliament”, 41 JCMS (2003), 707. 
23 See Chapter 1, section 1. 
24 Treaty of Maastricht. Official Journal of the European Communities C 325/5; 24 December 2002. “Declaration on 
the role of national parliaments”. 
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time for information or possible examination.” Whilst not explicitly stated, this 

provision of information was likely intended to support the role of national 

parliaments in the scrutiny of Council representatives. 

A more significant inclusion in the Amsterdam Treaty came in the form of the 

“Protocol on the Role of National Parliaments in the European Union”.25 This 

provided detailed information rights to national parliaments, beyond those 

provided in the Maastricht Treaty. It stated that all Commission consultation 

documents must be forwarded to national parliaments. It also retained the 

responsibility of Member States to forward legislative proposals to national 

parliaments and added that the Commission must make these proposals available 

“in good time” to allow the Member States to do this. It also established a time 

delay for legislative proposals within Title V of the TEU containing provisions on 

Common Foreign and Security Policy. This stated that, from the date the 

legislative proposal is made available in all languages to the European Parliament 

and Council, six weeks must pass before it is placed on a Council agenda for 

decision.26 

However, despite these information rights boosting the ability of national 

parliaments to conduct scrutiny of Council representatives, the Treaty did not go 

so far as to mandate how national parliaments should undertake this task. In fact, 

the preamble to the Protocol explicitly states: 

“scrutiny by individual national parliaments of their own government in 

relation to the activities of the Union is a matter for particular 

constitutional organisation and practice of each Member State”27 

This shows that pre-Lisbon, the Treaties would encourage national parliaments 

to undertake this activity, but would not go further in mandating a direct role.  

                                                   
25 Annexed to Treaty of Amsterdam, amending the Treaty on European Union, the Treaties Establishing the European 
Communities and certain related acts [1997] OJ C340/01. 
26 Ibid. This right was “subject to exceptions on grounds of urgency, the reasons for which shall be stated in the act or 
common position.” 
27 Ibid. 
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2. MODERN DEVELOPMENTS: THE LISBON TREATY AND THE 

MULTILATERAL EXCEPTIONALISM OF NATIONAL 

PARLIAMENTS 

This section considers how the Lisbon Treaty may affect the Council 

representative scrutiny role of national parliaments. The Treaty recognises the 

contribution of national parliaments to the democratic legitimacy of the Council. 

This highlights the way that the Treaty views national parliaments as exceptional; 

the democratic legitimacy of national parliaments is one of their distinct features. 

I. THE LISBON TREATY AND THE SCRUTINY OF COUNCIL 

REPRESENTATIVES 

The Lisbon Treaty contains a number of developments relevant to the Council 

representative scrutiny role of national parliaments. As discussed in previous 

chapters, Art. 10(2) TEU now explicitly states: 

“Member States are represented in the European Council by their Heads 

of State or Government and in the Council by their governments, 

themselves democratically accountable either to their national 

Parliaments, or to their citizens.” 

For the first time, this offers an explicit recognition of the role that national 

parliaments play in holding Council representatives to account. The exercise of 

this role by national parliaments is linked to the democratic legitimacy of the 

Union.  

Another Lisbon innovation, also discussed in Chapter 1, is the Protocol on the 

Role of National Parliaments in the European Union annexed to the Treaty. 

Compared to the Amsterdam protocol on national parliaments, this text further 

increases the information rights of national parliaments. In addition to the 

consultation documents previously guaranteed at Amsterdam, the Lisbon 

Protocol also states that the Commission shall forward “the annual legislative 

programme as well as any other instrument of legislative planning or policy”.28 

                                                   
28 Article 1, Protocol No. 1. 
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Further, these documents are to be forwarded directly to national parliaments “at 

the same time as to the European Parliament and the Council”.29 

The right of national parliaments to access draft legislative acts is also expanded. 

The Amsterdam Protocol left the definition of which legislative acts were to be 

forwarded to national parliaments to the Council’s rules of procedure,30 and left 

the responsibility of transmitting legislative acts to Member States. The Lisbon 

Protocol specifically defines which legislative proposals are to be sent and places 

the responsibility of sending the drafts directly on Union institutions.31 The time 

frame is also improved in this area, with the Commission instructed to forward 

proposals to national parliaments at the same time as to the European Parliament 

and the Council. The time delay between transmission of proposals to parliament 

and an act being placed on the agenda of the Council has also been extended. It is 

now the case that eight weeks must pass, and this is not limited to “Common 

Foreign and Security Policy” proposals as in the Amsterdam Protocol.32 

As discussed in Chapter 1, these information rights could also be said to support 

the Union institution scrutiny role of national parliaments as outlined in Protocol 

No. 2 of the Treaty. However, it is clear that these increased rights will also 

support the ability of national parliaments to scrutinise their Council 

representatives, in line with Art. 10(2) TEU. 

While the Treaty recognises the Council representative scrutiny role of national 

parliaments, and provides information rights to assist this activity, no specifically 

mandated method to scrutinise Council representatives is suggested in the Treaty. 

This was part of the discussion in the drafting of a new role for national 

parliaments, but was not accepted. This can be seen in the Working Group on 

National Parliaments in the Convention on the Future of Europe. This group 

rejected the idea of a top-down prescription of a role for national parliaments: “it 

                                                   
29 Ibid. This contrasts with “promptly” as guaranteed in the Amsterdam Protocol. 
30 Amsterdam Protocol: “Commission proposals for legislation as defined by the Council in accordance with Article 
151(3) of the Treaty establishing the European Community”. 
31 Article 2 Protocol No. 1.: “Draft legislative acts originating from the Commission shall be forwarded to national 
Parliaments directly by the Commission, at the same time as to the European Parliament and the Council. Draft 
legislative acts originating from the European Parliament shall be forwarded to national Parliaments directly by the 
European Parliament. Draft legislative acts originating from a group of Member States, the Court of Justice, the 
European Central Bank or the European Investment Bank shall be forwarded to national Parliaments by the Council.” 
32 Article 4 Protocol No. 1: There is an exception in cases of urgency. 
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would not be appropriate to prescribe at European level how the scrutiny should 

be organised.”33 Given national parliaments comprised a majority of participants 

in this group, this could be said to reflect “a general unwillingness on behalf of 

national parliamentarians to be tied by decisions, relating to their own activities, 

taken at the European level”.34 

This independence of national parliamentary action in the scrutiny of Council 

representatives is expressed in the preamble to Protocol No. 1: “the way in which 

national parliaments scrutinise their governments in relation to the activities of 

the European Union is a matter for the particular constitutional organisation and 

practice of each Member State”. 

II. UNILATERAL AND MULTILATERAL EXCEPTIONALISM 

For the purposes of the analysis in this Chapter, it is necessary to draw a 

distinction between multilateral and unilateral exceptionalism; whether there is a 

multilateral or unilateral rationale for the exceptional position of the national 

parliament. A multilateral rationale focuses on the special status of all national 

parliaments within the Union. For example, the Lisbon Treaty’s recognition of the 

significance of all national parliaments suggests that they are exceptional when 

compared to domestic institutions.  

A unilateral rationale focuses on the significance of national parliaments within 

domestic constitutional arrangements. This is the rationale displayed when actors 

in the domestic legal order offer a special status to national parliaments based on 

domestic constitutional principles. Generally speaking, a multilateral rationale will 

be displayed by European legal actors, with a unilateral rationale displayed by 

domestic actors. However, crossovers between actors are possible. For example, 

domestic actors can appeal to a multilateral rationale, when arguing for the 

protection of all national parliaments in the Union according to European 

principles, rather than based on domestic constitutional arrangements.  

                                                   
33 Article 9 of the Final report of Working Group IV on the role of national parliaments, Brussels, 22 October 2002, 
CONV 353/02. 
34 Bengston, “Interparliamentary cooperation within Europe” in O'Brennan and Raunio, “Deparliamentarisation and 
European Integration” (London: Routledge, 2007), p. 55. 
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For their Council representative scrutiny role, the Treaty recognises the 

multilateral exceptionalism of national parliaments. As far as the Treaty is 

concerned, national parliaments are democratically legitimate and thus underpin 

the legitimacy of the Council. This shows that the Treaty views the democratic 

legitimacy of national parliaments generally as a distinctive characteristic. This is 

notwithstanding the heterogeneous features of national parliaments as outlined in 

Chapter 1, section 3.I. 

It should be noted that this terminology could equally apply to the analysis 

conducted in the first two chapters. Both chapters discussed how the Lisbon 

Treaty suggests national parliaments are now exceptional actors in the Union 

context. This recognises the multilateral exceptionalism of national parliaments. 

This terminology was not introduced during those chapters, but the distinction 

between unilateral exceptionalism and multilateral exceptionalism is a useful tool that 

will be used during the remainder of the thesis. 

3. MODERN DEVELOPMENTS: DOMESTIC EXPRESSIONS OF 

THE UNILATERAL EXCEPTIONALISM OF NATIONAL 

PARLIAMENTS 

This section explores another collection of post-Lisbon developments from the 

domestic level. It focuses on three case studies; the German Acts on Cooperation 

between the Federal Government and the German Bundestag and the Bundesrat 

in Matters Concerning the EU, the United Kingdom’s European Union Act 2011 

and the new powers of a number of parliaments in relation to Economic and 

Monetary Union. In each example, national parliaments are empowered based on 

their unilaterally exceptional position within domestic constitutional arrangements. 

I. THE BVERFG’S LISBON JUDGMENT  

The Lisbon Treaty developed Union law in a number of different areas. This 

included a number of institutional changes, such as those discussed in relation to 

national parliaments. It also involved an expansion of Union competence in 

certain areas. The BVerfG gave a judgment assessing compatibility of the Lisbon 
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Treaty with the German constitution.35 Of particular relevance to this chapter are 

the powers provided to the German Bundestag as a result of the judgment. These 

powers are enshrined in the German acts which determine the relationship 

between the German parliament and its government following the Treaty of 

Lisbon. This legislative Act was revised following the Lisbon judgment of the 

BVerfG to ensure that the Bundestag was provided with sufficient powers. These 

powers were ordered by the BVerfG based on the unilaterally exceptional position 

of national parliaments within the German constitution i.e. their special status 

according to German constitutional arrangements. 

A. TREATY AMENDMENT 

This chapter focuses on the ex ante influence of national parliaments on the Union 

legislative process, and this section will consider the extent to which the German 

Bundestag has gained rights in this context. However, it is insightful to first 

consider the BVerfG’s treatment of the rights of national parliaments in Treaty 

amendments to highlight the Court’s unilaterally exceptional view of national 

parliaments. The analysis of the BVerfG is based on the need for the actions of the 

European Union to respect the principle of conferral. The principle holds that the 

Union has only those competences that have been transferred to it by Member 

States.36 The BVerfG states that it is necessary for the competences of the Union to 

be protected in order to preserve the “sovereign state authority” of Germany.37 

So, for example, when it comes to the ordinary procedure for Treaty amendment 

under Art. 48(1) TEU, it is not sufficient that Germany has a veto right over this 

area. Rather, it is specifically necessary that the Bundestag has the right to approve 

any Treaty amendment by a special majority. This right extends to all passerelle 

clauses, which enable the transition of voting rules in certain areas from 

unanimity to qualified majority voting.  

This context is useful to highlight the distinction between multilateral and 

unilateral exceptionalism. For example, Art. 48(7) contains a general passerelle 

                                                   
35 Cases 2 BvE 2/08 et al. Ratification of the Treaty of Lisbon, judgment of 30 June 2009. 
36 Art. 5(2) TEU: “Under the principle of conferral, the Union shall act only within the limits of the competences 
conferred upon it by the Member States in the Treaties to attain the objectives set out therein. Competences not 
conferred upon the Union in the Treaties remain with the Member States.” 
37 Cases 2 BvE 2/08 et. al., para 299. 
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clause for provisions in the TFEU or in Title V of the TEU.38 This gives the 

European Council the power to approve these changes. Art. 48(7) para 3 gives all 

national parliaments a specific right to oppose the changes and, if any national 

parliament exercises this right, the European Council may not adopt the decision. 

This could be said to reflect a multilaterally exceptional view of national 

parliaments. Such is the significance of the removal of veto right in future voting 

scenarios, the Treaties provide a veto for national parliaments to object to this 

decision and block it. All national parliaments in the Union context are sufficiently 

exceptional, according to the Treaty, to warrant this veto right. 

However, this provision of a veto to national parliaments does not comply with 

the unilaterally exceptional position of the national parliament within the German 

constitution. Article 78(3) provides a negative veto, an ability to block a decision 

without the need for formal approval by each national parliament. According to 

the BVerfG, this “is not a sufficient equivalent” to the requirement of ratification.39 

Rather, under Art. 23(1) of the Basic Law, it is required that any changes in the 

Treaty foundations of the European Union or comparable actions that amend or 

supplement the basic law are subject to Art. 79 of the Basic Law, according to 

which approval is required by two thirds of the Members of the Bundestag and 

two thirds of the votes of the Bundesrat. This highlights that according to German 

constitutional arrangements, such a change in voting rules requires special 

approval by the national parliaments. This is because the German legislative 

bodies must exercise “responsibility for integration” and “decide whether the 

level of democratic legitimation is still high enough to accept the majority 

decision”.40 This is based on their unilaterally exceptional position within the 

German constitution. 

B. ART 352 TFEU 

                                                   
38 Art. 48(7) TEU Para 4: “This paragraph shall not apply to decisions with military implications or those in the area 
of defence.” 
39 Cases 2 BvE 2/08 et. al , para 319. Note this is limited: “A law within the meaning of Article 23.1 second sentence 
of the Basic Law is not required in so far as special bridging clauses are limited to subject areas which are already 
sufficiently defined by the Treaty of Lisbon. However, in such cases, it is incumbent on the Bundestag and, in so far 
as the legislative competences of the Länder are affected, on the Bundesrat, to assert its responsibility for integration 
in another appropriate manner. The right of veto in the Council may not be waived without the participation of the 
competent legislative bodies even as regards subject areas which have already been factually defined in the Treaties.” 
40 Ibid., para 319. 
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Despite the focus of this chapter being on the ex ante influence of national 

parliaments on the Union legislative process, the BVerfG’s rules on Treaty 

amendment are useful because they underpin the treatment of certain Union 

legislative provisions. This is most notable in the case of Art. 352 TFEU. This 

Treaty article offers a broad competence to the Union, allowing it to undertake 

action in pursuit of the objectives of the Treaty: 

“If action by the Union should prove necessary, within the framework of 

the policies defined by the Treaties, to attain one of the objectives set out 

in the Treaties, and the Treaties have not provided the necessary powers, 

the Council, acting unanimously on a proposal from the European 

Commission and after obtaining the consent of the European Parliament, 

shall adopt the appropriate measures.”41 

The BVerfG states that it is essential to control broad Treaty competence such as 

this to ensure that the “integration programme envisaged can still be predicted 

and determined by the German legislative bodies”.42 Art. 352 TFEU is described 

as a method to “fill lacunae” that establishes competence in a way that “relaxes 

the principle of conferral”.43 The Court notes that, prior to Lisbon, the Treaty 

article allowed for the attainment of objectives in the “common market”, but 

Lisbon extends this to “the policies defined in the Treaties”.44 

Art. 352 TFEU requires the unanimity of the Council. Thus, the German Council 

representative has a veto over any action taken in this area. The article also 

specifically states that “the Commission shall draw national parliaments’ 

attention to proposals based on this Article” in relation to the procedure for 

monitoring subsidiarity. Once again, this suggests a multilaterally exceptional view 

of national parliaments, as having a role to scrutinize the actions of the Union in 

this area. However, this is not sufficient to comply with the German constitution, 

and its unilaterally exceptional view of national parliaments. According to the 

BVerfG, the German parliament must approve any use of this Treaty article. This 

                                                   
41 Art. 352(1) TFEU. 
42 Cases 2 BvE 2/08 et. al , para 322. The Court also mentions Art. 311(1) TFEU: “The Union shall provide itself with 
the means necessary to attain its objectives and carry through its policies” which the BVerfG states cannot be 
considered as establishing a competence. 
43 Ibid, para 328. 
44 Ibid, para 327. 
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is because “the newly worded provision makes it possible substantially to amend 

Treaty foundations of the European Union without the constitutive participation 

of legislative bodies in addition to the Member States’ executive powers”.45 As 

with Treaty amendment, this requires the approval of two thirds of the members 

of both the Bundestag and the Bundesrat. This ratification is required in order for 

the German representative in Council to formally approve the Art. 352 TFEU 

proposal. 

C. SUFFICIENT TASKS AT MEMBER STATE LEVEL 

The BVerfG also seeks to control the way certain specific competences transferred 

to the Union level are exercised. This is to guarantee that the Union exercises 

competences in certain sensitive areas in a way that “ensures tasks of sufficient 

weight in extent as well as substance remain, which are the legal and practical 

conditions of a living democracy”.46 Thus, in each of these areas, the BVerfG 

considers whether the Bundestag retains sufficient control over the power 

exercised at the Union level. This is a detailed consideration of competence rules 

to ensure compliance with the unilaterally exceptional position of national 

parliaments according to the domestic constitution. 

For example, the area of judicial cooperation in criminal matters may include 

“action that counts among the most intensive encroachments on individual 

freedom”.47 As a result, it is necessary that such action is democratically 

legitimised. Articles 82 and 83 TFEU empower the Union to adopt decisions 

related to mutual recognition of judicial decisions and the definition of criminal 

offences. In relation to Art. 82(2), and Arts. 83(2) and (3), a member of Council 

may object to a draft directive on the basis that it “would affect fundamental 

aspects of its criminal justice system”. In such an instance, the matter is referred 

to the European Council and the ordinary legislative procedure is suspended, 

potentially leading to the termination of the legislative procedure. In such 

instances, the German parliament must be involved in the triggering of this 

“emergency brake” procedure. The BVerfG establishes that: 

                                                   
45 Ibid, para 328. 
46 Ibid, para 351. 
47 Ibid, para 356. 
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“[T]he necessary degree of democratic legitimation via the national 

parliament can only be guaranteed by the German representative in the 

Council exercising the Member States’ rights set out in Art. 82(3) and 83(3) 

only on the instruction of the German Bundestag”48  

The same is specified for many other sensitive areas. The civil matters competence 

in Art. 81(3)(1) TFEU requires “constitutive participation of the German 

legislative bodies”49 and in external trade relations, for external trade talks based 

on Art. 218(2) TFEU, the Federal government is “constitutionally obliged” to 

inform the German Bundestag and allow them to review trade talks “because of 

the joint responsibility for integration and the differentiation of tasks among the 

constitutional bodies under the separation of powers.”50 In the area of common 

defence:  

“The constitutive requirement of parliamentary approval for the 

deployment of the armed forces abroad will continue to exist even after 

the entry into force of the Treaty of Lisbon. The Treaty of Lisbon does not 

confer on the European Union the competence to use the Member States’ 

armed forces without the approval of the Member State affected or its 

parliament.”51  

Finally, in the area of social policy, Art. 48(1) TFEU’s “emergency brake” can be 

exercised only on the instruction of the German Bundestag.52  

The overall consequence of the interpretations given by the BVerfG was that the 

Act describing the relationship between the German governments and parliament 

needed to be amended because “the Bundestag and the Bundesrat have not yet 

been accorded sufficient rights of participation in European law-making and 

Treaty amendment procedures”.53 The overall result can be described as a 

                                                   
48 Ibid, para 365. 
49 Ibid, para 369. 
50 Ibid, para 375. 
51 Ibid, para 381. 
52 Ibid, para 400. 
53 Ibid, para 409. See the German Act[s] on Cooperation between the Federal Government and the German Bundestag 
[and the Bundesrat] in Matters concerning the EU. 
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unilateral empowerment of the German parliament based on its exceptional 

position within German constitutional arrangements. 

II. THE UNITED KINGDOM’S EUROPEAN UNION ACT 2011 

While the United Kingdom is engaged in the process of withdrawing from the 

Union and this Act may soon no longer apply, the European Union Act 2011 

serves as a useful indicator of the extent to which national parliaments can place 

controls on their Council representatives.  The Act was passed on the initiative of 

a coalition government in the UK. The leading party in the coalition, the 

Conservatives, had Eurosceptic tendencies and part of this attitude is reflected 

through the enactment of the EUA. It was commented at the time: 

“There is widespread suspicion that Cameron’s policy on Europe is 

intended primarily for domestic consumption and, in particular, for the 

appeasement of an increasingly virulent Europhobia among his own 

backbenchers”54  

One of the most controversial aspects of the act was s. 18. The Conservative 

manifesto had stated that this section would “make it clear that ultimate authority 

stays in this country, in our Parliament”. It was thus suggested that s. 18 would 

clarify the unilaterally exceptional position of national parliaments in the European 

Union; that ultimate authority remained with the parliament rather than with the 

Union. This is based on the notion in the UK constitution that the parliament is 

sovereign and thus has the power “to make or unmake any law whatever”.55 

S. 18 ultimately concerns the ex post application of Union law to national 

parliaments, and will be discussed in Chapter 4. The section confirms that Union 

law only applies by virtue of the choice of the UK parliament to pass the European 

Communities Act 1972 and thus to accede to the Community. This offers statutory 

affirmation of the unilaterally exceptional position of parliament in the UK 

constitution and how this relates to Union law. 

                                                   
54 Editorial, “Some Thoughts Concerning the Draft Treaty on a Reinforced Economic Union”, 49 CML Rev. (2012), 1. 
See also Gordon and Dougan, “The United Kingdom’s European Union Act 2011: Who won the bloody war 
anyway?”, 37 EL Rev. (2012), 3, 6. 
55 See, Dicey Introduction to the Study of the Law of the Constitution (8th ed., Macmillan, 1915). 
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More significantly for the purposes of this chapter, the Act gives certain powers 

of control to the UK parliament over the approval of Union decisions by the UK’s 

Council representative. These powers are significant and detailed and provided a 

wealth of formal controls to the UK parliament in its Council representative 

scrutiny role. The controls can be put into three broad categories based on type of 

approval required: 1) Approval by Act of Parliament and referendum 2) Approval 

by Act of Parliament 3) Approval by parliamentary motion. 

A. MEASURES REQUIRING APPROVAL BY ACT OF PARLIAMENT 

AND REFERENDUM 

Three categories of measures require approval by referendum and an Act of 

Parliament. This type of approval mostly relates to issues of Union primary law 

amendment. The first category is amendments or replacements to the TEU or 

TFEU.56 However, not all amendments are caught by the act; only scenarios listed 

in s.4 of the Act are covered. This includes: 

• the extension of the objectives of the EU under Art. 3 TFEU57 

• the conferring of a new competence on the Union or the extension of 

competence58 in exclusive59, shared60 and supporting, co-ordinating or 

supplementing61 areas as well extension in relation to co-ordination of 

economic and employment policies or common foreign security policy62 

• the conferring on EU institutions the power, or the extension of the power, 

to confer new requirements obligations or sanctions on Member States63 

• the removal of unanimity in any of dozens of areas listed in schedule 164 

• the removal of the Member State’s right to oppose CFSP decisions under 

Art. 31(2) in relating to Common Foreign Security Policy65  

                                                   
56 Section 2 European Union Act 2011. 
57 Ibid, S. 4(1)(a). 
58 This can be said to summarise s.4(1)(b-h) Ibid. 
59 Ibid, S. 4(1)(b-c). 
60 Ibid., S. 4(1)(d-e). 
61 Ibid., S. 4(1)(g-h). 
62 Ibid., S. 4(1)(f). 
63 Ibid., S. 4(1)(i-j) 
64 Ibid., S. (4)(1)(k) 
65 Ibid., S. (4)(1)(l) 
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• the Member States’ power to pull an “emergency brake” in the areas of 

social security, judicial co-operating in criminal matters and serious crime 

with a cross-border dimension66 

If a decision falls within these broad headings then the amendment requires the 

necessary approval. If it does not concern an area listed here, it falls under the 

“exemption condition” and does not require such approval. Where the 

amendment does not come under the list in s.4, an Act of Parliament will be 

sufficient to pass the amendment under UK law. 

The second category of measures requiring approval by referendum and an Act 

of Parliament is amendments under the simplified revision procedure. Any 

amendment under this procedure must be approved through this method if it falls 

within the categories outlined above. However, s.3(4)(b) states that a referendum 

will not be necessary where “the effect of that provision in relation to the United 

Kingdom is not significant”. An Act of Parliament suffices as an alternative 

method of approval if the amendment does not come within the list in section 4. 

The third and final category requiring approval by referendum and an Act of 

Parliament is certain decisions specified by the act. This includes decisions which 

change Council voting rules from unanimity to qualified majority voting in 

certain areas. Social Policy under Art. 153(2) TFEU and environmental policy 

under Art. 192(2) TFEU are specifically protected as well as any decisions taken 

under Art. 48(7) TEU which fall under Schedule 1 of the act. This category also 

includes decisions67 which represent “a one-way irreversible transfer of power”68 

such as making the Euro the currency of the UK69 and removing border controls 

under the Schengen protocol.70 

B. MEASURES REQUIRING AN ACT OF PARLIAMENT 

The second method of approval for measures under the European Union Act 2011 

is through an Act of Parliament. As noted, all amendments to Treaties which do 

                                                   
66 Ibid., S. (4)(1)(m) 
67 Ibid., S.6(5)(c and d) 
68 European Union Act 2011, Explanatory Notes, para 71. 
69 European Union Act 2011, S.6(5)(e) 
70 Ibid., S.6(5)(k) 
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not fall under s.4 must be approved by an Act of Parliament. In addition to this, 

s.7(2) EUA outlines further measures which must be approved by an Act of 

Parliament: 

• a decision under the provision of Article 25 of TFEU that permits the 

adoption of provisions to strengthen or add to the rights listed in Article 

20(2) of that Treaty (rights of citizens of the European Union);  

• a decision under the provision of Article 223(1) of TFEU that permits the 

laying down of the provisions necessary for the election of the members of 

the European Parliament in accordance with that Article; 

• a decision under the provision of Article 262 of TFEU that permits the 

conferring of jurisdiction on the Court of Justice of the European Union in 

disputes relating to the application of acts adopted on the basis of the EU 

Treaties which create European intellectual property rights; 

• a decision under the third paragraph of Article 311 of TFEU to adopt a 

decision laying down provisions relating to the system of own resources 

of the European Union. 

Each of these sections is an area of unanimity decision-making in the Council and 

thus in each of these instances, the national parliament is provided with a de facto 

veto of the decision taken at the European level. We can note that these rights 

concern areas which the Treaty has designated that the Member States are to 

approve the measure “in accordance with their constitutional requirements”. 

Thus, as a matter of Union law, these powers are sanctioned by the Treaty under 

what is referred to as an “organic law” clause.71 

Section 7(4) also lists decisions requiring approval prior to the vote of the Council 

representative. These instances are not covered by the Treaty’s “organic law” 

process and the Act of Parliament must approve the draft decision. Some of these 

provisions concern the removal of veto power.72 Others concern substantive 

decisions, for example, altering the number of Members of the Commission,73 

                                                   
71 Dashwood, Dougan, Rodger, Spaventa, Wyatt (eds.) Wyatt and Dashwood’s European Union Law (6th ed, Hart 
Publishing, 2011), p. 80. 
72 This includes decisions under Art. 48(7) TEU that are not listed in Schedule 1 and detailed provisions relating to 
enhanced cooperation in s.4(e) and (f) 
73 European Union Act 2011, S.7(4)(a) EUA on decisions under Article 17(5) TEU 
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Council decisions taking a step backwards as regards the liberalisation of the 

movement of capital to or from third countries74 and adopting provisions to 

replace the protocol (No. 12) on excessive deficit procedure.75 

C. MEASURES REQUIRING PARLIAMENTARY APPROVAL 

The third and final method of approval for measures under the European Union 

Act 2011 is through parliamentary approval. Under this method, “approval is 

given if (a) in each House of Parliament a Minister of the Crown moves a motion 

that the House approves Her Majesty's Government's intention to give a 

notification in respect of a specified measure, and (b) each House agrees to the 

motion without amendment”. Section 10(1) lists eight areas where approval of a 

draft decision by parliamentary motion is required before a minister can vote in 

its favour. This includes areas in which this parliamentary motion may act as a 

veto due to unanimity voting rules, such as amendments to the statutes of both 

the European Central Bank76 and the Court of Justice77 as well as the establishment 

of specialised courts attaching to the general Court.78 This section also includes 

some areas that require Qualified Majority Voting rules. For example, the UK 

parliament must approve by motion the extension of the free movement of 

services to nationals of a third country under Art. 56 TFEU.79 This competence is 

exercised under the ordinary legislative procedure, and as such the Council votes 

by qualified majority. In this and other instances80 the UK parliament has the 

opportunity to influence the outcome but does not have a de facto veto the 

decision at the Union level. 

Finally, ss.8 and 9 do not fit as neatly into the above categories. The latter outlines 

provisions which require parliamentary approval for changes to voting rules in 

the area of Area of Freedom, Security and Justice. Section 8 EUA places controls 

                                                   
74 Ibid., S.7(4)(c) EUA on decisions under Art. 64(3) of TFEU 
75 Ibid., S. 7(4)(d) EUA on decisions under Art. 126(14) of TFEU 
76 Ibid., S. 10(1)(b). 
77 Ibid., S. 10(1)(e). 
78 Ibid., S. 10(1)(d). 
79 Ibid., S. 10(1)(a). 
80 For example, this applies to Art. 129(3), by which certain articles of the Statute of the European System of Central 
Banks and the European Central Bank “the Statute of the ESCB and of the ECB may be amended by the European 
Parliament and the Council, acting in accordance with the ordinary legislative procedure. They shall act either on a 
recommendation from the European Central Bank and after consulting the Commission or on a proposal from the 
Commission and after consulting the European Central Bank”. 
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on the ability of the UK representative in Council to vote in favour of Art. 352 

TFEU. Approval for a vote is only possible in one of the three listed situations. 

First, an Act of Parliament approving a draft decision will suffice.81 Second, a 

minister can put forward a motion that the matter is urgent and in this instance 

approval of a draft decision by parliamentary motions in both houses will 

suffice.82 Thirdly, a minister can lay down a statement before parliament stating 

that the draft decision falls under one of the exempt purposes specified.83 These 

exemptions apply in an effort “to prevent unnecessary Acts of Parliament to 

approve measures which have been agreed in substance under previous measures 

using the Article 352 legal base.”84 

Overall, the European Union Act 2011 constitutes a detailed set of provisions to 

control the decision-making ability of UK’s Council representatives. In particular 

for the purposes of this chapter, it represents some of the strongest formal controls 

that any parliament in the European Union has in its Council representative 

scrutiny role. It is not possible to ignore the political context which surrounded 

this act. In particular, the referendum controls came in for significant criticism. 

The breadth of the controls placed on the Act was described as “wilful 

obstructionism” of the Union by the ruling government.85 It has been described 

as “shallow and short-sighted political protectionism”.86 For the purposes of this 

thesis, this Act represents a unilateral expression of the exceptional position of the 

UK parliament within UK constitutional arrangements. 

III. ECONOMIC AND MONETARY UNION 

The final examples discussed in this section on post-Lisbon developments in the 

domestic ex ante role of national parliaments come in relation to Economic and 

Monetary Union. The examples which will follow are unilateral. They are powers 

required by the domestic constitution for the valid approval of laws made in the 

area of EMU based on the exceptional position of national parliaments. This area is 

                                                   
81 European Union Act 2011, S. 8(3)  
82 Ibid., S. 8(4) . 
83 Ibid., S. 8(6) . 
84 European Union Act 2011, Explanatory Notes, para 92. 
85 Gordon and Dougan op. cit. supra note 54, 29. 
86 Murkens, “The European Union Act 2011: a failed statute” 3 Tijdschrift Voor Constitutioneel Recht (2012), 396, 406. 
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of particular interest because approval of the national budget is seen to be one of 

the core powers of a national parliament.87  

Economic Monetary Union was launched in 1992 as part of the Maastricht 

Treaty.88 As the currency came into force, certain measures were put in place to 

assess the budget activities of Member States. This includes the Stability and 

Growth Pact, passed in 1997, which laid down limits on national annual deficit 

and debt levels of Member States.89 It also developed surveillance procedures 

which required Member States to report to the Union to ensure compliance. These 

budget surveillance measures were strengthened in the aftermath of the Eurozone 

crisis that began in 2009 following the global financial crisis in 2007. A number of 

legislative measures were passed with the aim of strengthening Union 

surveillance of Member States’ budgets and in an attempt to coordinate economic 

policy.90 Further, the Treaty on Stability, Coordination and Governance extended 

rules of budgetary discipline and economic convergence.91  

The crisis beginning in 2009 had a significant impact on the shape of the Eurozone. 

In the difficult economic climate in the aftermath of the 2007 global financial crisis, 

there was a concern that a number of Eurozone countries would be unable to pay 

their sovereign debt. This led to panic in financial markets and the cost of 

borrowing for those countries increased. In response to this, the Eurozone offered 

financial assistance to its indebted members. In the initial stage of the Eurozone 

crisis, bailouts were provided to indebted countries through temporary measures 

such as the European Financial Stabilisation Mechanism (EFSM) and the 

European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF). The latter is a bigger loan vehicle, 

created on an intergovernmental basis outside the EU framework. The European 

Stability Mechanism was also set up as a more permanent option, granting 

financial assistance to countries subject to stringent conditions. In order for this to 

                                                   
87 For comments on this, and the extent to which such budgetary power exists in reality, see Jancic, “National 
Parliaments and EU Fiscal Integration”, 22 ELJ (2016), 225. 
88 See Article 2 TEU “The Community shall have as its task, by establishing a common market and an economic and 
monetary union…”, as amended Treaty of Amsterdam, amending the Treaty on European Union, the Treaties 
Establishing the European Communities and certain related acts [1997] OJ C340/01 
89 See, Council Regulation (EC) 1466/97 on the strengthening of the surveillance of budgetary positions and the 
surveillance and coordination of economic policies (OJ 1997 L209/1); and Council Regulation (EC) 1467/97 on 
speeding up and clarifying the implementation of the excessive deficit procedure (OJ 1997 L209/6). 
90 Hinarejos The Euro Area Crisis in Constitutional Perspective (OUP, Oxford, 2015), 
91 This Treaty was passed outside of the EU framework due to its rejection by the UK and the Czech Republic. For the 
UK context, see Gordon, “The United Kingdom and the fiscal compact: Past and Future”, 10 EuConst (2014), 28. 
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pass, the European Council amended Art. 136 TFEU using the simplified revision 

procedure to affirm the power of the Member States to create a permanent crisis 

mechanism.92  

It is clear that these budget measures and measures of financial assistance have 

the potential to affect this important area of national parliamentary competence. 

The budgetary surveillance measures and the accompanying penalties for failure 

to comply with Union rules, may limit the autonomy of parliaments in this area. 

In particular, a lack of budgetary autonomy is a concern for countries receiving 

financial assistance. The assistance is accepted based on a memorandum of 

understanding. This places limits on the economic policies that can be made 

within a Member State. Further, this involves significant funds being used from 

the budget of the creditor Member States. Given the effect on the ability of 

national parliaments to decide on the budget, it is not surprising that a number of 

Member States have developed unilateral powers to ensure that national 

parliaments are able to influence ex ante decision-making in this area. 

At the European level, there has often been only limited opportunity for national 

parliaments to influence the creation of Union measures because of the “crisis” 

nature of the Eurozone. As a result, many decisions have been taken by the 

European Council, with limited potential for parliamentary influence. This has 

led some to fear that executive decision-making might dominate this area. This 

might subsequently lead to “a renewed trend of de-parliamentarisation”.93 Crisis 

decisions are “taken under conditions of increased executive dominance and time 

pressure making it difficult for parliaments to get involved and to take ownership 

of the crisis management”.94 The remainder of this sub-section will consider 

examples of the unilateral action of national parliaments in response to the 

Eurozone crisis. It will first consider the extensive response of the BVerfG. 

 

 

                                                   
92 While the legality of this mechanism has been questioned at length, it is beyond the scope of this thesis to conduct 
such analysis. See, Beck, “The Court of Justice, legal reasoning, and the Pringle Case - Law as the continuation of 
politics by other means”, 39 ELRev. (2014), 234. 
93 Auel and Höing, “National parliaments and the Eurozone crisis: Taking ownership in difficult times”, 38 West 
European Politics (2015), 375, 376. 
94 Ibid., 375. 
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A. BVERFG RULINGS ON ECONOMIC AND MONETARY UNION 

The rulings of the BVerfG in relation to Economic and Monetary Union have had 

a significant impact on the formal powers of the German parliament decision-

making in this area. The German Court has placed emphasis on the importance 

of budgetary autonomy for the Bundestag. This is the principle that the Bundestag 

must retain control over the budget due to the importance of the citizens retaining 

control of the funds raised by the State. In this way, the Bundestag holds a 

unilaterally exceptional position in the German constitution, in that it must retain 

this budgetary autonomy. On this basis, the German parliament has been 

provided with powers based on a number of significant rulings on national 

parliamentary rights in the area of Economic Monetary Union. 

The first notable judgment came in the initial phase of the crisis. Greece had 

significant debt problems, resulting in financing from other Member States. The 

BVerfG ruled on the legality of the transfer of funds from the Union to Greece.95 

The judgment was centred around the ability of the Bundestag to make decisions 

on the budget. This is because the Bundestag plays an important role in the 

preparation of the budget according to the German constitution and thus must 

retain budget sovereignty. 96 It is unable to make “imprecise budgetary 

authorisations” to the Union as this might lead to “irreversible, possible massive, 

restrictions on national political legislative discretions”.97 As a result: 

“The Bundestag must specifically approve every large-scale measure of 

aid of the Federal Government taken in a spirit of solidarity and involving 

public expenditure on the international or European Union level.”98 

This analysis has since been confirmed in relation to the European Stability 

Mechanism, the permanent fund transfer mechanism. The BVerfG approved the 

legality of this Treaty, but again confirmed that the Bundestag must specifically 

approve large aid transfer to other Member States.99 In that judgment, the BVerfG 

was also satisfied about the voting rules for decision-making in the ESM board. 

                                                   
95 Case 2 BvR 987/10 Legality of Transfer of Funds to Greece, judgment of 7 September 2011. 
96 Ibid., para 123. 
97 Ibid., para 125. 
98 Ibid., para 128. 
99 Case 2 BvR 1390/12 Re Ratification of the ESM Treaty and Fiscal Compact, judgment of 12 September 2012, para 239. 
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85% of board members could vote to transfer funds in an emergency situation. 

However, this did not break the link between decisions taken and the need for the 

approval of the Bundestag because Germany had a veto power on this board and 

the future accession of any Member States need not affect this.100 

Along with these formal empowerments of the national parliament in relation to 

aid transfer, the BVerfG has also moved to empower national parliaments in 

different ways. For example, in a case concerning the ESM Treaty and the Euro 

Plus pact, the BVerfG considered whether the way these agreements were 

negotiated offered sufficient room for influence by the German parliament.101 The 

BVerfG ruled that the government must comply with the need to provide 

information in relation to the negotiation to “make it possible for the Bundestag 

to influence the Federal Government’s forming of decisions at an early date and 

effectively”.102 In relation to this, Article 23(2) of the German Constitution states: 

“The Federal Government shall keep the Bundestag and the Bundesrat informed, 

comprehensively and at the earliest possible time.” As well as allowing for the 

influence of representative bodies, this also serves the public nature of the 

parliamentary process, allowing Union issues to have a connection to citizens.103 

In terms of the nature of information required, certain standards are set. It must 

be comprehensive, including all documentation, both formal and informal. The 

more complex a matter is, and the more deeply it intervenes in the sphere of 

competence of the legislature, the more intensive the requirement of information 

becomes.104 Certain time requirements are also set, so that the Bundestag is able 

to genuinely influence the government: “Only if the Bundestag obtains 

knowledge of a project at an early date can it influence the decision process in 

European Union affairs”.105 Finally, the target of this information must be the 

Bundestag as a whole, with oral information given to individual groups 

insufficient.106 On this basis, the BVerfG ruled that the government failed in its 

requirement to supply information both in terms of supplying comprehensive 

                                                   
100 Ibid, para 193. 
101 Case 2 BvE 4/11 Re Negotiation of ESM and Euro Plus Pact, judgment of 19 June 2012. 
102 Ibid., para 107. 
103 Ibid., para 115. 
104 Ibid., para 116. 
105 Ibid., para 127.  
106 Ibid, para 129, with narrow exceptions in para 132.  
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information and the requirement to inform parliament at the earliest possible 

date.107  

Overall, as with the Lisbon judgment, these EMU cases unilaterally empower the 

German parliament in accordance with its exceptional position within the German 

constitution.108 

B. OTHER UNILATERAL DOMESTIC POWERS IN ECONOMIC AND 

MONETARY UNION 

Specific powers are also provided to other parliaments in the area of EMU. For 

example, Article 50 of Austria’s Federal Constitutional Law lists participation 

rights for the National Council in matters related to the European Stability 

Mechanism. Information and reporting rights are listed,109 as well as formal 

requirements of approval in Article 50b: 

“An Austrian representative in the European Stability Mechanism may 

only agree or abstain in voting to: 

1. A proposal for a resolution to grant stability aid to a Member State 

2. an alteration of the approved share capital and an adaptation of the 

maximum loan volume of the European Stability Mechanism as well as the 

calling of approved share capital not having been paid in and 

3. amendments of the financial aid instruments, if the National Council has 

authorized him to do so on the basis of a proposal of the Federal 

Government”110 

Such strong, formal powers also exist elsewhere in the Union. For example, the 

Estonian Riigikogu has detailed formal powers. In relation to the EFSF, the 

                                                   
107 For the Euro Plus Pact, the main issue was not informing at the earliest possible date. 
108 Case 2 BvE 8/11 Re Bundestag’s Right of Participation/EFSF, judgment of 28 February 2012. Another case on 
parliamentary rights in relation to Union affairs concerned the composition of parliament. In relation to the ESM 
Treaty, the delegation of essential decisions to a committee was ruled to be an undue exclusion of the Bundestag as a 
whole. Given the importance of the bundestag in the area of the budget it is essential, the exclusion of many bundestag 
members from the source of decisions was deemed to be unconstitutional. 
109 Federal Constitutional Law of Austria, Article 50c. 
110 Special dispensation is made for urgency: “In cases of special urgency the Federal Minister in charge may bring 
the matter before the National Council. Without authorization by the National Council the Austrian representative 
must refuse the proposal for such a resolution.” 
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Estonian parliament ensured involvement at every stage including the need for 

approval of decisions on aid packages and the need for prior consent to positions 

at the European Council from the European Affairs Committee. Such detailed 

formal powers are also outlined in relation to the ESM. In relation to the first 

instalment payment to an indebted country, the Estonian representative on the 

board of directors of the ESM requires a prior resolution of the Riigikogu in order 

to participate in a vote and vote on changes in the ESM authorised capital stock. 

Further decisions taken within the framework require the involvement of both the 

European affairs committee and prior resolutions of the Riigikogu.111 

Despite this formal power, Estonia has been amongst the least active of 

parliaments during the Eurozone crisis.112 This is an indicator that formal 

institutional controls, such as veto powers, do not necessarily translate to activity 

and influence. By contrast, the Finnish parliament has been one of the most active 

parliaments in relation to the Eurozone crisis. Despite having no veto powers, the 

participation and information rights provided to the parliament have allowed it 

to genuinely control and influence its representative.113 The conclusion that 

formal powers do not reflect involvement holds true across the board: 

“Some of the more powerful parliaments, such as those of Estonia, 

Lithuania or Slovenia, have been far less active than would have been 

expected, while the opposite is true for some of the weaker parliaments, 

most notably the Irish Dail.”114 

Overall there has been an asymmetrical response from national parliaments to the 

Eurozone crisis,115 with a significant difference both in terms of formal powers 

and level of engagement. This is an inevitable consequence of the fact that each 

parliament has its own individual constitutional arrangements. The extent to 

                                                   
111 “Constitutional Change through Euro Crisis Law: A Multi-level Legal Analysis of Economic and Monetary Union”, 
Estonian report (http://eurocrisislaw.eui.eu/estonia). 
112 Auel and Honig op. cit. supra note 93, 388: The Estonia parliament is described as part of a group of “powerful 
parliaments with little activity” along with the Czech Republic, Lithuania and Slovenia. 
113 “Constitutional Change through Euro Crisis Law: A Multi-level Legal Analysis of Economic and Monetary Union” 
Finland report (http://eurocrisislaw.eui.eu/finland). 
114 Auel and Honig op. cit. supra note 93, 390. 
115 Benz, “An Asymmetric Two-Level Game. Parliaments in the Euro Crisis”, in Crum and Fossum (eds.), Practices of 
Interparliamentary Coordination in International Politics (ECPR Press, 2013), p. 125 
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which an individual national parliament is empowered may depend on the extent 

to which it is unilaterally exceptional within domestic constitutional arrangements. 

4. THE EFFECT OF POST-LISBON ASSERTIONS OF THE 

UNILATERAL EXCEPTIONALISM OF NATIONAL 

PARLIAMENTS 

Section 4 considers the potential effect of domestic assertions of the unilateral 

exceptionalism of national parliaments on the Union legislative process. On the one 

hand, it considers the argument that national parliaments might disrupt the 

smooth functioning of the Union legislative process and thus their actions ought 

to be internalised through legal obligations. On the other hand, it considers the 

potential benefits of increased action within the Council representative scrutiny 

role of national parliaments and legal arguments to suggest the role ought to 

remain outside the scope of Union law. 

I. CONCERNS ABOUT UNILATERAL EXCEPTIONALISM 

A. THE THREAT TO THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE UNION 

LEGISLATIVE PROCESS 

The prior section discussed the examples of unilateral empowerments of national 

parliaments based on their exceptional nature within the domestic constitution. For 

some, assertions such as this offer a threat to the effective functioning of the Union 

legislative process. For example, Craig has argued this point in relation to some 

of the parliamentary controls over Council representative decision-making in the 

UK’s European Union Act 2011.116 

He argues that “over-activity” of national parliaments might damage the 

legislative process. Such national parliamentary controls could lead to a 

“floodgate” effect whereby other Member States might adopt similar measures. 

According to Craig, the impact on EU decision making would be grave; “there 

would be countless EU legislative initiatives floating in limbo awaiting the 

outcome of the national legislative process”. He argues the pragmatic problems 

                                                   
116 Craig, “The European Union Act 2011: Locks, limits and legality”, 48 CML Rev. (2011), 1915. 
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resulting from their involvement may have “fundamental implications for the 

institutional balance” of the decision-making process.117 

It is clear that such national democratic mechanisms can disrupt the functioning 

of Union decision-making. For example, the 2016 referendum in the Netherlands 

risked leading to the collapse of the EU-Ukraine association agreement.118 This 

was also seen in the threats of the regional Wallonian parliament of Belgium to 

block the CETA deal.119 This latter example shows clearly that a national (or 

regional) parliament provided with power at the domestic level is essentially 

equivalent to a “localised red card”. It provides the parliament with the ability to 

veto the agreement and thus halt the process.120 These measures show the 

potential impact that the exceptional nature of national parliaments can have on 

effective Union decision-making. 

 

 

B. INTERNALISATION AS A SOLUTION TO THE THREAT POSED 

BY NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS 

This chapter explores the potential for action at the European level to react to the 

domestic developments discussed in section 3. As explained at the beginning of 

the chapter, the potential for European action is discussed because it represents a 

potential response to the post-Lisbon domestic developments that we have 

discussed. In this way, the perspective of domestic actors remains the key focus 

of this chapter. 

Craig argues that if national parliaments act in an uncooperative way towards the 

Union legislative process, then they should be found to be in breach of Union law 

                                                   
117 Ibid., 1935. 
118 “Association Agreement between the European Union and its Member States, of the one part, and Ukraine, of the 
other part” 29 May 2014 (OJ L 161/3). In response to the no vote in the Netherlands referendum, the European Council 
responded with a statement that aimed to address concerns whilst continuing with an association agreement. See, 
European Council Conclusions on Ukraine (15 December 2016), Press release 758/16. For a similar example, we can 
also note Malta’s blocking of the Gambling Convention in the Council of Europe, preventing the EU from ratifying 
the Convention as an entire bloc. 
119 Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement. 
120 Officially titled the “Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement”: 
www.trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2014/september/tradoc_152806.pdf 
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by the Court of Justice. He suggests that national parliaments should be bound by 

the duty of sincere cooperation in Art. 4(3) TEU as discussed in Chapter 1: 

“Pursuant to the principle of sincere cooperation, the Union and the 

Member States shall, in full mutual respect, assist each other in carrying 

out tasks which flow from the Treaties. 

The Member States shall take any appropriate measure, general or 

particular, to ensure fulfilment of the obligations arising out of the Treaties 

or resulting from the acts of the institutions of the Union. 

The Member States shall facilitate the achievement of the Union’s tasks and 

refrain from any measure which could jeopardise the attainment of the 

Union’s objectives.” 

On this basis, Craig argues that the parliamentary controls in the UK’s European 

Union Act 2011 lack legal authority. He argues that the Treaties contain “no 

provisions authorizing such national controls”.121 This can perhaps be given more 

weight by an argument made by Piris in relation to the referendum requirements 

in the Act.122 The Treaties, as agreed by Member States, set out objectives. They 

also set out the procedural rules on how these objectives are to be achieved, with 

different rules for different areas. Thus, due to their sensitivity, certain areas are 

reserved for unanimity while others specifically allow for ratification of the 

Council vote, after it has been agreed at European level, “in accordance with 

national constitutional requirements”, as we saw above.123 These dispensations 

have been pre-agreed by all Member States. The EUA’s ex ante controls, on the 

other hand, are a unilateral self-empowerment within one Member State without 

the agreement of the others. In Craig’s words, “each national parliament could of 

its own volition arrogate to itself a role in EU decision-making”.124 Thus, the EUA 

may breach the objectives of the Treaty, and the procedure by which those 

                                                   
121 Craig, op. cit. supra note 116, 1934. 
122 Piris in “Written evidence to the House of Commons European Scrutiny Committee” in The EU Bill and 
Parliamentary Sovereignty, 7 Dec. 7 2010, HC 633-II. 
123 See e.g. Arts. 25, 223(1) and 262 TFEU. 
124 Craig, op. cit. supra note 116, 1935. 
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objectives are to be achieved, as previously agreed by all Member States in good 

faith. 

In effect, national parliaments are individually empowering themselves with 

localised “red cards” to control the vote of their Council representative. In 

qualified majority voting areas, the threshold for a Council blocking minority 

could be reached by national parliaments from as few as four countries.125 In areas 

of unanimity voting, the requirement of parliamentary approval before the 

Council representative can vote is equivalent to a veto for that national 

parliament. Furthermore, in this context, national parliaments are not bound by 

the restrictions on their power in Protocol No. 2. Their intervention can be general, 

and is not limited by a need to complain on the basis of non-compliance with the 

principle of subsidiarity. Thus, the limits that are placed on national parliaments 

in the scrutiny of Union institutions, are absent in the scrutiny of their Council 

representatives. Craig argues that this unilateral empowerment is not compliant 

with the Treaty. 

Craig’s arguments against ex ante controls in the European Union Act 2011 must 

also apply to the ex ante controls of the German Parliament in relation to Article 

352 TFEU. Further, it may also call into question the mandate system as applied 

by the Danish Parliament, and, in fact, any system which aims to place national 

parliamentary controls on Council representatives.126  

This argument seems to suggest that a solution to the potential threat caused by 

the unilateral exceptionalism of national parliaments as expressed by domestic 

actors is to internalise their power through the provision of obligations. The 

Council representative role of national parliaments ought to fall within the scope 

of Union law to ensure that it does not threaten the effective functioning of the 

Union legislative process. 

                                                   
125 Art. 16(4) TEU: “A blocking minority must include at least four Council members, failing which the qualified 
majority shall be deemed attained.” 
126 Though Craig does note that “it can be accepted that a Member State may well give instructions to its Council 
representative as to how to vote”, Craig, op. cit. supra note 116, 1934. 
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II. ARGUMENTS FOR THE EXTERNALITY OF THE COUNCIL 

REPRESENTATIVE SCRUTINY ROLE OF NATIONAL 

PARLIAMENTS FROM UNION OBLIGATIONS 

A. LEGAL SUPPORT FOR EXTERNALITY 

In the first place, we can look to the Treaties to dispute the idea that there is no 

authorization for the placement of controls on Council representatives by national 

parliaments. For example, Article 10(2) TEU recognises the ministerial 

accountability of national parliaments as a key democratic principle 

underpinning of the Union. It is listed under “Provisions on democratic 

principles”: 

“Member States are represented in the European Council by their Heads 

of State or Government and in the Council by their governments, 

themselves democratically accountable either to their national 

Parliaments, or to their citizens.” 

The wording of this article does not seem to mandate ministerial responsibility, but 

rather it recognises its existence, and the fact that its exercise underpins the 

legitimacy of the Council. 

Other parts of the Treaty also support the Council representative scrutiny role of 

national parliaments. For example, Art. 4(2) states that the Union shall respect the 

“fundamental structures” of Member States. Given its important role in the 

relationship between parliament and government, ministerial accountability 

could be viewed as part of the “fundamental structure” of a Member State. Any 

application of duties of sincere cooperation to ministerial accountability would 

engage Article 4(2) TEU and offer a normative pull towards non-interference with 

ministerial accountability. 

The clearest indication that Union law ought not to qualify ministerial 

accountability comes from the Preamble to the Protocol on the Role of National 

Parliaments, discussed earlier: 
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“The way in which national Parliaments scrutinize their governments in 

relation to the activities of the European Union is a matter for the particular 

constitutional organization and practice of each Member State.” 

This is an explicit statement that Member States ought to retain control over the 

way that national parliaments scrutinise their Council representatives. This is 

strongly suggestive that this type of action can be viewed as outside the scope of 

Union law. The view that this action should remain outside the scope of Union 

law is also evident in academia. For example, Kiiver argued in relation to the 

Article 352 TFEU controls in the German Acts (EUZBGG): “It is a matter of 

domestic constitutional arrangements whether and how ministers seek domestic 

backing for their actions at EU level.”127 

Also relevant to this discussion of whether this action falls within the scope of 

Union law, is the case law discussed in Chapter 1. Portugal and Spain v. Council128 

concerned a claim from Portugal and Spain that the way that other Council 

members had acted in the negotiation of fishing quotas was uncooperative. The 

Court suggested that action that takes place within the Council is not bound by 

duties of sincere cooperation: 

“The adoption of a legislative measure by the Council cannot constitute 

either a breach of the obligation imposed on the Member States to 

guarantee the application and effectiveness of Community law, the 

defence by each Member State of its interests within the Council 

manifestly not falling within the scope of that obligation, or a breach of 

the duty of sincere cooperation attaching to the Council as an 

institution.”129 

This states that the adoption of a legislative measure cannot constitute a breach of 

Art. 4(3) TEU. In relation to the involvement of Member States within Council, the 

Court states that their actions do not fall within the scope of duties of sincere 

cooperation.  

                                                   
127 Kiiver, “The Lisbon Judgment of the German Constitutional Court: A Court-Ordered Strengthening of the National 
Legislature in the EU”, 16 ELJ (2010), 578, 585. 
128 Joined Cases C-63 & C-67/90, Portugal and Spain v. Council, EU:C:1992:381. 
129 Ibid., para 53. 
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We have also discussed case law which showed that the Court encourages the 

defence of the national interest because the “institutional system” is the only 

forum in which their defence of the national interest is possible.130 In the case of 

national parliaments, they will later have to comply with legislation passed in 

Council, and they cannot legitimately raise their national interest as an excuse for 

non-enforcement. They should be granted the full opportunity to defend their 

interests at that earlier stage without being limited by duties of cooperation.  

The case law and the Treaties offer a strong case that the Council representative 

scrutiny role of national parliaments may be outside the scope of duties of 

cooperation. This would go against Craig’s arguments that national parliaments 

are not authorised to play such a significant role by the Treaties. This would 

suggest that to internalise national parliaments through the application of duties 

of cooperation to their Council representative scrutiny role may not be legally 

permissible under the Treaties. 

 

B. MITIGATING ARGUMENTS TO THE PRACTICAL EFFECTS OF 

THE UNILATERAL EXCEPTIONALISM OF NATIONAL 

PARLIAMENTS IN SCRUTINY OF COUNCIL 

REPRESENTATIVES 

Finally, we can consider the counter-arguments to Craig’s view that the practical 

consequences of national parliamentary scrutiny over their Council 

representative could have damaging implications for the Union legislative 

process. Two counter-arguments can be made: i) the negative practical effects are 

limited by the procedures of the Council, and ii) national parliamentary action 

may strengthen the democratic legitimacy of the Council. 

MITIGATION OF PRACTICAL EFFECTS BY MULTILATERAL AND 

INTERNAL COUNCIL PROCEDURE 

                                                   
130 See, Case C-57/72, Westzucker v. Einfuhr und Vorratsstelle Zuker, EU:C:1973:30, para 16. Case C-39/72, Commission 
v. Italy, EU:C:1973:13. Confirmed in Case C-128/78, Commission v. United Kingdom, EU:C:1979:32. 
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The impact that national parliaments have on the Union legislative process 

through scrutiny of their Council representatives is ultimately limited by the 

Treaty. For example, it is arguable that a risk emerges from the domestic legal 

order providing national parliaments with de facto vetoes in certain areas. This is 

certainly a significant power, but this is a consequence of the decision of the Treaty 

to have unanimity voting rules in that area. This choice is often due to the 

sensitivity of the area in question, which leads Member States to choose to retain 

a veto over it. Such de facto vetoes are not available in areas with qualified 

majority voting. National parliaments cannot be unilaterally provided with a veto 

except where the Treaty has chosen to provide a veto to each Council 

representative. Thus, the unilateral self-empowerment is contained within the 

multilateral and internal procedure as laid out in the Treaty. 

Craig’s concern is broader than this and is based a general sclerosis of the 

legislative process that may emerge if a number of different Member States were 

to offer similar controls to those placed in the EUA.131 In particular, he is 

concerned about the specificity of the measures in the EUA. As many 

commentators stated, the breadth of the measures and the specificity reflected the 

ideological choice of the then UK government.132 Each government might follow 

suit by offering national parliamentary controls in areas of its choosing: 

“There would be no reason why all twenty-seven Member States might not 

require statutory or parliamentary approval for EU decisions about which 

they felt especially strongly, and these topics would differ as between 

Member States.”133 

Ultimately, this would lead to a slowing down of the legislative process, as it was 

stalled by the need for parliamentary approval in a number of Member States. 

                                                   
131 In the late 1970s and early 1980s, European integration was said to have gone through a period of eurosclerosis. 
This was partly due to the veto powers that remained in place for Member States in a number of areas was said to 
have been ended by the Single European Act 1986 and it “new impetus” to the process of integration through the 
introduction of more qualified majority voting. See Pernice, “Multilevel Constitutionalism and the Treaty of 
Amsterdam: European Constitution-Making Revisited”, 36 CML Rev. (1999), 703, 704. 
132 Dougan and Gordon op. cit. supra note 54, 30, describes how the European Union Act 2011 attempts “to weave the 
preferences of a particular ideology into the constitutional fabric of the United Kingdom” 
133 Craig, op. cit. supra note 116 , 1934. 
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From an empirical perspective, there is limited evidence that Craig’s prediction of 

widespread parliamentary controls has come to fruition. No comparable 

legislation to the UK’s European Union Act has been passed in other Member 

States since 2011. In fact, it might be best to look on the EUA as a product of its 

time, particularly in light of the UK’s proposed withdrawal from the European 

Union some years later. The Act expressed a Eurosceptic ideology through greater 

national controls over Union decision-making. The Act did not lead the way to a 

flood of parliamentary controls across the 28 Member States. 

DEMOCRATIC BENEFIT OF FURTHER PARLIAMENTARY 

CONTROLS 

The reception of the parliamentary controls in the EUA was not entirely negative. 

Some viewed the increased parliamentary controls, particularly those which did 

not in addition require a referendum, as a positive outcome. Murkens argued, the 

“enhancement and extension of Parliamentary control mechanisms over EU 

decision-making are the EUA’s sole redeeming features.”134 Dougan and Gordon 

stated “the system of parliamentary control provided for under the EUA…can be 

seen as a welcome development in strengthening democratic scrutiny over the 

UK Government’s activities in relation to the Union”.135 

This offers the perspective that national parliaments having an impact of the 

Union legislative process need not necessarily be viewed as an undesirable 

outcome. For example, as discussed in Chapter 1 in the context of the “Early 

Warning Mechanism”, further politicisation of the Union legislative process by 

national parliaments may be a positive outcome. As Bartl has argued in that 

context, Union institutions tend to take a non-questioning attitude to the 

objectives set out by the Commission. National parliaments, as somewhat external 

actors,136 can question the objectives of Union institutions, and thus bring greater 

politicisation to the process. 

This argument in favour of democratic benefits of Council scrutiny by national 

parliaments can also be used against the idea of controlling the action with judicial 

                                                   
134 Murkens op. cit. supra note 86, 406. 
135 Dougan and Gordon op. cit. supra note 54, 15. 
136 To the extent that they are not Union institutions. See, Introductory Chapter, section 1.II.A. 
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obligations. Significant practical implications might arguably arise from judicial 

intervention in this highly political area. To place limits on the influence that the 

national parliament is able to apply would be a contentious area for the Court to 

step into, concerning as it does the formulation of a vote within the Council. For 

the Court to exert influence in such matters would essentially amount to judicial 

pressure on political actors to behave in a particular way in the creation of policy. 

As discussed in Chapter 1, this would lead to strong feedback effects, with future 

Council representatives aware that they must attenuate their representation of 

national interest lest their actions be censured by the Court. This may undermine 

the democratic legitimacy of the Council. As outlined in Art. 10(2) TEU, Council 

members are accountable to their “national parliaments”.137 By placing duties of 

sincere cooperation on the ability of Council members to defend the national 

interest, this may limit the democratic credentials of the Council. 

CONCLUSION 

This chapter has explored the ex ante influence of national parliaments on the 

Union legislative process from the perspective of domestic legal actors. It has 

focused on the Council representative scrutiny role undertaken by national 

parliaments. Most parliaments traditionally exercised this role in a limited 

capacity but the Lisbon Treaty and domestic developments offer an opportunity 

to re-consider the role. 

The Lisbon Treaty explicitly recognises the Council representative scrutiny role of 

national parliaments for the first time. In doing so, it recognises that national 

parliaments underpin the democratic legitimacy of Council representatives by 

holding them to account. This is recognition of the multilateral exceptionalism of 

national parliaments; the fact that a special feature of the institution is the 

increased democratic legitimacy stemming from their scrutiny.138  

Post-Lisbon, some individual national parliaments have seen an increase in 

formal powers in their Council representative scrutiny role. Three examples were 

                                                   
137 Note: Citizens are also mentioned. This can be seen as the next chain in the accountability link, or as a reference to 
Council members who are not responsible to parliament, but rather to an electorate. This is, for example, the position 
of the French President in the European Council. 
138 This is not withstanding the tension emerging from the heterogeneity of national parliaments as discussed in 
Chapters 1 and 2. 
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explored; the German EUZBGG,139 the United Kingdom’s European Union Act 

2011 and the new powers of a number of parliaments in relation to Economic and 

Monetary Union. In each of these developments, strong formal powers for an 

individual national parliament were provided on the basis of the unilaterally 

exceptional position of the national parliaments within domestic constitutional 

arrangements. These modern powers raise new questions about the potential 

impact on the Union legislative process. 

On the one hand, some have argued that this action offers a threat to the smooth 

functioning of the Union legislative process. To avoid negative impacts, it may be 

necessary to internalise this national parliamentary role through the provision of 

legal obligations. For example, Craig has argued that the parliamentary controls 

in the UK’s European Union Act 2011 could be deemed to breach the duty of 

sincere cooperation applicable to Member States. 

On the other hand, there is limited legal support for internalising the Council 

representative scrutiny role of national parliaments through the provision of 

duties of sincere cooperation. A review of the Treaties and the case law suggests 

that the Council representative scrutiny role may fall outside the scope of legal 

obligations. Further, it is arguable that legally binding this action is neither 

necessary nor desirable. It may be unnecessary because the modern expressions 

of the unilaterally exceptionalism of national parliaments have not evidenced a 

significant negative impact on the legislative process. This is likely because such 

power is contained within the multilateral and internal procedures of the Council. 

Binding this action may also be undesirable, because the democratic scrutiny of 

national parliaments ought instead to be encouraged, to increase the democratic 

legitimacy of the Union legislative process in line with Art. 10(2) TEU.  

                                                   
139 German Act[s] on Cooperation between the Federal Government and the German Bundestag [and the Bundesrat] 
in Matters concerning the EU, 2009 amendment (Gesetz über die Zusammenarbeit von Bundesregierung und 
Deutschem Bundestag in Angelegenheiten der Europäischen Union – EUZBBG). 
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CHAPTER 4: THE EX POST APPLICATION OF UNION LAW TO NATIONAL 

PARLIAMENTS FROM THE DOMESTIC PERSPECTIVE 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter focuses on the ex post application of Union law to national 

parliaments from the perspective of actors in the domestic legal order. It explores 

the pre-Lisbon position in this area, before considering how modern 

developments at the domestic level affect the relationship between national 

parliaments and the Union. 

Section 1 explores the pre-Lisbon position in this area. The Court of Justice 

established principles of decentralised enforcement to be applied by domestic 

actors across the Union. While the basic tenets of these principles were eventually 

accepted by all Member States, a number of domestic courts made reservations 

over the full application of Union law in all instances. Many of these reservations 

are based on the protection of the exceptional position of national parliaments 

within domestic constitutional arrangements.  

Sections 2 and 3 explore how these domestic limits to the full application of Union 

law have been used in practice by domestic actors post-Lisbon. Section 2 looks at 

cases from the United Kingdom and Germany, where domestic courts have come 

close to disapplying Union law, but offered compliant interpretations. Section 3 

explores examples of domestic actors refusing to apply Union law. In both 

sections, the exceptional position of national parliaments in domestic constitutional 

arrangements is a justification for review of Union law. 

Section 4 explores the consequences of these post-Lisbon developments for the 

relationship between national parliaments and the Union. Such unilateral 

domestic assertions are considered by some to threaten the effectiveness of the 

multilateral framework of the Union. This is particularly the case because this 

action cannot be internalised and controlled through the provision of legal 

obligations.  

It can also be argued that such domestic assertions have benefits for the Union. 

Such action ensures that fundamental constitutional principles relating to national 
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parliaments are protected. It is also argued that domestic courts help to keep the 

Court of Justice in check, ensuring that the latter performs its role in interpreting 

the Treaty faithfully, ultimately benefiting the balance of power between national 

parliaments and the Union.  

1. THE PRE-LISBON POSITION IN THE EX POST APPLICATION OF UNION 

LAW TO NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS AT THE DOMESTIC LEVEL 

This section explores the pre-Lisbon position of national parliaments in the ex post 

application of Union law from the perspective of domestic legal actors. It outlines 

how the Court of Justice constructed principles of decentralised enforcement that 

instructed national actors to give full application to Union law. Most national 

courts accepted these principles, but many made reservations based on the 

unilaterally exceptional position of national parliaments within domestic 

constitutional arrangements. 

I. THE PRINCIPLES OF DECENTRALISED ENFORCEMENT OF 

UNION LAW 

As explained at the beginning of Chapter 3, while the final two substantive 

chapters of this thesis focus on the domestic perspective, the actions of European 

actors form a relevant part of the discussion. For this chapter, the focus is on how 

domestic actors have responded to the Court of Justice’s development of 

principles of decentralised enforcement, both before and after the Lisbon Treaty. 

In this way, the perspective of domestic actors remains the key focus of this 

chapter. 

This sub-section offers a brief outline of the Union’s principles of decentralised 

enforcement. Given the vast and important nature of these topics, it is clear that 

this section will not adequately outline the nuances of this area. However, this is 

merely intended to outline the core principles, particularly in the area of 

supremacy, before considering the response of Member States.1 

                                                   
1 For a more detaild explanation, see Dashwood, Dougan, Rodger, Spaventa, Wyatt (eds.) Wyatt and Dashwood’s 
European Union Law (6th ed, Hart Publishing, 2011) Chapters 8 and 9. 
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In the 1960s the Court of Justice established its foundational principles, which 

gave widespread effects to Community law in the Member States. This began with 

Van Gend En Loos2 and the establishment of direct effect, a principle of pivotal 

importance in the decentralised enforcement of Community law.3 For the purpose 

of this chapter, the important element of direct effect was its creation of rights for 

individuals to invoke European law before their domestic Courts.  

With Union law able to be invoked before domestic courts, this naturally led to 

the potential for a conflict between European and domestic laws. This issue arose 

in the case of Costa4 which concerned an Italian law nationalising the production 

and distribution of energy. The Italian law appeared to conflict with certain 

articles of the EEC Treaty, the older piece of law in this instance.5 The Court of 

Justice rejected the argument of the Italian government that the national court was 

obliged to apply the national law. It reasoned that Union law is an integral part of 

the legal system of Member States, which its Courts are bound to apply. Calling 

Community law into question by “subsequent legislative acts” would undermine 

the entire legal system. Thus, the Court of Justice established that Community law 

applies even in the case of a subsequent legislative act.  

This principle of supremacy applies to national legislatures, which are obliged to 

bring national law into line with Community law.6 It also applies to national 

administrations, which must disobey national law where it conflicts with Union 

law.7 And, as we have seen, it applies to all national courts, as fully outlined in 

Helga Niniz: 

“a national court which is called upon, within the limits of its jurisdiction, 

to apply provisions of Community law is under a duty to give full effect to 

those provisions, if necessary by refusing of its own motion to apply any 

conflicting provision of national legislation, and it is not necessary for the 

                                                   
2 Case 26/62 Van Gend En Loos EU:C:1963:1. 
3 Claes The National Courts’ Mandate in the European Constitution (Hart Publishing, 2006), 70. 
4 Case 6/64 Costa v E.N.E.L EU:C:1964:66. 
5 Articles 53 and 37 EEC Treaty. 
6 Case 48/71 Commission v Italy EU:C:2001:368. 
7 Case 103/88 Fratelli Costanzo EU:C:1989:256. 
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court to request or await the prior setting aside of such provision by 

legislative or other constitutional means.”8 

It is valuable at this point to draw a distinction between different types of 

supremacy, what has been termed, substantive and structural.9 Substantive 

supremacy concerns the disapplication of national law where its content is 

incompatible with Union law. Structural supremacy, on the other hand, concerns 

procedural rules within a national legal system which might prevent national 

courts from giving effect to Community law.  

Structural supremacy was of particular relevance in the case of Simmenthal.10 In 

Italy, only the constitutional court has jurisdiction to disapply legislation. As a 

result, the Italian Constitutional Court previously ruled that while supremacy 

could be accepted, any disapplication of national law could only be conducted by 

the constitutional court. This meant that domestic courts would be unable to 

apply Union law in some instances due to the structural rules of the Italian legal 

system. The Court of Justice emphatically rejected the notion that such procedural 

rules could inhibit the application of Union law.  

“Any provision of a national legal system and any legislative, 

administrative or judicial practice which might impair the effectiveness of 

community law by withholding from the national court having 

jurisdiction to apply such law the power to do everything necessary at the 

moment of its application to set aside national legislative provisions which 

might prevent community rules from having full force and effect are 

incompatible with those requirements which are the very essence of 

community law.”11 

Thus, any national court is under a duty to give effect to Union law provisions 

and is not to “request or await the prior setting aside of such provision by 

legislative or other constitutional means.”12 This confirmed that a “centralised” 

                                                   
8 Case C-184/89 Helga Niniz EU:C:1991:50, para 19. 
9 See Claes, op cit. supra note 3, p. 124. 
10 Case 106/77 Administrazione delle Finanze dello Stato ν Simmenthal EU:C:1978:49. 
11 Ibid., para 22. Emphasis added. 
12 Ibid., para 24. 
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model of judicial review,13 whereby only constitutional courts have the capacity 

to disapply national legislation, is not compatible with this structural aspect of 

supremacy.  

This was further underlined in Factortame.14 In this case, the applicant was affected 

by a change in UK shipping law and sought application for judicial review of the 

legislation on the grounds that it contravened Union law, applying for a grant of 

interim relief pending final determination. The Court of Appeal in the UK ruled 

that no interim relief could be granted as this would amount to temporary 

disapplication of an Act of Parliament, in contravention of the principle of 

parliamentary sovereignty. The House of Lords referred the matter to the Court 

of Justice, asking whether Union law obliges the provision of interim protection. 

In response, the Court of Justice reiterated the statement of Simmenthal and 

confirmed that interim relief must be granted so as not to undermine the 

effectiveness of the judgment on the existence of rights claimed under Union law: 

“a court which in those circumstances would grant interim relief, if it were not for 

a rule of national law, is obliged to set aside that rule”.15 It did not matter that the 

“national rule” in question was parliamentary sovereignty, a fundamental 

principle underpinning the UK’s constitutional arrangements.16 Overall, the effect 

of the Court’s strong interpretation of structural supremacy is removal of national 

procedural rules which limit the ability of domestic judiciaries to review national 

legislation. 

As explained by AG Jacobs in Van Schijndel,17 the Simmenthal and Factortame cases 

related to fundamental rules which might have inhibited the effective application 

of Union law. A centralised model of judicial review would lengthen proceedings 

and a lack of interim relief might make eventual judgments on Union rights 

inadequate. It is necessary for the Court of Justice to “enable national courts…to 

perform effectively the task conferred upon them under the system established 

by the Treaty”.18 Thus, a special position for national legislation limiting 

                                                   
13 De Visser Constitutional Review in Europe: A Comparative Analysis (Hart Publishing, 2014). 
14 Case C-213/89 Ex Parte Factortame EU:C:1990:257. 
15 Ibid., para 21. 
16 See, Gordon Parliamentary Sovereignty in the UK Constitution: Process, Politics and Democracy (Hart Publishing, 2015). 
17 Opinion of A.G. Jacobs in Joined Cases C-430/93 and C-431/93 Van Schijndel EU:C:1995:185 
18 Ibid., para 22. 
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enforcement would be so systematic that it would jeopardise the enforcement of 

Union law. Indeed, in this sense, it could be said that the removal of privilege for 

national legislation is inherent to the supremacy of Union law and necessary for 

its effectiveness.  

These cases on structural supremacy can be analysed using the framework of 

unilateral exceptionalism as outlined in detail in Chapter 3. National parliaments 

tend to be unilaterally exceptional at the domestic level; they have a special status 

within domestic constitutional arrangements. The unilateral exceptionalism of 

national parliaments is an explanation for both of the structural rules at question 

in Simmenthal and Factortame. Both cases removed procedural rules protecting 

national parliaments from judicial review owing to the special status of national 

legislation in domestic constitutional arrangements. It is clear that in outlining the 

consequences of the principles of decentralised enforcement, the Court of Justice 

deemed these rules protecting the unilateral exceptionalism of national parliaments 

as incompatible with the full application of Union law.  

II. DECENTRALISED ENFORCEMENT IN NATIONAL 
CONSTITUTIONS: ACCEPTANCE AND NON-ESSENTIAL 
CHALLENGES 

For the most part, domestic courts have accepted the principles of decentralised 

enforcement outlined by the Court of Justice. For the original six Member States, 

fundamental acceptance was reasonably straightforward. In the Netherlands the 

prevailing constitutional doctrine of monism allowed it to accept supremacy as 

outlined by the Court of Justice.19 So too with Luxembourg whose legal 

framework accepts the supremacy of international law.20 Other countries had 

constitutional traditions less naturally accepting of supremacy, but ultimately the 

core of the principle has been accepted. Germany’s Bundesverfassungsgericht 

(BVerfG) accepted the core of the principle of supremacy in its 1971 Lutticke 

judgment.21 In Belgium, supremacy was accepted in the Le Ski judgment of 1971, 

a decision which showed openness to international law.22 Italy and France had 

                                                   
19 Claes, op cit. supra note 3, p. 209. 
20 Ibid., p. 152. 
21 Case 2 BvR 225/69 Alphons Lutticke GmbH, judgment of 9 June 1971 
22 Belgian Court constiutionelle, Fromagerie Franco-Suisse Le Ski v. Etat Belge, Judgment no of 27 May 1971 
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more difficulty in accepting the doctrine in full. Italy’s Corte Costituzionale, after 

some contrary judgments, accepted the full mandate for decentralised application 

of supremacy in Granital.23 In France, acceptance varied between its key judicial 

bodies, with the Cour de Cassation accepting the principle in 1975,24 but the Conseil 

D’état not fully accepting the principle until the Nicolo judgment of 1989.25 

Those who joined the Union after direct effect and supremacy had been 

established by the Court were aware of its application. In this sense, initial 

acceptance was more a matter for political actors than judicial actors. Parliaments 

gave their approval to the Treaties in the knowledge that Union law would be 

supreme. It could be said that they “knew what they were getting into”.26 Thus, 

in the UK, for example, its highest court could ultimately point to the fact that 

parliament had passed a 1972 Act acceding to the Treaties as a rationale for 

accepting supremacy.27 Other Member States, including newly acceding states 

from Eastern Europe and the Baltic regions, have accepted the fundamental idea 

of the supremacy of Union law over subsequent national laws.28 

One issue that needed to be overcome in some States was the matter of jurisdiction 

for judicial review. We have already touched on the jurisdictional issues for 

Member States earlier in section 1. Certain national constitutions had in place 

structural rules which prevented the full application of supremacy by national 

courts. As discussed, in Factortame the British Courts expressed scepticism over 

                                                   
23 Corte Costituzionale, decision n. 170/84 of 8 June 1984, Granital SpA v Amministrazione delle Finanze dello Stato, For it., 
1984, I, 2026 
24 Cour de Cassation, decision of 14 May 1975, Administration des Douanes v SocieteCafes Jacques Vabre, D, 1975, 497. 
25 Conseil d’Etat, decision of 20 October 1989, Nicolo, RFDA, 1989, 824. 
26 See Claes, op cit. supra note 3, p. 197. 
27 See R (Factortame Ltd) v Secretary of State for Transport [1990] UKHL 7. This is despite the implications for 
parliamentary sovereignty. For example, Barber describes the Factortame case as the “quiet death of parliamentary 
sovereignty” in “The afterlife of Parliamentary sovereignty”, 9 International Journal of Constitutional Law (2011), 
144. 
28 For Sweden and UK see Schwarze The birth of a European constitutional order: the interaction of national and European 
constitutional law (Nomos, 2001). For Ireland, Denmark, Greece, Portugal, Austria, Finland see Claes, op cit. supra note 
3. For general analysis of newer Member States on accession treaties and the Lisbon Treaty, see, Albi, “Supremacy of 
EC Law in the New Member States Bringing Parliaments into the Equation of ‘Co-operative Constitutionalism’”, 3 
EUConst (2007), 25; Wendel, “Lisbon Before the Courts: Comparative Perspectives”, 7 EUConst (2011), 96. For Poland, 
see Judgment of 11 May 2005 in Case K 18/04; Judgment of 27 April 2005 in Case P 1/05; Lazowski, “Constitutional 
Tribunal on the Surrender of Polish Citizens under the European Arrest Warrant. Decision of 27 April 2005.” 1 
EUConst (2005), 569; Lazowski, “Conformity of the Accession Treaty with the Polish Constitution. Decision of 11 May 
2005” 3 EUConst (2007), 148; Lazowski, “Poland Constitutional Tribunal on the Preliminary Ruling Procedure and 
the Division of Competences between National Courts and the Court of Justice Order of 19 December 2006”, 4 
EUConst (2008), 187. For Czech Republic, see Zemanek, “The Emerging Czech Constitutional Doctrine of European 
Law”, 3 EUConst (2011), 418. 
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their ability to disapply (even temporarily) an Act of Parliament. This is because 

such an action would conflict with parliamentary sovereignty - the inviolability 

of acts of parliament - which is at the core of the British constitution. As we noted, 

this structural rule would place too great a burden on the effectiveness of Union 

law and was precluded by the Court of Justice. The UK accepted that the 

unilaterally exceptional position of national parliaments could not result in 

disapplication of Union law where it conflicted with national law.29  

A similar story took place in Italy, due to its “centralised” model of judicial 

review. After initially doubting the supremacy of Union law on a more basic level 

in Costa,30 the Italian Constitutional Court accepted that conflicting national law 

must be declared inapplicable in ICIC.31 However, it held that where ordinary 

courts suspect an incompatibility, they are under a duty to refer this to the Corte 

Costituzionale. This is because the issue is, from the Italian perspective, a matter of 

the interpretation of Article 11 of its Constitution,32 which accepts transfer of 

sovereignty but must be policed by the constitutional court. As we have seen, this 

attempt at centralised judicial review was rejected by the Court of Justice in 

Simmenthal, and this position would ultimately be accepted by the Italian Corte 

Costituzionale in Granital.33 Again, the Constitutional Court accepted that the 

unilaterally exceptional position of its national parliaments did not preclude the full 

application of Union law. 

III. PRESERVATION OF THE UNILATERALLY EXCEPTIONAL 

POSITION OF NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS 

Despite the acceptance of the basic tenets of supremacy, a number of States have 

not fully accepted the Court of Justice’s account. Many courts held out the 

potential for review of Union law for compatibility with fundamental 

constitutional principles. The starting point for this is Solange I, the BVerfG 

                                                   
29 See R (Factortame Ltd) v Secretary of State for Transport [1990] UKHL 7 
30 Corte Costituzionale, decision n. 14/1964 of 24 February 1964, Costa v ENEL, For it., 1964, I-30. 
31 Corte Costituzionale, decision n. 232/75 of 30 October 1975 ICIC, For it., 1975, I2661.  
32 Article 11 of the Italian Constitution: Italy “agrees, on conditions of equality with other states, to the limitations of 
sovereignty necessary for an order that ensures peace and justice among Nations; it promotes and encourages 
international organizations having such ends in view.” 
33 Corte Costituzionale, decision n. 170/84 of 8 June 1984, Granital SpA v Amministrazione delle Finanze dello Stato, For it., 
1984, I, 2026. 
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judgment which established that fundamental rights could not be abrogated by 

the Union.34 This protection of fundamental rights was bound up with issues of 

national parliaments and democracy, particularly the fact that the Union did not 

have a democratically legitimate parliament to which Union institutions were 

fully responsible.35 Thus, the failure to replicate the institutions of national 

democracy was a reason why fundamental rights protection might be insufficient. 

This led the BVerfG to reserve the right to review Union law to ensure the 

fundamental rights of the German constitution are not violated.36 

The Court of Justice in later years responded to this with the imposition of 

fundamental rights standards on the Union legislature.37 The BVerfG in turn gave 

a judgment which was more sympathetic in tone and suggested it would not 

review Union legislation for such standards in Solange II.38 

“In the judgment of this Chamber a measure of protection of fundamental 

rights has been established in the meantime within the sovereign 

jurisdiction of the European Communities which in its conception, 

substance and manner of implementation is essentially comparable with 

the standards of fundamental rights provided for in the Constitution.”39 

By making reservations on the issue of fundamental rights, the BVerfG is 

reserving ultimate review power to itself on this issue. If the Union were to make 

legislation conflicting with fundamental rights, the BVerfG has retained the right 

to strike down that Union legislation for Germany. Such a position can also be 

found in Italy, where the Corte Costituzionale retains the right to review Union 

legislation so it is not in conflict with fundamental principles of the constitution 

                                                   
34 Case 2 BvL 52/71 Internationale Handelsgesellschaft mbH, judgment of 29 May 1974. 
35 Ibid, para 23: “The Community still lacks a democratically legitimated parliament directly elected by general 
suffrage which possesses legislative powers and to which the Community organs empowered to legislate are fully 
responsible on a political level“ 
36 Ibid., para 24: “in the hypothetical case of a conflict between Community law and a part of national constitutional 
law or, more precisely, of the guarantees of fundamental rights in the Constitution, there arises the question of which 
system of law takes precedence, that is, ousts the other. In this conflict of norms, the guarantee of fundamental rights 
in the Constitution prevails as long as the competent organs of the Community have not removed the conflict of 
norms in accordance with the Treaty mechanism“. 
37 Case 11/70 Internationale Handelsgesellschaft EU:C:1970:114 
38 Case 2 BvR 197/83 Re the Application of Wünsche Handelsgesellschaft, judgment of 22 October 1986. 
39 Ibid., para 35. 
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or the inalienable rights of man.40 Thus, in this area, Italy and Germany retain the 

right to measure Union legislation by the standards of the national constitution. 

Another issue which may lead to national constitutional courts measuring Union 

action is compliance with the powers transferred to the Union level, or whether 

Union action is ultra vires. One of the leading judgments on this issue is the 

Maastricht Urteil. This decision firmly established the ability of the BVerfG to 

review measures of the Union. The judgment states that Germany’s duties stem 

from the Act of Accession which passed the Treaty into German law.41 As a result, 

the power of the Union in the German constitution only extends as far as the 

power that has been transferred by the legislature in this act: 

“Thus, if European institutions or agencies were to treat or develop the 

Union Treaty in a way that was no longer covered by the Treaty in the form 

that is the basis for the Act of Accession; the resultant legislative 

instruments would not be legally binding within the sphere of German 

sovereignty. The German state organs would be prevented for 

constitutional reasons from applying them in Germany. Accordingly the 

Federal Constitutional Court will review legal instruments of European 

institutions and agencies to see whether they remain within the limits of 

the sovereign rights conferred on them or transgress them”42 

This defence against the limits of Union action is partly based on the need to 

protect the unilaterally exceptional position of national parliaments within the 

German constitution. The Court commented that at that stage of European 

integration, the Union could not legitimise itself because it did not have the same 

system of parliamentary democracy as exists in the German constitution.43 As a 

result, the BVerfG must ensure that core power is not transferred to the Union 

level; “functions and powers of substantial importance must remain for the 

German Bundestag”.44 The Court was satisfied that the Treaty did not transfer 

                                                   
40 Corte Costituzionale, decision n. 232/89 of 21 April 1989 Fragd, For it., Riv. Dir. Inti. , 1989, 103. 
41 This is mainly based on Article 20(1-2) and Article 38 of the German Constitution. See Chapter 4, section 2.II for 
more details. 
42 Cases 2 BvR 2134/92 & 2159/92 Manfred Brunner and Others v The European Union Treaty, judgment of 12 October 
1993. 
43 Ibid., para 40. 
44 Ibid., para 45. 
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such core powers away from the German parliament, but stated that it will use its 

ultra vires review power to ensure that the acts of Union institutions remain within 

the conferred powers. By limiting the application of Union law to what was 

foreseen in the acts of accession, the BVerfG protects the competence of the 

Bundestag in accordance with the latter’s position in the German constitution. 

A similar rationale exists in the Danish Supreme Court’s approval of the 

Maastricht Treaty.45 Article 20 of the Danish Constitution only transfers 

sovereignty to a “specified extent”. The judgment of the Supreme Court specifies 

that decisions contrary to the Danish constitution cannot be taken by the Union. 

This rejects decisions going beyond the competence transferred to the Union, 

including decisions contrary to fundamental rights.46 The national legislature 

must transfer competence to the Union in order for it to be validly exercised. This 

is another example of protection of the unilaterally exceptional position of the 

national parliament within domestic constitutional arrangements. 

This position is also present in the UK. Ultimately, while the UK accepted the 

application of supremacy by acceding to the Community, it did so on the basis 

that this was the voluntary will of parliament. Thus, while UK courts accept 

supremacy of Union law, this is reasoned on the basis of parliaments’ choice: 

“If the supremacy within the European Community of Community law 

over the national law of Member States was not always inherent in the 

E.E.C. Treaty it was certainly well established in the jurisprudence of the 

European Court of Justice long before the United Kingdom joined the 

Community. Thus, whatever limitation of its sovereignty Parliament 

accepted when it enacted the European Communities Act 1972 was entirely 

voluntary”47 

In this way, Factortame (No. 2) was able to reconcile the doctrine of parliamentary 

sovereignty with EU supremacy based on the idea that EU law is only supreme 

as a result of parliament’s choice. Thus, while it accepts that national legislation 

must give way to the application of Union law, the unilaterally exceptional position 

                                                   
45 See Danish Supreme Court Case No. 361/ 1997Maastricht UfR 1998.800H. 
46 Ibid., para 13. 
47 Lord Bridge in R v Secretary of State for Transport, ex parte Factortame (No 2) [1990] 3 WLR 818. Emphasis added 
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of national parliaments is ultimately retained. This is confirmed by section 18 of 

the European Union Act 2011, as discussed in Chapter 3. The section confirmed 

that Union law is only supreme to the extent that parliament determined it to be 

by passing the Act of accession.48  

Overall, we can see that a number of national constitutional courts never fully 

accepted the Court of Justice’s conception of supremacy. Many accepted that 

Union law must apply in the domestic context, but made reservations partly 

based on the unilaterally exceptional position of the national parliaments within the 

domestic constitution. 

 

IV. THE LISBON TREATY AND THE PRINCIPLES OF 

DECENTRALISED ENFORCEMENT 

Does the Lisbon Treaty change this traditional position in the ex post application 

of Union law from the perspective of actors in the domestic legal order? This 

section will provide an account of the marginal changes made before focusing on 

domestic developments in sections 2 and 3. 

The Lisbon Treaty is the first Treaty text to reference the principle of supremacy. 

It had previously only been evident in the case law of the Court of Justice. Part of 

the debate in the Convention on the Future of Europe was whether supremacy 

ought to be confirmed in the text of the Treaty. On this basis, the Constitutional 

Treaty was to include a clause stating: 

“The Constitution and law adopted by the institutions of the Union in 

exercising competences conferred on it shall have primacy over the law of 

the Member States.”49 

                                                   
48 European Union Act 2011, Section 18:“Directly applicable or directly effective EU law (that is, the rights, powers, 
liabilities, obligations, restrictions, remedies and procedures referred to in section 2(1) of the European Communities 
Act 1972) falls to be recognised and available in law in the United Kingdom only by virtue of that Act or where it is 
required to be recognised and available in law by virtue of any other Act.” According to Gordon and Dougan, “The 
United Kingdom’s European Union Act 2011: Who won the bloody war anyway?”, 37 EL Rev. (2012), 3, 7, the section 
does not change the previous legal position in the UK. Rather it is “declaratory, affirming that EU legal norms are 
effective in the United Kingdom because, and only because, Parliament has specifically legislated to make it so”. 
 
49 Art. I-6, Constitutional Treaty O.J. 2004, C 310. 
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There was some speculation that this clause would have an impact on the future 

relationship between the Court of Justice and national courts in the interpretation 

of supremacy. The incorporation of the Court’s view into Treaty text “could have 

increased the pressure on national courts to offer fuller obedience to the 

supremacy of Union law.”50 

After the failure of the Constitutional Treaty, it was decided that the incorporation 

of supremacy into the main text of the Treaties was to be abandoned. The inter-

governmental conference instead agreed that it was to be replaced by Declaration 

No. 17 concerning primacy: 

“The Conference recalls that, in accordance with well settled case law of 

the Court of Justice of the European Union, the Treaties and the law 

adopted by the Union on the basis of the Treaties have primacy over the 

law of Member States, under the conditions laid down by the said case 

law.” 

This declaration also makes reference to a Council Legal Service opinion on the 

primacy of Union law, which states that: “the fact that the principle of primacy 

will not be included in the future Treaty shall not in any way change the existence 

of the principle and the existing case-law of the Court of Justice.”51 Overall, this 

would suggest that the Lisbon Treaty does not change the state of affairs in the 

relationship of primacy between the Court of Justice and national courts. 

2. MODERN DEVELOPMENTS: INTERPRETATIONS AS NECESSARY TO AVOID 

REFUSAL OF APPLICATION OF UNION LAW 

The next two sections explore the post-Lisbon developments in the ex post 

application of Union law from the perspective of actors in the domestic legal 

order. First, section 2 explores examples of domestic courts reviewing Union law 

for its compatibility with the exceptional position of national parliaments within 

the domestic constitution, exploring examples from the United Kingdom and 

Germany. 

                                                   
50 Dougan “The Treaty of Lisbon 2007: Winning Minds, Not Hearts”, 45 CMLRev. (2008), 617, 699. 
51 11197/07 (JUR 260), in Declaration No 17 annexed to the Final Act. 
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I. THE UNITED KINGDOM’S SUPREME COURT 

As discussed in section 1, the United Kingdom has accepted the supremacy of 

Union law and reconciled it with the unilaterally exceptional view of national 

parliaments in the UK’s constitutional arrangements. As discussed, Factortame 

implies that the decision of parliament to subject itself to Union law was 

voluntary. In turn, this raises the question of whether the UK parliament could 

choose to cease following Union law if it explicitly stated so. For example, Lord 

Denning argued in MacCarthys v Smith that parliament retains this power: 

“If the time should come when our Parliament deliberately passes an Act 

with the intention of repudiating the Treaty or any provision in it or 

intentionally of acting inconsistently with it and says so in express terms 

then I should have thought that it would be the duty of our courts to follow 

the statute of our Parliament”52 

This leaves open the possibility for a UK court to refuse the application of Union 

law if parliament explicitly tells it to do so. The UK Supreme Court has since come 

close to disapplying Union law based on a somewhat different issue. The issue 

was not parliament instructing the Court to disapply Union law, but instead 

concerned another aspect of the unilaterally exceptional position of the parliament 

within the UK’s constitutional arrangements. 

The case in question is High Speed II, and was explored briefly in Chapter 2 of this 

thesis.53 The case concerned the Court of Justice’s interpretation of the 

Environmental Impact Assessment Directive.54 As discussed, the Directive 

intended to ensure that projects which may affect the environment undergo an 

impact assessment before they are approved. However, the Directive appeared to 

contain an exception for projects which were passed through legislative acts. Art. 

1(4) stated: 

                                                   
52 Lord Denning in MacCarthys Ltd v Smith [1981] QB 180 
53 R (on the application of HS2 Action Alliance Limited) v The Secretary of State for Transport and another [2014] UKSC3. See 
Chapter 2, section 4.III. 
54 Council Directive 97/11/EC of 3 March 1997 amending Directive 85/337/EEC on the assessment of the effects of 
certain public and private projects on the environment (OJ 1997 L 073/5). This is the version on which many of the 
interpretations discussed in this section are based 
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“This Directive shall not apply to projects the details of which are adopted 

by a specific act of national legislation, since the objectives of this directive, 

including that of supplying information, are achieved through the 

legislative process” 

Ultimately, the Court of Justice would interpret this exception so that it would 

only be satisfied if national parliaments could prove that their legislative process 

was sufficiently democratic in line with the standards of the Directive. This is fully 

outlined in Boxus, which states that a legislative act cannot satisfy this exception 

if it simply ratifies a pre-existing decision “without a substantive legislative 

process”.55 In order to determine whether the exception is satisfied, the national 

court must take account “both of the content of the legislative act adopted and of 

the entire legislative process which led to its adoption, in particular the 

preparatory documents and parliamentary debates.”56 

The appellants in the case brought an action against a decision of the UK 

government to adopt a new high-speed railway system on the basis that it 

breached the EIA Directive. They argued that legislative process would not satisfy 

the exception because it was not sufficiently substantive according to the case law 

of the Court of Justice. This is because the government’s whip system would 

prevent debate in parliament and prevent genuine consideration of alternatives 

by the Select Committee. Further, the government had already made the 

economic decision to go ahead with the bill and thus its passing through 

parliament was argued to be a formality. 

Objections to the Appellants’ arguments based on the Court of Justice’s 

interpretation of the EIA Directive are explored in both the leading judgment of 

Lord Reed and the joint judgment of Lords Neuberger and Mance. Specifically, 

the judgment objects to the prospect of: 

“scrutinising the likely adequacy or otherwise of their procedures and 

debates, including the extent to which individual members are likely to 

direct attention to and understand, and apply an independent mind to, any 

                                                   
55 Joined Cases C-128/09, C-129/09, C-130/09, C-131/09, C-134/09 and C-135/09, Boxus EU:C:2011:667, para 48. 
56 Ibid., para 47. 
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issue falling for decision by the legislature within article 1(4) of the EIA 

Directive”57 

As a result, there is a need for “careful consideration” of this law.58 Both 

judgments question whether the EIA Directive is compatible with both the 

multilaterally exceptional and unilaterally exceptional position of national 

parliaments. That is, the Supreme Court appeals both to the special position of the 

UK parliament according to the UK’s constitutional arrangements (unilateral), as 

well as the special position of all national parliaments in the European 

Union(multilateral). 

In terms of multilateral exceptionalism, the joint judgment states that the Court of 

Justice’s interpretation undermined the choices of the Union legislature by 

“reading out” the exception for legislative acts.59 The interpretation chosen by the 

Court challenges the position of all national parliaments in the Union. The 

appellant’s questioning of whipping and collective ministerial responsibility 

challenges “the whole legitimacy of Parliamentary democracy as it presently 

operates.”60 In support of this point, the judgment cites Art. 10(1) TEU which 

states that the Union is “founded on representative democracy”. The joint 

judgment contends that Art. 10(1) undermines the idea that the Court of Justice 

should interpret legislation in a way that questions the “ordinary workings of 

political democracy”.61 

Lord Reed also offers arguments that appeal to the multilaterally exceptional 

position of national parliaments. He states that it is clear that the whip system 

does not threaten the role of parliament, and rather it is an essential aspect of party 

politics which underlies the system of parliamentary governance. Indeed, to 

argue otherwise is a “misunderstanding of the constitutional role of the 

legislature”.62 In this vein, he also cites Art. 10(1) TEU’s description of 

representative democracy as underpinning the Union. 

                                                   
57 HSII [2014] UKSC3, Para 200. 
58 Ibid., para 200 
59 Ibid., para 171: “it is not for the courts to rewrite legislation, to extend or “improve” it in respects which the legislator 
clearly did not intend”.  
60 Ibid., Para 210 
61 Ibid. 
62 Ibid.,, para 102. 
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In the leading judgment, Lord Reed also questions whether the EIA directive is 

compatible with fundamental principles of the UK constitution protecting the 

unilaterally exceptional position of the parliament. He notes the potential for a 

“fundamental constitutional objection” if the Court of Justice’s interpretation of 

the EIA Directive is applied in the UK context. This is due to the fact that the 

interpretation would require the Supreme Court to “evaluate the quality of 

Parliament’s consideration of the relevant issues, during the legislative process 

leading up to the enactment of a statute”.63 

The joint judgement also stresses the unilateral exceptionalism of parliament in the 

UK’s constitutional arrangements. The UK has a “particular issue” with this type 

of review which “may be specific to the United Kingdom”.64 This is based on 

Article 9 of the UK’s Bills of Rights, which precludes the impeaching or 

questioning of in any court of debates or proceedings in Parliament”. Based on 

this article, and its subsequent interpretation, it is not possible for UK courts to 

review the procedure of parliament. As such it is “difficult to see how an English 

court could fully comply” with an expansive interpretation of the EIA Directive 

with its “apparent conflict with other principles hitherto also regarded as 

fundamental and enshrined in the Bill of Rights”.65 

Ultimately, conflict between the Directive and the UK constitution is avoided by 

Lord Reed. The judgment concludes that the EIA Directive does not mandate 

assessment of the “quality” of legislative debate. It is acceptable to review the 

process in order to ensure that the legislature has sufficient time and opportunity 

to debate and consider a proposal, however, “assessing the quality of debate or 

consideration of information… are not matters which are apt for judicial 

supervision”. Lord Reed is aware that this red line is not placed by the Court of 

Justice, though he does describe it as “unlikely” that they would want such a 

review to be carried out.66 

Thus, the review is limited to a focus on “the ability of the legislature to examine 

and debate the proposed project, rather than upon a qualitative assessment of the 

                                                   
63 Ibid., para 116. 
64 Ibid., para 203. 
65 Ibid., para 206 
66 Ibid., para 109. 
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legislature’s actual consideration of the proposal”.67 Reed deems it unnecessary 

to refer the matter back to the Court of Justice as it “has made it clear that it expects 

national courts to apply the principles which were established in those judgments 

in the context of their own national systems”.68 Ultimately, the UK Supreme Court 

is able to offer this interpretation to avoid a clash between the Directive and the 

fundamental constitutional objection based on the unilaterally exceptional position 

of the British parliament within the domestic constitution, while also appealing to 

the multilaterally exceptional position of national parliaments in the Union.  

The UK Supreme Court has since expanded on the relationship between domestic 

and Union law in Pham. Lord Mance’s judgment outlines the potential for a type 

of ultra vires review by UK courts. The judgment describes the decision in HSII as 

recognising the potential “jurisdictional limits” on the extent to which the 

European Union Act 1972 confers competence on the Court of Justice “over 

fundamental features of the British constitution”.69 

Lord Mance uses this to expand on the idea of finding Union law to breach the 

competence transferred to it by the UK. In particular, this will be the case if the 

Court of Justice acts contrary to “the clear language of a Treaty and of associated 

declarations and decisions”.70 In this situation, a domestic court faces a dilemma 

in how to respond if the Court “oversteps jurisdictional limits”: 

“a domestic court must ultimately decide for itself what is consistent with 

its own domestic constitutional arrangements, including in the case of the 

1972 Act what jurisdictional limits exist under the European Treaties and 

upon the competence conferred on European institutions including the 

Court of Justice.” 

This offers a clear statement of the power of UK domestic courts to disapply 

Union law where the Union has gone beyond its competence. This is underpinned 

by the idea that the Union only has the competence which it has been transferred 

through the European Communities Act 1972. This can thus be seen as protection 

                                                   
67 Ibid., para 112. 
68 Ibid., para 118. 
69 Secretary of State for the Home Department v Pham (formerly known as B2) [2015] UKSC 19, para 82. 
70 Ibid., para 90. Citing HSII. 
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of the unilaterally exceptional position of the parliament; competence transferred to 

the European level must be approved by the parliament through the Act of 

accession. 

II. GERMANY’S BVERFG 

As discussed in section 1, Germany’s BVerfG also retains the ability to review 

Union law for compliance with the German constitution. This was discussed in 

relation to protection of fundamental rights in the Solange case law, and in relation 

to ultra vires review in Brunner. This sub-section will explore how the Court has 

added to those limits in its post-Lisbon case law. 

A. LISBON AND “IDENTITY” REVIEW 

In Lisbon, the BVerfG establishes hypothetical limits on future Union integration 

based on the need to protect the “identity” of the German constitution.71 These 

limits are based on the need for the European Union to comply with democratic 

principles in the German constitution. Article 20 of the German Basic Law states 

that Germany is a “democratic state”, as such: 

“All state authority is derived from the people. It shall be exercised by the 

people through elections and other votes and through specific legislative, 

executive and judicial bodies” 

Article 23 of the Basic Law states that Germany “shall participate in the 

development of the European Union” and “may transfer sovereign powers” to 

the EU. The central point for the BVerfG is that Article 20 of the Basic Law must 

retain significance despite European integration, by ensuring that certain 

competences of the German parliament must be protected. The election of 

members of the Bundestag must “retain a formative influence on the political 

development in Germany”. Thus, the Bundestag must retain its own competences 

of substantial political importance.72 In order to protect the principle of democracy 

enshrined in Article 20, the German constitution requires the BVerfG to: 

                                                   
71 Cases 2 BvE 2/08 et al. Ratification of the Treaty of Lisbon, judgment of 30 June 2009. 
72 Ibid., para 246. 
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“[r]estrict the transfer and exercise of sovereign powers to the European 

Union in a predictable manner, particularly in central political areas of the 

space of personal development and the shaping of living conditions by 

social policy.”73 

Based on this need for the German people to retain control of political 

development in Germany, the BVerfG outlines a number of areas in which 

integration is limited by the German constitution. The rationale behind these 

limits is the unilateral exceptionalism of national parliaments based on their link to 

the principle of democracy in the German constitution. However, there are also 

occasional appeals from the BVerfG to the multilaterally exceptional position of 

national parliaments in the Union. 

The BVerfG outlines certain sensitive areas of competence based on the need to 

protect the unilaterally exceptional position of the German parliament according to 

the BVerfG’s interpretation of the German constitution. For example, limits are 

placed on the potential for budgetary decisions to be taken at the European level. 

Transfer of the right of the Bundestag to adopt and control the implementation of 

the budget “would violate the principle of democracy and the right to elect the 

German Bundestag in its essential content”. The decisive factor is that “the overall 

responsibility, with sufficient political discretion regarding revenue and 

expenditure, can still rest with the German Bundestag”.74 This unilateral rationale 

is also evident in the BVerfG’s protection of the area of social policy, where “the 

essential decisions in social policy must be made by the German legislative bodies 

on their own responsibility.”75 Each of these examples states limits to integration 

based on the unilaterally exceptional position of the national parliament within the 

German constitution. 

The BVerfG also displays a multilateral rationale when setting some limits on the 

potential for integration, appealing to the exceptional position of all national 

parliaments in the Union. For example, the BVerfG states that the “administration 

of a criminal trial” including “the preconditions for criminal liability as well as 

                                                   
73 Ibid., para 251. 
74 Ibid., para 256. 
75 Ibid., para 259. 
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the concepts of a fair and appropriate trial” is an area for which integration is 

restricted. The German Court appeals to the idea that criminal law generally 

“depends on cultural processes of previous understanding that are historically 

grown and also determined by language, and on the alternatives which emerge 

in the process of deliberation which moves the respective public opinion”. As 

such there is different treatment by different European nations, as highlighted in 

the case law of the European Court of Human Rights.76 Such penalisation of social 

behaviours can “only be partially derived from values and moral premises that 

are shared Europe-wide”. Therefore, the decision ought to be left “to the 

democratic decision-making process”.  

This is not so much an appeal to the specific needs of the German constitution, 

but rather an assessment of the inability of European democracy to replace 

national democracy for a sensitive issue such as criminal administration. Beyond 

references to ECtHR case law, this is an abstract appeal to the proper role of 

national parliaments in European integration in the BVerfG’s view without 

grounding in legal text. 

The BVerfG’s appeal to a multilateral rationale is also evident in its protection of 

the ability of states to democratically determine their own cultural area, for 

example, in relation to education, family law and religion. Rather than simply 

appealing to the German constitution to justify protection of this area, the Court 

described “fundamental policy decisions closely connected to the cultural roots 

and values of every state”.77 This is a suggestion that all national parliaments hold 

an exceptional position in their ability to democratically express key cultural 

values. Once again, this is an abstract appeal to the proper role of national 

parliaments in the Union with legal support from neither the German 

constitution, nor the Treaties. 

B. LISBON AND SPECIFIC LIMITS TO TREATY COMPETENCE 

In terms of the content of the Treaty itself, a number of new Union competences 

are challenged by the BVerfG in Lisbon to determine whether the Bundestag 

                                                   
76 Ibid., para 253. 
77 Ibid., para 260. Emphasis added. 
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retains sufficient control over important areas. As discussed in Chapter 3, this led 

to requirements for parliamentary approval in a number of areas. However, this 

also led to limits on the interpretation of those competences stated by the BVerfG. 

In the sensitive areas listed, the competences “must be exercised by institutions of 

the European Union in such a way that at Member State level, tasks of sufficient 

weight in extent as well as substance remain which are the legal and practical 

conditions of a living democracy”.78 The section goes on to list a number of ways 

that the competences in question must have limited interpretations. These 

interpretations are narrow and legal, focusing on the unilaterally exceptional 

position of the Bundestag according to the BVerfG’s interpretation of the principle 

of democracy enshrined in the German constitution. For example, in the area of 

judicial cooperation in criminal matters: 

“Due to the fact that democratic self-determination is affected in an 

especially sensitive manner by provisions of criminal law and criminal 

procedure, the corresponding basic powers in the Treaties must be 

interpreted strictly on no account extensively, and their use requires 

particular justification.”79 

One example of this is Article 83(1) TFEU, which gives the Union legislature the 

power to adopt minimum rules concerning the definition of criminal offences. 

This article contains its own limitations; it must be limited to particularly serious 

crime, with a cross-border dimension resulting from the nature or impact of such 

offences or from a special need to combat them on a common basis. The BVerfG 

places further limitations on how this must be interpreted. The article must be 

taken to mean that the special need must result from the nature and impact of the 

offences in question. This “narrow interpretation” is required to “protect the 

democratic primary area in the understanding of the Basic Law”.80 

This more specific discussion is supplemented by a general consideration of the 

exercise of Union power. The Court states that sensitive power must be 

                                                   
78 Ibid., para 351. 
79 Ibid., para 358. Emphasis added. 
80 Ibid., para 360. 
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accompanied by sufficient democratic legitimation. As it stands, conferral is part 

of the legitimacy of the State: 

 “To safeguard democratic principles, it may be necessary to clearly 

emphasise the principle of conferral in the Treaties and in their application and 

interpretation, in order to maintain the balance of political forces of Europe 

between the Member States and the level of the Union as the precondition 

for the allocation of sovereign powers in the association.”81  

As long as conferral is complied with, “the legitimation provided by national 

parliaments and governments complemented and sustained by the directly 

elected European Parliament is sufficient in principle”. Any increased 

federalisation of the Union would require further legitimation. This is the basis 

upon which the BVerfG places its limits, the superior democratic credentials of 

the nation state: 

“[T]he self-determination of a people is mainly realised in the election of 

bodies of a union of rule, which exercise public authority. The bodies must 

be created by the majority decision of the citizens, who can periodically 

influence the fundamental direction of policy in respect of persons and 

subjects. A free public opinion and a political opposition must be able to 

critically observe the major elements of the decision-making process and 

ascribe it correctly to those responsible, i.e. usually to a government”82 

This ultimate hypothetical limit is justified with regard to the unilaterally 

exceptional position of the German parliament within the German constitution. 

C. HONEYWELL AND THE MULTILATERAL FRAMEWORK OF THE 

UNION 

Earlier, this section discussed how the BVerfG appeals to both unilateral and 

multilateral rationales for the exceptional position of national parliaments. That is, 

it appeals to the special position of the German parliament according to the 

German constitution, as well as the special position of all national parliaments in 

                                                   
81 Ibid., para 265.Emphasis added. Further, this must be the basis upon which the German representative in Council 
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82 Ibid., para 268. 
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the European Union. Separately, it is also observable that the BVerfG has regard, 

aside from a multilateral rationale for the exceptionalism of national parliaments, to 

a multilateral framework when conducting review of Union law. This is evident 

where the BVerfG recognises that while it has a role to protect the German 

constitution, it also needs to comply with the multilateral structures of the Union. 

This need to comply with the multilateral framework of the Union has been 

expressed in a number of BVerfG cases, and received its fullest expression in 

Honeywell.83 

Honeywell concerned the controversial Mangold decision of the Court of Justice, 

interpreting Directive 2000/78/EC on ensuring equal treatment in the area of 

employment.84 In Mangold, the Court of Justice ruled that German legislation 

which provided an exception to the restriction on fixed-term employment 

contracts for employees over the age of 52 was incompatible with the prohibition 

on age discrimination.85 The most controversial aspect of this decision was that 

the deadline for the implementation of this Directive had not passed at the time 

of the decision. Despite this, the Court stated that the prohibition of 

discrimination on the grounds of age was still applicable. This was partially based 

on controversial idea that age discrimination constituted a general principle of EU 

law, which was embodied in the Directive.86 

In Honeywell, the BVerfG reviewed the decision in Mangold to see whether it was 

ultra vires. Before conducting this review, the German Court stated that it would 

conduct ultra vires review, but also placed certain limits on this type of review. 

The BVerfG recognises the need to comply with the multilateral framework and the 

need for supremacy of Union law over national legislation: “The primacy of 

application follows from Union law because the Union could not exist as a legal 

community if the uniform effectiveness of Union law were not safeguarded in the 

Member States”.87 Thus there is the need for co-ordination with the Court of 

Justice, and their responsibility to “interpret and apply the Treaties, and in doing 

                                                   
83 Case 2 BvR 2661/06 Re Honeywell, judgment of 6 July 2010. 
84 Directive 2000/78/EC (OJ L 303/16). 
85 Case C-144/04 Mangold v Helm EU:C:2005:709. 
86 Ibid., para 56: “the purpose of Directive 2000/78 is to lay down a general framework for combating discrimination 
on any of the grounds referred to in that article, which include age, as regards employment and occupation.” 
87 Case 2 BvR 2661/06 Re Honeywell, para 38 
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so to safeguard the unity and coherence of Union law (see art.19.1 (1) sentence 2 

TEU and art.267 TFEU).”88 Failure to co-ordinate would result in damage to 

uniform application: 

“If each Member State claimed to be able to decide through their own 

courts on the validity of legal acts of the Union, the primacy of application 

could be circumvented in practice, and the uniform application of Union 

law would be placed at risk”89 

As such, the BVerfG’s powers can “only exercised in a manner that is reserved 

and open towards European law.”90 Thus, it is not the case that any assessment of 

the BVerfG that an act may be ultra vires will suffice. Rather, ultra vires review will 

only be considered if it is “manifest that acts of the European bodies and 

institutions have taken place outside the transferred competences.” A breach is 

only manifest if it is “sufficiently qualified” and has “transgressed the boundaries 

of competence” in a manner that specifically violates the principle of conferral. 

Thus, the violation of competences must be “highly significant in the structure of 

competences between Member States and the Union”.91 

The Court conducted review of the Mangold decision in this case but determined 

that it did not meet the high threshold necessary for a finding of ultra vires. The 

dissenting judgment in this case highlights how high the threshold has been set 

by the BVerfG. Landau J asks whether the bar has been set too high, at the expense 

of “safeguarding democratic legitimation”. He describes it as “highly 

questionable” whether Union action could ever sufficiently transgress 

competence to meet this standard of ultra vires.92 

D. OUTRIGHT MONETARY TRANSACTIONS 

The final case discussed in this section highlights another example of the BVerfG’s 

ultra vires review in practice. The BVerfG has given two judgments on the legality 

                                                   
88 Ibid., Para 41 
89 Ibid., para 42. 
90 Ibid., para 44. 
91 Ibid., para 46. 
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of the Outright Monetary Transactions policy of the European Central Bank.93 

This policy emerged during the Eurozone debt crisis in 2010. Prior to the crisis, 

yields for 10 year government bonds did not vary significantly between different 

Eurozone countries. This reflected the confidence of the market in the ability of 

these countries to repay debts. However, in response to the Eurozone debt crisis 

in 2010, yields for certain countries rose significantly. The European Central Bank 

took certain measures in order to contain these high yields, considering them 

problematic from the perspective of monetary policy.94 While early measures had 

some effect, the ECB considered this action to be not sufficiently effective. The 

markets continued to panic based on the idea that certain Eurozone countries 

would be unable to repay their debts. In response to continuing fears, the 

president of the European Central Bank announced “within our mandate, the ECB 

is prepared to do whatever it takes to preserve the euro”.95 It was followed by an 

announcement of the Governing Council of the ECB that it would establish an 

initiative to buy the bonds of indebted countries in the secondary market called 

“Outright Monetary Transactions” (OMT). These announcements had a 

significant effect on the crisis and helped to calm the markets. 96  

The BVerfG gave its initial judgment on the OMT policy on 14 January 2014. In 

particular, this judgment focused on the potential for the policy to be ultra vires. 

The two main concerns of the BVerfG were that the decision may breach the 

mandate of the ECB as well as Art. 123 TFEU, which prohibits monetary financing 

of Member States.97 However, the Court stated that the measure could be 

interpreted in a way to make it compatible with the German constitution. It 

summarised its analysis as follows: 

“[T]he OMT Decision might not be objectionable if it could…be interpreted 

or limited in its validity in such a way that it would not undermine the 

conditionality of the assistance programmes of the European Financial 

                                                   
93 Case 2 BvR 2728/13 et al. Principal Proceedings ESM/ECB, judgment of 14 January 2014; Case 2 BvR 2728/13 et al. 
OMT Proceedings, judgment of 21 June 2016 
94 See, Hinarejos The Euro Area Crisis in Constitutional Perspective (OUP, 2015), Chapter 3.1 “Stabilisation: the ECB and 
Mechanism of Financial Assistance”. 
95 Draghi, London, 26 July 2012. 
96 Hinarejos The Euro Area Crisis in Constitutional Perspective (OUP, Oxford, 2015), p. 130. 
97 “From its reference, it is clear that it regards the OMT programme as an act of economic policy manifestly and 
significantly exceeding the ESCB’s monetary policy mandate” Borger, “Outright Monetary Transactions and the 
stability mandate of the ECB: Gauweiler”, 53 CMLRev (2016), 139, 154. 
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Stability Facility and the European Stability Mechanism and would only 

be of a supportive nature with regard to the economic policies in the 

Union. This requires, in light of Art. 123 TFEU, that the possibility of a debt 

cut must be excluded that government bonds of selected Member States 

are not purchased up to unlimited amounts and that interferences with 

price formation on the market are to be avoided where possible”98 

On this basis, the German Court made its preliminary reference to the Court of 

Justice. The Court of Justice gave its response in the Gauweiler case,99 and did not 

find the policy to breach the competence of the ECB or the prohibition on 

monetary financing in Art. 123 TFEU. The second BVerfG decision challenged the 

Court of Justice’s findings on two points; ultra vires review, and identity review, 

ultimately finding no incompatibility with the German constitution.100 

First, we can consider ultra vires review, which is explicitly based on the extent to 

which the legislature has passed power to the Union level. Thus, while the BVerfG 

accepts that it is necessary for Union law to have uniform application, this “only 

extends as far as the Basic Law and the relevant Act of Approval permit or 

envisage the transfer of sovereign powers”.101 The BVerfG builds its case from its 

decades of precedent on Union law, largely stemming from the principle of 

democracy, as outlined in Article 20 of the German Basic Law. The Court also 

states the need to protect the citizen’s right to vote under Article 38 of the Basic 

Law. This goes beyond the mere formal act of voting, but requires that the 

“fundamental democratic content of the right to vote” be protected.102 Thus, 

public authority in Germany must stem from the principle of democracy in order 

to be legitimised. This need to protect the substance of the right of democracy is 

extended to the Union level. There is a need for actions taken at the European 

level to “be traced to Parliament” in order to possess democratic legitimation.103 

Thus, the BVerfG protects against Union actors usurping functions and exercising 

powers not transferred to them through the Act of approval.104 However, the 

                                                   
98 Case 2 BvR 2728/13 et al. Principal Proceedings ESM/ECB, para 100. Brackets omitted. 
99 Case C-62/14 Gauweiler and Others EU:C:2015:400. 
100 Case 2 BvR 2728/13 et al. OMT Proceedings, judgment of 21 June 2016. 
101 Ibid., para 120. 
102 Ibid., para 123. 
103 Ibid., para 131. 
104 Ibid., para 135. 
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BVerfG would find a measure to be ultra vires if is “manifest and structurally 

significant”, as established in Honeywell.105 

The BVerfG also conducted “identity” review in this case, which sets absolute 

limits on what the principle of democracy in the constitution can allow.106 This 

latter type of review is open to actively striking down a Union measure even it is 

has been approved by Germany’s political institutions. Despite this, the BVerfG 

phrases identity review in terms of the protection of the Bundestag according to 

the principle of democracy enshrined in the German constitution: 

“With a view to the principle of democracy, it must inter alia be ensured 

that the German Bundestag retains for itself functions and powers of 

substantial political importance when sovereign powers are transferred in 

accordance with Art. 23 sec. 1 GG and that it remains capable of exercising 

its overall budgetary responsibility”107 

The German Court stresses that it will conduct both types of review in a manner 

that is open to European integration. This includes the need to make a preliminary 

ruling on the case before striking down a measure (as the Court had earlier done), 

and recognising that the Court of Justice has its own methods of interpretation for 

which domestic courts must allow.108  

In its review of the OMT decision, the BVerfG raises concerns about the finding 

by the Court of Justice that the decision does not breach the competence of the 

ECB. In particular, the fact that the Court of Justice simply accepts the objective of 

the measure as it is stated by the ECB. On this basis, the BVerfG is concerned that 

conferral will not be sufficiently protected. Indeed, conferral is the basis of the 

legitimacy of Union action: “It is the predominant justification for the decrease in 

the level of democratic legitimation of the public authority exercised by the 

European Union”.109 It offers the link between the EU action and the citizen’s right 

to vote and right to democracy. In particular, the fact the ECB is independent, and 

                                                   
105 Case 2 BvR 2661/06 Re Honeywell, para 46. 
106 Cases 2 BvE 2/08 et al. Ratification of the Treaty of Lisbon. judgment of 30 June 2009. 
107 Case 2 BvR 2728/13 et al. OMT Proceedings., para 138. Citations omitted. 
108 Ibid., para 154. 
109 Ibid., para 185. 
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thus has no element of democratic legitimation, is a good reason for their powers 

to be interpreted strictly.  

Despite this critique, the BVerfG ultimately finds that the decision does not 

manifestly exceed the competence of the ECB.110 This is due to the parameters 

placed on the decision by the Court of Justice. The fact that the Court of Justice 

placed certain legally binding limits on the implementation of the scheme was a 

sufficient limit on the reach of the decision. As a result, the German Court 

concludes that under these conditions, the budgetary autonomy of the Bundestag 

is not under threat. Despite this, the BVerfG stresses that this state of affairs must 

remain in the implementation of the measure. The Bundestag must retain control 

of “essential budgetary issues” and therefore it cannot commit itself to 

mechanisms that limit its budgetary autonomy. According to the BVerfG this 

“prohibition of the relinquishment of budgetary responsibility does not 

impermissibly restrict the budgetary competence of the legislature but is 

specifically aimed at preserving it”.111 The Bundestag and the federal government 

are thus under a duty to continuously monitor any implementation of the OMT 

decision, to determine whether the conditions of the BVerfG are met.  

Throughout the case, the review conducted focuses on the compatibility of the 

measure with the German constitution. Much of the reasoning revolved around 

the exceptional position of the national parliament and its responsibilities in the 

constitution. This focuses on the exceptional position of the German Bundestag 

within the German constitution (unilateral), as opposed to the exceptional position 

of all parliaments in the Union (multilateral). 

 

3. POST-LISBON DEVELOPMENTS: REFUSAL OF APPLICATION OF UNION 

LAW 

The prior section shows that in both Germany and UK, the highest courts reserve 

the power to review Union law in order to determine whether it complies with 

fundamental domestic constitutional principles. Often, such review is 
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underpinned by the need to protect the unilaterally exceptional position of the 

national parliament within the domestic constitution. In two key cases, the UK 

and Germany came close to stating that EU decisions were incompatible with 

these domestic constitutional essentials. However, in both instances, an 

interpretation was found that was sufficiently compatible. In the case of HSII, this 

was an interpretation in the application of the decision in the UK context. In the 

OMT ruling, this interpretation must be sustained in the implementation of the 

policy at the European level. This suggests that there may be future challenges in 

the implementation of this policy, which may lead to refusal to apply Union 

decisions. Refusal to apply Union law has been rare in the Union, though there 

are two notable examples in recent years: Slovak Pensions in Czech Republic and 

Ajos in Denmark.  

I. SLOVAK PENSIONS 

Slovak Pensions is perhaps the most famous example of a national court refusing 

to apply Union law.112 The Czech Constitutional Court case concerned the pension 

system in the Czech Republic and Slovakia after the dissolution of their Union in 

1991. One of the issues facing the new nations was to determine which of the 

countries was responsible for the payment of pensions to workers. In a bilateral 

Treaty, the two agreed that the responsibility for pensions would fall on the 

Country in which the employer resided at the date of dissolution. This led to a 

problem several years later as the economic progress of the two countries differed. 

Those receiving Slovak pensions were worse off than those receiving Czech 

pensions. This was particularly problematic for Czech citizens who worked in the 

Czech Republic but received less than their fellow Czech citizens because their 

employers were based in Slovakia at the time of dissolution. This led to a Czech 

Constitutional Court ruling that the principle of equality and the right to social 

security in old age meant that similar provisions should be paid to all Czech 

citizens.113 In response to this, the Czech Social Security Administration 

                                                   
112 Judgment PL ÚS 5/12 of 31 January 2012, Slovak Pensions. See, Zbiral “A Legal Revolution or negligible episode? 
Court of Justice decision proclaimed ultra vires”, 49 CMLRev (2012), 1475. 
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announced that it would compensate some unfair instances in favour of Czech 

citizens. 

This compensation of certain groups of cases was questioned by another court, 

the Czech Supreme Administrative Court (SAC), which claimed that the 

Constitutional Court’s interpretation and its subsequent legislative 

implementation might breach Union law. The SAC made a preliminary ruling on 

the matter which the Court of Justice ruled on in Landtová.114 The judgment 

concerned whether the special compensation of Czech citizens was in breach of 

the Regulation on social security schemes and free movement of persons.115 The 

Court ruled that the compensation was discriminatory: directly, through its 

requirement of citizenship, and indirectly, through its requirement of residence. 

As a result, the Court ruled that those non-Czech citizens disadvantaged by the 

rule must be offered the same treatment. The Czech parliament responded 

quickly to the decision, passing a short bill referencing the judgment that stopped 

the scheme.116 

The key decision of the Czech Constitutional Court in its Slovak Pensions judgment 

came in response to the Landtová judgment. The Czech Court re-affirmed its 

obligations towards Union law, as well its right to review Union acts where they 

exceed the competences transferred to the EU by the Czech State. It made 

reference to Annex III of the Regulation which recognises, amongst others, the 

bilateral Treaty between the Czech Republic and Slovakia. According to Art. 

7(2)(c) of the Regulation, bilateral Treaties specifically listed in this annex are not 

replaced by the application of the Regulation. Thus, certain aspects of the Treaty 

must be interpreted in light of the bilateral Treaty as interpreted by the Czech 

Court, including the additional supplement for Czech citizens.  

Further, the Czech Court called into question the applicability of the Regulation 

more generally, given the fact that it “must contain a “foreign” element”.117 The 

Court reasoned that the foreign element was lacking in the case at hand due to the 

fact that Czech Republic and Slovakia were once part of the same state and thus 

                                                   
114 Case C-399/09 Landtová EU:C:2011:415. 
115 Regulation (EEC) No 1408/71 of the Council of 14 June 1971 (OJ L 149/2). 
116 Zbiral op. cit. supra note 112. 
117 Judgment PL ÚS 5/12, Slovak Pensions. 
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Czechoslovakia cannot retroactively be considered as a foreign period of 

employment. As a result, the Regulation was deemed inapplicable to the facts. In 

the judgment’s view, the Court of Justice misinterpreted Union law, and thus 

went beyond the powers transferred in the Czech constitution. The Court 

concludes on this point that the judgment of the Court of Justice: 

“exceeded the powers that the Czech Republic transferred to the European 

Union under Art. 10a of the Constitution; this exceeded the scope of the 

transferred powers, and was ultra vires.”118 

This decision has come under a great deal of criticism, most notably for its legal 

reasoning in relation to the Regulation.119 This case is not central to the analysis in 

this chapter. In fact, it may be best explained as an internal power struggle 

between domestic courts. The behaviour of the Supreme Administrative Court is 

said to have threatened the position of the Constitutional Court “at the apex of 

the judiciary”.120 The extent to which this challenges supremacy must be 

considered in light of this internal judicial political dispute. The relevance of the 

Czech parliament in the dispute is limited. 

Next, we will consider the Danish case of Ajos, which followed in the footsteps of 

Slovak pensions, but invoked the exceptional nature of national parliaments 

according to the Danish constitution in doing so. 

 

 

II. DENMARK’S SUPREME COURT 

A. MAASTRICHT, LISBON AND REGARD FOR THE MULTILATERAL 

FRAMEWORK OF THE UNION 
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119 For full critique see Komarek, “Playing with Matches: The Czech Constitutional Court Declares a Judgment of the 
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As outlined in section 1.II, the Danish Supreme Court reserves the power to 

review acts of the Union to determine whether they are ultra vires. Article 20 is the 

key provision detailing Denmark’s relationship with international integration: 

“Powers vested in the authorities of the Realm under this Constitutional 

Act may, by statute to a certain specified extent, be delegated to 

international authorities set up by mutual agreement with other states for 

the promotion of international rules of law and cooperation.” 

This provision allowed for Denmark to accede to the Union. The Danish Supreme 

Court, in its judgment on the legality of the Maastricht Treaty, offered an 

interpretation of the provision that was open towards European integration and 

its compatibility with the Danish constitution.121 

The Supreme Court reserved the right to review Union law for compliance with 

the Danish constitution based on Article 20. This was established in Maastricht: 

“The Supreme Court finds, however, that it follows from the specificity 

requirement in Paragraph 20(1) of the Constitution, together with Danish 

courts’ jurisdiction to rule on the statute’s constitutionality, that the courts 

cannot be stripped of their jurisdiction to rule on the question whether an 

EC legal act goes beyond the limits of the sovereignty delegated through 

the Law on accession.”122 

This is based on the idea that only those competences transferred to the Union by 

the Danish parliament can be exercised by the Union. The Danish Court states 

that it must review Union action to protect this unilaterally exceptional position of 

the Danish parliament according to its interpretation of Article 20. However, the 

Court stressed that a cautious approach should be taken in determining whether 

an EU act is ultra vires. According to the Court, such a finding should only be 

made  

“if the extraordinary situation should arise that with the required certainty 

it can be established that an EC Act which has been upheld by the EC Court 
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of Justice is based on an application of the Treaty which lies beyond the 

surrender of sovereignty according to the Accession Act.”123 

This is a clear reference to the need to respect the multilateral framework of the 

Union when protecting the unilateral exceptionalism of national parliaments within 

the Danish constitution. However, the Danish Court’s clear mediating language 

in this judgment has changed in recent years. For example, in its Lisbon judgment, 

the Danish Court’s language places less emphasis on the multilateral framework 

of the Union, and more on protecting the Danish constitution. In discussion of the 

review of Union acts, the Court states its willingness to review Union law for 

compliance with the Accession Act: 

“If an act or a judicial decision which has a specific and real impact on 

Danish citizens etc. raises doubts as to whether it is based on an application 

of the Treaties which lies beyond the surrender of sovereignty according 

to the Accession Act, as amended, this may be made subject to a judicial 

review, as stated in paragraph 9.6 of the Maastricht judgment.”124 

The language used in this section is less cautious than that expressed in the 

Maastricht judgment. The reference to the need for an “extraordinary situation” 

and “required certainty” in review are omitted. Focus is only placed on the need 

to protect the transfer of competence made in the Accession Act, thus protecting 

the unilateral exceptionalism of the Danish parliament. Next, we will consider Ajos, 

which showed the new ultra vires review in practice. 

B. AJOS 

In Ajos, the Danish Supreme Court struck down a Union decision for failure to 

comply with the Danish constitution. This was based on the idea that the Danish 

legislature when it passed the Act of Accession could not have foreseen the 

decision of the Court of Justice. The case concerned Danish legislation on 

severance payments for workers. Paragraph 2a of the Law on the relationship 

between employers and salaried employees’ states that a severance payment is 
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necessary upon leaving a post. However, there was an exception in Para 2a(3) for 

those entitled to an old-age pension from their employers. This law was deemed 

incompatible with Union law in Ingeniørforeningen.125 The Court of Justice held 

that by not permitting the payment of severance allowance to workers who are 

eligible for an old-age pension, Para 2a (3) is incompatible with Council Directive 

on equal treatment in employment126 and the prohibition on grounds of age 

discrimination contained therein. The facts of this case concerned a public 

authority, and so it is well established that a Directive can have direct effect in 

such cases.127 

The Dansk Industri case concerned the same Danish rules applied in a horizontal 

setting against a private employer.128 In this case, the Court of Justice confirmed 

that the source of the prohibition of age discrimination was as a general principle, 

confirming the case law of Mangold and Kücükdeveci.129 Therefore, while the 

Directive would not ordinarily have direct effect against private actors, it did in 

this case due to the overlapping subject matter with a general principle. As noted 

earlier, the Mangold decision has received significant criticism and was also 

subject to challenge in Germany. The preliminary reference from the SCDK in the 

case hinted at its scepticism of the decision. It asked whether the interpretation of 

EU law can be balanced with “legal certainty and the protection of legitimate 

expectations” to an extent that such principles could be used to disapply Union 

law.130 

As would be expected, the Court of Justice dismissed this argument, saying that 

it was the responsibility of the national court to ensure that EU provisions are 

fully effective. The Union Court states that national courts are called upon to 

interpret national legislation in order to achieve the purpose of the Directive in 

question. While such interpretation cannot be contra legem to the national 

legislation, the Court of Justice dismisses the idea that because prior national 

interpretations of the legislation have been incompatible with EU law, that it is 
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impossible to interpret the legislation in line with EU law in the present case.131 If 

such an interpretation is impossible, the Court states that it is still necessary to 

provide full effect to EU law, “unless there are truly exceptional circumstances, 

which is not claimed to be the case here, EU law as thus interpreted must be 

applied by the courts”.132 

When the case returned from the Court of Justice, it was heard before a full panel 

of the Danish Supreme Court.133 It should be noted that the Danish government 

had at this point reformed this Act and that it no longer contained the exception 

in question. Therefore, this set of facts will not have a lasting, and continuing 

effect. On the issue of the Duty of Consistent Interpretation, the Danish Court felt 

unable to interpret Para 2a(3) in the manner requested by the Court of Justice. This 

was because earlier Danish decisions had definitively ruled on the interpretation. 

To overrule these prior interpretations would be contra legem and thus not 

permissible.  

The SCDK went on to question the validity of the general principle of age 

discrimination. According to the SCDK, the Court of Justice had created this 

“unwritten principle” without “any basis in a specific Treaty provision”.134 While 

it is valid for the Union to establish general principles from international and 

European Treaties as well as the constitutional traditions common to the Member 

States, such principles are not valid in Denmark by virtue of the law of Accession 

and cannot be relied on in disputes between individuals. As a result, this principle 

was not foreseeable by the Danish legislature in its Act of Accession: 

“In summary, we accordingly find that the Law on accession does not 

provide the legal basis to allow the unwritten principle prohibiting 

discrimination on grounds of age to take precedence over Paragraph 2a(3) 

of the Law on salaried employees in so far as the provision is contrary to 

the prohibition…The Supreme Court would be acting outside the scope of 

                                                   
131 Ibid., para 35. 
132 Ibid., para 40. 
133 Case No. 15/2014 Dansk Industri (DI) acting for Ajos A/S vs. The estate left by A. 
134 Ibid., 50. 
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its powers as a judicial authority if it were to disapply the provision in this 

situation.”135 

Thus, the decision is based on the fact that the Danish legislature could not have 

foreseen the creation of this general principle in the Act of accession. This need 

for the legislature to foresee future action is based on the Danish Court’s 

interpretation of Article 20 of the Danish constitution. Under this article, the 

Danish parliament is unilaterally exceptional. It is the institution which must 

approve the transfer of power to the European level. 

III. POLITICAL REFUSAL TO APPLY UNION LAW 

Slovak Pensions and Ajos offer examples of disapplication of Union law by national 

courts. However, it is not only judicial institutions that can disapply Union law. 

In this section, we will consider how this potential manifests itself at the political 

level, using examples from the UK and Hungary. 

One example comes in response to the refugee crisis facing the European Union. 

A large influx of people, primarily fleeing the civil war in Syria, found routes 

through Italy and Greece. In response to this, the Council adopted a decision 

which aimed to relocate 120,000 asylum seekers from Italy and Greece throughout 

the rest of the Union.136 This was adopted on the basis of Article 78(3) TFEU which 

allows the Council to adopt measures where a Member State is confronted by an 

emergency situation. Hungary was one of the States that voted against the 

measure.137 Later, Hungary’s Prime Minister Viktor Orban described what he 

perceived to be the illegality of the act:  

“The binding quota…is illegal as the European leaders have no 

competence to adopt such a decision concerning this matter. They have no 

competence to force upon a Member State a measure related to refugees or 

the matter of immigration to which the country concerned objects.“138 

                                                   
135 Ibid, 48.  
136 Council Decision (EU) 2015/1601 of 22 September 2015 establishing provisional measures in the area of 
international protection for the benefit of Italy and Greece (OJ L 248/80) 
137 Along with Slovakia, Czech, Republic and Romania. See A.G. Bot in Joined Cases C-643/15 and C-647/15 Hungary 
v Council EU:C:2017:618. 
138 Translation taken from http://eumigrationlawblog.eu/hungarys-appeal-against-relocation-to-the-cjeu-upfront-
attack-or-rear-guard-battle/. 
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This led to an action for annulment against the act.139 However, in addition to this 

legal action, Hungary also took political steps. Orban announced a referendum 

on the acceptance of the migrant quotas by Hungary. The wording of the poll is 

instructive: 

"Do you want the European Union to be entitled to prescribe the 

mandatory settlement of non-Hungarian citizens in Hungary without the 

consent of parliament?"140 

The question is based on the idea that national parliaments ought to have a veto 

over the decision. Legally, we can note that at the Union level, there is no 

specification that that this decision must be approved “in accordance with their 

respective constitutional requirements”. Such a condition is absent from Art. 78(3) 

TFEU, meaning that the Council Decision is valid Union law at this point. It seems 

legally doubtful to reserve further political decision-making at the national level 

after this point. Indeed, the Commission has initiated proceedings against 

Hungary, as well as other Member States, for failure to comply with this 

decision.141 

Such political refusal of the valid application of Union law could also have existed 

in the UK. Before the UK’s referendum on Union membership, there was some 

suggestion that the UK would create its own bill to confirm that its parliament 

was sovereign over Union law. The first attempt at this was included in the 

European Union Act 2011 in Section 18: 

“Directly applicable or directly effective EU law (that is, the rights, powers, 

liabilities, obligations, restrictions, remedies and procedures referred to in 

section 2(1) of the European Communities Act 1972) falls to be recognised 

and available in law in the United Kingdom only by virtue of that Act or 

where it is required to be recognised and available in law by virtue of any 

other Act.” 

                                                   
139 Joined Cases C-643/15 and C-647/15 Slovakia and Hungary v Council EU:C:2017:631 
140 See, “Hungary to have October referendum on EU migrant plan”, BBC News, 5 July 2016. 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-36711693. 
141 European Commission “Relocation: Commission launches infringement procedures against the Czech Republic, 
Hungary and Poland” http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-17-1607_en.htm 
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This was intended to be a “sovereignty clause”, but arguably failed to clarify this 

matter.142 In fact, it merely re-enforced the existing case law and the acceptance of 

supremacy in Factortame.143 The EUA did place several requirements of ex post 

approval by parliament in order to legitimise Union law but only where the 

Treaty explicitly allows such ex post requirements.144 The UK did not reserve any 

ability for the UK parliament to simply disapply a Union law that it did not agree 

with or deemed to be illegal.  

This idea had long been a suggestion of many Eurosceptic members of the UK 

parliament. A group of them suggested that national parliaments should be able 

to have a veto over Union measures that threaten Britain’s “national interests”.145 

Directly prior to the referendum, this idea was suggested by the leave campaign 

group “Conservatives for Britain”.146  

The idea was also considered by the UK government prior to the referendum with 

David Cameron’s proposed sovereignty bill.147 As part of this bill, there was some 

suggestion that it might empower parliament with the ability to disapply Union 

law. The content of this bill could have created a mechanism of parliamentary 

disapplication of Union action that was perceived as ultra vires.148 This would 

involve political actors determining whether the EU had overstepped its mark. 

Ultimately, on the basis of legal advice, this solution was deemed unworkable.149 

Both examples given suggest that the unilaterally exceptional position of national 

parliaments could be used to disapply Union law through a political mechanism. 

                                                   
142 Gordon and Dougan, “The United Kingdom’s European Union Act 2011: Who won the bloody war anyway?”, 37 
EL Rev. (2012), 3. 
143 R (Factortame Ltd) v Secretary of State for Transport [1999] UKHL 44. 
144 See Chapter 2 of this thesis, “The Ex Post Application of Union Law to National Parliaments from the European 
Perspective” 
145 “Conservative MPs call for UK veto over EU laws”, 12th January 2014. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-
25701515. 
146 See “Philip Hammond rejects Tory MPs' demand for veto over EU laws”, 7th June 2015. 
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2015/jun/07/philip-hammond-foreign-secretary-rejects-mps-demand-uk-
veto-eu-laws-andrew-marr-show 
147 See ‘EU Deal: Cameron Vows to Put Commons Sovereignty “Beyond Doubt”’, 3rd February 2016. 
www.theguardian.com/politics/2016/feb/03/eu-deal-david-cameron-uk-parliament-sovereignty-beyond-doubt-
boris-johnson. See Gordon, ‘The UK's Sovereignty Uncertainty’ UK Constitutional Law Blog, 11 February 2016. 
https://ukconstitutionallaw.org/2016/02/11/mike-gordon-the-uks-sovereignty-uncertainty/ on the suggestion 
that might lead to the creation of a constitutional court. 
148 Shipman All Out War (William Collins, 2016) p. 333: “‘if there is a conflict between EU law and UK law in areas 
where we consider the EU not to have special competence or where it has overstepped the mark, then UK law takes 
precedence”. 
149 Ibid, p.336. 
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In Hungary, the referendum invoked the ability of national parliaments to veto 

the mandatory re-settlement of non-Hungarian citizens, suggesting that the 

national parliament ought to have a veto over this decision. In the UK, the 

suggestion emerged for a mechanism whereby parliament could disapply Union 

law in certain defined circumstances. This ability would be an expression of the 

unilaterally exceptional position of the UK parliament within the UK’s 

constitutional arrangements. 

4. THE CONSEQUENCES OF DOMESTIC DEVELOPMENTS IN THE EX POST 

CONTEXT 

This section explores the potential consequences of the post-Lisbon developments 

in the ex post application of Union law to national parliaments by domestic actors. 

Such action could be seen as a threat to the effective application of Union law. 

Unilateral action may undermine the Union’s multilateral framework, and this 

action is not internalised within the control of the Court of Justice. It is clear that 

some domestic courts recognise this threat in their rhetoric when conducting 

review of Union law.  

Protection of the unilaterally exceptional position of national parliaments by 

domestic actors may also be seen as a positive action. It may aid the Union by 

protecting fundamental national constitutional principles that the Court is unable 

to accommodate. It may also ensure that the Court, and the Union more generally, 

stays within the limits outlined in the Treaties. However, it is also possible to 

argue that some domestic action may be using the unilaterally exceptional position 

of national parliaments in an instrumental manner. Some actors appear to use the 

special status of national parliaments to pursue other goals. 

I. THE THREAT TO EFFECTIVENESS 

A. THE THREAT OF UNILATERAL ACTION 

For many years, it has been expected that it is not in the interests of Member States 

to disapply Union law. While many have reserved review power, it was expected 

that it would not be used due to the threat to the overall effectiveness of the Union 

legal system. If one Member State were to disapply a measure, we can question 
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whether other Member States ought to be bound by that obligation. This could 

lead to the disaggregation of Union law, by undermining its uniform application. 

This has been stressed by the Court in cases such as Hauer: 

“The introduction of special criteria for assessment stemming from the 

legislation or constitutional law of a particular Member State would, by 

damaging the substantive unity and efficacy of Community law, lead 

inevitably to the destruction of the unity of the Common Market and the 

jeopardizing of the cohesion of the Community”150 

The Court refers to “special criteria” for assessment, which could describe the 

domestic protection of the unilaterally exceptional position of national parliaments. 

It is clear that the Court views that acting on the basis of these special criteria 

could have significant practical implications, jeopardizing the functioning of the 

Union legal order.  

The Treaty gives the Court of Justice the power to review Union law. This is 

evident from the Treaty articles which make reference to it. For example, Art. 17 

TEU states that the Court “shall ensure that in the interpretation and application 

of the Treaties the law is observed”. Further, Art. 263 TFEU clearly provides the 

Court of Justice with rights to review the legality of legal acts in the Union. This 

creation of a multilateral framework of judicial review, whereby a centralised body 

determines the legality of Union measures appears to be a choice made by the 

initial Treaty: 

“the High Contracting Parties established such elaborate provisions for 

centralized judicial review in order to, among other reasons, escape the 

pragmatic nightmare…and not in order to place their multilateral bargains 

hostage in the hands of oft-partisan national courts”151 

To underline this point, the literature has turned to destructive metaphors to 

stress the potential damage to the Union legal order if national courts were to 

disapply constitutional law. One example comes from Weiler’s comparison 

                                                   
150 Case 44/79 Hauer v. Land Rheinland-Pfalz EU:C:1979:290, para 14. 
151 Weiler and Haltern, “The Autonomy of the Community Legal Order – Through the Looking Glass”, 27 Harvard 
International LJ (1996), 411, 423. 
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between the case law on the principle of supremacy and the stand-off between the 

United States and Russia during the cold war. If nuclear war were to start it would 

destroy both countries, and the planet, due to the power of nuclear weapons. 

Weiler compared this to the dialogue of the Court of Justice and the BVerfG. If 

accommodations were not made by both parties, with the Court of Justice 

recognising the concerns of the BVerfG, and the BVerfG ultimately not 

disapplying Union law, then this might lead to the destruction of the Union as a 

whole. Similarly, a destructive metaphor was used in the aftermath of the Slovak 

Pensions judgment of the Czech Constitutional Court. Handing down an ultra vires 

judgment against an EU act was described as “playing with matches”, with the 

implication that such disapplication of Union law may set fire to the EU as a 

project.152 

B. THE LACK OF INTERNAL CONTROL: SELF-POLICING DOMESTIC 

ACTORS 

There have been strong arguments from the Court of Justice and in the literature 

that domestic constitutional courts will undermine the effectiveness of Union law 

if they review its applicability. The strength of these arguments become clearer 

through a comparison with the interactions discussed in Chapter 3. To briefly 

summarise, in the last chapter we considered the ex ante context, in which national 

parliaments influence the creation of Union secondary law, from the perspective 

of domestic actors. That chapter, along with this chapter, has explored a number 

of modern developments post-Lisbon. These developments could be described as 

unilateral actions by domestic actors based on the exceptionalism of national 

parliaments.  

In the previous chapter, there were concerns expressed about the potential for 

such unilateral actions to damage the effectiveness of the Union legislative process. 

Some have argued that if domestic constitutional actors are able to unilaterally 

create powers for national parliaments to scrutinise Council ministers without 

limit, this may damage the ability of the Union to create law. In turn, this may 

                                                   
152 Komarek, op. cit. supra note 119. 
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limit the ability of the Union to be an effective actor, able to respond to changing 

political circumstances through legislation.  

In this ex post context, the arguments take on a different angle, this time concerned 

about the potential for the uniformity of Union law to be undermined if some 

Member States do not apply it in full. There is a concern that undermining 

effective application could lead to a knock-on effect in which increasing numbers 

of Member States fail to apply Union law based on domestic constitutional 

arguments.  

There is, however, a key distinction between the ex ante and the ex post context as 

outlined. The ex ante context is limited to creating national parliamentary power 

at the domestic level to scrutinise the vote of that Member State’s Council 

member. In this way, while the action is unilateral, it is contained within the 

internal structures of the Union. Thus, for example, in areas of qualified majority 

voting, a single national parliament would be unable to block the passage of 

Union legislation no matter how strong its unilateral powers were at this stage.153 

Such internal control is absent at the ex post level. The application of Union law is, 

by necessity, decentralised, to the extent that if it is to be effective, it must be 

enforced within domestic legal systems.154 However, when domestic actors act 

unilaterally, according to the exceptional position of national parliaments within the 

domestic constitution, they do so in a way that is ultimately outside the structure 

of the Union. In this sense, unilateral expressions by domestic actors of the 

exceptional position of national parliaments according to the domestic constitution 

may offer a greater threat to the effectiveness of Union law in the ex post context 

than in the ex ante context.  

C. RECOGNITION OF THREAT TO EFFECTIVENESS BY DOMESTIC 

ACTORS 

                                                   
153 It should be noted that strong opposition at the ex ante stage is often a precursor to refusal to apply Union law at 
the ex post stage. This can be seen in the migrant quote example explored earlier in this chapter. 
154 This was the underlying rationale of the key cases founding the principles of decentralised enforcement such as 
Case 26/62 Van Gend En Loos EU:C:1963:1 and Case C-6/64 Costa v. ENEL EU:C:1964:66. The Court suggests that “the 
existence of the common market, and therefore the existence of the Community itself, depends upon Treaty rules 
being applied effectively and uniformly across the Member States” in Dashwood, Dougan, Rodger, Spaventa, Wyatt 
(eds.) Wyatt and Dashwood’s European Union Law (6th ed, Hart Publishing, 2011), p. 238. 
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Domestic actors have at times recognised the threat to effectiveness that may stem 

from the disapplication of Union law. This can be seen in some of the case law of 

the BVerfG and the Danish Supreme Court discussed above. Both Courts have 

expressed the need for compliance with the multilateral framework of the Union. 

Even the dissenting judgment in the BVerfG’s Honeywell case above outlined the 

need for balance in this area: “between the principle of safeguarding democratic 

legitimation and the functioning of the Union.”155 

Landau J accepts that there is a need to balance this tension, however he believes 

that the majority in Honeywell place too much emphasis on preserving the 

multilateral framework of the Union (the functioning of the Union), over 

protecting the unilateral exceptionalism of national parliaments in the German 

constitution (or safeguarding democratic legitimation). 

In this sense, it is notable that as the Danish Supreme Court scaled down the 

textual reference to the need for compliance with a multilateral framework in its 

Lisbon judgment. This led the way for its refusal to apply Union law in Ajos. This 

change in rhetoric could be said to reflect a change in attitude of the Court. The 

mitigating language of the Danish Maastricht judgment is arguably useful to 

ensure the balance between protecting the unilateral exceptionalism of national 

parliaments, on the one hand, and complying with the multilateral framework of 

the Union, on the other. 

II. UNILATERAL ACTION AS ACCOMMODATING AND PRESERVING 

THE EXCEPTIONAL POSITION OF NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS 

WITHIN THE DOMESTIC CONSTITUTION 

A. PRESERVING THE EXCEPTIONAL POSITION OF NATIONAL 

PARLIAMENTS 

In this chapter, we have analysed the post-Lisbon developments in the ex post 

application of Union law to national parliaments from the domestic perspective. 

Section 4.I analysed arguments that suggest the failure to fully apply Union law 

at the domestic level may undermine the uniformity of Union law, and ultimately 

                                                   
155 Case 2 BvR 2661/06 Re Honeywell, judgment of 6 July 2010, para 85. 
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damage the functioning of the Union as a whole. To phrase this in the language 

of the “common tensions”, increased unilateral action based on the exceptional 

nature of national parliaments is deemed to have negative effects for the stability 

of the Union. This section will consider whether there may be any positive 

outcomes stemming from this unilateral action. 

Some describe the unilateral action as a dialogue between domestic courts and the 

Court of Justice. This is best exemplified through the preliminary reference 

procedure, through which domestic courts reference questions of EU law to the 

Court of Justice in a cooperative manner.156 However, the examples analysed in 

this chapter go beyond this cooperative engagement, and instead concern points 

of contention between domestic and European courts. As we have seen, a number 

of Courts reserve a unilateral right to refuse application of Union law based on the 

exceptional position of national parliaments. In doing so, they refuse to recognise 

the Union’s absolute vision of supremacy. This creates the potential for clear 

conflict. However, this conflict can also be seen as part of an ultimately 

cooperative dialogue between domestic courts and the Court of Justice, in terms 

of i) protection of specific constitutional values, ii) ensuring the Court of Justice 

performs its role in ensuring the Union acts within competence limits and iii) 

protecting the multilaterally exceptional position of parliaments in the Union. 

First, some unilateral exceptionalism could be seen as appropriate to protect 

constitutional circumstances specific to a Member State. From the perspective of 

domestic actors, it may be necessary to defend constitutional values that are 

specific to their constitutional arrangements. This is best shown through the HSII 

case, in which the UK Supreme Court defended “parliamentary privilege”; the 

principle that the internal procedures of parliament are exempt from judicial 

scrutiny. As noted by the Supreme Court, this principle may be specific to the 

UK’s constitutional arrangements. This may offer an example of a potential role 

for domestic actors to protect constitutional values based on their specific 

knowledge. In this sense, it is for them to protect the exceptional position of 

parliaments unilaterally, where there is a rule that the Court of Justice may be 

                                                   
156 Arnull, “Judicial Dialogue in the European Union”, in Dickson and Eleftheriadis (eds.) Philosophical Foundations of 
European Union Law (OUP, 2012) 
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unaware of at the European level. Indeed, the fact that this potential conflict was 

solved through a flexible interpretation shows that such differences are able to be 

accommodated within the system of decentralised enforcement. 

Second, it can also be argued that action by domestic courts ensures that the Court 

of Justice, and the Union more generally, does not step beyond its competence 

limits. For example, it has been argued that domestic actors such as the BVerfG 

can help to develop the case law of the Court of Justice. To extend the “mutually 

assured destruction” metaphor of earlier, it has been argued there is some value 

in domestic constitutional courts “parad[ing] their missiles”. This may act as a 

“useful brake on the more activist tendencies of the ECJ”.157 

Voßkuhle has claimed that pressure from the BVerfG has led to some of the Court 

of Justice’s most significant judgments on competence.158 For example, the Solange 

judgment, in which the BVerfG reserved the right to review Union law in order 

to ensure protection of fundamental rights, was followed years later by the Court 

of Justice establishing fundamental rights protection throughout the Union.159 

Similarly, and more relevant for the case law discussed in this chapter, Voßhule 

argues that constitutional identity review and ultra vires review can have similar 

positive effects on the Court of Justice. He argues that the Brunner decision, which 

established the ability of the BVerfG to review Union law to determine where it is 

ultra vires, encouraged the Court of Justice to a change in its image as part of 

“constructive co-existence” with the BVerfG. He cites the example of Tobacco 

Advertising, the first case in which the Court of Justice struck down legislation 

based on a breach of the principle of conferral.160 This suggests that the Brunner 

decision may have encouraged the Court of Justice to take the principle of 

conferral more seriously.  

Finally, and following on from the last point, domestic courts can encourage the 

Court of Justice to recognise the multilaterally exceptional position of national 

parliaments within the Union. As discussed in relation to case law of both the 

                                                   
157 Ibid., p. 123. 
158 Voßkuhle, “Multilevel Cooperation of the European Constitutional Courts: Der Europäische 
Verfassungsverbund”, 6 EUConst (2010), 175. 
159 Ibid., 191. 
160 Ibid., 195. 
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United Kingdom and Germany, judges have appealed to the special position of 

all national parliaments in the Union, particularly in light of the changes made in 

the Lisbon Treaty. This could aid the Court of Justice in striking the right balance 

between ensuring the effective application of the Union’s framework, while also 

ensuring that national parliaments are recognised as exceptional actors within that 

framework. 

B. INSTRUMENTALISATION? EXPLOITATION OF THE 

EXCEPTIONALIASM OF NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS BY 

DOMESTIC ACTORS 

In the previous sub-section, we analysed the narrative that protection of the 

exceptional position of national parliaments by domestic actors might have some 

positive effects. One of these benefits was the ability of Member States to protect 

the privileged position of the national parliament without undermining the 

effective application of Union law. However, it can be questioned whether some 

of the examples we have discussed in this chapter concern the protection of 

national parliaments. Rather, it is arguable that the exceptional position of national 

parliaments is being instrumentalised in service of other goals. Judicial and 

executive actors may be invoking the exceptional nature of national parliaments to 

justify their decisions. 

This is arguably evident in Ajos, as shown by two criticisms made in the case by 

the dissenting judgment,161 one general and one specific. Generally, it is noted that 

the Court of Justice places weight on interpretive factors. The use of unwritten 

general principles is a feature of the Court of Justice’s case law, and so could be 

expected by the Danish legislature when it acceded to the Union. Indeed, it was 

part of the debate before accession that the Court of Justice had this style, and so 

could be foreseen. In this sense, it could be said that the legislature made the 

choice to accede to the Union in full knowledge of the interpretive style of the 

Court of Justice.  

More specifically, this “unwritten principle” of age discrimination could be 

foreseen, especially as it was outlined in Mangold, which was decided before the 

                                                   
161 Case No. 15/2014 Dansk Industri (DI) acting for Ajos A/S vs. The estate left by A, 50. 
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Lisbon amendment was passed. Thus, the legislature was formally aware of the 

acquis and “no reservation was made”.162 It seems correct to presume that all 

previous Union law is absorbed unless a reservation is made. The alternative 

would be to presume the legislature was not aware, as did the Supreme Court, 

who noted that Mangold was not referred to as part of the pre-legislative 

discussion. Given the amount of decisions taken in the years since the previous 

Treaty amendment, there must be many aspects of Union law that were not 

referred to by the legislature.  

A better explanation is that the Danish Supreme Court wanted to send a message 

to the Court of Justice about its broad interpretations. This is owing to the 

prominence placed on legal certainty within Danish legal culture.163 This can be 

seen in the statement of the recent President of the Danish Supreme Court, who 

stressed this aspect of that Court’s approach: 

“In the cooperation with international courts and other countries' supreme 

courts, we do not need from the Danish side to come hat in hand. Denmark 

is number one on the global list of legal certainty…. In the annual EU 

survey of trust in the courts of the Member States, Denmark comes out as 

number one”164 

While protection of the exceptional nature of national parliaments within the 

Danish constitution is at the centre of the legal reasoning the Danish Supreme 

Court, we cannot overlook the significance of the political message that it was 

sending. On this reading, the exceptional nature of national parliaments could be 

the justification for the decision already taken by the Court.  

This claim of instrumentalisation could also be levelled at the Hungarian refugee 

referendum. It is clear that the Hungarian Prime Minister opposed the measure 

on political grounds. His party takes a hard-line stance on immigration, and as 

                                                   
162 Ibid., 50. 
163 Madsen, Olsen and Sadl ‘Competing Supremacies and Clashing Institutional Rationalities: The Danish Supreme 
Court’s Decision in the Ajos Case and the National Limits of Judicial Cooperation’ iCourts Working Paper Series, No. 
85, 2017. 
164 B. Dahl, ’Hvad skal vi med Højesteret?’, in M. H. Jensen, S. H. Mørup and B. Dahl (eds.), Festskrift til Jens Peter 
Christensen (DJØF, 2016), at 619-34, 632 cited in Ibid. 
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such holds political opposition to mandatory refugee quotas.165 Given the 

executive dominance of the Hungarian government, we might argue that the 

invocation of national parliaments is merely tactical; an attempt to garner the 

legitimacy inherent in the institution, given its symbolism as representative of 

national democracy.  

We can also question the suggestion of a political power of disapplication of 

Union law in the United Kingdom. As noted, this was often suggested by 

Eurosceptics, who would ultimately campaign to leave the Union. On this 

account, these suggestions of a political unilateral veto may simply have been 

intended to avoid the full application of Union law. Invoking the exceptional 

nature of national parliaments may merely have been instrumental to this 

outcome. 

CONCLUSION 

There has been tension between domestic courts and the Court of Justice on the 

interpretation of the principle of supremacy for decades. An underlying rationale 

for the reservations against the full application of the principle by domestic courts 

has been to protect the unilaterally exceptional position of national parliaments 

according to domestic constitutional arrangements. 

In recent years, this protection the unilateral exceptionalism of national parliaments 

has been exercised in practice. There will continue to be debate over whether these 

assertions by domestic actors on this basis are healthy for the Union. On the one 

hand, they could undermine the uniform application of Union law by rendering 

the application of supremacy voluntary. On the other hand, these assertions 

remind the Court of Justice of the important position of parliaments within many 

constitutions, and the need to ensure a balance between securing the effective 

application of the Union legal framework, on the one hand, and the exceptional 

nature of national parliaments, on the other. 

                                                   
165 See, “Hungary to have October referendum on EU migrant plan”, BBC News, 5 July 2016. 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-36711693. 
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CONCLUDING CHAPTER 

This concluding chapter aims to summarise the framework of the thesis, and draw 

together and expand on some of the themes that emerged within the substantive 

chapters. First, it will summarise the three key structural choices made in the 

thesis, each of which contribute to this overriding purpose; to deepen the 

understanding of the relationship between national parliaments and the Union. It 

will draw together patterns that emerge across different areas of enquiry 

including the tendencies of actors in both the European and domestic legal orders 

across the two contexts. Finally, it will offer some normative conclusions about 

how the relevant domestic and European actors ought to proceed in future actions 

relating to the EU-NP relationship based on the wording of Article 12 TEU. 

1. SUMMARY OF THESIS 

The purpose of this thesis has been to deepen the understanding of the 

relationship between national parliaments in the European Union. To achieve 

this, the thesis made three key structural choices: i) to analyse national 

parliaments in different contexts and different perspectives ii) to adopt a 

framework of common tensions, applicable to use across different areas of 

enquiry and iii) to structure this analysis around the developments in and after 

the Lisbon Treaty. This section will also summarise the substantive chapters of 

the thesis. 

I. SUMMARY OF FRAMEWORK 

A. AREAS OF ENQUIRY: TWO DIFFERENT CONTEXTS FROM TWO 

DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES 

First, this thesis interrogated the relationship between national parliaments and 

the European Union (EU-NP relationship) in two different contexts and from two 

different perspectives. This choice allowed the thesis to take an overarching view, 

discerning patterns and differences in the areas of enquiry and moving beyond 

the existing literature which tends to focus mainly on the ex ante role of national 

parliaments in the Union legislative process. 
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Two different contexts in which national parliaments and the Union interact were 

analysed. The first was the influence of national parliaments over the Union 

legislative process. This was termed the ex ante context, because it takes place prior 

to the creation of Union legislation. The second context concerned the application 

of Union law to national parliaments. This was termed the ex post context because 

it refers to the application of already created Union law to national parliaments.  

These contexts were discussed from two different perspectives. The first 

perspective was that of actors in the European legal order including EU 

institutions such as the Court of Justice, the Commission and the Council as well 

as the Member States acting collectively in the creation of Treaties. These actors 

were brought together under the descriptor of the “European legal order 

perspective” or shortened to “European perspective”. The second perspective 

was that of actors within domestic legal orders such as judicial, executive and 

parliamentary actors within Member States. These different actors were brought 

together under the descriptor of the “domestic legal order perspective” or 

shortened to “domestic perspective”. A combination of contexts and perspectives 

resulted in four areas of enquiry explored in each substantive chapter of the thesis. 

B. THE OVERARCHING ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK: THE FOUR 

COMMON TENSIONS 

In each chapter, a series of common tensions in the EU-NP relationship was used 

to analyse the area of enquiry. On four questions, the position of national 

parliaments in the Union could be said to be in tension. There are no definitive 

answers to these questions, only questions of extent. Where one draws the line 

and which side of the tension one prefers, is likely to depend on one’s normative 

view of what the EU-NP relationship ought to be, and more broadly, what the 

Union ought to look like. The four tensions were expressed as follows: 

i) To what extent can national parliaments be considered internal or 

external to the Union? This was defined by the extent of rights and 

obligations national parliaments are subject to under Union law. 

ii) To what extent is national parliamentary action, or action in relation to 

national parliaments, unilateral or multilateral? This was defined by the 
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extent to which these actions are taken, on the one hand, within the 

unilateral framework of an individual Member State, and on the other 

hand, as part of a multilateral framework agreed with other Member 

States or European actors. 

iii) To what extent is the position of national parliaments in relation to the 

Union ordinary or exceptional? This was defined by the extent to which 

national parliaments have a special status in comparison to other 

domestic bodies. 

iv) To what extent are national parliaments homogeneous or heterogeneous 

actors? This was defined by the extent to which national parliaments 

have similar features to each other or have significantly different 

features. 

C. THE LISBON TREATY AS A TEMPORAL ANCHOR 

The analysis in the thesis, using the four common tensions in the different areas 

of enquiry, was structured around the Lisbon Treaty. This choice was made 

because the developments in and after the Lisbon Treaty have had a significant 

effect on the EU-NP relationship. This is not only because the Treaty itself engages 

with the EU-NP relationship more than any previous European Treaty, but also 

because domestic actors increasingly reference national parliaments in their 

discourse and action relating to the Union, as evidenced in Chapters 3 and 4. 

Each substantive chapter was structured around post-Lisbon developments, and 

began with an analysis of the area of enquiry prior to the Lisbon Treaty. It then 

described the developments in or after the Lisbon Treaty. This was followed by 

analysis of the consequences of the changes, using the structural framework of the 

common tensions. Structuring the thesis in this way allowed for reflection on the 

current landscape of the EU-NP relationship after its significant post-Lisbon 

changes. 

II. SUMMARY OF SUBSTANTIVE CHAPTERS 
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CHAPTER 1: THE EX ANTE INFLUENCE OF NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS 

OVER THE UNION LEGISLATIVE PROCESS FROM THE EUROPEAN 

PERSPECTIVE 

Chapter 1 explored the perspective of European legal actors with regard to the ex 

ante role of national parliaments in the Union legislative process. Prior to Lisbon, 

national parliaments were external in this area, with no rights to participate 

directly in Union secondary law-making. The Lisbon Treaty internalised national 

parliaments in this area through the provision of rights to engage in the Union 

legislative process. These rights were part of a multilateral framework, requiring a 

number of national parliaments to use their rights in order to trigger formal legal 

effects on the legislative process. This post-Lisbon development led to issues 

explored through the framework of common tensions in terms of 

heterogeneity/homogeneity, internality/externality, and ordinariness/exceptionalism. 

First, the Lisbon Treaty treats national parliaments as a homogeneous class, despite 

their heterogeneous features. On the one hand, the differences between national 

parliaments may undermine the coherence of empowering them as a collective. 

On the other hand, the alternative, for necessary characteristics for classification 

of a national parliament to be defined at the Union level, would perhaps be more 

problematic. 

Second, there is an issue over the extent to which the powers provided in the 

Lisbon Treaty have internalised national parliaments in terms of obligations. On 

the one hand, the legislative power of Union institutions is accompanied by duties 

of sincere cooperation. If national parliaments are provided with direct legislative 

rights then they should be subject to the same duties. On the other hand, it is 

difficult to apply duties of cooperation to national parliaments because of the 

aggregative nature of the power provided. There is no institutional architecture 

to which the obligations can apply, and to bind individual parliaments with 

duties may be legally questionable and have undesirable political consequences. 

Finally, there is a question of the extent to which national parliaments should now 

be accorded exceptional status in the exercise of their legislative rights. On the one 

hand, their role in the “Early Warning Mechanism” is limited to scrutinising 
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subsidiarity. From this perspective, it is correct that the Commission does not 

engage with the broader political arguments of national parliaments, and instead 

merely focuses on the compliance with the legal principle of subsidiarity. On the 

other hand, a broader interpretation of the mechanism which encourages political 

engagement with national parliaments is possible. On this view, the exceptional, 

democratic, nature of national parliaments should be taken into account by the 

Commission in the exercise of the “Early Warning Mechanism”. 

CHAPTER 2: THE EX POST APPLICATION OF UNION LAW TO 

NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS FROM THE EUROPEAN PERSPECTIVE 

Chapter 2 explored the perspective of European legal actors on the ex post 

application of Union law to national parliaments, using the Treaty’s free 

movement prohibitions as a case study. In this area, the Court has internalised 

national parliaments through significant obligations stemming from the wide 

scope of the free movement prohibitions. While Member States can justify their 

measures, the Court applies a strict proportionality test to ensure that the 

unilateral measures are in compliance with the multilateral objective of the internal 

market. In this review, national legislation is treated as indistinct from non-

legislative measures, and thus as ordinary. 

The above is the traditional position for national parliaments in this area of 

enquiry prior to Lisbon. This chapter explored whether the Lisbon Treaty could 

lead the Court’s to change its treatment of national legislation, based on the new 

significance attached to representative democracy and national parliaments in 

primary law. This calls into question whether national parliaments should be seen 

as ordinary, and whether the Court could reflect the exceptional status of national 

parliaments by offering greater deference to national legislation 

Certain issues would arise if the Court was to offer greater deference in the review 

of national legislation for compliance with free movement prohibitions. One 

approach would be for the Court to defer to the form of legislation. However, the 

heterogeneous features of national parliaments in different Member States could 

render this choice incoherent. This may put those Member States that are able to 

pass more legislation owing to their political structures and circumstances at a 
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structural advantage in the internal market. An alternative solution, to prevent 

these problems, would be to review the legislative process to determine whether 

it is sufficiently democratic. This could prevent the potential problems of 

deferring to form, but would also lead to problems of its own. Review of the 

legislative procedure may involve the Court intruding into areas which ought to 

remain external to Union legal duties. 

Whilst recognising these problems, it may be possible to incorporate the 

exceptional position of national parliaments in the application of free movement 

law. This aim could most effectively be pursued through aligning the new 

exceptionalism of national parliaments with the Court’s current reasoning. In some 

instances, the Court recognises that there will be differences in moral and cultural 

preferences between Member States, and offers deference to these choices. The 

Court could supplement this reasoning with recognition that national 

parliaments, as representative institutions, are the most legitimate forum to 

express these moral and cultural values.  

CHAPTER 3: THE EX ANTE INFLUENCE OF NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS 

OVER THE UNION LEGISLATIVE PROCESS FROM THE DOMESTIC 

PERSPECTIVE 

Chapter 3 explored the perspective of domestic actors on the ex ante influence of 

national parliaments in the Union legislative process. It focused on national 

parliamentary scrutiny of Council representatives, an area that was exercised in a 

limited way by many parliaments prior to Lisbon. The Lisbon Treaty explicitly 

recognises this national parliamentary role for the first time, and the fact that it 

underpins the legitimacy of the Council. This recognises the multilateral 

exceptionalism of national parliaments in the Union. 

Since Lisbon, a number of parliaments have gained significant powers to 

scrutinise their Council representatives, including the ability to control votes. 

These formally strong powers are provided based on the unilateral exceptionalism 

of national parliaments according to the domestic constitutional arrangements. 

Some have questioned the potential impact of these developments on the Union 

legislative process. 
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On the one hand, strong national parliamentary powers have the potential to 

atrophy the Union legislative process. On this view, it may be necessary to 

internalise this national parliamentary power by applying duties of cooperation. 

On the other hand, there is limited legal support for internalizing this role and the 

parliamentary voting process arguably ought to remain external from Union legal 

duties. Further, this national parliamentary role is effectively contained within the 

legislative procedure set out by the Treaty, in that scrutiny only relates to the votes 

of individual Member States within the broader multilateral framework. 

CHAPTER 4: THE EX POST APPLICATION OF UNION LAW TO 

NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS FROM THE DOMESTIC PERSPECTIVE 

Chapter 4 explores the perspective of domestic actors on the ex post application of 

Union law. For many years prior to Lisbon, domestic courts have offered 

interpretations of the principle of supremacy that differ from that set out by the 

Court of Justice. Many domestic courts reserve the right to review Union law, and 

a number of these reservations are based on the unilaterally exceptional position of 

national parliaments in domestic constitutional arrangements. 

Post-Lisbon, there have been a number of prominent domestic cases questioning 

the full application of Union law based on the unilaterally exceptional position of 

national parliaments. There is debate in the literature over the extent to which 

such developments may have negative impacts in the Union. On the one hand, 

such domestic action could undermine the uniform application of Union law by 

calling it into question. This could suggest that following Union law is voluntary, 

encouraging further unequal application in other Member States, undermining 

the functioning of the Union legal order as a whole. On the other hand, such 

domestic action may help to ensure that the Court plays its role in ensuring that 

its actions, and those of Union institutions, remain within the limits set by the 

Treaty. It may also ensure that the exceptional position of national parliaments in 

the Union is accorded due recognition by the Court.  

2. PATTERNS AND THEMES EMERGING ACROSS DIFFERENT AREAS OF 

ENQUIRY 
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This section draws together the findings that emerge across the different areas of 

enquiry in the thesis. It first explores whether the heterogeneous features of national 

parliaments pose a threat to the homogenous empowerment of all national 

parliaments. It then tries to draw together the tendencies of actors in both the 

European and domestic legal orders. 

I. THE TREATY’S CHOICE OF HOMOGENEITY AND THE 

TENSION OF THE HETEORGENEOUS FEATURES OF 

NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS 

The issue of heterogeneity arises at the European level. This is because the domestic 

level only has the authority to empower its own parliament. At the Union level, 

there is an attempt to apply rights or obligations to all parliaments. This leads to 

potential difficulties owing to the heterogeneous features of national parliaments. 

Prior to Lisbon, for both rights and obligations, homogeneity was the common 

choice for European actors. All national parliaments were equally as ordinary as 

each other, with none of them being owed special status as compared to domestic 

non-legislative bodies. New questions arise based on the choice of the Lisbon 

Treaty to make national parliaments in some way exceptional. This suggests they 

should perhaps be treated differently compared to domestic bodies.  

Prior to the issue of how national parliaments should be treated differently, is the 

defining of what a national parliament is. Do all national parliaments deserve 

special status in the Union? If the rationale for empowering national parliaments 

is due to their democratic legitimacy, should this special status only be afforded 

to national parliaments that display sufficient levels of democratic legitimacy? To 

give a special status to national parliaments with limited or no democratic 

legitimacy could arguably be seen as incoherent. This issue emerges in both the 

ex ante and ex post contexts. 

In the ex ante context, “national parliaments” are empowered by the Treaties to 

engage directly with the Union legislative process. However, if this right is based 

on the fact that they are democratically legitimate actors, should non-democratic 

parliamentary chambers be allowed to exercise these legislative rights? In the ex 

post context, Chapter 2 raised the prospect that the Court of Justice could defer to 
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the choices of individual national parliaments on the basis of the democratic 

legitimacy of their norms. However, this again raises questions about whether the 

Union should presume that all national legislation is democratic. 

One solution to both of these issues is for the Union to take a closer look at 

whether national parliaments are deserving of a special status. In the ex ante 

context, the Union could determine which parliaments are sufficiently 

democratic, and thus deserving of the legislative rights provided in the Lisbon 

Treaty. In the ex post context, the Union could offer more deference to the political 

choices of legislation, but only where a sufficiently democratic process has led to 

that legislation. These choices, in both contexts, would help to remove the 

incoherence that emerges from the homogenous treatment of actors with 

heterogeneous features.  

As seen in Chapters 1 and 2, this response brings its own problems. It is 

questionable whether it is appropriate for the Union to determine whether a 

national parliament is sufficiently democratic. Generally, one of the barriers to the 

Treaties and the Union engaging with national parliaments was the idea that they 

ought to remain free to engage with the Union as they wish.1 It would be a 

significant step further to define whether or a not a parliament has the right to be 

classified as a sufficiently democratic parliament based on top-down criteria. In 

practice, it is likely that this would be highly problematic and would meet 

significant resistance from Member States.  

On this basis, it seems inappropriate for the Union to determine which 

parliaments are owed special status. Instead, the Treaty chooses a homogeneous 

view of national parliaments, presuming that they are democratically legitimate, 

despite certain “outlier” chambers that do not fit neatly with this presumption. 

This tension between heterogeneity and homogeneity remains, but the Treaty makes 

a choice that allows for the domestic constitutional peculiarities of Member States 

and their national parliaments to exist in practice. 

                                                   
1 See Hefftler et al. (Eds.) The Palgrave Handbook of National Parliaments and the European Union (Palgrave, 2015), p. 6, 
“parliaments are the ultimate symbols of national sovereignty. It is the prerogative of each Member State to decide 
the role they want to play in the ‘European game’. This role cannot be designated at the EU level”. 
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II. TENDENCIES OF EACH PERSPECTIVE 

It is possible to explore patterns discernible in the choices that tend to be made by 

actors in the European and domestic legal orders affecting the EU-NP 

relationship. In both instances, these tendencies are framed generally, and do not 

necessarily apply to all actors within that legal order. 

A. THE TENDENCY OF EUROPEAN ACTORS IN ENGAGEMENT 

WITH THE EU-NP RELATIONSHIP 

Overall, it is possible to discern a general tendency amongst European actors in 

relation to national parliaments. In both contexts, national parliaments have been 

internalised and multilateralised at the European level, but actors have struggled to 

deal with their exceptionalism in practice. 

Internalisation and multilateralization by European actors was evident in the thesis’ 

exploration of the ex ante role of national parliaments in the Union legislative 

process. For example, the “Early Warning Mechanism” internalises national 

parliaments through the provision of rights to engage in the legislative process. 

Each parliament has the right to object to draft Union legislation based on the 

principle of subsidiarity. 

The structure of this mechanism is multilateral; it triggers effects on the Union 

legislative process only where a certain number of different national parliaments 

engage with it. For example, it takes one third of parliamentary votes objecting to 

the legislation on the basis of subsidiary to require the Commission to respond. 

Internalisation and multilateralization by European actors was also evident in the 

thesis’ exploration of the ex post application of Union law to national parliaments. 

The distinction between this context and the ex ante context is that internalisation 

and multilateralization has been established for decades in this area. For example, 

Chapter 2 explored the application of free movement rules to national legislation. 

The scope of the free movement prohibitions have often been defined broadly by 

the Court of Justice, resulting in a large number of national measures being 

considered to be in breach of free movement rules prima facie. This has internalised 
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national parliaments in this area through the placement of significant obligations 

to comply with rules of free movement. 

In the application of these rules, national parliaments are able to justify measures. 

However, the Court of Justice adopts an intensive proportionality test because of 

the unilateral nature of national legislation, and the need for it to comply with the 

multilateral framework of the internal market. Thus, a strict standard of 

proportionality review is applied to national legislation in checking its 

compliance with free movement rules. 

In both contexts, the Union institutions struggle to accommodate the exceptional 

position of national parliaments in practice. The Lisbon Treaty suggests that 

national parliaments are distinct from non-legislative domestic institutions owing 

to their democratic legitimacy. However, while this is the message sent by the 

Treaty, it has not yet been reflected in the actions of the Court of Justice and the 

Commission, both of which struggle to accommodate this exceptional position of 

national parliaments in their actions. 

In the ex ante context, the Commission has not incorporated the exceptional nature 

of national parliaments into its actions in the “Early Warning Mechanism”. It 

adopts a narrow view of the principle of subsidiarity, and thus consistently rejects 

the concerns raised by national parliaments through the mechanism. It could be 

argued that this is due to the mechanism’s focus on the principle of subsidiarity. 

However, this would be to ignore the broader context of the changes at Lisbon 

Treaty in relation to national parliaments and representative democracy. 

This difficulty for European actors dealing with the exceptionalism of national 

parliaments is also evident in the ex post context. Traditionally, the Court of Justice 

does not distinguish between legislative and non-legislative national institutions 

in review of measures for compliance with free movement rules. The Court would 

require a change in approach to incorporate the exceptional position of parliaments 

when conducting this review. This overall tendency is problematised later in this 

Concluding Chapter. 

B. THE TENDENCY OF SOME DOMESTIC ACTORS IN 

ENGAGEMENT WITH THE EU-NP RELATIONSHIP 
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A tendency also emerges in the actions of some domestic legal actors across the 

two contexts explored in the thesis. This must be prefaced with recognition of the 

wide array of domestic approaches to the EU-NP relationship. This tendency 

refers to the actions taken in certain Member States. These domestic actors are 

empowering national parliaments based on their exceptional nature at the 

unilateral domestic level. Throughout the thesis, this has been described as 

unilateral exceptionalism; the special status of national parliaments according to 

domestic constitutional arrangements. However, the two contexts differ in the 

level of internal control that the Union is able to exercise over domestic actors. 

For the ex ante influence of national parliaments over the Union legislative 

process, a number of different examples were explored. This included the UK’s 

European Union Act 2011 and the German Acts on Cooperation between the 

Federal Government and the German Bundestag and the Bundesrat in Matters 

Concerning the EU. Both acts included new powers for the UK and German 

parliaments to control the vote of their Council representatives in certain areas. 

For the UK, these powers were part of an attempt to increase the power of the 

parliament in relation to the executive in Union decision-making. This was part 

of a broader attempt to ensure that the UK parliament retains its exceptional 

position within the UK’s constitutional arrangements in relation to Union law.  

In Germany, new powers for the Bundestag were added to the German acts after 

it was constitutionally required by the BVerfG in its Lisbon judgment. According 

to the BVerfG it is necessary, as part of the German Basic Law’s protection of the 

principle of democracy, for the transfer of powers to the European level to be 

ratified by both houses of the German parliament. Thus, it was required to 

provide the German parliament with powers not only in relation to all forms of 

Treaty amendment, but also Article 352 of the Treaty of the Functioning of the 

European Union, because of its broadly framed nature and potential to transfer 

significant powers away from the national sphere of competence. As such, the 

special status of the German parliament within the Basic law required that it have 

the ability to ratify all uses of this Treaty article before Germany’s Council 

representative was able to vote. 
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A similar pattern is also evident in the ex post context from the perspective of 

actors in domestic legal orders. A number of examples explored in Chapter 4 

concerned domestic courts questioning the applicability of Union law based on 

the unilaterally exceptional position of national parliaments within the domestic 

constitution. Commonly, this issue emerges in relation to ultra vires review of 

Union actions. Some domestic courts review Union law to ensure that the 

competence transferred by the national parliaments in the act of accession is not 

exceeded in practice. This protects the ability of national parliaments to retain 

control of competence, and only transfer power voluntarily. This type of review 

is evident in Germany, United Kingdom and Denmark.  

In Chapter 4, we also saw examples of the UK and Germany questioning the 

applicability of Union law based on fundamental domestic constitutional 

principles. These cases are also justified on the basis of protecting the special 

status of national parliaments within domestic constitutional arrangements. In 

Germany, the BVerfG states that certain areas of competence that may never be 

transferred to the European level because this would remove the sphere of 

competence that must remain within the control of the German parliament. 

The pattern of protection of the unilateral exceptionalism of national parliaments in 

these two contexts is clear. However, there is a distinction in the level of internal 

control that the Union exercises over these two contexts. In the ex ante context, 

while the new powers for national parliaments stem from the domestic level, and 

can thus be considered external rights, they are channelled within the Union’s 

legislative process as set out in the Treaties. As such, the power of the national 

parliament only extends to the vote of a single Council representative.  

By contrast, the ex post context is not channelled within Treaty processes in the 

same way. Review of Union law by domestic courts is incompatible with the 

Court of Justice’s conception of the principle of supremacy. When domestic courts 

conduct this review on the basis of protecting the unilaterally exceptional position 

of parliaments, they do so external to the Union legal order, with no conceivable 

obligations able to control them. This makes the actions of actors in the domestic 

legal order in the ex post context a more significant threat to the effectiveness of 

the Union. 
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This lack of internal control is reflected in the significant concern expressed over 

the potential consequences of resistance to the application of Union law by 

domestic courts.2 As explored in Chapter 4, there is a fear that individual Member 

States disapplying Union law will undermine its uniform application. More 

broadly, this could jeopardise the functioning of the Union legal order as a whole. 

3. PROBLEMATISING THE EUROPEAN AND DOMESTIC TENDENCIES: 

NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS AND THE “GOOD FUNCTIONING” OF THE 

UNION 

This final section offers some suggestions for future actions of the relevant 

domestic and European actors in relation to the EU-NP relationship. It proposes 

that the wording of Art. 12 TEU, as agreed to by Member States and the Union, 

should act as a normative guide for the future position of national parliaments in 

the Union. 

This argument rests on the Treaties, which throughout this thesis have been 

categorised as part of the European perspective. However, this argument should 

not be read as taking the side of European perspective to offer normative 

conclusions. Rather, it uses the Treaty, a document agreed to by all Member 

States, as a benchmark.3 This benchmark is then used to critique the position of 

actors in both the European and domestic perspectives  

I. EUROPEAN ACTORS, NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS AND 

THE “GOOD FUNCTIONING OF THE UNION” 

As outlined in the previous section, the tendency of actors in the European legal 

order is to minimise the exceptional nature of national parliaments in practice. In 

particular, the Commission in the ex ante context and the Court of Justice in the ex 

post context place limited or no emphasis on the special status of national 

parliaments under Union law. 

                                                   
2 See Chapter 4, section 4.I.A. 
3 See Horsley The Court of Justice of the European Union as an Institutional Actor: Judicial Lawmaking and its Limits (CUP, 
2018) 
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This approach can be contrasted with the view of national parliaments in the 

Treaties. It has been established in this thesis that the driving purpose behind the 

inclusion of national parliaments in the Treaty was to increase democratic 

legitimacy and to bring the Union closer to its citizens.4 Concerns about these 

issues have only grown since Lisbon with new challenges since emerging. 

Perhaps the most obvious challenge is the withdrawal of the UK, one of the largest 

economies and biggest populations in the Union.5 More broadly, this aligns with 

the rise of Eurosceptic parties in a number of Member States.6 

The Commission described certain concerns about how the Union is viewed by 

European citizens. In its recent White Paper on the Future of Europe, it describes 

the “questioning of trust and legitimacy”, which can lead to a “vacuum…easily 

filled by populist and nationalist rhetoric”.7 As part of the White Paper, the 

Commission considers some of the problems facing the Union. For example, it 

focuses on the proposition that Member States “blame Brussels” for problems that 

are not created by the Union.8 While this is undoubtedly true, there is also room 

for reflection within the Union institutions on their own actions. 

It is clear that greater recognition of the exceptional nature of national parliaments 

by domestic actors would not solve the issues outlined above. However, the way 

that the different areas in enquiry analysed in this thesis are interpreted has a 

significant impact on the EU-NP relationship, and thus the relations between 

national democracy and the Union. 

On one level, the choice of the Treaties to engage national parliaments has proved 

successful, in so far as they are far more engaged with Union issues than prior to 

Lisbon. However, it is worth reflecting on the consequences of raising the 

consciousness of parliaments, only for the Union institutions to ignore what 

makes parliaments exceptional in practice. In this sense, the empowerment may in 

fact be counter-productive. If national parliaments are more aware of European 

issues than ever before, but do not feel able to affect the choices made at the 

                                                   
4 See Introductory Chapter. 
5 Editorial, “’True is it that we have seen better days’”, 53 CMLRev. (2016), 875.  
6 See De Witte, “An undivided Union? Differentiated integration in post-Brexit times”, 55 CMLRev. (2018), 227, 235, 
referencing “the growing mass of Eurosceptic citizens across Europe”. 
7 White Paper on the Future of European and the Way Forward, COM(2017)2025, p. 12. 
8 Ibid. 
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European level, this may lead to further disillusionment amongst parliaments and 

the citizens they represent. 

Union institutions could change the way that they treat parliaments and Article 

12 TEU could be used as a normative guide to assist with this. This is not to 

suggest that the article places explicit legal obligations on the Union institutions, 

but rather that the wording of the article could guide and inform future action in 

relation to national parliaments. 

In particular, we can note the description of national parliaments as contributing 

to the “good functioning of the Union”. It is argued that we should take a broad 

view of the meaning of “good functioning” in this context. Where the idea of the 

functioning of the Union has been invoked in this thesis, it has often been used as 

a by-word for the effective pursuit of Union objectives. It could be considered 

ironic, then, that national parliaments are being invoked in relation to improving 

the functioning of the Union. This is because, throughout the substantive chapters 

of the thesis, the idea of greater power for national parliaments has been 

contrasted with the effective functioning of the Union. 

Chapters 1 and 3 considered whether the new ex ante powers provided to national 

parliaments might impact negatively on the Union legislative process, thus 

making it difficult for the Union to achieve its objectives. Chapter 2 explored 

whether it was possible to accommodate the exceptional position of parliament in 

the application of free movement rules, without undermining the effective 

functioning of the Union’s internal market. Chapter 4 considered whether the 

protection of the exceptional position of national parliaments by domestic actors 

might undermine the effective functioning of the Union legal order. 

This view could be described as good functioning as effective pursuit of pre-determined 

policy objectives. On this view, the policy choices as stated by the Treaty and the 

Union’s legislative institutions should be achieved in the most efficient way 

possible. This view was arguably witnessed in Chapter 3, with Craig’s critique of 

the UK’s EUA 2011. Craig raised the idea that national parliaments would prevent 

EU legislative initiatives from coming into force with significant “practical 
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implications”.9 This view assumes that EU legislative initiatives ought to come 

into force, and that national parliaments are acting as an impediment to the 

effective functioning of the Union by opposing them. 

Similarly, the Treaties’ use of the word “functioning” in relation to the internal 

market could be read as reflecting this efficiency-based view of functioning. For 

example, in Art. 27 TFEU, as part of the Union’s competence to create legislation 

on the internal market, the Commission can take into account the position of 

certain economies in the internal market as part of its legislative proposals. Where 

it is necessary to create derogations on this basis, these must be “of a temporary 

nature and must cause the least possible disturbance to the functioning of the 

internal market”. This highlights the idea that differences amongst Member States 

stemming from derogations impact on the effective functioning of the internal 

market. Every national rule represents a potential barrier to the internal market, 

and could thus impact on its functioning.  

However, another view of “good functioning of the Union” is possible. Indeed, it 

is arguable that the use of this phrase as part of the “provisions on democratic 

principles”, does not speak only to the efficient pursuit of Union policies. Indeed, 

for the reasons just outlined, national parliaments would not be the actor of choice 

to help pursue the agreement of policy choices already made by Union 

institutions.  

Rather, the functioning of the Union is also linked to “representative democracy” 

as part of the “provisions on democratic principles”. This would suggest a 

democratic view of functioning; it is necessary for the Union to reflect the view of 

citizens as expressed by the European Parliament, Council and national 

parliaments. This could be linked to a broader idea of the stability of the Union. It 

is necessary for the Union, owing to its level of competence, to ensure its citizens 

have avenues of expression, such as national parliaments, that have the potential 

to impact on the Union’s policies. This could help to prevent disillusionment of 

citizens, and ensure that the integration project can continue to function and will 

not break down. 

                                                   
9 Craig, “The European Union Act 2011: Locks, limits and legality”, 48 CML Rev. (2011), 1915, 1935. 
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The question then emerges, what is the role of national parliaments in this 

functioning? Rather than ensuring the effective pursuit of the choices of Union 

institutions, it is arguable that national parliaments ought to question those policy 

objectives and choices. In this sense, the choices of national parliaments, in 

representing their national citizenries, could contribute to the goal of “good 

functioning” by ensuring that citizens feel that they are able to impact on Europe 

and do not become disillusioned.  

In this sense, national parliaments in the ex ante context might make the Union 

function less efficiently, if we take effective functioning to mean achievement of 

the goals decided by the Union institutions as per Craig. However, it may 

improve the functioning of the Union by asking it to re-orientate its goals and 

choices as influenced by national parliaments to maintain a stable Union. This is 

in line with the arguments of Bartl, as explored in Chapter 1. Arguably, in the 

current legislative process, the Commission pursues a policy and Union 

institutions have a tendency to adopt a non-questioning attitude to those 

objectives.10 National parliaments can play an important role in questioning these 

choices and objectives, thus politicising the legislative process.11 Goldoni also 

believes that national parliaments can play an important role in this context owing 

to their proximity to national citizens; “it is up to the most representative national 

political institutions to provide a communicative channel between conflicts in the 

social sphere and the political system.”12 

To return this argument specifically to the Commission, it would be possible to 

take a broader view of the “Early Warning Mechanism” that takes the concerns of 

national parliaments more seriously. It is possible within the current Treaty 

framework to adopt a more open interpretation of the principle of subsidiarity. 

This would open the door for more national parliamentary influence on the Union 

legislative process. 

                                                   
10 Bartl, “The way we do Europe: Subsidiarity and the substantive democratic deficit”, 21 ELJ (2015), 23, 41. 
11 Ibid., 40 “Linked to the more political national democratic processes, national parliaments are institutionally well 
endowed to re-politicise the normative concerns, which have been functionally suppressed in the EU policy-making 
process.” See, on this point, Dawson, “Better Regulation and the Future of EU Regulatory Law and Politics”, 53 
CMLRev. (2016), 1209 who makes a distinction between objective approaches insulated from political accountability, 
and subjective choices determined through political process.  
12 Goldoni, “The early warning system and the Monti II Regulation: The case for a political interpretation”, 10 EUConst 
(2014) 90, 105. 
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In the ex post context, a greater recognition of the exceptionalism in the application 

of Union law would not make the internal market function more effectively, in the 

sense of a deeper, more liberalised market. Rather, it would lead to a questioning 

of market goals where alternative objectives are expressed by national 

parliaments. This would recognise that the Court plays a significant role in the 

policies that national parliaments are able to pursue. It is possible to allow 

national parliaments greater decision-making autonomy in this context. 

This argument does not suggest that Art. 12 TEU ranks above other Treaty articles. 

Rather, the provision can be taken as a signal to the Union institutions that the 

exceptional position of national parliaments in the Union should be incorporated 

into its reasoning, and balanced with other priorities and responsibilities in the 

Treaty.  

This argument suggests that the exceptional nature of national parliaments as 

expressed by the Lisbon Treaty is yet to be reflected in the actions of the 

Commission and the Court of Justice. Recognising that the democratic legitimacy 

of national parliaments is relevant to both the creation and application of Union 

law is not only possible within the current Treaty framework, but is arguably 

encouraged by that framework. 

II. DOMESTIC ACTORS, NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS AND THE 

“GOOD FUNCTIONING OF THE UNION” 

Domestic actors tend to focus on the unilaterally exceptional position of national 

parliaments within the domestic legal order. This has led to concerns over the 

extent to which such action will undermine the effectiveness of both Union law-

making and the application of Union law. It is worth reflecting on the 

responsibility of domestic actors in the context of the Union. Every Member State 

ratified the Lisbon Treaty. This includes each of the 28 parliaments in the Union, 

as well as the domestic courts in a number of Member States.  

All parliaments in the Union, and many domestic courts, have approved Article 

12 TEU which states that “national parliaments contribute actively to the good 

functioning of the Union”. As discussed in the previous sub-section, we should 

not take a narrow view of “good functioning” through which the Union objectives 
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as expressed by the Treaty and Union institutions are achieved as efficiently as 

possible. However, we can also note the potential threat stemming from domestic 

actors, and particularly courts, to the “good functioning of the Union”.  

In the ex ante context, it is arguable that there is no significant threat to the 

functioning of Union decision-making. While some have expressed concern that 

the legislative process could be slowed down and become dysfunctional in light 

of new parliamentary powers, this does not appear to have been the case in 

practice. This may be because national parliamentary action in this area is 

contained within the internal procedures set out in the Treaty.  

However, in the ex post context, a more significant threat to the “good functioning 

of the Union” emerges, and domestic actors must bear this in mind. As discussed 

in the previous sub-section, the Union faces significant challenges from a number 

of different angles. In this vein, domestic actors should be aware of the 

consequences of their actions on the stable functioning of the Union legal order. 

The principles of decentralised enforcement rely on domestic actors to support 

the system. While there are potential positive outcomes from domestic courts 

challenging the applicability of Union law, such challenges must be exercised 

with caution.  

In this vein, it is notable that many courts make cautious references to the need to 

comply with the multilateral framework of Union law. For example, Germany’s 

BVerfG states that it will operate its control powers “in a manner that is reserved 

and open towards European law”.13 It ensures that its review is only exercised 

with sufficient caution, in the case of a manifest error.14 This is reasoned on the 

basis that if a Member State were to disapply Union law every time it disagreed 

with an interpretation of the Court of Justice, this would undermine the uniform 

and effective application of Union law.15 

                                                   
13 Case 2 BvR 2661/06 Re Honeywell, judgment of 6 July 2010, para 44. 
14 Ibid. 
15 Ibid., para 42: “If each Member State claimed to be able to decide through their own courts on the validity of legal 
acts of the Union, the primacy of application could be circumvented in practice, and the uniform application of Union 
law would be placed at risk” 
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This rhetorical recognition of the multilateral framework of the Union is important. 

In this vein, Denmark’s change in approach to ultra vires review could be seen as 

negative for the “good functioning of the Union”. The omission of mitigating 

language as part of its formulation of ultra vires review in its Lisbon judgment 

suggests a standard of ultra vires review that the BVerfG would not countenance. 

The Danish Supreme Court finds it acceptable to disapply Union law purely based 

on the exceptional nature of the Danish parliament within the domestic 

constitution, and without regard for the functioning of the Union legal order. 

The Danish Court should bear in mind the choice of the Danish government and 

legislature to accede to the Lisbon Treaty, and its own ratification of the Treaty’s 

compliance with the Danish constitution. The decision in Ajos could be said to 

place too much emphasis on the unilaterally exceptional position of the Danish 

parliament in relation to Union law. In this way, national parliaments could 

undermine the “good functioning” of Union law, rather contributing to it. 

CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this thesis has been to deepen the understanding of the 

relationship between national parliaments and the Union. The substantive 

chapters of the thesis have taken an exploratory approach, investigating changes 

in the EU-NP relationship and the potential consequences of those changes. 

This Concluding Chapter has aimed to draw together patterns and differences 

existing across the different areas of enquiry. It ended by offering some 

conclusions on the future actions of actors in the European and domestic legal 

order based on Article 12 TEU, which states, “national parliaments contribute 

actively to the good functioning of the Union”. For European actors, this offers 

recognition that national parliaments should play an active role in shaping the 

policies and objectives at the European level and the Union institutions should act 

in accordance with this recognition. For domestic actors, this serves as a reminder 

that protection of national parliaments at the domestic level comes with a 

responsibility not to undermine the stable and uniform functioning of the Union 

legal order.  
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